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The demand for water is increasing rapidly in the developing world. The gap between water 
demand and water supply is widening, making effective water resources management vital. 
Irrigation represents the largest use of fresh water globally, and improved management of 
water within irrigation systems is essential if scarce resources are to be used in an equitable 
manner and to their maximum benefit. The management of water allocation in large 
irrigation systems is important, as even a small improvement in operation may lead to 
significant benefits. 
An optimisation approach based on Genetic Algorithms (GAs) is developed for real time 
allocation of irrigation water supplies. Appropriate objective functions for the water 
allocation problem have been derived previously and solved using quadratic programming 
(QP). There had been concerned that the QP approach may become computationally 
bounded for large systems. It was also thought that the approach would be difficult to apply 
to water scheduling problems. This research describes work on the development of a GA for 
the water allocation problem. Although GAs have been actively researched for 30 years, 
only one previous application to an irrigation problem has been found in the literature. The 
GA approach is very flexible, and is easily set up for a wide range of linear and non-linear 
objective functions. In developing the GA solver the intention was to have a generic code 
easily adapted and used. This has been achieved and the same core routines are used for a 
wide range of problems. 
Applied to the water allocation problem, the GA approach can provide solutions that are 
similar to those produced by QP. It is, however, sensitive to string length, and has difficulty 
in meeting nodal water balance constraints. It is concluded that the GA approach offers no 
advantage over QP for the water allocation problem. 
Further development of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve an irrigation water scheduling 
problem is described. The objective is to optimise the utilisation of water resources during 
water stress periods in irrigation systems operating on a rotational basis. Objective functions 
for the water scheduling problem are developed. Solutions are presented using a GA, and the 
advantages and shortcomings of different approaches are discussed. The objective is to 
minimise the irrigation water supply to the system when adequate supplies exist, and to 
distribute crop stress in an equitable manner in periods of water shortage. It was 
demonstrated that a formulation called the "Zero-l" approach was most effective in solving 
the problem, performing significantly better than traditional systems, and more recent 
scheduling developments. 	A number of practical applications are presented that 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the GA approach. 
The GA approach is relatively simple to set up and is very robust in application to water 
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The utilisation of natural resources must be sustainable, and increasingly ways are being 
sought to bring about effective management of diminishing resources. Natural resources 
must be used economically and sustainably, if benefits are to be maximised and negative 
feedback to the ecological system minimised. Rigorous planning and management are 
essential for long term sustainable development. 
Water was once considered "free goods" in economic terms. However, with increasing 
population pressures and development activities, the available per-capita resource is 
diminishing both in terms of quantity and quality. The catchment is the basic unit for water 
resource assessment. At this scale environmental change affects management of the water 
resource, and impacts on the people dependent on that resource. Various problems such as, 
deforestation, agricultural extension, population growth, urbanisation and industrial 
expansion directly effect water availability and water quality. Under these pressures, there 
is increasing need for careful water and environmental management. 
Irrigation represents the largest use of fresh water globally. It is an ancient art. Irrigation is 
thought to have begun over 5000 years ago. Hieroglyphics showing the opening of an 
irrigation canal dates from 3500 BC (Israelsen and Hansen 1962). There is evidence that 
many ancient civilisations had meaningful irrigation systems. Evidence exists of irrigation 
in Mesopotamia from about 3000 BC, in China from 2000 BC, and in India from 300 BC. 
Systems in Sri Lanka and Bali are over 1000 years old (Spiertz 1991), and there are systems 
in northern Thailand that are over 700 years old. When these systems were developed, 
population pressures were very much lower than they are today. 
The world irrigated area expanded from 94 million ha to about 220 million ha between 1950 
and 1984. The annual expansion rate was 4.1% from 1950 to 1960, 3.5% from 1960 to 
1970, and 2.3% from 1974 to 1984. Expansion in irrigated area since 1960 has been in the 
developing world (Jensen et al. 1990). 
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Exponential population growth has effected a similar exponential growth in food demand 
and indeed in production (Jensen et al. 1990). Thus, the demand for water is increasing 
rapidly in the developing world due to rapid population growth, industrial growth and 
agricultural extension. The gap between water demand and water supply is widening, 
making effective water resource management vital. Increasing competition for scarce water 
resources requires that the available resources be managed in a way that ensures equity 
while also improving economic return per unit of water available. 
Improved irrigation management will be essential to sustain and improve agricultural 
production, and to meet increasing food demands in developing countries. In future, as 
competition for available water resources increases, irrigated lands will be required to use 
water more efficiently. Further irrigation development will be required in the long term in 
response to increasing food demands (Jensen et al. 1990). 
In irrigation systems, it is increasingly being considered necessary to introduce water 
charges in order to encourage better water management practice at farmer level. This in turn 
requires that the system be managed in an equitable manner, and that operators have a basis 
for justifying their management decisions. It is also necessary to consider competing water 
demands, such as irrigation, potable water and hydropower, and to have a basis on which 
these may be compared. This may not be solely economics. Increasingly, social and 
environmental factors must be incorporated in the decision process (Jensen et al. 1990). 
1.2 Background To The Research 
As effective water management becomes more critical, water distribution in irrigation 
systems should be both equitable and efficient. The improved management of water within 
irrigation systems is essential if scarce resources are to be used in an equitable manner and 
to their maximum benefit. The management of water allocation in large irrigation systems is 
important as even a small improvement in operation may lead to significant benefits 
This research is intended to address problems of irrigation water management and in 
particular that of optimal and equitable distribution of irrigation water among farmers in 
times of water scarcity. In many irrigation systems competition for scarce water exists 
among farmers and/or schemes. In complex irrigation systems, the distribution of water may 
not be equitable or optimal leading to poor irrigation water management and sub-optimal 
crop production. The real time irrigation water management problem is one of providing the 
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best distribution of scarce water resources given a particular cropping and soil moisture 
condition. Decision making in real time for water allocation in irrigation systems under 
stress is important, as is the development of tools to assist in the assessment of different 
operational rules and rotational systems and to assist in evaluation of their impact on 
production (Wardlaw et al. 1997). 
Recent studies by Wardlaw and Barnes (Wardlaw and Barnes 1996; 1997; 1998) have been 
concerned with the real time allocation of water supplies in irrigation systems with complex 
distribution networks. This work has developed a quadratic programming (QP) approach to 
optimise water allocation. There were concerns that the QP approach may become 
computationally bounded on large system and that it did not lend itself well to water 
scheduling problems. Genetic algorithms were identified as a possible alternative approach. 
1.3 The Objectives of The Research 
One of the major goals in the management and operation of an irrigation system is the 
efficient, distribution and utilisation of water. Operating open channel systems optimally to 
achieve maximum efficiency is very important. Genetic algorithms (GAs) have not yet been 
applied to this type of problem. The main purpose of this research is to develop an 
optimisation approach based on genetic algorithms (GAs) for the real time water allocation 
problem that maintains equity between schemes and production units within a system. The 
research was intended to explore the suitability of GAs to irrigation management problems. 
The specific objectives were as follows: 
To develop a GA for application to the real time irrigation water allocation problem. 
To evaluate GA performance against that of Quadratic Programming (QP). 
To package the optimisation approach in a generic form for easy use. 
To develop a GA for application to water scheduling problems. 
1.4 Thesis Organisation 
This thesis is organised as follows: 
Chapter 1 outlines the general background to the research, and the objectives. 
In Chapter 2, the real time water allocation problem is described and the previous work is 
reviewed. 
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Chapter 3 presents a review of the literature on optimisation approaches, including GA 
techniques, and their application to irrigation systems. 
Chapter 4 presents the development of a GA for the water allocation problem: It begins with 
a single canal, then develops to application to a test canal system, and application to a more 
complex canal system. An appropriate objective function for GA use is developed. 
In Chapter 5, application of the GA to the irrigation system of the Tukad Ayung in Bali, 
Indonesia is presented. The results are compared with the quadratic programming approach 
developed by Wardlaw and Barnes (1998). The development of the objective function for 
this complex irrigation system has been described. Furthermore, the development of an 
improved GA for water allocation problems is presented. The improved GA is compared 
with the original application. 
Chapter 6 reviews the literature for water scheduling problems and presents an appropriate 
objective function for this type of problem. The application of GA to water scheduling to a 
test system is presented. 
Chapter 7 presents the development of a GA for the water scheduling problem in a more 
complex system. The objective function is modified and applied to a variety test systems. 
In Chapter 8, an application of a GA to the Pugal system at Indira Gandhi Nahar Project in 
India is demonstrated. 
Chapter 9 presents the application of GA a to Hetao Irrigation Project, Mongolia. Results 
were compared with the original linear programming. 
Chapter 10 provides the conclusions of the research. The chapter lists the achievement and 
outlines the limitations of the work carried out. Recommendations for further study are also 
provided. 
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2 THE REAL TIME WATER ALLOCATION PROBLEM 
2.1 Introduction 
This research builds on recent investigations by Wardlaw and Barnes (1996, 1997, 1998, 
1999), addressing what is known as the "Real Time Water Allocation Problem". The 
research by Wardlaw and Barnes was undertaken as a component of the DFID TDR project 
entitled "Improved Irrigation System Planning and Management" (IISPM), and was 
concerned specifically with the optimal allocation of scarce water resources in real time 
between competing users. The real time irrigation water allocation problem was defined as 
one of "providing the best distribution of scarce water resources, such that crop yield 
reductions resulting from water stress are minimised." 
The research by Wardlaw and Barnes was aimed at improving the availability of water for 
sustainable food production in irrigation networks with complex distribution networks, in 
which there is water stress and competition for scarce water resources. The research was 
intended to address issues of equity in water distribution, and to develop objective means by 
which the distribution of scarce water resources could be carried out in the most beneficial 
way. The research focussed on the development, testing and verification of computer 
software for optimising the allocation of water resources according to a defined set of 
objectives, and subject to a defined set of constraints. 
The research by Wardlaw and Barnes provides the foundations for this thesis. In view of this 
a thorough review of their research and findings is presented in this chapter, leading to 
identification of the main focus of the thesis. 
2.2 	Definition of the Optimisation Problem 
Wardlaw and Barnes (1996) defined as their objective, maximising crop production through 
water allocation, subject to constraints of equity between users, canal capacities, and 
continuity throughout the system. A number of alternative objective function formulations is 
possible for the water allocation problem, and were considered by Wardlaw and Barnes 
(1996). They found the following formulation to be most appropriate: 
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11 (di —x.) 2 




n = number of irrigation schemes 
d, = irrigation demand for scheme i 
= irrigation supply to scheme i 
The quadratic form of this function ensures equity between schemes, and that, subject to 
canal capacities, relative supplies are the same to all schemes. The system constraints 
required related to nodal continuity and to reach capacities. A node may be considered to 
represent a canal distribution or confluence point in the system, and for the definition sketch 
shown in Figure 2.1, the nodal continuity may be expressed as: 
Qint. +Q1 —x1 —Qsnk 1 =0 	 (2.2) 
where, 
Qinf = external inflow to node i 
Q,. 	= flow from node ito node  
Qsnk1 = sink or drainage outflow term at node i 
The following additional constraints were required: 
Q 1 :!~qcap1, 	 (2.3) 
(2.4) 
where, 
qcap11 = capacity of canal between nodes i andj. 
QmJj 
Figure 2.1 	Definition sketch for nodal water balance 
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Wardlaw and Barnes also developed a crop yield based objective function. Starting with the 
objective of maximising crop yield, or minimising crop losses, while maintaining equity 
between schemes, it follows from equation 2.1 that a crop yield based objective function 
may be expressed as: 
n 





yj,,, 	= potential crop yield in scheme i 
yia 	= actual crop yield in scheme i 
It was recognised that equation 2.5 could not be applied practically, and that yield response 
was best related to potential and actual evapotranspiration, and through this to water supply. 
It was shown by Wardlaw and Barnes (1997, 1998) that through consideration of a crop 
yield response to water function (Doorenbos and Kassam, 1979): 
ET" 
I 	 (2.6) 
yin)
=k(l— 
 E1 1 ) 
where, 
k 	= crop yield response factor 
ETC , 	= actual crop evapotranspiration 
ET,,, 	= potential evapotranspiration 
The objective function given by equation 2.5 can be re-arranged and expressed as: 
Minimise 	Z = -   (d —x)2 	 (2.7) 
d, 
or with different sensitivity: 
Minimise 	Zt--  (d —x1 )2 	 (2.8) 
i=1 d1 
The above functions are subject to the constraints given in equations 2.2 to 2.4. Wardlaw 
and Barnes (1997, 1998) also extended the above functions to include blocks within an 
irrigation scheme, permitting two levels of optimisation: 
n b(i) k ij 2 
Minimise 	z=—d--xii 
 )2 	 (2.9) 
=i j=i d,1  
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.Ji 
n b(i) k. 
Minimise 	z= 	-(d_x j )2 	 (2.10) 
1=' d,1 
where. 
k 1 	= crop yield response factor in blockj of scheme i 
n 	= number of irrigation schemes 
b(i) 	= number of irrigation blocks in scheme i 
d11 	= irrigation demand in blockj of scheme i 
Xii 	= irrigation supply to blockj of scheme i 
	
2.3 	Optimisation Solvers Considered 
A number of optimisation approaches were considered by Wardlaw and Barnes (1997). 
These included linear programming, non-linear programming, dynamic programming, 
evolutionary algorithms, and simulated annealing. Linear programming was not appropriate 
in view of the non-linear nature of the objective functions identified. Dynamic programming 
had been considered by Wardlaw and Coals (1994), and was shown to be extremely difficult 
to set up in a generic way. Evolutionary algorithms and simulated annealing were 
recognised as techniques that could have significant potential, but the lack of any well 
defined approaches within these categories led to them being put aside in favour of quadratic 
programming approaches. A number of commercial quadratic programming solvers is 
available and were also reviewed. Of these, both LINGO (UNDO Systems, 1995) and NAG 
Routine e04nfc (NAG, 1995) were utilised. LINGO was found to be particularly useful 
during model development, while the NAG routines offered better long term development 
potential as they could be incorporated directly into any developed executable code. 
2.4 	Objective Function Performance 
Wardlaw and Barnes (1998) demonstrated the validity of their objective functions through 
application to the simple test network shown in Figure 2.2. From equation 2.6, the relative 
yield may be expressed as: 
= 1-k I - 
X) Y 	 d 
(2.11) 
IM 
and for equity should be the same for all nodes. A series of experiments were carried out 
with each objective function using a range of inflows and with variations in the yield 
response factors k,. The results of these tests are presented in Table 2.1. Clearly the 
objective function of equation 2.9 does not result in an equitable yield response, giving a 
strong bias to the node with the higher yield response factor. Equation 2.10 does provide an 
equitable yield response and is clearly the more appropriate function. 
Inflow 
2xn3/sto10m3/s 
Demand 5 irL3/,- EQ 
	
Demand  m3/s 
A Term 	node 
N.E. All reach capacities 15 rri3fs 
Figure 2.2 	Test network for objective function evaluation (Wardlaw and Barnes, 1997) 
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Table 2. lEvaluation of crop yield based objective function for network in Figure 2.2 
(after Wardlaw and Barnes 1997) 
Z ,, 	b(i) 	k2 
Z 	 (d,j_x,j)2 
i=1 j=i 	d,1  
Node 2 3 
k1  2 1 
Inflow d, x1  x/d y(/y fl, d, x1  x/d, yjy, 
10 3 3 1 1 5 5 I 1 
8 3 3 1 1 5 5 1 1 
6 3 2.83 0.94 0.89 5 3.16 0.63 0.63 
4 3 2.67 0.89 0.78 5 1.33 0.26 0.27 
2 3 2.00 0.67 0.33 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Z n b(i) 	k. 
z=>> 
j1 j1 j 
Node 2 3 
ki 2 1 
Inflow d, x1  x/d y(/y fl, d, x1  x/d, 
10 3 3 1 1 5 5 I 1 
8 3 3 1 1 5 5 1 1 
6 3 2.54 0.85 0.69 5 3.46 0.69 0.69 
4 3 2.08 0.69 0.38 5 1.92 0.38 0.38 
2 3 2.00 0.54 0.08 5 0.38 0.08 0.08 
Zn b(i) 	k. 
z=>y --(d,  -x 
I 	d1. 
ii 
Node 2 3 
ki 0.9 1.5 
Inflow d, x, x/d d, Xi x/d1  y/y,1, 
10 3 3 1 1 5 5 1 1 
8 3 3 1 1 5 5 1 1 
6 3 2 0.67 0.7 5 4 0.8 0.7 
4 3 1 0.33 0.4 5 3 0.6 0.4 
2 3 0 0 0.1 5 2 0.4 0.1 
Ams 
2.5 	Evaluation of Optimisation Potential 
2.5.1 General 
Wardlaw and Barnes (1997, 1998), evaluated the performance of their optimisation approach 
through application to the irrigation system from the Tukad Ayung in Bali. A simulation 
model of this system was available (Wardlaw and Wells, 1996), and had been developed as 
part of a water resources investigation of Bali Province (Sir M MacDonald and Partners 
Asia, 1989). The simulation model was considered to provide a good representation of 
actual system operation, and therefore served as a benchmark against which the effectiveness 
of the optimisation approach could be measured. 
The simulation modelling approach is described by Wardlaw and Wells (1996), and 
comprises the following components: 
a hydrological model of the upper catchment area 
a network distribution or systems simulation model for the irrigation system 
an in-field water balance model 
a crop production model 
The hydrological model of the upper catchment area was of little relevance to evaluation of 
the optimisation approach, which was concerned initially with the network distribution 
system. The evaluation was carried out in two stages. Initially a simplified model was set 
up in which the water balance and crop production components of the model were removed. 
This was followed by a more comprehensive modelling approach in which the optimisation 
approach was incorporated with the water balance and yield response functions. 
A schematic of the Tukad Ayung irrigation system is shown in Figure 2.3. The system is 
complex, and there is significant drainage re-use both within and between schemes. 
Drainage routes are shown dotted in Figure 2.3, and contributing drainage areas are 
indicated. The model schematic of the irrigation system is shown in Figure 2.4. 
The simulation model was designed to run with 34 years of historical inflows, thereby 
permitting evaluations to be made over a wide range of conditions, and providing a 
reasonable base for statistical analyses of system performance. 
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2.5.2 Simplified Model Performance 
One of the functions of the field water balance model was the determination of drainage 
return flows. In the models used for preliminary testing, drainage return flows were 
expressed as a fixed proportion of irrigation supply (Wardlaw and Barnes, 1997). Actual 
drainage returns are of the order of 40-50% for the system, and in preliminary model 
evaluation, values of 10%, 30% and 50% have been used, giving a fairly wide range over 
which to judge optimisation model performance. The models were driven using design 
irrigation demands, and ignoring effective rainfall. A much higher water stress situation was 
thus being imposed than in fact exists in the system. 
Wardlaw and Barnes (1997) evaluated performance over the entire 34 year simulation 
period, using measures of drainage outflow from the system, and relative irrigation deficits. 
Table 2.2 summarises average system outflows from the optimisation and simulation models. 
As drainage returns are reduced and water stress in the system increased, particularly in the 
lower part of the system, then the optimisation model produces progressively greater benefits 
in terms of overall water utilisation. The average reduction in outflows achieved with the 
simulation model is shown in Figure 2.5, along with the reductions achieved in 1.966 which 
was a particularly dry year. The benefits of optimisation are clear. 
Table 2.2 Average irrigation water supplies, 1953-86 (after Wardlaw and Barnes, 1997) 
Drainage Factor Simulated Irrigation Optimised Irrigation Optimisation 
Supply (m3/s) Supply (m3/s) Benefit (m3/s) 
0.5 9.13 9.82 0.70 
0.3 8.78 9.57 0.79 
0.1 8.40 9.24 0.85 
W. 
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Figure 2.3 	Tukad Ayung irrigation system schematic 
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Figure 2.4 	Network diagram for the lower Ayung system simulation model 
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Figure 2.5 	Effectiveness of optimisation model in reducing out 	(after Wardlaw and 
Barnes, 1997) 
Equity in supply was an important feature of the objective functions developed by Wardlaw 
and Barnes. They have shown with the simplified model, that irrigation supplies were 
maximised in an equitable manner. Figure 2.6 shows the relative irrigation supply deficits, 
defined as the difference between irrigation demand and actual supply, divided by demand. 
It is clear from Figure 2.6 that the model achieves near equity, subject to system constraints. 
As a management and decision aiding tool, the optimisation approach clearly has significant 
potential. Irrigation deficits are reduced by about the same amount as drainage outflows 
with the optimisation approach, but it is in terms of equity that the real benefits lie. 
On the basis of the preliminary results, Wardlaw and Barnes considered that there was 
sufficient justification for the development of a more sophisticated and practical approach in 
which account could be taken of soil moisture conditions, actual irrigation requirements and 
drainage returns in a more realistic manner than had been possible in the preliminary model. 
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Figure 2.6 	Average relative irrigation deficits, 1953-86 
(after Wardlaw & Barnes, 1997) 
2.5.3 The Integrated Model 
Wardlaw and Barnes (1997) reasoned that for a more realistic assessment of optimisation 
performance, and for real time application, a soil moisture balance model should be 
incorporated into the optimisation model. Their objectives in incorporating a soil moisture 
balance model were to permit: 
calculation of field response to irrigation and rainfall, including surface runoff, 
groundwater recharge and baseflow, with feedback to the optimisation model 
determination of actual irrigation requirements 
calculation of actual and potential crop evapotranspiration, from which crop yield 
response could be determined 
The soil moisture balance model developed was based on that used in the original Lower 
Ayung simulation model (Wardlaw and Wells, 1996). Significant modifications were 
required, however, in order to integrate the model with the optimisation model approach. In 
the simulation model, it had been possible to operate the systems simulation model in a 
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sequential manner, working from upstream to downstream, since downstream schemes had 
no influence on upstream schemes. In the optimisation approach it was necessary to 
consider all schemes concurrently since water allocation decisions are based on the state of 
the system as a whole. This was achieved through effectively increasing the dimensionality 
of the soil moisture balance model, while retaining the same process representation as in the 
original model. For a given set of inputs to individual schemes, the re-structured model 
reproduced the same results as the original model (Wardlaw and Barnes, 1998). 
In the integrated model, which was called IISPMOPT, the soil moisture balance model 
simulates system response to water allocations determined through optimisation, computing 
drainage returns, actual evapotranspiration and soil moisture storage. Wardlaw and Barnes 
evaluated IISPMOPT though a number of experiments, using the simulation model as a 
benchmark. The identifiers used for model runs were as follows: 
SIM 	simulation model 
OPT] 	optimisation model with equitable water allocation objective function, and 
theoretical irrigation demands 
OPT2 	optimisation model with yield based objective function and real time 
irrigation demands (i.e. demands computed by soil moisture balance model) 
Wardlaw and Barnes (1998) expressed the results of their experiments in terms of crop 
losses at different return periods. The crop production and economic models used were 
based on those described by Wardlaw and Wells (1996) and incorporated in the original 
simulation model. A comparison of annual crop losses produced by the simulation model, 
and by IISPMOPT, operating with the equitable water allocation function, is shown in Figure 
2.7. There are significant benefits through optimisation, both in terms of equity and 
reduction in crop losses. Generally the optimisation model reduced the financial value of 
crop losses by about 50%. 
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Figure 2.7 	Annual crop losses / ha, present cropping (after Wardlaw & Barnes, 1998) 
Assessment of the crop yield response objective function required that the optimisation 
model be run with real time irrigation demands, rather than with design irrigation demands, 
as had been done in the OPT1 experiments. Rather surprisingly, it was found that using real 
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time irrigation demands did not improve crop production from the system. The main reason 
for this was that in a system dominated by rice cultivation, significant field storage exists. 
The current practise of over irrigating when supplies permit, ensures that field storages 
remain fairly full, providing buffering through drought periods (Wardlaw and Barnes, 1998). 
Results with real time irrigation demand forecasts were more equitable than with design 
irrigation demands. The yield based objective function was assessed through comparison of 
its performance with that of the water allocation based function. The identifiers used for 
runs were as follows: 
Opt 1_f 	water allocation based objective function, forecast irrigation demand 
Opt2 	crop yield based objective function, forecast irrigation demand 
The comparison of model results using these objective functions is shown in Figure 2.8. The 
crop yield based objective function does not perform as well as the much simpler water 
allocation function. Wardlaw and Barnes (1998) were able to put forward several reasons 
for this. They noted that the yield response factors for dry foot crops were often higher than 
those of rice, resulting in a distribution bias to these crops, while their financial value was 
lower. This issue was addressed by introducing an economic factor also, and this 
redistributed the crop losses somewhat between schemes, depending upon cropping patterns. 
It did not improve performance relative to the water allocation function, however. Another 
factor was thought to be that because of bias introduced through crop yield factors, some 
crops would be given more than their absolute minimum irrigation requirement, at the 
expense of crops with lower yield response factors. It was concluded that the yield response 
functions did not, in the form of equations 2.7 and 2.8, provide any advantages over the 
simpler water allocation function, which in any case provided a concept more readily 
acceptable and measurable for farmers. 
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Figure 2.8 	Annual crop loss / ha, forecast irrigation demands 
(after Wardlaw & Barnes, 1998) 
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2.6 Summary Conclusions 
Wardlaw and Barnes (1998) developed a very effective optimisation approach for real time 
water allocation in irrigation systems with complex distribution networks, based on quadratic 
programming. Through simulation experiments they demonstrated that the approach 
improved equity and could significantly reduce crop losses induced through water stress. 
They concluded that an objective function based on water allocation was, for rice cultivation 
at least, more effective than a more complex function based on crop yield response. 
An effective user interface was developed, based on a relatively transparent matrix 
representation of canal and nodal connectivity. The quadratic programming approach was 
demonstrated to be effective, and even in application to larger networks was capable of 
producing optimised allocations. Areas of potential future research were identified in the 
investigation of alternative optimisation approaches, and evolutionary algorithms in 
particular, investigation of the application of optimisation approaches to water scheduling 
problems, and further development and investigation of the crop yield based objective 
functions. 
This thesis addresses two of these identified areas for future research investigation of 
alternative optimisation approaches, and investigation of the application of optimisation 
approaches to water scheduling problems. 
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3. OPTIMISATION APPROACHES 
This chapter provides a brief review of optimisation techniques, and considers their 
potential application to irrigation water allocation problems. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and 
their applications to water resources problems are also reviewed and considered in some 
detail. 
3.1 The Historical Context 
Optimisation techniques are used in a wide range of applications in many related fields 
including operations research, decision science, management science, as well as in decision 
support for a wide range of engineering applications. Most of the techniques in use were 
developed to solve practical problems to which optimal solutions were required. 
During the 2nd world war, British scientists and engineers were asked to analyse several 
military problems such as the deployment of radar and the management of convoy, bombing, 
antisubmarine, and mining operations. These problems were so called operations research or 
management science problems. The required a scientific approach to system design, 
operation, and decision making, normally maximizing the benefit accrued through the 
deployment of scarce resources (Winston 1994). 
In 1947, Dantzig developed the simplex algorithm for solving linear programming problems 
(LP). Since then, LP has been used to solve optimisation problems in a wide range of 
industries, banking, education, natural resources management, and transport (Winston 
1994). LP is an optimisation approach in which a linear objective function of the decision 
variables is maximised or minimised. The values of the decision variables must satisfy a set 
of constraints, each of which must be a linear equation or linear inequality. Quadratic 
programming (QP), one of the non-linear optimisation approaches, was used by Markowitz 
(1959) to determine optimal investment portfolios, and is part of the work that won him the 
Nobel Prize in Economics. 
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3.2 General Review of Optimisation Methods in Application to Irrigation 
Problems 
A review of commonly used optimisation methods has been made, with particular reference 
to their application to water resources and irrigation water management problems. Methods 
reviewed include: 
Linear Programming (LP) 
Non-linear Programming (NLP) 
Quadratic Programming (QP) 
Dynamic Programming (DP) 
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) 
Simulated Annealing (SA) 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 
3.2.1 Linear Programming (LP) 
LP has been used to solve optimisation problems in many diverse business and industrial 
applications. The most important step in formulating an LP is to identify the decision 
variables correctly. It is powerful only for linearised probIems, and both the objective 
function and constraints must be linear. A number of commercial solvers is in existence. For 
example, UNDO (Linear Interactive and Discrete Optimiser) was developed by Schrage 
(1986) and can be used to solve linear, and quadratic programming problems. A number of 
subroutines are also available from the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG, 1995). 
LP was used by Hannan and Coals (1995) in application to a water allocation problem 
similar to that described by Wardlaw and Barnes (1998). The LP was, however, unable to 
preserve equity, although it did maximise water utilisation. 
Anwar and Clarke (2001) have applied a mixed integer programming approach to 
scheduling canal irrigation, addressing a similar problem to that considered by Suryavanshi 
and Reddy (1986), and by Wang et al (1995). Reddy et al (1999) formulated an irrigation 
scheduling problem as a zero one problem, and compared results with those obtained 
through the application of UNDO. These applications are considered further in Chapter 9. 
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3.2.2 Non-linear Programming (NLP) 
In many optimisation problems either the objective function is not linear and / or some of 
the constraints are not linear. Such an optimisation problem is called a non-linear 
programming problem. 
NLP problems vary in complexity from simple unconstrained single variable problems to 
constrained multi-variable problems. NLP solution algorithms are often unable to guarantee 
a global optimum for the objective function, being based on derivative and gradient search 
techniques. Sophisticated techniques have been incorporated in most algorithms to increase 
the likelihood of the global optimum being found, usually at additional computational 
expense. This can make NLP models slow and inefficient when dealing with large 
constrained problems (Hales 1994). A good introduction to NLP approaches and to 
quadratic programming is given by Winston (1994). Quadratic programming is a particular 
subset of the NLP family, which is well suited to the irrigation water allocation problem, 
and is discussed below. 
3.2.3 Quadratic Programming (QP) 
QP is a type of NLP in which either the objective function or constraints are quadratic. QP 
has been applied by Wardlaw and Barnes (1996, 1997, 1998) to aid decision making in the 
real time allocation of water in irrigation systems under stress. Their overall objective was 
to maximise crop production through appropriate water allocation, while maintaining equity 
between schemes and units within the system. The output of the study demonstrated that 
significant improvements in crop production could be achieved through optimisation, and 
that equity in water allocation could be achieved subject to canal and supply system 
constraints. The objective functions and system constraints developed by Wardlaw and 
Barnes have been outlined in Chapter 2 of this thesis. They addressed a particular problem 
in a unique and effective way, overcoming problems previously encountered by Hannan and 
Coals (1995). 
3.2.4 Dynamic Programming (DP) 
DP was defined as "The mathematical theory of multistage decision process" (Bellman 
1957). A recent review of the literature relating to dynamic programming applications in 
water resources (Coals and Wardlaw, 1994) indicated that little work had been done on the 
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application of dynamic programming (DP) approaches for the real time operation of 
irrigation systems. Much of the literature is concerned with planning investigations and is 
related to serial systems, in which there are limited numbers of state variables. Application 
of DP to a complex irrigation system which is non-serial results in a large number of state 
variables at each stage of calculation, and has inherent dimensionality problems. A number 
of techniques have been devised to help overcome dimensionality problems, and are 
discussed by Coals and Wardlaw (1994). Of the DP approaches reviewed, non serial 
dynamic programming (NSDP), objective space dynamic programming (OSDP), and 
progressive optimality (P0) were identified as having most potential in relation to the 
irrigation problem. 
Dynamic programming is an optimisation technique which can be used to solve both linear 
and non-linear sequential decision making problems. A particular problem would be 
divided into a number of stages, typically time periods, at each of which a decision is to be 
made relating to water use or distribution. Associated with each stage are a number of 
possible states that the system could be in, depending on the decision made in that stage, and 
of course the starting state. Typically, the possible states of the system would relate to 
reservoir storage, or soil moisture storage in a downstream scheme. In application to the 
real time irrigation distribution problem, a different view is required of dynamic 
programming. Each irrigation scheme or diversion offtake in the system represents a stage, 
at which decisions must be made with regard to the amount of water diverted in order to 
maximise crop production. The state variable associated with each stage is the amount of 
water supplied to the scheme, and this is of course related to the possible states in all other 
schemes. The number of possible combinations of states in different schemes can become 
very large in complex systems. 
Wardlaw and Coals (1994) developed a discrete dynamic programming model for a simple 
canal system. They found that even with a small system, computer memory problems were 
difficult to avoid, and concluded that in larger systems, computational efficiency would be a 
major problem. Given the potentially large number of possible allocations that could be 
made at each stage, or decision point, a method for reducing the range of the state variable 
was sought. A number of successive approximation algorithms have been developed, where 
initial estimates of the optimal solution must be supplied by the user. New policies are 
successfully constructed according to the algorithm until some convergence criterion is 
satisfied. This means that a number of iterations are required, whereas discrete dynamic 
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programming (DDP) is applied only once. Examples of successive approximation 
techniques include discrete differential dynamic programming (DDDP) (Heidari et al, 1971), 
incremental dynamic programming (IDP) (Turgeon, 1982), and differential dynamic 
programming (Murray and Yakovitz, 1979). A detailed description of these methods and 
their advantages and shortcomings has been given by Coals and Wardlaw (1994). A review 
of these methods led Wardlaw and Coals (1994) to the development of an approach that 
could also be described as a successive approximation technique. The new algorithm is 
most similar to discrete differential dynamic programming (DDDP) in that it provides an 
initial feasible solution and then uses increments to move towards an optimal solution. This 
reduces the number of possible states to be considered. It differs from DDDP in that the 
increments are not specified beforehand (and therefore no corridors are defined) but are set 
at the beginning of each iteration by the user, thus allowing for out of model decision 
making. 
The approach has been applied to an irrigation allocation problem. For small scale systems 
with no inter basin transfer via diversions, this algorithm can solve the allocation problem 
very simply, and explicitly, by applying a factor representing the ratio of supply to demand 
to each of the stage demands. For more complex systems it was found that the approach was 
very cumbersome, and could not be set up in a transparent manner. Wardlaw and Coals 
concluded that a QP approach would afford a more robust approach to the water allocation 
problem, permitting a more complete description of the problem. 
Wardlaw and Barnes (1997) tested and compared a dynamic programming approach with 
the quadratic programming for water allocation on part of the South Lombok irrigation 
system in Indonesia. The DP approach was not generic and the number of possible 
combinations of states in different schemes could become very large in complex systems. 
No future was seen for DP based approaches to the irrigation water allocation problem. 
3.2.5 Genetic Algorithms (GAs) 
A GA is search algorithm based upon the mechanics of natural selection, derived from the 
theory of natural evolution - hence the term evolutionary algorithms. GAs simulate 
mechanisms of population genetics and natural rules of survival in pursuit of ideas of 
adaptation. The study of GAs originated in the mid 1970s (Holland, 1975). They have 
become a powerful optimisation approach, although as yet have seen limited application in 
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water resources. Excellent introductions to GAs are given by Goldberg (1989) and by 
Michalewicz (1992), and several recent papers give summaries of the essentials (e.g., 
Oliveira and Louks 1997, Savic and Walters 1997, and Wardlaw and Sharif 1999). 
Using BIDS (Science Citation Index), an assessment has been made of the growth in the 
application of GAs reported in the literature. A search on "Genetic Algorithm(s)" indicates 
an increase from I article in 1986 to 689 articles in 1998. The distribution of "hits" is 
shown in Figure 3. 1. Clearly there has been an explosive increase in applications since the 
mid 1990's 
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Figure 3.1 	The growth of GA(s) articles from BIDS, Science Citation Index 
When the GA topics were searched selectively using BIDS, only 17 articles were found that 
were directly related to water resources. These related to multi-reservoir systems, aquifer 
management, stream order, leakage losses in water distribution networks, reservoir 
modeling, groundwater monitoring, pipe networks, groundwater management, groundwater 
pollution, river and channel flood routing, piping systems, peak flow forecasting, 
groundwater remediation, least-cost design of water distribution, planning of storm systems, 
water network rehabilitation, shallow groundwater, and hydrological model calibration. 
A review of GA work related to irrigation water distribution systems identified only one 
previous application (Chen 1997). The objective of that study was to maximize the 
economic benefit to 6 irrigation districts in the Shijing Irrigation Network, an important 
agricultural area in China. The area experiences prolonged droughts, and the objective of the 
investigation was to optimise the schedule of reservoir releases to maximize economic 
benefits. The objective function used was not particularly complex, but included a wide 
range of variables and functions that would have been difficult to quantify. The study found 
that the conventional GA approach was not appropriate because of the large number of 
variables used. Modifications to the conventional GA approach were required to improve 
the rate of convergence. 
Wardlaw and Sharif (1999) present a good review of the literature on GA applications to 
water resources. They concluded that little practical guidance existed on the application of 
GAs to water resources problems, and presented an assessment of the merits and demerits of 
alternative formulations in application to reservoir systems operations. From the review 
carried out as part of this thesis, it became apparent that GAs could have potential in 
application to the irrigation water allocation problem, and to irrigation water scheduling 
problems. The basis of the GA approach is presented in section 3.3. 
3.2.6 Simulated Annealing (SA) 
SA is analogous with the way that liquids freeze and crystallize, or that metals cool and 
anneal. The technique has attracted significant attention as a suitable optimisation tool for 
problems of large scale where a desired global extremism is hidden among many local 
extrema. It is relatively new and applications are increasing (Beasley and Heitkotter 1995). 
Using the BIDS Science Citation Index to search on "Simulated Annealing" with "Water 
management" and with "Irrigation" between 1981 to 1.999 found only one article of Wang 
and Zheng (1998). This was related to ground water management. GA and SA are coupled 
with MODFLOW, a groundwater flow simulation code for optimal management of 
groundwater resources under general conditions. The models allow for multiple 
management periods in which optimal pumping rates vary with time to reflect the changing 
flow conditions. The objective function was incorporating multiple cost terms such as the 
drilling cost, the installation cost, and the pumping cost. The strengths and limitations of GA 
and SA based models were evaluated by comparing the results with those obtained using 
linear programming, nonlinear programming, and differential dynamic programming. The 
result show that the GA and SA based models yield nearly identical or better solutions than 
the various programming methods. SA tends to outperform GA in terms of the number of 
forward simulations needed, it used more empirical control parameters which have 
significant impact on solution efficiency but were difficult to determine. 
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3.2.7 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 
Neural networks have evolved from the development of pattern recognition systems from 
remotely sensed data. They are in effect artificial intelligence devices, which can be trained 
to recognise certain patterns in an input, then respond in a trained manner in producing an 
output from that input (Jansson 1994). Using the BIDS Science Citation Index, few articles 
were found when a search was conducted for "Neural Network" with "Irrigation", and with 
"Water Management". Brief reviews of those that were found are given below. 
Atiya et al. (1999) applied ANNs for river flow forecasting. The objective of that study was 
to apply ANNs to the problem of forecasting River Nile flows in Egypt. The time series of 
historic flows was used as a benchmark to compare several neural-network forecasting 
methods. 
Yang et al. (1997) developed ANNs to simulate fluctions in water-table depths and drain 
outflows for subsurface drained farmlands in Ontario. The problem was one of water table 
control to ensure adequate drainage, while providing subsurface irrigation also. Compared 
with conventional models, the ANNs model required fewer inputs parameters, and had much 
faster execution times. These benefits can be exploited to good effect in the real-time 
control of water-table management systems. Such models require to be trained, however. 
Yang et al. (1996) trained their model using simulated water table depths from 
DRAINMOD, a conventional water table management model. Compared to DRAINMOD, 
the model was very simple to run, and required only precipitation, evapotranspiration, and 
initial water-table depths to run. 
No ANN applications have been found involving optimisation of water management in open 
channel or canal systems. 
3.2.8 Combined Methods 
Hybrid methods can take advantage in various optimisation problems, and a brief review of 
the potential of such approaches, with non-particularly reference to water resources and 
water management problems is also outlined below. 
Wang et al. (1999) combined Monte Carlo simulations with a GA to both sample the 
conformational spaces and through this search the global conformations of peptides. The 
results indicated that this procedure could successfully explore a set of the conformational 
spaces and could also find the global conformations for most peptides. 
Huang and Arora (1997) studied optimal design with discrete variables. Continuous-discrete 
variable non-linear optimisation problems were defined and categorized into six different 
types. These included a full range of problems form continuous to purely discrete and non-
differentiable. Methods for solution of these problems were studied and their characteristics 
were catalogued. Branch and bound, SA, and GA were found to be the most general 
methods for solving discrete problems. To study performance of the methods, several 
example problems were solved. It was found that solution of the mixed variable non-linear 
optimization problems usually required considerable more computational effort compared to 
the continuous variable optimization problems. However, there was no conclusion that the 
best solution had been obtained, but good practical solutions are usually obtained. 
Cieniawski et al. (1995) used GAs to solve a multi-objective groundwater monitoring 
problem of optimal location of network of groundwater monitoring wells under uncertainty 
condition. GAs were allowed to consider the two objectives, maximizing reliability and 
minimizing contaminated area. The GA-based solution method has the advantage of being 
able to generate both convex and non-convex points of the trade-off curve, accommodate 
non-linearities in the two objective functions, and not be restricted by the peculiarities of a 
weighted objective function. Furthermore, GAs have the ability to generate large portions 
of trade-off curve in a single iteration and may be more efficient than methods that generate 
only a single point at a time. The GA were compared with each other four difference coding 
and also with SA on both performance and computational intensity. SA relies on a weighted 
objective function which can find only a single point along the trade-off curve for each 
iteration, while all of the multiple-objective GA formulations are able to find a larger 
number of convex and non-convex points of trade-off curve in a single iteration. Each 
iteration of SA is approximately five times faster than an iteration of the GA, but several SA 
iterations are required to generate a trade-off curve. GAs are able to find a larger number of 
non-dominated points on the trade-off curve, while SA finds fewer points but with a wider 
range of objective function values. None of the GA formulations demonstrated the ability to 
generate the entire trade-off curve in a single iteration. Through manipulation of GA 
parameters certain sections of the trade-off curve can be targeted for better performance, but 
as performance improves at one section it suffers at another. 
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From the review of hybrid methods, it would appear that combination methods are 
alternatives for further studies. 
3.3 Genetic Algorithms 
3.3.1 Basis of Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) were first introduced by John Holland in 1971 (Holland, 1971). 
In 1. 975 Holland published the book titled "Adaptation in natural and artificial 
systems" (Holland, 1975), which for many years was a standard reference. Since then, GAs 
have been applied to a wide range of problems. A GA is an optimisation search technique 
based on the mechanisms of natural selection (Darwin, 1959). GA techniques are different 
from other optimisation techniques in a number of significant ways (Goldberg, 1989): 
GAs work with a coding of the parameter set, and not with the parameters themselves 
GAs work from a population of points, and not a single point 
GAs use objective function information, and not derivatives of other auxiliary 
knowledge 
GAs use probabilistic transition rules, and not deterministic rules. 
In real world optimisation problems, the search space may include discontinuities and may 
often include a number of sub-optimum peaks. These can cause difficulties for calculus-
based and enumerative schemes. A GA, is a random search algorithm. It is a robust method 
for searching the optimum solution to complex problems, even though it may not always 
necessarily lead to the best possible solution (Michalewizc, 1992). GAs search from a rich 
database of points or a population of strings, climbing many in the search space 
simultaneously. The probability of finding a peak in methods that go from one point to 
another point (Goldberg, 1989) is much lower, and a GA is less likely to get trapped in a 
local optima than other search techniques. In a GA, the problem is represented by a 
population of strings (or chromosomes in the biological terminology). Each string comprises 
a number of blocks (Figure 3.2) which represent the individual decision variables of the 
problem (genes in biological terminology). In early GAs (Goldberg and Kuo, 1987; Wang, 
199 1), the genes were comprised of binary bits (alleles in biological terminology) which 
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encoded the decision variables. The bits could encode integers, real values, sets, or 
whatever else was appropriate to the problem. 
gene 1 	gene2 I 	gene3 	gene4 
Figure 3.2 Sample of a chromosome comprises 4 genes, each gene has three alleles 
Each chromosome or string represents a potential solution to the problem, and coding 
components of the possible solutions into a chromosome is the first part of a GA 
formulation. The fitness of a chromosome as a candidate solution to a problem is an 
expression of the value of the objective function represented by it. It is also a function of 
the problem constraints, and may be modified through the introduction of penalties when 
constraints are not satisfied. 
The population of strings (or chromosomes) are processed and combined through a series of 
genetic operators according to their fitness, in an attempt to generate new strings combining 
the best features of two parent strings. The genetic operators used in the reproductive 
process are selection, crossover and mutation. Strings with the highest fitness have the 
greater chance of contributing to future generations, as in the process of natural selection 
(Darwin, 1959). Combination is achieved through the crossover of pieces of genetic 
material between selected chromosomes. Mutation allows for the random mutations of bits 
of information individual genes. 	Through successive generations, fitness should 
progressively improve, and at the end of the evolution process, a chromosome representing 
an optimal (or near optimal) solution should be obtained. 
3.3.2 Representation Schemes 
In a GA, an appropriate genetic representation for potential solutions to a particular problem 
must be defined. The choice of an appropriate coding scheme to represent the potential 
solutions is the key to success for any GA. The conventional representation scheme used in 
GAs is binary coding (Holland 1975; De Jong 1975; Goldberg and Kuo 1987). A string of 
bits can encode integers or real values, whichever is appropriate to a particular problem. 
Real value coding is now gaining popularity. Wardlaw and Sharif (1999) have shown that it 
has advantages over binary representation in application to reservoir problems. The 
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representation schemes in common use are binary, gray, and real value representation. Each 
of these are briefly discussed below. 
Binary Representation 
Traditionally GAs have used binary coding, in which a chromosome is represented by a 
string of binary bits. Binary strings are easy to operate on, and within any gene, binary 
representations can be mapped to values in the range which is feasible for the variable 
represented (Goldberg, 1989). A simple example of binary coding is shown in Table 3.1. If 
greater precision is required in the decimal values represented, then additional bits must be 
introduced to a gene. One of the drawbacks of binary coding is that mutation and crossover 
operations can result in significant disturbances to the values of individual genes. In Table 
3.1 for example, a mutation from 111 to 011 results in the gene value changing from 7 to 3. 
This can lead to convergence problems. Coding and decoding of binary strings can also 
slow down execution time, particularly in large problems. 
Gray Representation 
Gray coding was introduced to try and reduce the impact of bitwise operations on gene 
values (Hollstein, 1971, Michalewicz ,1992). In gray coding, the binary value of two 
adjacent variable values varies by only one binary digit. Table 3.1 shows the 
correspondence between coded substrings for binary and Gray coding. In Gray coding, only 
one bit changes between adjacent substrings, and this reduces the risk of large changes in 
gene values between generations. In a Gray coded string, the bitwise mutation operator 
causes less disruption to the solution because the effect of flipping a single bit is smaller 
most of the time. 
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Table 3.1 Sample of adjacent decoding in binary and gray coding 
Binary Coding Gray Coding Decimal Value 
000 000 0 
001 001 1 
010 011 2 
011 010 3 
100 110 4 
101 111 5 
110 101 6 
111 100 7 
C) 	Real-value Representation 
An alternative approach to formulation of the GA is to use a representation appropriate to 
the components of the problem. A problem specific representation gives more coherence 
and efficiency to the algorithm. For problems where the function arguments are integer of 
real values, integer or real-value representation may be used. With this approach, points that 
are close in the problem space are close in the representation space also, and coding or 
decoding is required. A significant advantage is that discritisation of the decision variable 
space is not required, and greater precision is therefore possible. The precision of binary 
coding can be improved by introducing more bits to the string, but this has the effect of 
slowing down execution time, and also making convergence more difficult. Michalewizc 
(1992) indicates that for real value optimisation problems, real-value representation out-
performs binary representation because it is more consistent, more precise, and leads to 
faster execution. Oliveira and Louks (1997) and Wardlaw and Sharif (1999) have applied 
real-value representation to water resources problems. 
3.3.3 The Selection Operator 
The selection operator is that through which strings are selected for inclusion in the 
reproduction process and for participation in the next generation. The fittest strings have the 
highest probability of being used in reproduction. There are a number of approaches to 
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selection, all of which determine the probability of selection as a function of fitness. The 





Proportional selection is probably the most commonly used and is well described by 
Goldberg (1989). In proportional selection, the probability of selection (P1) of a given 
string, or chromosome, is calculated by dividing the fitness of that chromosome by the 
summation of the fitness of all chromosomes in that generation (equation 3.1). 
Pi 	= 	 (3.1) 
where; 
f 	= 	fitness of individual chromosome(i) in that generation. 
n 	= 	population size 
The fitness proportional selection scheme may lead to premature convergence, however, due 
to high "selective pressure", which influences the degree to which the best individuals are 
favoured. Whitley (1989) has identified population diversity and selective pressure as two 
important factors influencing the genetic search process. The diversity in the population 
depends upon the selective pressure - a high selective pressure may lead to a rapid 
convergence, often to a sub-optimal point; a low selective pressure may extend the time and 
number of generations required to reach an acceptable solution. Yang and Soh (1997) 
present an interesting discussion on these points. 
Rank Selection 
Rank selection schemes operate by sorting the population according to fitness, and then 
assigning a probability of selection to individual chromosomes based upon their rank. A 
constant selection differential is maintained between the worst and the best individuals, and 
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information on the relative fitness of individuals in the population is ignored. Various rank 
selection schemes are in use (Michalewicz, 1992). 
C) 	Tournament Selection 
In tournament selection, two or more chromosomes are randomly picked from the 
population, and the best one selected for further genetic processing. This approach is 
repeated an appropriate number of times to obtain the required number of chromosomes to 
start off the next generation. The approach had originally been developed with groups of 
two individuals and was called binary tournament selection, but it has been found that using 
larger groups leads to greater diversity and a smoother progression to a solution. Goldberg 
and Deb (1991) have compared various selection schemes, and indicated a preference for 
tournament selection, observing that it eliminates random noise from the selection process 
and generally improves the efficiency of the GA search algorithm. Modifications can be 
introduced that ensure that the fittest chromosome is always taken into the next generation 
this is called the elitist strategy (Davis, 1991). 
3.3.4 The Crossover Operator 
Crossover is an extremely important part of a GA. If crossover is neglected, the result is no 
longer a genetic algorithm and the performance will be degraded for a variety of reasons 
(Davis 1991). The crossover operator permits the exchange of genes between, pairs of 
chromosomes in a population. This operator offers the possibility of good genetic material 
from different individual strings being combined to create an even fitter individual. The 
operator is intended to preserve the best material from two parent strings. 
The number of strings in which material is exchanged is controlled by the crossover 
probability, which is an input to a GA. The crossover probability is normally in the range of 
0.5 and 1.0. Three approaches to crossover are described by Goldberg (1989), and by 
Michalewicz (1992) as: 
i ) one-point crossover; 
ii) two-point crossover; 
iii ) uniform crossover. 
Figure 3.3 gives an indication of how the above approaches operate. In one-point crossover, 
genetic material is simply exchanged about some point c, which is randomly selected. In 
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two-point crossover, genetic material between positions chosen at random along the 
chromosome length is exchanged. Uniform crossover operates on individual genes of the 
selected chromosomes, rather than on blocks of genes, with each gene being considered in 
turn for possible crossover or exchange. The use of uniform crossover leads to greater 
population diversity 
One point crossover 
Parent 1  
Parent 2 
IC 
Child 1  
Child 2 
Tw point crossover 
Parent 1  
Parent 2  
Child 1 
Child 2 	 ---- - - - - 
Uniform crossover 
Parent 1 
Parent 2  
Child 1 
Child  
Figure 3.3 Approaches to crossover (after Wardlaw and Sharif 1999) 
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3.3.5 The Mutation Operator 
Mutation is an important operator of GAs, and permits new genetic material to be 
introduced to a population. A mutation probability can be specified that permits random 
mutation. In binary representation, individual alleles or bits of a gene simply have their 
value changed from a 0 to 1 or vice versa. For real value representation Michalewicz (1992) 
has outlined two basic approaches to mutation. These are uniform mutation and nonuniform 
mutation. In uniform mutation, the value of a gene can be mutated randomly within its 
feasible range of values, while modified uniform mutation permits modifications of a gene 
by a specified amount. One of the problems with uniform mutation in real value 
representation is that otherwise good solutions can be disturbed by the mutation process. 
This can be overcome through non-uniform mutation, in which the amount by which genes 
can be mutated is reduced as the run progresses. 
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF A GA FOR AN IRRIGATION CANAL SYSTEM 
4.1 Introduction 
The development of a GA for the water allocation problem began with consideration of a 
series of relatively simple systems, on which the sensitivity of various GA approaches could 
be tested. These preliminary tests and sensitivities of the solution procedures to adopted 
parameter values are considered in this Chapter. 
4.2 Alternative GA Formulations 
The simple irrigation canal system shown in Figure 4.1 can be used to demonstrate how the 
decision variables are represented by a GA. There are four demands from the system, 
represented by d,, 612,  d 3 , and d4. The inflow to the system q1 is considered to be known, but 
the canal flows q, q, and q4 and the irrigation supplies xl, x2, x3, and x4 are variables. 
Figure 4.1 	A single canal 
Given the objective of maximising the allocation of irrigation water supplies in an equitable 
manner, the objective function may be written as in equation 2. 1: 
Minimise 	
(d , _x, )2 
(4.1) 
di 
Equation 4.1 may be considered as the evaluation function in GA terminology. The decision 
variables with respect to equation 4.1 are clearly the irrigation supplies x, however, these 
may be evaluated either directly or indirectly. The following approaches are possible: 
i) 	use the canal flows q2,, q3,, and q4 as the decision variables and determine the 
irrigation supplies x1, x2, x 3, and x4 from the nodal water balance; 
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use the canal flows q2, q3, and q4 and the irrigation supplies x1, x2, x, and x4 as the 
decision variables in the same chromosome; 
use the irrigation supplies xl, x2, x3, and x4 as the decision variables. 
The latter approach appears attractive, but in application to complex systems may leave no 
means of closing the water balance at certain nodes where demands do not exist. Some of 
the constraints would become indeterminate. Approaches i) and ii) are preferable. 
Considering approach i), a chromosome for the simple canal system would comprise three 
genes, representing q2,, q,, and q4. In binary representation, each gene would be comprised 
of a series of alleles as shown in Figure 4.2. 
- I 92  I 9S6 
lololi 	ililoilolil 
42 CP 	 q4 
Figure 4.2 Example of a chromosome representing canalfiows 
A population of such chromosomes would be set up and then manipulated by the genetic 
operators outlined in Chapter 3. The evaluation function variables xl, x2, x3, and x4 would 
be determined from the nodal water balance. 
The following sections demonstrate application to a series of test systems through which 
evaluation of the alternative formulations is made. 
4.3 Restatement of the Objective Function for Water Allocation 
An appropriate objective function and set of constraints for the water allocation problem 
have been outlined in Chapter 2. These are restated here for completeness in the definition 








d, 	= 	irrigation demand for scheme i 
= 	irrigation supply to scheme i 
n 	 number of irrigation schemes 
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Referring to Figure 2.1, the constraints to be satisfied were given in equation 2.2 to 2.4 and 
are: 
i) capacity constraint: 




= 	flow to nodej from node i 
qinax11 = 
	
	maximum capacity of canal connecting nodes i and j (or reach 
capacity) 
ii) nodal balance constraint: 
III 
Qinf. + Y, Q~l - x, - Qsnk1 = 0 	 (4.4) 
where, 
Qinfi = external inflow to node i 
Qii 	= flow from node ito nodej 
Qsnk1 = sink or drainage outflow term at node i 
iii ) supply constraint: 
x:5~d1 	 (4.5) 
43.1 Penalty Functions and Penalty Factor 
In LP or NLP, constraints define the decision space and are an integral part of the solution 
procedure. In a GA, it is necessary to introduce penalty functions to ensure that the system 
constraints are satisfied. In effect, the requirement is to demote or exclude chromosomes 
that do not satisfy the system constraints. The system constraints given in equations 4.3 to 
4.5 must be expressed in penalty function form, and the penalties are incorporated in the 
evaluation function. The penalty functions required for the water allocation problem are 
outlined below: 
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I) 	If Q1  > qmax,1  
(Q.. i - qmax..lJ ) = 	 (4.6) 
i=l j=l 	qinax,1  
where, 
n 	= 	number of nodes in the system 
ii) 	If the absolute nodal balance > 0.001 
Qinf + 	Qij - x - Qsink1 I 
P2 	= 	
r 	 (4.7) 
QinJ + 
where, 
= 	inflow(s) to node i 
r 	= 	number of reaches providing inflow to node i 
If xi > d, 
P3 	= 	 (4.8) 
i=1 	di  
where, 
n 	= 	number of irrigation schemes 
The objective function or evaluation function may be rewritten as 
ti (d. —x.)2  
Minimise Z= 	 + R, -PI + R2 P2 + R3-P3 	 (4.9) 
d  
The parameters Ri, R2 and R3 are weighting factors that can be used to adjust the 
sensitivity of the solution to different penalties. The penalty functions can also be used in 
quadratic form, and this increases sensitivity of the solution to their violation. 
4.4 Testing on a Simple Network 
Preliminary development of the GA approach was carried out on the simple network 
showing in Figure 4.3. The maximum capacity in each reach was set at 15 m3/s. Initially the 
inflow (QinJ) was set to 15 m3/s, and the demands di, d2, d3, d4, d5 and d6 to 0, 4, 5, 5, 0, 
HM 
and 3 m3/s respectively. This resulted in water stress and the GA was required to distribute 
available resources equitably. 
Network definition and inputs to the GA were handled in the same format as developed by 
Wardlaw and Barnes (1996) see Appendix A. Their approach offers a transparent way of 
defining nodes and links (canals) for the modeling system through sets of matrices. The 
model uses three input files: 
a network file: to define the canal system and locations of inflows, sinks and 
demands 
an irrigation scheme demands file: to define the irrigation demand in each identified 
demand node 





Figure 4.3 	A simple canal system 
4.4.1 Representation Schemes 
A comparison has been made between the performance of binary and real value coding 
schemes on the above network. The GA was set up with canal flows as the decision 
variables represented in the chromosome. 
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a) Binary Coding Setup 
An example of a chromosome representing a set of the flow parameters is shown in Figure 
4.4. Each string has six genes (for six canal flows) and each gene comprises of a number of 
alleles or bits. These alleles are encoded/decoded by linear mapping to their decimal 
equivalent reach flows. 
00 100.0 10 10110 11011  1000.11 100.1 1 1 1 1 
qi 	q2 	q3 	q4 	q5 	q6 
Figure 4.4 	A chromosome represents the flows (qj) in each reach. 
The variables are the canal flows, and their possible range is from zero to the maximum 
capacity in each canal. In this problem, all canals had a maximum capacity of 15 m3/s. An 
initial population of strings of canal flows was created by generating canal flows randomly 
within the range of 0-15 m3/s, irrespective of continuity constraints. In binary coding, linear 
mapping is used to map gene values to binary codes. This is achieved as follows: 
G,,1= 	
+ (Qmax 	.E,al 	 (4.10) 
max 
where, 
Gi,ell = the canal flow represented by the gene 
= the minimum possible canal flow 
Qntax = canal capacity . 
= maximum possible decimal value of gene 
E,1 = encoded.decimal gene value 
Table 4.1 gives examples of gene mapping for the chromosome shown in Figure 4.4. 
The gene value mapping results in canal flow increments of 0.484 m3/s. This is very poor 
precision, and could only be improved by increasing the length of a gene. If the gene length 
were changed from 5 bits to 8 bits, the maximum encoded decimal value increases to 255, 
and the mapped canal flow increment is reduced to 0.059 m3/s. 
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Table 4.1 	Mapping of gene values to variable values. 
Binary Code Encoded decimal value 
Eva] 
Mapped canal flow* 
Gva 
00000 0 0+((150)I31)*0 	=0.0 
00100 4 0+((150)/31)*4 	= 1.9 
01010 10 0+((150)/31)*l0 =4.8 
10 11 0 22 0 + ((150)/31)*22 = 10.7 
11 0 0 0 24 0 + ((15-0)131 )*24 = 11.6 
11100 28 0+((150)/31. )*28 = 13.6 
11111 31 0+((15_0)/31)*31 	= 15.0 
Note: *Variable  min.value = 0, and variable max.value = 15 
b) Real Value Coding Setup 
To initialize the population in real value coding, flows for each canal in each chromosome 
of the population are generated randomly. For the problem investigate here, canal flows for 
the initial population were generated in the range of 0-15 m3/s. Precision is not an issue. 
4.4.2 Evaluation of Results 
The criterias for the binary and real-value GAs are shown in Table 4.2. Results present as 
supply/demand ratios, and are given in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.5. Both representation 
schemes reached achieve near equity in supply. 
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Table 4.2. 	Criteria for GAs on test network 
Representation scheme binary real-value 
Population size 100 100 
Avg.execution time in 500 generations (sec) 5.44 2.37 
Number of genes 6 6 
Number of alleles per gene 5 1 
Length of chromosome 30 6 
Probability of crossover 0.95 0.95 
Probability of mutation 0.025 0.125 
Number of mutations per chromosome 0.75 0.75 
Type of selection proportional Proportional 
Type of crossover 1-point 1-point 
Type of mutation conventional* non-uniform 
conventional mutation is to mutate binary coding of 0 to be I or vice versa. 
Table 4.3. Comparison of GA results in coding experiment 
Node No. 2 3 4 6 
Demand 4.000 5.000 5.000 3.000 
Supply(binary) 3.548 3.871 4.839 2.903 
Supply(real-value) 3.550 4.402 4.425 2.650 
Supply/Demand ratio required 0.882 0.882 0.882 0.882 
Supply/Demand ratio (binary) 0.887 0.774 0.968 0.968 
Supply/Demand ratio (real-value) 0.887 0.880 0.885 0.883 
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Figure 4.5 	Supply/Demand ratio in the experiment of coding (a simple system) 
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An important difference between the binary and real-value codings is in the length of 
chromosomes. In binary coding there are five alleles per gene giving a chromosome length 
of 30. In real-value coding, there is only one allele per gene and the chromosome length is 
thus 6. A further disadvantage of binary coding is that coding and decoding slows down 
execution time. The average execution time for 500 generations with binary coding was 5 
seconds while that with real-value coding was 2 seconds. It is clear that real-value coding 
progresses more quickly to a solution than does binary coding. Figure 4.6 shows the 
progress of the GAs towards solution with binary and real-value coding" Best fitness is the 
minimum fitness value (Z in equation 4.9) obtained as the run progress. 
A further constraint on binary coding is the accuracy with which canal flows can be mapped 
to the binary bits, or alleles in a gene as indicated above. The linear mapping of values 
results in an accuracy of 0.484 m3/s in each canal, and it is surprising given this that the 
results are as good as they are. To improve accuracy with binary coding, it would be 
necessary to include more alleles in each gene. This in turn increases string length and can 
result in slower execution and furthers problems in maintaining good solutions. The results 
achieved on this preliminary test demonstrate that GAs are capable of producing acceptable 
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Figure 4.6 	Comparison of solution progress with binary and real value representation 
(a simple network) 
4.4.3 GA Performance with Strings Comprising Irrigation Supplies and Flows 
A GA set up with supplies and flows represented in a chromosome requires a longer string 
length, but has the same constraints as a GA set up with flows alone. For the simple 
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network shown in Figure 4,3, the string comprises 12 genes instead of 6, as there are 6 
irrigation supplies. A GA was set up using real-value coding, and results compared with 
those obtained earlier with a representation consisting of canal flows only. 
The criteria for the alternative GA formulations are given in Table 4.4. Comparison of 
results for alternative formulations are presented in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.7. Clearly both 
approaches produce acceptable results, although a better results are produced by the 
formulation based on flows alone. The GA set up with flows and supplies took longer to 
reach an acceptable solution than the GA operating on flows alone. The execution time of 
GA operating on flows was 2.3 seconds for 500 generations, while that for the GA set up 
with flows and supplies was 2.6 seconds for 500 generations. Progression to solution is 
shown in Figure 4.8. It is clearly desirable to keep string length as short as possible. 
The nodal balance constraint for the GA with both the flows and the supplies in a 
chromosome required an increased penalty factor to 5 greater than in the flows formation to 
ensure that constraints were satisfied. The reason for this is that random modification to 
two variables in the same constraint results in a greater chance of good solution being 
disturbed. 
Table 4.4 	Criteria for alternative GA formulations 
Formulation of GA flows&supplies flows 
Population size 100 100 
Avg.execution time in 500 generations(sec) 2.64 2.37 
Number of genes 10 6 
Number of allele per gene 1 1 
Length of chromosome 10 6 
Probability of crossover 0.95 0.95 
Probability of mutation 0.075 0.125 
Number of mutation per chromosome 0.75 0.75 
Type of selection proportional proportional 
Type of crossover 1-point 1-point 
Type of mutation non-uniform non-uniform 
Table 4.5 	Comparison of results for alternative Jrmnulations 
Node No. 2 3 4 6 
Demand 4.000 5.000 5.000 3.000 
Supply (fl ows&supplies) 3.330 4.330 4.850 2.550 
Supply (flows) 3.550 4.402 4.425 2.650 
Supply/Demand ratio required 0.882 0.882 0.882 0.882 
Supply/Demand ratio (flows&supplies) 0.832 0.866 0.970 0.850 
Supply/Demand ratio (flows) 0.887 0.880 0.885 0.883 
Comparison of GA performance on the flows with 
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Figure 4.7 	Supply/Demand ratio in the experiment of GA on the flows and the supplies 
(a simple network) 
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Figure 4.8 	Solution progress with alternative formulations (a simple network) 
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4.4.4 Sensitivity Analyses on the Test Network 
The preceding sections have demonstrated that real-value coding is superior to binary 
coding, and that the problem is best formulated using canal flows only. On the basis of this 
preferred set up, the sensitivity of the GA to crossover probability, mutation probability and 
population size has been investigated. The sensitivity to mutation probability is shown in 
Figure 4.9. The real-value coding is apparently insensitive to mutation probability, although 
best results are obtained with about 0.75 mutations per chromosome. 
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Figure 4.9 	Sensitivity to mutation probability (a simple network) 
This number of mutation per chromosome was used to test the sensitivity of performance to 
the probability of crossover. The sensitivity to crossover probability is shown in Figure 4.10. 
It would appear that the best results are achieved with a crossover probability of 0.95, 
although acceptable results are obtained over a fairly wide range. From the literature 
reviewed it has been suggested that the appropriate crossover probability is in the range of 
0.5 to 1 (Goldberg 1989). 
The sensitivity to population size is shown in Figure 4.11. The acceptable results are 
obtained within a wide range of population sizes. It would appear that the best results are 
achieved for the test network with a population size of 100 with crossover probability of 
0.95 and the number of mutations per chromosome of 0.75. With too small a population 
there will be insufficient diversity, but with too large a population an increased number of 
generations will be required for the best individuals to emerge. In the runs reported here, the 
number of generations was fixed. 
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The sensitivity analysis indicates that the GA approach is robust and not significantly 
affected by parameter choices. 









Figure 4.10 	Sensitivity to crossover probability (a simple network) 
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Figure 4.11 Sensitivity to population size (a simple network) 
4.4.5 Operator Evaluation 
An evaluation has been made of the alternative selection schemes (proportional and 
tournament selection), mutation schemes (conventional, modified mutation and non-uniform 
mutation) and crossover schemes (uniform crossover, one-point and two-point crossover). 
The different selection, mutation and crossover schemes are discussed in Chapter 3. The 
evaluation has been carried out using the GA formulated with flows alone, and real value 
representation. Results are shown in Table 4.6. It is observed that acceptable results could 
be found with all selection and crossover schemes, but that non-uniform mutation performs 
better than either conventional or modified uniform mutation. The advantage of non-uniform 
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mutation is that good solutions are not significantly disturbed by the mutation process 
(Michalewicz 1992). 
Table 4.6 	Evaluation of GA operators 
Selection schemes Best fitness 
Proportional 0.235 
Tournament 0.235 




Mutation schemes Best fitness 
Conventional 0.357 
Modified uniform 0.238 
Non-uniform 0.235 
Note: Non-uniform mutation is used with all crossover and selection schemes, and one-point 
crossover is used with all mutation and selection schemes. 
4.5 Testing on a More Complex Network 
In order to explore the potential of GAs more fully, the more complex network shown in the 
Figure 4.12 was devised. The network comprises 10 nodes and 12 reaches. Eight of the 
nodes are considered to be scheme nodes and have irrigation demands. The irrigation 
demands and inflows assumed are shown in Table 4.7. The objective function and 
constraints were as outlined in equations 4.2 to 4.5, and the exact same computer codes were 
used as for the simple network discussed in section 4.4. 
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Table 4.7 The demands and inflows for a more complex network 
Node number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Demand (m3/s) 1.1 0.9 5.8 0 3.5 2.5 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.0 
Inflow (m3/s) 14.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Reach number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 





Figure 4.12 	A test complex canal system 
4.5.1 Evaluation of Representation Schemes 
As with the simple network, a comparison has been made between the performance of GAs 
set up with binary and with real value representation. For each representation scheme, a 
population size of 100 was adopted with 0.75 mutations per chromosome, and a crossover 
probability of 0.95. The GAs were run for a maximum 500 generations. The GA 
characteristics are summarized in Table 4.8. 
Results are summarized in Table 4.9. Both representation schemes have achieved 
acceptable results, but clearly real value representation has resulted in better equity. The 
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GA set up with real value coding executed in less than half the time required for that set up 
with binary representation, indicating clearly the advantage of real value representation over 
binary representation. The progress of both GAs to a solution is shown in Figure 4.13. The 
GA with real value representation clearly approaches the solution much more quickly, and is 
capable of achieving higher accuracy. In the GA with binary representation, 7 alleles were 
used in each gene, and with the mapping adopted this resulted in an accuracy of 0. 118 m3/s 
in reach flows. The string length for the binary representation was 7 times longer than that 
for the real value representation, and this combined with coding and decoding for fitness 
evaluation results in the longer execution times. The longer string length also makes 
maintaining good solutions more difficult, and this combined with the accuracy of 
representation results in a poorer overall performance than with real value representation. 
Table 4.8 	GA characteristics Jbr alternative of representation schemes on the more 
complex network 
Formulation of GA binary real-value 
Population size 100 100 
Avg.execution time in 500 generations(sec) 19.69 8.13 
Number of genes 12 12 
Number of alleles per gene 7 1 
Length of chromosome 84 12 
Probability of crossover 0.95 0.95 
Probability of mutation 0.0089 0.0625 
Number of mutation per chromosome 0.75 0.75 
Type of selection proportional proportional 
Type of crossover I-point 1-point 
Type of mutation conventional non-uniform 
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Table 4.9 	Comparison of GA results with alternative representation schemes on the 
more complex network 
Node No. 1 235 6 7 8 9 
Demand 1.100 0.900 5.800 3.500 2.500 1.200 1.000 1.000 
Supply 	(binary) 0.890 0.843 4.756 3.047 1.850 1.165 0.913 0.843 
Supply 	(real value) 1.043 0.843 5.473 3.294 2.361 1.141 0.942 0.934 
Supply/Demand ratio required 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 
Supply/Demand ratio (binary) 0.809 0.936 0.820 0.871 0.740 0.971 0.9 13 0.843 
Supply/Demand ratio (real value) 0.948 0.936 0.944 0.941 0.944 0.951 0.942 0.934 
10 
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Figure 4.13 	Solution progress with binary and real value representation on the more 
complex network 
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4.5.2 Assessment of Alternative Formulations 
As indicated earlier, there are two fundamental ways in which the GA can be set up. The 
first is with chromosomes comprised only of canal flows, and the second with chromosomes 
comprised of canal flows and irrigation supplies. When the GA is set up in terms of canal 
flows only, irrigation supplies are calculated from the nodal water balance. When the GA is 
set up in terms of canal flows and irrigation supplies, the chromosomes are longer, but the 
decision variables for the fitness function are part of the chromosomes and secondary 
evaluations are not required. 
The GA characteristics for the alternative formulations on the more complex network are 
summarized in Table 4.10. Real value representation has been used in both formulations, 
and the only significant difference is therefore the number of genes in each formulation. 
The GA based only on reach flows reached an acceptable fitness more quickly than the GA 
formulated on both canal flows and irrigation supplies. Figure 4.15 shows the manner in 
which fitness improves with generation for each of the approaches. This is as might be 
expected since the string length for the formulation involving flows and supplies is almost 
twice that of the formulation involving only canal flows. Consequently it takes longer to 
reach a solution. The additional water balance calculations required in the formulation 
based on canal flows do not add any significant overhead in execution time. The other 
problem with chromosomes formulated with both canal flows and supplies is that changes 
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Figure 4.15 	Solution progress with alternative formulations (complex network) 
Table 4. 10 	GA characteristics with alternative formulations on the more complex 
network 
GA formulation with flows&supplies flows 
Population size 100 100 
Avg. exe. time in 500 generations (sec) 10.37 8.13 
Number of genes 20 12 
Number of allele per gene 1 1 
Length of chromosome 20 12 
Probability of Crossover 0.95 0.95 
Probability of Mutation 0.0375 0.0625 
Number of mutation per chromosome 0.75 0.75 
Type of selection proportional proportional 
Type of crossover 1-point 1-point 
Type of mutation non-uniform non-uniform 
Table 4.11 and Figure 4.16 summarize the supply/demand ratios achieved with each 
formulation. The results achieved with both formulations are very good. Interestingly the 
formulation based on canal flows and irrigation supplies appears to work better on the more 
complex network than it did on the simple network discussed in section 4.4. There is, 
however, minor constraint violation on the more complex network, even after 500 
generations. In the formulation based on canal flows and irrigation supplies, the total 
computed supply was 16.209 m3/s, while inflows to the system were only 16.0 m3/s. The 
formulation based on canal flows resulted in a small over supply of 0.031 m3/s. With 
increasing string length, satisfying all system constraints is problematical, and this is a 
potential limitation of the GA approach to the water allocation problem. The constraint that 
appears to be most difficult to satisfy is nodal balance constraint. The formulation base on 
the flows and the supplies required performed best using nodal balance penalty function in 
quadratic form with penalty factor as shown in equation 4.11. Sensitivity to penalty factors 
of the formulation base on the flows and the supplies required an increased penalty factor up 
to 14, compared to a penalty factor 6 for the formulation base on only the flows. 
ENK 
(QinJ,+Q1 -x -Qsink)2  
P2 	= 	 r 	 (4.11) 
1=1 	 Qinf1 + 
Table 4.11 	Comparison of GA results with alternative formulations on the more 
complex network 
Node No. 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 
Demand 1.100 0.900 5.800 3.500 2.500 1.200 1.000 1.000 
Supply (flows&supplies) 1.044 0.863 5.451 3.359 2.387 1.144 0.981 0.980 
Supply (flows) 1.043 0.843 5.473 3.294 2.361 1.141 0.942 0.934 
Supply/Demand ratio required 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 
Supply/Demand ratio (flows&supplies) 0.949 0.958 0.940 0.960 0.955 0.953 0.981 0.980 
Supply/Demand ratio (flows) 0.948 0.936 0.944 j 0.941 1 0.944 j 0.951 0.942 j 0.934 
Comparison on GA Formulations 
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Figure 4.16 	Supply/Demand ratio in the experiment of GA on the flows and the supplies 
(complex network) 
4.5.3 Sensitivity Analyses on the More Complex Network 
Sensitivity analyses have been carried out in the same manner as described for the simple 
network in section 4.4. The sensitivity analyses has been restricted to the GA formulated 
with canal flows only and real value representation. From the preceding analyses this is 
clearly the most robust set up. 
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Sensitivity to the mutation probability is presented in terms of the number of mutations per 
chromosome in Figure 4.17. Clearly there is little sensitivity to mutation probability in the 
range of 0.3 to I mutations per chromosome. The best fitness was obtained the same values 
when using 0.35, 0.5 and 0.95 mutations per chromosome. On the simpler network, a 
mutation probability of 0.75 mutations per chromosome was found to be most appropriate. 
From the results presented in Figure 4.18, this would seem that this gives acceptable results 
and is in the insensitive zone. Research on GA applications to reservoir systems by 
Wardlaw and Sharif (1999) also found that the best results would be achieved with about I 
mutations per chromosome with real value coding. 
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Figure 4.17 	Sensitivity to mutation probability 
Sensitivity to crossover probability is shown in Figure 4.18. With crossover probabilities in 
the range of 0.5 to 1.0, there is little sensitivity, and acceptable results are achieved. Work 
on the simple network indicated that a crossover probability of 0.95 would produce the best 
results. On the more complex network this is also the case, although similar results are 
achieved with values of 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. Any crossover probability with the range of 0.5 to 
1.0 produces good results. Wardlaw and Sharif (1999) found that on reservoir systems, 
there was similar insensitivity, and that a vale of 0.7 was most appropriate. 
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Figure 4.18 	Sensitivity to crossover probability 
Sensitivity to population size was analysed using a crossover probability of 0.95, and 0.75 
mutations per chromosome. The results are shown in Figure 4.19. There is some 
improvement in fitness with increased population size, but this is not very significant. The 
supply / demand ratios with populations of 100 and 200 are summarised in Table 4.12. 
There is no significant improvement with a population size of 200, which results in 
increased execution times to 5 seconds in 500 generations. There was no improvement 
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Figure 4.19 	Sensitivity to population size 
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Table 4.12 Comparison on supply/demand ratio by population size 
Node Number 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 
Supply/Demand ratio required 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941 
with population size 100 0.948 0.936 0.944 0.941 0.944 0.951 0.942 0.934 
with population size 200 0.945 0.934 0.944 0.943 0.927 0.946 0.957 0.928 
45.4 Operator Evaluation 
An evaluation has been made on alternative selection, mutation and crossover schemes. The 
evaluation has been based on real value representation and the formulation based on canal 
flows alone. Results are presented in Table 4.13. Tournament selection produced 
acceptable results but performed no better than proportional selection. This was not always 
be the case in other applications. Acceptable results can be obtained with all crossover 
schemes, as was the case with the simpler network discussed in section 4.4. The mutation 
scheme adopted does, however, have a significant influence on results. Non-uniform 
mutation performs much better than the other schemes. The more complex network with 
longer chromosomes is more sensitive to mutation than the simple network was, and non-
uniform mutation helps preserve good solutions. 
Table 4.13 	Evaluation of GA operators 
Selection schemes Best fitness 
Proportional 0.0575 
Tournament 0.0596 




Mutation schemes Best fitness 
Conventional 0.5283 
Modified uniform 0.1053 
Non-uniform 0.0574 
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Note: Non-uniform mutation is used with all crossover and selection schemes, and one-point 
crossover is used with all mutation and selection schemes. 
4.6 Discussion and Conclusions 
Application of a GA to the water allocation problem in two test networks has permitted a 
number of useful observations and conclusions to be drawn: 
i) 	A GA is capable of achieving acceptable results in terms of equitable water 
allocation on the networks tested, irrespective of the type of formulation or 
representation scheme used. 
A GA set up with real value representation executes more quickly and is more 
accurate than a GA set up with binary representation in application to the water 
allocation problem. 
A GA for the water allocation problem is best formulated in terms of canal flows 
alone, with irrigation supplies evaluated from nodal water balances. 
A GA applied to the water allocation problem with real value representation and 
formulated with canal flows is insensitive to crossover probability, or to the 
crossover scheme adopted. One-point crossover and a crossover probability of 0.95 
produced good results on both test systems. 
V) 	A GA applied to the water allocation problem with real value representation and 
formulated with canal flows is sensitive to the mutation scheme adopted. Non-
uniform mutation performs significantly better than other schemes. The GA is, 
however, insensitive to mutation probability in the range of 0.3 to 1.0 mutations per 
chromosome. Good results were achieved in both test systems with a mutation 
probability of 0.75 mutations per chromosome. 
Constraint violation in the water allocation problem appears to be a potential 
limitation with larger more complex networks. 
A restriction on the range within which decision variables are initially randomly 
generated leads to quicker convergence. 
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5. APPLICATION OF GAs TO THE TUKAD AYUNG IRRIGATION 
SYSTEM 
The results from GA application to the relatively simple systems discussed in Chapter 4 
were promising, and led to the more demanding application to the Tukad Ayung Irrigation 
system in Bali. This system had been used by Wardlaw and Barnes (1996, 1997, 1998) in 
developing their quadratic programming approach to the water problem. It therefore 
provided a benchmark on which the GA performance could be measured directly against 
that of QP in a real irrigation system. A brief review of the results and findings of Wardlaw 
and Barnes was presented in Chapter 2. In this chapter, a more complete description of the 
irrigation system is given, along with the GA characteristics and formulations applied. 
Results are compared with those of Wardlaw and Barnes (1996) for the simplified modelling 
approach. 
5.1 The Tukad Ayung Irrigation System 
Bali is an island of the Republic of Indonesia. It is situated 9°south of the equator between 
Java island in the west and Lombok island in the east. Rivers flowing from the volcanic 
mountains in the center of the island provide water for irrigation (see Figure 5. 1). Denpasar 
is the provincial capital of Bali. It is located in the southern part of the island and within the 
Tukad Ayung Irrigation System. The Tukad Ayung is the largest river in Bali and current 
supports over 14,500 ha of irrigated agriculture. This is the most fertile and productive 
agricultural land on the island. Rice is the principle crop, and over most of the area two rice 
crops and one dry foot crop are grown annually, under four basic cropping patterns. 
Denpasar is also the center of the booming tourist industry in Bali. 
Studies of Tukad Ayung were undertaken by Sir M Macdonald and Partners (1988) as part 
of the Bali Water Resources Study. That study was concerned primarily with planning the 
means of meeting future potable water demands throughout the island, but with particular 
focus on Denpasar and the surrounding tourist areas. Establishing existing and likely future 
irrigation water use was an important part of the study, and to assist in this a mathematical 
model was developed for the Ayung catchment. Upstream of Buanga, a hydrological model 
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was used to extend stream flow records. Downstream of Buanga, a more complex irrigation 
system simulation model was developed to permit the impact of increasing potable water 
abstraction on agricultural production to be assessed. These models are described by 
Wardlaw and Wells (1996). The irrigation system is complex. Schematics have been 
shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. Significant drainage re-use occurs. Some drainage contributes 
laterally to other irrigation schemes and some is returned directly canals. Figure 5.2 shows 
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Figure 5.1 The Island of Bali (After Wardlaw and Barnes 1996) 
52 Tukad Ayung Irrigation Network Definition 
As part of their research, Wardlaw and Barnes (1996) developed a transparent matrix 
approach to irrigation network definition. The same approach has been adopted in setting 
up the GAs for the system, and the data files prepared by Wardlaw and Barnes could 
therefore be used directly with the GAs. The network definition file is included in 
Appendix B. The network comprises 69 reaches and 56 nodes. Of the 56 nodes, 10 are 
inflow nodes, 13 are scheme nodes, and a further 10 are sink nodes. Sink nodes represent 
system outflows. A summary of the nodal types which may be related to Figure 5.2 is given 
in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 	Ayung irrigation system summary of node information 
Node Type Nodes Numbers 
Inflow 3 	10 	14 	21 	43 	40 	54 	61 	69 	85 
Scheme 106 	6 122 	22 	127 	27 	45 	50 	6 71 	77 	81 	88 
Sink 24 	36 	66 	72 	78 	79 	83 	89 	92 	99 
Wardlaw and Barnes (1996) ran their water allocation model on a historic 34 year 
simulation period, using bimonthly time steps. Through this it was possible to evaluate 
model performance under a wide range of conditions. The 34 year simulation period had 
been set up by Sir M MacDonald and Partners (1989) to permit evaluation of water supply 
and irrigation production reliabilities. Inflows were defined through hydrological 
simulation, and the files used in model input are included in Appendix B. Irrigation 
demands used were design irrigation demands, based on effective rainfalls at 20% non-
exceedance probability, and cropping patterns in existence at the time of the study. The 
irrigation demands file is also included in Appendix B. 
5.3 GA Formulation 
The GA was formulated using canal flows as the decision variables, with real value 
representation, uniform crossover, non-uniform mutation, proportional selection and 
incorporating the elitist strategy. 
Initially the GA was formulated with chromosomes comprising flows in every canal of the 
network. Chromosomes thus comprised 69 genes. This formulation was referred to as GAl. 
5.3.1 The Objective Function Used 
The objective function, or evaluation function used in the GA was basically that of equation 
4.8. It was found in preliminary applications, however, that constraint violation was 
difficult control as a result of the long strings used. Some hint of potential difficulties of 
this nature had arisen from the tests outlined in Chapter 4 on a more complex network. The 
indications there were also that the global water balance was not always being satisfied. A 
further constraint was therefore introduced to control the global water balance and avoid 
creep induced through errors in nodal balances. The following additional penalty factor was 
therefore introduced to equation 4.8: 
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Figure 5.2 	Nodal schematic network of Ayung irrigation system 
(After Wardlaw and Barnes 1996) 
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Qinfj = 	external inflow to node i (i.e. not from the canal system) 
Xi 	= 	water supply to irrigation scheme i 
Qsink, = 	outflow to system sink 
i, j 	= 	node reference 
n 	= 	number of irrigation schemes 
= 	flow to node  from node i 
P4 	= 	penalty for the global water balance constraint 
It was also found that with 56 nodes at which water balance constraints must be satisfied, 
the GA was particularly sensitive to the weighting attached to this. It was found that a 
quadratic form of the nodal water balance constraint was most appropriate: 
III 
lQinf +Q1 - x - Qsink1 l 2 
P2 	
= J=j 
r 	 (5.2) 
i=1 	 Qinf +Q1J(11) 
1=' 
where, 
Qijow = 	flow(s) into node i 
in 	= 	number of reaches connected to node i 
r 	= 	number of reaches flow into node i 
The extended evaluation function used was therefore: 
(d—x.)2  
Minimise Z = 	 + R1 P1+R2 P2+R 3  -P3+R4 	 (5.3) 
d  
Sensitivity analysis was carried out on the weightings for the penalty factors and is 
presented in heading 5.7 
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5.3.2 Convergence Criteria 
The GA was set up to run on 34 years of bimonthly data, and the number of generations 
required was found to vary from time step to time step. The maximum number of 
generations was initially set at 500. However, if the minimum fitness is still improving after 
500 generations, the GA was allowed to run in the multiple of 500 generations. The 
convergence criteria set were that the improvement in minimum fitness over a generation 
gap of 300 must be less than 0.0001. 
5.3.3 GAl Run Characteristics 
The run characteristics for GA! are summarised in Table 5.2. It was found that a low error 
tolerance was required (i.e. high penalty factors for constraint violation) as a result of the 
complexity of the system and long chromosomes. In time steps with no water stress, the 
nodal water balance constraints were satisfied to a precision of 0.008 m3/s. The GA 
performed poorly on nodal balance constraints. In time steps with water stress, constraints 
were rarely satisfied to this precision. It was found that the nodal water balance error was 
typically in the range of 0.0 to 0.1 m3/s after average of 800 to 1.800 generations. 
Table 5.2 	Run characteristics for GA] on the Tukad Ayung system 
Items Results 
Population size 100 
Avg. execution time per time step (minute) 1 .3 1 
Number of genes 51 
Number of alleles per gene 
Length of chromosome 51 
Probability of crossover 0.95 
Probability of mutation 0.0 147 
Number of mutation per chromosome 0.75 
Type of selection proportional 
Type of crossover uniform 
Type of mutation non-uniform 
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5.4 Comparison of GAl and QP Results 
Average irrigation deficits resulting with GAl approach are compared with those achieved 
by Wardlaw and Barnes (1996) using QP in Figure 5.3. The QP approach clearly performs 
much better in terms of equity of supply, and has produced lower deficits. The average 
annual irrigation demand is 11.5 m3/s. Using QP the average supply per time step was 10.27 
m3/s while with GA! the average supply was 9.68 m3/s. Average outflow per time step with 
GA  was 3.16 m3/s while that with QP was 2.47 m3/s. Figure 5.4 shows the comparison of 
average outflows with the GAl and QP approaches. The GAl formulation did not perform 
well in terms of equity or total supply. Execution time with the GA was also significantly 
slower than that of the QP approach. The average execution time per time step for GA  was 
36 times longer than that of the QP. 
Average Irrigation Deficit 1953-1986 
40 
30 J 	
11 QP GA  
20 
U110 TEhThT Th1l— . 	01 
X6 X22 X27 X45 X50 X65 X71 X77 X81 X88 
Irrigation scheme 
Figure 5.3 	Comparison of average irrigation deficits (1953-1986) 
Average Outflow per Time-step 1953-1986 




A 0 1.5  
Sink node 
Figure 5.4 	Comparison of average outflows (1953-1986) 
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5.5 	Development of an Improved GA Formulation 
It was considered that part of the reason for the poor results achieved with GA  were related 
to difficulties in achieving nodal water balances, and the fact that at certain nodes in the 
network, where there were no irrigation demands, all flows in all canals meeting at these 
nodes were being treated as decision variables. At such nodes, flow in one reach can be 
computed from the nodal water balance and treated as a dependent variable, thus reducing 
the number of decision variables and gene length. In this revised formulation (GA2), the 
gene length was reduced from 51 to 25 and the potential for constraint violation reduced 
considerably also. 
The transparent matrix approach to irrigation network definition of Wardlaw and Barnes 
(1996) has been extended. A reach index identifies those reaches in which flows are to be 
computed from the nodal balance. The extension of new network data file is shown in 
Appendix B. 
The objective function used was exactly the same as that used with GAl. GA2 was set up 
with the same run characteristics as GAl also - population size of 1.00, crossover probability 
of 0.95, and 0.75 mutations per chromosome. The run characteristics are summarised in 
Table 5.3. 
The improved GA progresses to a solution more quickly than GAl and achieves better 
fitness. Figure 5.5 shows how fitness improves by generation with GAl and GA2. The best 
fitness after 1800 generations was 4.8 from GA2, and 5.6 from GAl. A comparison of 
average irrigation deficits with QP, GAl and GA2 is presented in Figure 5.6. GA2 clearly 
performs significantly better than GA I, but still does not produce the same level of equity as 
the QP approach. A comparison of average irrigation supplies to each scheme is presented 
in Table 5.4. The average total supply with GA2 is 10.12 m3/s, compared with 10.27 m3/s 
with the QP. The average outflow per time step with GA2 was 2.62 m3/s, compared with 
3.1.6 m3/s with the GA 1. 
Table 5.3 	Criteria formulation for unproved GA (GA2) 
Items Results 
Population size 100 
Avg. execution time per time step (minute) 1.21 
Number of genes 25 
Number of alleles per gene 
Length of chromosome 25 
Probability of crossover 0.95 
Probability of mutation 0.03 
Number of mutation per chromosome 0.75 
Type of selection proportional 
Type of crossover uniform 
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Figure 5.5. 	Solution progress with GA] and GA2 
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Figure 5.6. 	Irrigation deficits with GA2 
Table 5.4 	Comparison of average irrigation supplies 
Scheme Demand Supply 
QP GAl GA2 
X6 3.91 3.46 3.22 3.27 
X22 3.86 3.46 3.27 3.46 
X27 0.89 0.80 0.72 0.80 
X45 0.36 0.31 0.24 0.32 
X50 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.13 
X65 1.20 1.08 1.07 1.06 
X71 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.28 
X77 0.34 0.31 0.32 0.33 
X81 0.30 0.27 0.28 0.28 
X88 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.20 
Avg. per time step(m3/s) 11.50 10.27 9.68 10.12 
5.6 Comparison on Selection Operators 
The application of a GA to the water allocation problem was initially achieved using 
proportional selection. Additional runs have been carried out to analyse how tournament 
selection will effect the results. The evaluation has been tested base on the generated GA2. 
The GA was set up to run in the 34 years from 1953 to 1986 using the same run 
characteristics and convergence criteria of GA2. 
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It was found that tournament selection was also able to achieve similar results to those 
achieved by proportional selection. With tournament selection the average irrigation supply 
per time step was 10.04 m3/s, compared with 10.12 m3/s with proportional selection. Figure 
5.7 presents the comparison of the average irrigation supply per time step. Average outflow 
per time step with proportional selection was 2.62 m3/s compared with 2.75 m3/s with 
tournament selection. 










Figure 5.7 Comparison of selection operators on average irrigation supplies 
5.7 Sensitivity Analyses 
Sensitivity analysis has been carried out with GA2 on the Tukad Ayung network in order to 
assess if the findings of the sensitivity analysis on the test networks was valid on more 
complex networks. Time step 18 of 1986 was chosen for the analysis as this time step had 
significant water stress - total inflows were only 7.55 m3/s while demand was 16.576 m3/s. 
Sensitivity to mutation and crossover probabilities have been carried out with proportional 
selection. Results are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 respectively. It was found that 0.75 
mutations per chromosome produced good results, and in fact there is little sensitivity to 
mutation probability. Crossover probabilities in the range of 0.5 to I were considered. 
These also show little sensitivity. A crossover probability of 0.95 was considered to be 
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Figure 5.9 	Sensitivity to crossover probability 
Sensitivity to population size is shown in Figure 5.13. Fitness improves as the population 
increases to 100, but no improvement was found after that, and a population size of 100 was 
considered to be appropriate for model runs. Population size significantly affects execution 
time, as can be seen from Table 5.5, and in application to multiple time step runs, as were 
used in Bali, execution times are of importance. It will also be noted from Table 5.5 that the 
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Figure 5.10 	GA2 sensitivity to population size 
Table 5.5 	Influence of population size on execution times 
Population Size 
100 200 300 
Avg. GA2 exec.time per time step (sec) 78.6 176.4 268.4 
Avg. QP exec. time per time step (sec) 2.2 
Sensitivity to penalty factor R2 (nodal balance constraint) has been investigated using the 
whole inflow data in 1986, 24 time steps. Figure 5.11 indicates that the best fitness 
achieved with R2 = 1 with equation 5.2. 
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Figure 5.1] Sensitivity to penalty factor R2, nodal balance constraint. 
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5.8 Discussion and Conclusions 
It has been demonstrated that with the improved GA formulation (GA2), solutions to the 
water allocation problem can be achieved that are similar to those achieved by QP. The GA 
should be set up with canal flows as the decision variables. The number of decision 
variables can be reduced by making use of continuity at junctions with no irrigation 
demands to permit one canal flow to become a dependent variable. 
It is concluded that a real-value representation, proportional selection together with the 
elitist strategy, uniform crossover and non-uniform mutation will produce the best result. A 
crossover probability of 0.95 and 0.75 mutations per chromosome are suitable for the water 
allocation problem. The approach has been shown to be robust and not particularly sensitive 
to crossover or mutation probabilities. It is sensitive to population size, however, and too 
small a population restricts diversity. Too large a population will not improve fitness but 
will increase execution times. 
The GA is clearly sensitive to string length, and this will limit its application to larger 
problems. As string length increases, maintaining good solutions becomes more difficult. 
The closed nature of the water balance at supply nodes makes solution by GA difficult. The 
main advantage of the GA approach is that it can be set up with any form of objective 
function. However, for the water allocation problem, although the improved GA produced 
acceptable results, it offers no real advantage over the QP approach. Execution times for the 
QP approach were significantly shorter than those of the improved GA. It is thought that the 
GA does hold promise for application to water scheduling problems in the next chapter. 
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6. THE WATER SCHEDULING PROBLEM 
	
6.1 	Introduction 
In the previous studies by Wardlaw and Barnes (1996, 1997, 1998), and in the research 
described in the earlier chapters of this thesis, it was appropriate to consider continuous 
water supplies to each irrigation scheme, and scheduling within a scheme was of no 
relevance to the optimisation approach. Consideration is given here to irrigation systems in 
which problems relate primarily to scheduling within rotational systems. It was considered 
that GAs might be better suited to this type of problem than they are to the water allocation 
problem. 
6.2 	Literature Review 
Rotation of irrigation is common in most systems at some level, and optimisation techniques 
have been applied to water scheduling problems by a number of authors 
Rao et al. (1992) studied the problem of real time irrigation scheduling under water shortage 
conditions. They took soil moisture content and available water supplies as state variables 
characterizing the irrigation scheduling problem. The objective was to develop irrigation 
schedules that would maximise crop yields. The decisions were made in two stages, a design 
stage and a real time stage. At the design stage, irrigations were planned for weekly intervals 
using historical data of seasonal supply, probable weekly rainfall, average weekly potential 
evapotranspiration, and basic data on soils, crops and the irrigation system. A standard soil 
moisture deficit model was used to obtain weekly design irrigation requirements for the 
season. In real-time management the decisions for the subsequent weeks were revised at the 
end of each week after updating with the real time values of rainfall, evapotranspiration, and 
the availability of water supply. If actual rainfall, evapotranspiration and available water 
supply were significantly different from values input at the design stage, then the 
optimization model would be re-run for the subsequent weeks in the season. The model was 
demonstrated to be effective. 
In an irrigation scheduling study carried out by Naadimuthu et al. (1999), the objective was 
to maximise the net revenue from corn ($/ha). The study was based on a dynamic crop 
response model for corn and an evaporation or soil moisture balance model. State variables 
were the potential yield on day t during the reproductive phase, the amount of available soil 
moisture during period t, stage number (days), and the sum of evaporation from the soil 
surface during day t. A heuristic dynamic optimisation method, which reduced the four state 
variables to a one variable problem was developed, and the problem solved by using the 
available soil moisture during period t as the state variable. Other variables were the price 
of corn, the potential yield on any day during the productive phase, the number of days from 
the day of emergence to maturity, the amount of irrigation during period t, and the total cost 
of irrigation. The constraints included the water balance equations through which the 
available moisture content was obtained at stage t. At any stage it was assumed that the soil 
moisture level would be brought to field capacity by irrigation in future days. The study 
found, as have many others, that the main difficulty of dynamic programming relates to the 
number of state variables. The approach developed by Naadimuthu et al. to reduce the 
number of state variables was effective. The accuracy of the heuristic dynamic optimisation 
algorithm depends on the number of iterations and the step size used. The heuristic 
algorithm was shown to be more efficient than a standard dynamic programming approach. 
Sunantara and Ramirez (1997) studied optimal seasonal multicrop irrigation water allocation 
and optimal daily irrigation scheduling using a two-stage decomposition approach based on 
stochastic dynamic programming. The goal was to optimize the seasonal allocation of a 
limited amount of irrigation water as well as to optimize the seasonal allocation of limited 
acreage for two or more crops, and to determine the optimal daily irrigation scheduling 
policy for each crop, taking into account the dynamics of the soil moisture depletion process 
and the stochasticity of rainfall. In stage 1 (seasonal water allocation) the optimization model 
was based on seasonal crop production functions using a single-crop stochastic dynamic 
programming irrigation scheduling model to determine the maximum expected value of 
benefits for a single crop as a function of seasonal water availability. This incorporated the 
physics of soil moisture depletion and the stochastic properties of precipitation. The optimal 
seasonal water allocation between several fields was made using deterministic dynamic 
programming. The objective was to maximize total benefits from all crops. In stage2 
(intraseasonal water allocation) optimal intraseasonal irrigation scheduling was performed 
using a single-crop stochastic dynamic programming algorithm, conditioned on the optimal 
seasonal water allocation of stage one. The daily optimal irrigation scheduling functions 
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were obtained as a function of root-zone soil moisture content and the currently available 
irrigation water. The study showed a strong dependence of optimal multicrop water policies 
on stress sensitivity factors, the maximum yields for each crop and the costs of irrigation and 
cultivation. 
Singh et al. (1995) applied a computer-assisted irrigation scheduling system to optimize 
water use and enhance crop production for an okra crop in Trinidad and a raspberry field in 
Quebec. An optimization model called AISSUM (Automatic Irrigation Scheduling System 
of the University of Montreal) based on a water balance approach was used. AISSUM 
calculates the water balance and updates the soil moisture storage on a half-hourly basis, and 
provides a real-time system for irrigation scheduling. The timing of irrigation applications 
was controlled by integration with rainfall forecasts. The amount of water to be applied, 
according to the model, is based on the practice of full irrigation. In times of scarcity, deficit 
strategies could be applied. The sophistication of the technology in AISSUM limits its 
application to small and often varied farming operations. The model has the potential to be a 
reliable and cost-effective expert system for managing irrigation scheduling at the farm 
level. Scheduling between plots has not been provided in this model. 
Shyam et al. (1994) developed an optimal operation scheduling model for a canal system 
using a linear programming technique. The study area was irrigated from the Golawar main 
canal of Golawar barrage iii Uttar Pradesh, India. The poor performance of large irrigation 
schemes was attributed to inadequate attention being paid to system management and this 
was one of the major problems in the Golawar command (Bottrall, 1981, Bhuiyan, 1981). 
Rotational practice was failing to maintain the optimal moisture regime for crops in the 
command area (Svehlik, 1987). An improved method of water allocation was devised by 
Shyam et al. (1994). The model was developed to allocate available water in the main canal 
amongst the secondary and tertiary canals with the objective of maximising the total net 
return from the command area during the dry season. The objective function was: 
Maximise 	 —C11 )X 1  — pcD CWDflfk  
i=i j=I 	 n=I i=I k=I 
- pcB I CWB, - pHD I HD, 
fl=I k=/ 	 1=1 k=I 




V,1 	= selling price of .ith crop in ith tertiary command (Rupees/kg) 
Y jj = yield of jth crop in ith tertiary command (kg) 
C/i 	= cost of production of jth crop in ith tertiary command (Rupees/ha) 
X1 	= area under jth crop in ith tertiary command (ha) 
pcB 	= water transfer cost from main to secondary canals (Rupees/rn3) 
pcD 	= water transfer cost from secondary to tertiary canals (Rupees/m3) 
CWB, k = water to be allocated from the main canal to nth secondary canal 
during kth period (m) 
CWD, k = water to be allocated from the nth secondary to the ith tertiary, 
during kth period (m) 
pHB 	= hourly running cost of secondary canals (Rupees/h) 
pHD 	= hourly running cost of tertiary canals (Rupees/h) 
= the required operation period of the nth secondary canals drawing 
water from nth branch canal during kth period (h) 
HD,1k 	= the required operation period of the ith tertiary canals drawing 
water from nth branch canal during kth period (h) 
The decision variables were area to be allocated under different crop activities in the 
commands of various tertiaries, water to be allocated from the main canal to the secondaries 
and the tertiaries, and the required running hours of the secondary canal and the tertiary 
canals corresponding to available running hours of the main canal. The constraints were, 
irrigation water supply and operation periods for different canals, canal capacities and 
minimum allocations to different canals, and the maximum and minimum cropped area 
restrictions for different tertiary commands. Results were compared for the existing, and 
three alternative operation plans in which optimal allocation takes place at different stages 
of water distribution: 
in alternative one, allocation took place at the tertiary level after the existing 
distribution of water from the main to secondary canals; 
in alternative 2, allocation took place at the tertiary level after area proportionate 
water allocation from the main to the secondary canals; 
in alternative 3, allocation was done externally and in proportion to command areas 
of the individual secondary and tertiary canals; an LP model was used to allocate 
resources optimally at the tertiary level and water allocation to all the minor canals 
was done in proportion to area. 
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It was shown that all three operating policies were superior to the existing operating policy, 
and had a higher total net return. The optimal operating policy in which allocation took 
place at the secondary canal level had the highest aggregate net return amongst all 
alternatives. 
Reddy et al. (1999) studied irrigation scheduling between canal outlets with different flow 
capacities. Running times were formulated in a 0-1. linear programming problem. They 
developed an interactive computer program called ZERO 1 to generate the optimal rotation 
schedule that ensured that all the secondary canals received the specified water allocation 
during the given rotation. The objective was to schedule the secondary canals to deliver at 
full supply as far as possible during the given rotation period. The approach to formulating 
the problem was to derive a schedule which minimizes the differences between required 
capacity and actual capacity of the supply canal. The objective function was: 
Minimize Z 	 Y  C Y 	 (6.2) 
where; 
Ck 	= 	penalty for exceeding the supply canal capacity by level kth ($) 
Yk- = 	kth level of increase in flow rate capacity of the supply canal 
Nievei 	= 	the number of levels of flow rate increases considered 
The rotation periods were represented by time blocks of a quarter day up to a maximum of a 
full day. Parameters defining the problem included: the number of days available during any 
given rotation period, the number of secondary canals, the flow rate capacity of each 
secondary canal, and the required running time of each secondary canal in terms of the 
number of time blocks required. Each canal was permitted to start only once in any time 
block of the rotation period, and once a secondary was started it was considered to run 
continuously for its specified time period. A constraint was that in each time block the sum 
of capacities of secondary canals which received water did not exceed the capacity of the 
supply canal. Outlets were combined into groups, and these groups of secondary canals 
were operated together. Appropriate feasible time windows were introduced and secondary 
canals were not allowed to start outside these time windows. The model was applied to an 
irrigation project in China - the Xi Le Submain of the Hetao Irrigation project with 117 
secondary canals. The results showed that the sum of the secondary canal discharges 
exceeded the supply canal capacity for some time blocks, a situation that is not feasible in 
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reality. In practice the secondary canals flows should be flexible within some possible range. 
However, the use of time blocks and time windows in this study was novel, and a reasonable 
solution was obtained. 
From the review of water scheduling studies, it is clear that a variety of approaches to 
variants of the scheduling problem have been applied. None of the papers reviewed have 
addressed the issue of equity in water scheduling, particularly during periods of drought. 
Approaches based on LP are generally not able to address the issue of equity adequately. 
Equity in water scheduling is addressed in this thesis. 
6.3 Scheduling by the Warabandi System 
The warabandi water scheduling system is a system of imposed water scarcity. Warabandi 
means fixation (bandi) of turns (wara). The warabandi system was developed nearly a 
century ago to manage the vast irrigation systems of Northwest India and Southeast Pakistan 
(over 35 million acres). These systems are designed to operate with limited water supply 
which must be shared between as many farmers as possible, and protect them against crop 
failure. Malhotra (1984) has defined the main objectives of the warabandi system as 
providing: 
high efficiency of water use through the imposition of water scarcity on each user, and 
equity in water use through enforced equal shares of scarce water per unit area among all 
users. 
In warabandi water management, rotation of the available water is set up by turns fixed 
according to a predetermined schedule. The warabandi water management system has been 
excellently summarised by Shrestha (1999). 
The warabandi system is operated in two tiers. The upper tier comprises primary and 
secondary canals which are operated by the Irrigation Service (Figure 6. 1). The rotational 
operation of secondary canals depends on the lowest possible supply of the main canal. If 
the lowest possible supply is one-third of the total capacity of the secondary canals, the 
secondary canals are formed into three groups with the same or very similar aggregate 
demand. If the lowest possible supply is one-half of the total capacity of secondary canal, 
the secondary canals are formed into two groups with the same or similar aggregate demand. 
Supplies from the main canal are rotated between the groups of secondaries. 
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Figure 6.1 	Schematic of warabandi system (After Maihotra et at. 1984) 
The outlets to tertiaries from secondaries are specially designed fixed discharge structures. 
The design discharge of the outlets is based on their cultivable command area (CCA). When 
the canal is at full supply level, each tertiary outlet automatically draws its proportional 
share of water from the secondary canal. 
The second tier of rotation is managed by cultivators. During a rotation in the secondaries 
and tertiaries, which is often seven days, turns are fixed for each land holding or plot. The 
day, time and duration of supply for each irrigation is specified with supply in proportion to 
the size of the land holding in the tertiary command area (Malhotra 1984). The turns 
normally begin at the head and move to the tail of the tertiary. During each turn time, the 
farmer has the right to use all of discharge flowing in the tertiary (Shrestha 1999). 
6.4 Advantages and Limitations of the Warabandi System 
The advantages and limitations of the warabandi water management system have been 
summarised by Shrestha (1999). Although the warabandi system is easy and straightforward 
for users to understand, theoretically equitable in water distribution, simple in operation and 
maintenance, and relatively cheap and economic to operate, it has a number of 
disadvantages (Shrestha 1999): 
it is inflexible in operation; 
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it does not attempt to meet crop water requirements in conditions of drought or 
water scarcity, as supplies are rotated; 
no allowance for seepage losses within tertiaries is included; seepage losses greatly 
affect the water quantity received by users, and result in uncertainty in the equity of 
water distribution; 
the warabandi system does not take into account information on soils or crop type; 
turns by holding, can generate severe scheduling problems, especially where 
holdings are fragmented; also as the water has to flow to different plots during a 
turn, a substantial water loss can occur; 
in all forms of warabandi, users have to take all water in the tertiary; for large 
tertiaries, flow rates may be in the range of 2 to 4 M3  /sec and these higher rates are 
not suitable for good field irrigation, often resulting in inefficient irrigation 
secondary canals should run at FSL or should be shut down if the water level in the 
main canal is below 75% of FSL; ungated outlets are designed as proportional flow 
distributors so any fluctuation in water level can cause variable flow through these 
outlets and ultimately the volume of water delivered in a turn will also vary; the 
system has no compensation for such flow variations. 
In the warabandi system, turn times are fixed. It may be possible to improve efficiency and 
water utilisation with a more sophisticated approach that considers crop requirement and 
attempts to ensure equity in water supplies to farmers. Development of an objective 
function for such an approach that could be used in a GA is discussed in the following 
section. 
6.5 An Objective Function for Scheduling 
The aim of irrigation scheduling is to apply water before the soil dries below the crop 
wilting point. Modeling soil moisture should therefore be a fundamental component of 
scheduling system. In this thesis the approach to soil moisture modeling, and to the 
determination of irrigation requirements follows that of FAQ Irrigation and Drainage Paper 
56 (Allen et al. 1998) and is summarised in Appendix D. 
A simple irrigation network is shown in Figure 6.2. The objective in scheduling may be 
considered to be one of optimising water resources utilisation by maintaining soil moisture 
between field capacity and wilting point, minimising drainage losses. Thus periods of excess 
water when soil moisture exceeds field capacity are to be minimised, while maintaining soil 









Figure 6.2 	A test system 
The problem may be described as follows: 
tit 	fl 
Minimise 	= 	 (6.3) 
J=1 1=1 
where, X,1 	= 	irrigation supply in rotation period t from secondary canal j (mm) 
t 	= 	time period number 
j 	= 	scheme or canal number 
n 	= 	total time periods (days) 
in 	 number of schemes or canals 
Subject to: 	6,, ~ WPtj 	 (6.4) 
where, 
= 	soil moisture content in schemej at time t (mm) 
WPtJ = 	moisture content at wilting point in schemej at time t (mm): 
The irrigation supply during any time period may be further defined as follows: 




N 	 length of time period t (days) 
x,1 	= 	irrigation full supply rate to schemej in time period t (mm/day) 
Mol 
	
IFLAG,1= 	0 if schemej is not being irrigated in time period t 
= 	I if schemej is being irrigated in time period t 
The irrigation supply may be expressed in terms of the secondary canal capacity: 
x,1 	= 	 (6.6) 
where, Q1, 	= 	secondary canal supply to schemej at time period t 
A = 	cropped area of schemej 
In addition to the soil moisture constraint given above, canal system capacity constraints 
have to be considered: 
'U 
Q11 !~Qmain 	 (6,7) 
where, Qinain, = 	main canal discharge in time period t 
For solution by a GA the constraints are incorporated in the objective function as penalties. 
These may be expressed as follows: 
ni 	It 
If (O, < WP) 	P, 	= 	 (WP,1 _O,)2 	 (6.8) 
In 	 U 	fit 
If Q1, > Qinain, 	P2 	= 	 - Qmain,) 	 (6.9) 
.1=1 	 1=1 1=1 
The quadratic form of the penalties increases the sensitivity of the GA to their violation. In 
addition, penalty factors R1 and R2 would be used with them in the evaluation function. 
For this formulation, in which secondary canals are assumed to run at their full capacity, the 
only decision variables are IFLAG,J. Schemes either receive irrigation, or don't receive 
irrigation. In a GA, a gene can thus be represented by a single binary bit. 
6.6 Soil Moisture Modelling 
Application of the objective function outlined above requires that soil moisture be modeled. 
For the purposes of this research, a relatively simple soil moisture balance model has been 
developed, based on field capacity and wilting point. In any soil layer, moisture content is 
not permitted to exceed field capacity - any water application in excess of field capacity is 
assumed to drain to the next soil layer. When soil moisture is between field capacity and 
wilting point, drainage does not occur, and water is removed from the soil only by 
evapotranspiration. Wilting point is defined by an allowable depletion factor, which is crop 
dependent, and is the point at which soil moisture stress starts to occur for a crop. Between 
wilting point and permanent wilting point (soil moisture tension of 1500 kPa), actual 
evapotranspiration is assumed to reduce linearly from the potential rate to zero. Details of 
the approach to soil moisture modelling are given in Appendix D. 
Crop evapotranspiration is the principle factor driving soil moisture depletion. The 
approach to the computation of crop evapotranspiration is based on the methods outlined by 
Allen et al. (1998) in FAQ Irrigation and Drainage Paper No 56. A dual crop coefficient 
approach has been adopted to account for water stress periods and resulting reductions in 
evapotranspiration. 
The constraints given in equation 6.8 is applied to the crop root zone only. Crop root 
development must therefore be modeled through the growing period. The recommendations 
of Allen et al. (1998) have again been followed for this. Root zone soil moisture is tracked 
and adjusted as the roots develop. For modelling purposes, the soil column is divided into a 
series of discrete layers, in each of which soil moisture is tracked. As the root zone 
develops, encompassing new layers, soil moisture in the root zone is re-adjusted. 
It would be preferable to model soil moisture movements using a model such as WAVE 
(Vanclooster et al. 1996) in which the Richards equations are solved. The incorporation of 
this type of approach was beyond the scope of the present research, however. The simple 
model adopted is adequate to permit evaluation of a GA approach to water scheduling, 
which is the main objective. 
6.7 Preliminary Testing of the GA Scheduling Model 
6.7.1 System and Crop Characteristics 
The GA has been applied to the very simple test system shown in Figure 6.2. The test 
system comprises 3 schemes in which irrigation water is distributed by secondary canals. 
Each scheme has an area of 100 ha. Flow in the main canal is continuous, but secondary 
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canals are rotated and operated at full capacity. The physical characteristics assumed for the 
system are shown in Table 6.1. The main canal capacity was set to 0.24 m3/sec, and 
secondary canal capacity to 0.12 m3/sec each. Fields were assumed to be 500 m long and 
the secondary canal length was thus taken to be 2000 m. Losses in opening and closing 
canals were taken to be 1500 m3, or 1.5 mm. The inclusion of these losses is important as it 
is through these that the GA is forced to limit the frequency of canal operation. With the 
basic set up given in Table 6.1, there is no water stress induced in the system. A water 
stress situation was introduced by reducing the main canal capacity to 0. 14 m3/s, and that of 
the secondary canals to 0.07 m3/s. 
Table 6. / 	Specified criteria of the test system. 
Items Specified Data 
scheme number I 2 3 
scheme area (ha) 100 100 100 
FC(m3m-3  )forsandy soil 0.17 0.17 0.17 
PWP (m3m 3) for sandy soil 0.07 0.07 0.07 
secondary canal full supply (m3/sec) 0.12 0.12 0.12 
main canal full supply (m3  /sec) 0.24 
irrigation efficiency 70% 
A crop of beans was assumed for all schemes with a growing period of 100 days. The 
length Of development stages for beans are summarised in Table 6.2. Planting in schemes 1 
and 2 was assumed to occur on the same day (1st  June), but planting on scheme 3 was 
staggered by 3 days. Potential crop evapotranspiration, ET has been calculated throughout 
the growing period, on the basis of ET0 values for Chiengrai in Thailand. Crop 
characteristics were taken from Allen et al. (1998). The minimum and maximum rooting 
depths were assumed to be 0.15 m and 0.80 m respectively, and the soil moisture depletion 
fraction taken to be 0.45. Potential crop evapotranspiration is summarised in Table 6.3. 
Initial SMC was set at wilting point in all schemes. 
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Table 6.3 Potential crop evapotranspiration (mm/month) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
93 125 151 169 158 143 135 124 128 122 105 91 
In computing crop water requirements, it has been assumed that there is no effective rainfall. 
Crop water requirements have been computed for each day in the growing period. 
6.7.2 Representation Schemes 
In this test system, genes in a chromosome represent the decision variables (IFLAG,), t = 
J,m, i = 1, n, where m is the number of time steps and n is the number of schemes. In this 
preliminary test system, a time step of 1 day was taken. With three schemes, the total 
chromosome length was thus 300. A chromosome may represent the decision variable in 
two ways. One is to group the genes by scheme, as shown in Figure 6.3, and the other is to 
group genes by time step. The former approach has been used in preliminary testing. 
Further discussion of other formulations is presented in Chapter 7. 
ti 	t2 	 tn 
genel 	gene2 _ - _ genelOO 	schemel 
genei01 genelO2 _ - - gene200 	scheme2 
gene201 gene202 - - gene300 	scheme3 
Figure 6.3 	Decision variable grouping by scheme 
The representation scheme, although binary, is in effect real valued in that a single value 
represents each gene. It is simplified in that each of these values are binary, taking on the 
value of 0 or 1. 
6.7.3 Operators Used 
The GA was set up with uniform crossover, tournament selection, and conventional 
mutation, as decision variables were only switched between 0 and I. A population size of 
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100 was adopted with a probability of crossover of 0.85, and 0.05 mutations per 
chromosome. The crossover and mutation probabilities were determined through a series of 
sensitivity runs. The number of mutations per chromosome is very much lower than found 
in the water allocation problem or in the reservoir problems studied by Wardlaw and Sharif 
(1999). 
6.7.4 Scheduling Results With No Water Stress 
With no water stress in the system sensitivity analysis indicated that the appropriate penalty 
factor for the wilting point constraint (R I) was 3, and that for capacity constraint (R2) was 
12500. The very high value of R2 is required because of differences in the orders of 
magnitude of the constraint parameters. 
With no water stress, canal capacity and wilting point constraints were satisfied in all time 
periods. The best fitness was 303 mm, and this of course is the water supply to the system in 
a 1.00-day season - an average of 303 mm per scheme. The crop water requirements for three 
schemes were 302 mm, 302 and 300 mm for scheme 1, 2, 3 respectively. The lower value 
for scheme 3 reflects the later planting date. The soil profile was assumed to be at wilting 
point at the start of the growing period, and as a result, there is a very close match between 
water supplied and water required, and there is in effect no over application. Table 6.4 
shows the scheme water balances and Figure 6.4 shows the irrigation schedule produced by 
the GA. Shading area represents the irrigation period, while blank block represents the non-
irrigation period. As can be seen from the schedule, irrigation periods lengthen as the crop 
develops. Variations in soil moisture content throughout the irrigation period are shown in 
Figure 6.5. The GA has successfully maintained SMC between wilting point and field 
capacity throughout the growing period. 
Table 6.4 Scheme water balances (non-stress case) 
Total amount (mm) Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 
Irrigation 304 304 301 
ETc 302 302 300 
Ea 302 302 300 
Change in storage -1.177 -1.420 -0.580 
Drainage 0 0 0 
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Figure. 6.5 	Simulated root zone soil moisture content, no water stress 
6.7.5 Results With Water Stress 
As indicated earlier, water stress was introduced to the system by reducing the main canal 
capacity to 0.14 m3/s, and the secondary canal capacities to 0.07 m3/s. Cropping and soil 
characteristics were assumed to be as given in Tables 6. 1 and 6.2. 
With water stress in the system, sensitivity analysis indicated that the best fitness would be 
achieved with a crossover probability was 0.85, and with 0.05 mutations per chromosome. 
The number of mutations per chromosome are as same as in the case of no water stress, but 
still much lower than for other problems. Penalty factor for wilting point constraint (RI) was 
I and penalty factor for capacity constraint (R2) was 10000. 
Under water stress conditions, the water supply to the system in 100-day season was an 
average of 241 mm per scheme. Scheme water balances are summarised in Table 6.5. 
There are minor differences in the actual evapotranspiration from the different schemes, but 
the ratio of EaIETc is similar in all schemes, indicating that equity in water distribution has 
been preserved. 
The irrigation schedule produced by the GA is shown in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.7 shows the 
simulated root zone soil moisture content. With water stress it is not possible to satisfy the 
wilting point constraint of equation 6.8, and this is used to maintain equity in water 
allocation between the schemes. The total cumulative water stress of 732 mm days in 
scheme I, 616 mm days in scheme 2 and 626 mm days in scheme 3. The higher stress in 
scheme 1 is reflected in the lower actual evapotranspiration from that scheme. It is possible 
that improved equity in cumulative stress could have been achieved through further 
modification of the penalty factors. 
Table 6.5 Scheme water balances (water stress case, all values in mm) 
Total amount (mm) Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 
Irrigation 231 251 240 
ETc 302 302 300 
Ea 241 245 238 
EaJETc 0.80 0.81 0.79 
Change in storage 11.428 1.239 0.258 
Drainage 1.458 7.780 2.352 
Figure 6.6 	Irrigation schedule generated by GA with water stress 
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Figure 6.7 	Simulated root zone soil moisture content with water stress 
6.7.6 Comparison of Stress and Non-Stress Condition 
A comparison of scheduling results between soil water stress condition and non-stress 
conditions has been made. The total water delivery with no water stress was 303 mm, while 
with water stress conditions it was 241 mm. In the water stress case, irrigation frequency 
was reduced, thereby reducing the losses associated with canal opening and closing. The 
total number of irrigations per scheme was reduced from 22 in the non-stress case to 18 in 
the stress case. The number of irrigation days per scheme was increased from 46 in the non-
stress case to 63 in the stress case. Table 6.6 summarises the comparison of both cases. 
Table 6.6 Comparison of soil water stress and non-stress case 
Items Non-stress Stress 
Avg. supply water (mm/scheme) 303 241 
Cumulative over supply (mm) 0.000 11.6 
Average cumulative stress (mm days) 0.000 658 
Secondary canal S-i S-2 S-3 S-I S-2 S-3 
Irrigation days (days) 47 46 46 62 65 63 
Irrigation frequency (times) 25 20 22 21 16 18 
rMj 
6.7.7 Results With 12 hr Time Period 
The influence of the length of time period used in the GA was investigated by reducing the 
time period from 1 day to 12 hours on the water stress configuration. Under the 12 hour 
time step, the total water supply was 223 mm, compared with 241 mm on a 1 day time 
period. The cumulative soil moisture deficits below wilting point amounted to an average of 
801 mm days per scheme compared with 658 mm days per scheme on a 1 day time period. 
The shorter time period did not result in any improvement in either equity or total water 
supplied. The irrigation schedule produced by the GA is shown in Figure 6.8. Scheme soil 
moisture balances are summarised in Table 6.7, and variations in soil moisture content are 
shown in Figure 6.9. 
Under the 12 hour time step, the GA has operated the secondary canals more frequently, 
resulting in higher losses than with the 1 day time step. In addition, the gene length is twice 
that of the I day time step, and this makes it more difficult to preserve good solutions, as 
well as resulting in longer execution times. 
Figure 6.8 Simulated root zone soil moisture content with water stress, 12 hour time periods 
Table 6.7 Water balance by scheme (12-hr time period) 
Total amount (mm) Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 
Irrigation 217 226 225 
ETc 302 302 300 
Ea 224 236 224 
Change in storage 11.091 10.111 0.865 
Drainage 4.472 0.206 1.962 
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Figure 6.9 	Simulated root zone soil moisture content, 12 hour time periods 
A comparison of key results with a 12 hour and 1 day time period is shown in Table 6.8. 
There is no advantage in using 12 hour time periods. 
Table 6.8 Comparison of results with 1-day and 12 hr time periods 
Items 1 day T-Period 12 hr T-Period 
Avg. supply water (mm/scheme) 241 223 
Cumulative over supply (mm) 12 7 
Cumulative stress (mm.days) 658 801 
Secondary canal S-I S-2 S-3 S-I S-2 S-3 
Irrigation days (days) 62 65 63 63 66 66 
Irrigations frequency (times) 20 16 18 32 34 35 
Avg. exe. time (minutes/ 100 generations) 0.27 0.89 
6.7.8 Conclusions from Preliminary Testing 
From the test system, it is clear that the developed GA using what is effectively a Zero-] 
decision criteria, is capable of solving the water scheduling problem, as defined, efficiently 
and effectively. These results justified the exploration of GA applications to more complex 
and practical scheduling situations, and to alternative scheduling approaches. These are 
discussed in the Chapter 7. 
6.8 Sensitivity Analyses 
Sensitivity analysis was conducted on the water stress case using a I day time period. It was 
found that 0.05 mutations per chromosome produced the best fitness as shown in Figure 
6.10. The crossover that produced the best fitness was at 0.85 as shown in Figure 6.11. The 
GA is quite robust in that good results can be obtained over a fairly wide range of mutation 
and crossover probabilities. 
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7. APPLICATION OF A GA IN ALTERNATIVE SCHEDULING 
APPROACHES 
7.1 General 
In the preliminary GA application to water scheduling outlined in Chapter 6, only one 
approach to scheduling was considered. That approach may be termed the Zero-I approach. 
It is possible to set up a GA to tackle other approaches. Both the Warabandi approach, and 
what is referred to as a running time approach, have been investigated through application to 
a more complex, although still hypothetical, network. The fundamental objective of each 
approach remains the same, but each approach is set up with different decision variables. In 
this chapter evaluation of these alternative approaches is presented. A practical application 
of a GA to water scheduling is also presented. 
7.2 The More Complex Network for Scheduling 
A more complex irrigation network has been devised in which rotation is required between 
secondary canals, and between tertiary canals within secondary units. The system comprises 
a main canal with four secondary canals. Each secondary canal comprises four tertiary 
canals as shown in Figure 7.1. Investigations have been carried out with a main canal 
capacity of 0.28 m3/s. Secondary canal capacities were fixed at 0.14 m3/s, and tertiary canal 
capacities at 0.07 m3/s. Table 7.1 summarises the assumed system characteristics. Fields 
were assumed to be 500 m long and the canal lengths thus taken to be 2000 m. Losses in 
opening and closing tertiary canals were taken as before to be 1500 m3. Losses in opening 
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Figure 7.1 	The more complex test network for scheduling 
Table 7.1 	Specified criteria of a more complex system 
Items Specified Data 
Total command area 
(ha) 
1600 
Secondary number S1 S2 S3 S4 
Secondary command 
area (ha) 
400 400 400 400 
Tertiary number TI T2 T3 T4 
Tertiary command 
area (ha) 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
FC(m3m 3) 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 
PWP (m3m 3) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 





0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 
Tertiary full 
supply (m3/sec) 
0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
Irrigation efficiency 70% 
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As in the test network used in Chapter 6, a bean crop was assumed for which minimum and 
maximum rooting depths were 0.15 m and 0.80 m respectively and the allowable soil 
moisture depletion fraction was 0.45. Effective rainfall was set to zero in all time periods. 
It was assumed that pairs of tertiaries would be planted together, but that there would be 5 
days of stagger between adjacent pairs. Tertiaries 1 and 2 of secondaries 1 and 2 were 
assumed to be planted together. Tertiaries 3 and 4 of secondaries 1 and 2 were planted 
together, but 5 days after tertiaries 1 and 2. 
In the same manners, tertiaries I and 2 of secondaries 3 and 4 were assumed to be planted 
together, but 5 days after tertiaries 3 and 4 of secondaries I and 2. Tertiaries 3 and 4 of 
secondaries 3 and 4 were planted 5 days after tertiaries 1 and 2. Crop water requirements 
were calculated as before. 
7.3 Revised Objective Function and Constraints. 
7.3.1 General 
For this more complex system it was necessary to re-dimension the objective function so 
that supplies could be referenced by secondary and tertiary canal. The objective or 
evaluation function was expressed as follows: 
Minimise Z 	= 	 X 11 + R1.PJ + R2.P2 + R3.P3 	(7.1) 
1=1 .1=1  i=I 
where: X,1, 	= 	irrigation supply to tertiary i of secondary  in time period t, 
= 	tertiary canal number 
j 	= 	secondary canal number 
t 	= 	time step 
I 	= 	number of tertiary canals 
M 	= 	number of secondary canals 
n 	= 	number of time periods 
P1, P2 and P3 are penalties for constraint violation, and Ri, R2 and R3 are the 
penalty weighting factors. 
The crop stress penalty P1 was common to all scheduling approaches and was expressed as 
follows: 
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P/ill = 0 
J 9 < WP,1 , PI = (WI'11  - 
fl In I 
P1 	= 	I I Pl ijt 	 (7.2) 
1=1 j=li=1 
where, 
WP,i 	= 	wilting point in tertiary i of secondary  
0, 	= 	root zone soil moisture content in tertiary i of 
secondaryj in time period t 
The decision variables and the expressions for canal capacity constraints varied depending 
upon the scheduling approach being adopted, and are outlined below. 
7.3.2 Decision Variable and Capacity Constrains for Zero-1 Approach 
The Zero-i approach was outlined in Chapter 6, and only dimensions change in application 
to this more complex problem. For this more complex problem the total number of decision 
variables is 1600. The irrigation supply to any scheme is defined as follows: 
	
= q,.IFLAG 1, 	 (7.3) 
where, qj1 	= 	full supply capacity of tertiary canal i of secondary canal . j 
IFLAG 1, = 	takes a value of zero or one, indicating whether or not there is 
irrigation in time step t, and is the decision variable 
The canal capacity constraints are expressed as follows: 
i) 	The secondary canal capacity penalty: 
P211 = 0 
1 	 ( 	 )2  
If in anytime t (q .IFLAG111)> Q, P2,, = q1, .IFLAGJ, - QJ 
1=! 
fl 	In 
P2 	= 	 (7.4) 
t=l j=I 
where: Q 	= 	full supply capacity of secondary canal  
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ii) 	The main canal capacity penalty: 
IFLG_SJ, = 0 
If, 	IFL4G,J, )O , IFLGS1, = I 
P3, = 0 
/ 
,fl 
If 	(Q1  .IFLG - Si,.) > Qinain,, P3, = 	Q .IFLG _.Sjt  - Qmain, 
j=! j=l 
P3 	= 	P3t 	 (7.5) 
where, Qmain, 	= 	flow in main canal in time step t 
The above canal capacity constraints will in effect control the opening and closing 
combinations of canals. 
7.3.3 Decision Variable and Capacity Constraints for Warabandi Approach 
In the warabandi approach, the duration for which schemes receive water is fixed, and the 
interval between irrigations is fixed, although either parameter may vary between schemes 
as command areas differ. There are therefore two primary decision variables per scheme. It 
is necessary also to define the starting time period for irrigation in each scheme. The 
starting time may also be incorporated in the GA as a decision variable, and this is desirable 
as in complex systems the best combination of starting times will be difficult to define, and 
arguably this would be the objective of applying optimisation. For the test network 
considered here, the total number of decision variables is thus 48:- 16 starting times, 16 
irrigation durations, and 16 intervals between irrigations. Generally one would expect these 
variables to be expressed in units of days, and it is possible in a GA to represent them as real 
values. A chromosome thus comprises 48 genes. The decision variables have been defined 
as follows: 
SI,1 	= 	starting time step for irrigation in tertiary i of secondaryj 
DI,1 	= 	duration of irrigation in tertiary i of secondary j 
li, 	= 	interval between irrigations in tertiary i of secondaryj 
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For each candidate solution or chromosome in the GA population defined by the above 
decision variables, the variable IFLAG11 can easily be determined. It is thus possible to use 
the same canal capacity constraints as outlined in equations 7.4 to 7.5 without modification. 
The irrigation supply is computed from equation 7.3. 
7.3.3.1 Decision Variables and Capacity Constraints for Running Time 
Approach 
The running time approach is a variant of the warabandi approach, in which the time periods 
in which the tertiary canals were opened, TPOIk, and the running time during each opening, 
RTOIk, were defined as decision variables. This approach was perceived to have the 
potential to overcome the restrictions imposed by the warabandi approach, and to more 
closely match supplies with demands. If these two variables are defined throughout the 
growing period then the variable IFLAGI1k can again be very easily determined, as in the 
warabandi approach. The same evaluation function and constraints outlined in equations 7.1 
to 7.5 can then be applied unaltered. There are difficulties in formulating this approach for 
solution by GA, however. The problem is that for any scheme, the variables TPOIk must 
increase progressively with time. This is difficult to achieve through the random generation 
process of a GA, and has required the inclusion of additional constraints to ensure that 
progression was maintained in the value of starting time steps. When populations were 
generated initially, the randomly generated values of TPO were put into rank order, and in 
subsequent GA operations, chromosomes which did not maintain progression were not 
permitted into the next generation. 
It was found that solutions could not be obtained that satisfied constraint and covergence 
criteria. The main reason for this is thought to have been the requirement for progression in 
TPO. It had been thought that the approach would have been more effective than the Zero-1 
approach, requiring fewer genes. This proved not to be the case, and formulation of the 
running time approach by GA is not possible. An evaluation of the Zero-1 and Warabandi 
scheduling approaches with GA is presented in the following section. 
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7.4 Evaluation of Scheduling Results 
7.4.1 Results with Zero-1 Criteria 
The zero-i approach was applied with a population size of 100, a crossover probability of 
0.9, and 0.09 mutations per chromosome. The convergence criteria set were that the 
improvement in minimum fitness over a minimum generation gap of 300 must be less than 
0.00 1%, and that the canal capacity constraints must be satisfied to within a tolerance of ± 
0. 1% of the canal capacity. On the basis of the above criteria, convergence was obtained in 
2500 generations. 
The irrigation schedules obtained are presented in Figures 7.2 and 7.3, for tertiary and 
secondary canals respectively. Variations in soil moisture for a typical tertiary are shown in 
Figure 7.4, and cumulative soil moisture stress, expressed in mm days, are presented in 
Figure 7.5 for all tertiaries. Irrigation frequency to each tertiary canal is presented in Figure 
7.6. Total irrigation supplies to each of the tertiaries are presented in Table 7.2. 
Figure 7.2 Irrigation schedule in tertiaries with Zero-i criteria 
MR 
Figure 7.3 Irrigation schedule in secondaries with Zero-i criteria 
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Figure 7.4 Simulated root zone soil moisture content with Zero-i criteria 
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Figure 7.5 Cumulative stress with Zero-I approach 
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Figure 7.6 Irrigation frequency with Zero-] approach 
Table 7.2 Water balance with zero-] criteria (mm) 
Secondary 1 Si-Ti S142 S143 S144 
Irrigation 104 107 107 87 
ETc 302 302 299 299 
Ea 144 138 140 125 
Ea/ETc 0.475 0.458 0.468 0.419 
Change in storage -40 -32 -33 -38 
Drainage 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Secondary 2 S2-T1 S2-T2 S2-T3 S2-T4 
Irrigation 135 113 116 94 
ETc 302 302 299 299 
Ea 171 137 151 131 
Ea/ETc 0.565 0.453 0.504 0.437 
Change in storage -36 -34 -36 -37 
Drainage 0.000 10.463 0.508 0.000 
Secondary 3 S3-T1 S3-T2 S3-T3 S3-T4 
Irrigation 80 70 65 77 
ETc 295 295 292 292 
Ea 98 97 87 99 
Ea/ETc 0.332 0.330 0.298 0.341 
Change in storage -18 -27 -22 -23 
Drainage 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Secondary 4 S441 S4-T2 S4-T3 S4-T4 
Irrigation 91 71 106 104 
ETc 295 295 292 292 
Ea 111 98 125 111 
Ea/ETc 0.376 0.332 0.428 0.381 
Change in storage -20 -27 -19 -7 
Drainage 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
The GA has been effective in reaching a solution to the problem, although the equity 
achieved was not as good as had been hoped. From Table 7.2 it will be noted that there are 
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differences in the EaJETc ratios between secondary units. The reason for this is the 
complexity of the penalty function. Both canal capacity and soil moisture constraints should 
be satisfied. The test considered is one of very severe water stress, and performance on less 
severe stress cases would be expected to be better. In this case the average EaIETc ratio was 
0.412, and the standard deviation 0.07. 
Further model runs were carried out with reduced water stress condition. Figure 7.7 shows 
variability in the EaJETc ratios as the water stress is reduced through enlarging the canal 
capacities. With reduced stress it is possible to achieve better equity in the system. Under 
what is effectively a zero stress situation, the average EaJETc ratio increases to 0.974, and 
the standard deviation reduces to 0.02. 
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Figure 7.7 	Ea/ETc ratios under different water stress conditions 
7.4.2 Results With Warabandi Approach 
The Warabandi approach was applied with a population size of 100, a crossover probability 
of 0.9, and 0.3 mutations per chromosome. The convergence criteria were the same as with 
Zero-i criteria. Convergence was not improved after 900 generations. The irrigation 
schedules obtained are presented in Figures 7.8 to 7.9, for tertiary and secondary canals. 
Variations in soil moisture for a typical tertiary are shown in Figure 7. 10, and cumulative 
soil moisture stress, expressed in mm days, are presented in Figure 7.11 for all tertiaries. 
Irrigation frequency to each tertiary canals is presented in Figure 7.12. Total irrigation 
supplies to each of the tertiaries are presented in Table 7.3. 
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Figure 7.10 Simulated root zone soil moisture content, Warabandi approach 









Figure 7.11 Cumulative stress, Warabandi approach 
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Figure 7.12 Irrigation frequency, Warabandi approach 
The GA has been successful in creating an irrigation schedule under the Warabandi 
approach that satisfies all of the system constraints. The schedule is not as equitable as that 
produced by the Zero-1 approach. Fixed times of delivery, irrespective of water need, 
results in greater water stress. With the Warabandi approach, the average EaJETc ratio was 
0.367, and the standard deviation in EaJETc was 0.14. The performance was thus a lot 
poorer than that of the Zero-i approach. 
The schedule produced under the Warabandi approach is presented in Table 7.4. As evident 
from Figure 7.9, secondary 3 receives significantly more water than the other canals. It was 
thought that this may to some extent have been influenced by the requirement to minimise 
supplies as part of the objective function, and that during water stress periods, this may be 
its conflict with the requirement to minimise water stress. This issue was investigated by 
removing the supply from the objective function. This had no impact. The weight applied 
to the water stress penalty over-rides the water supply criteria. 
With less water stress in the system, the Warabandi approach does perform slightly better in 
terms of equity, in much the same way as did the Zero-1 approach. However, even under 
what is effectively a zero stress situation, the original formulation of the Warabandi 
approach only produced an EaJETc ratio of 0.815, compared to 0.974 with the Zero-1 
approach. The reason for this is the influence of the supply minimisation objective in the 
early part of the schedule resulting in longer irrigation intervals and lower irrigation 
applications than are required in the latter part of the schedule. 
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Table 7. 3 Water balance with warabandi approach (mm) 
Secondary 1 Si-Ti S1-T2 Si-T3 S1-T4 
Irrigation 46 46 46 46 
ETc 293 293 295 295 
Ea 83 83 83 83 
Ea/ETc 0.283 0.283 0.281 0.281 
Change in storage -37 -37 -37 -37 
Drainage 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Secondary 2 S2-T1 S2-T2 S2-T3 S2-T4 
Irrigation 112 46 46 46 
ETc 293 300 293 300 
Ea 138 83 83 83 
Ea/ETc 0.470 0.277 0.283 0.277 
Change in storage -26 -37 -37 -37 
Drainage 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Secondary 3 S3-T1 S3-T2 S3-T3 S3-T4 
Irrigation 178 154 112 154 
ETc 293 295 294 293 
Ea 192 176 138 176 
Ea/ETc 0.655 0.597 0.468 0.601 
Change in storage -14 -22 -26 -22 
Drainage 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Secondary 4 S4-T1 S4-T2 S4-T3 S4-T4 
Irrigation 46 46 46 46 
ETc 295 296 301 296 
Ea 83 83 83 83 
Ea/ETc 0.281 0.280 0.276 0.280 
Change in storage -37 -37 -37 -37 
Drainage 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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Table 7.4 Scheduling results with warabandi approach 
Item Starting Date Irrigation 
(days) 
Interval (days) 
SI-TI 14'h June 1 7 
SI-T2 l4thJune 1 7 
S1-T3 12'h June 1 7 
S1-T4 l2thJune 1 7 
S2-T1 15th June 2 6 
S2-T2 5th June 1 7 
S2-T3 15th June 1 7 
S2-T4 5rh June 1 7 
S3-TI 15 1h June 3 5 
S3-T2 12th June 3 6 
S3-T3 13 1h  June 2 6 
S3-T4 15th June 3 6 
S4-TI 1 1h  June 1 7 
S4-T2 10t1  June 1 7 
S4-T3 3rd June I 7 
S4-T4 10"' June 1 7 
7.5 Comparison on GA Formulations 
The GA was able to produce feasible schedules under both the Zero-1 and Warabandi 
approaches. The Zero-i approach is, however, inherently more flexible and resulted in both 
better equity and better overall water supply. 
The Warabandi approach had a chromosome length of 48, compared to a chromosome 
length of 1600 for the Zero-I approach. It therefore executes more efficiently but this does 
not improve its ability to meet demands when they are needed. The approach results in 
more water being supplied than is required in the early part of the schedule. 
Figure 7.13 shows the total irrigation water supplies. Average cumulative water stress over 
the entire system is summarised in Figure 7.14. From these the advantages of the Zero-I 
approach are clear. 
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Total Irrigation Supply 
95.43 
100.00  76.236 
80.00  




Zero-I 	 Warabandi 
Figure 7.13 Total irrigation supply 







Zero-I 	 Warabandi 
Figure 7.14 Average cumulative soil moisture stress 
7.6 Evaluation of GA Operators and Sensitivity 
Sensitivity analyses were carried out in much the same as reported in earlier chapters in 
order to determine whether changes in parameter levels, or in the GA operators used had any 
more influence on a more complicated network. These sensitivity analyses have been 
carried out only on the GA based on the zero-i approach. As binary representation has been 
used, the conventional mutation operator was applied. 
The sensitivity to crossover probability and to mutation probability has been assessed using 
tournament selection and uniform mutation. Figure 7.15 shows the sensitivity to crossover 
probability. Good results are achieved over a wider range of crossover probabilities, but the 
best results were clearly achieved with a crossover probability of 0.9. Sensitivity to 
mutation probability is shown in Figure 7.16. It was found that 0.09 mutations per 
chromosome, produced the best fitness. 
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Figure 7.15 Sensitivity to crossover 
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Figure 7.16 Sensitivity to mutation 
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8. APPLICATION OF GA TO WATER SCHEDULING IN PUGAL SYSTEM 
8.1 Introduction 
The Zero-I and Warabandi GA approaches to water scheduling have been applied to part of 
the Indira Gandhi Nahar Pariyojana (IGNP) irrigation system in northwest India. Currently 
the warabandi approach to scheduling is used, and the opportunity existed to compare the 
warabandi approach with the alternative zero-I approach through mathematical modelling. 
In fact scheduling is only normally carried out at minor and sub-minor canal level, but in 
scenarios considered here, scheduling has been investigated at distributary canal level. 
The IGNP project was conceived in the late 1940's. Construction work began in 1958, and 
since then the project has continued to evolve. Figure 8.1 shows the current planned extent 
of the project, and Table 8.1 summarises the present status of development. 
Table 8.1 Status of IGNP development in 1997 
Position in 1997 Target 
Stage I Stage H Stage I Stage II 











Area developed for irrigation (ha) 534,000 561,000 553,000 1,316,000 
Area irrigated (2 seasons I year, ha) 670,000 150,000 553,000 964,000 
Area served by lined water course 
(ha) 
450,000 341,000 553,000 1,316,000 
The project is on a very large scale, and improving water management is considered to be 
essential if productivity is to be maintained. In some areas waterlogging is a problem, and 
salinity is becoming a problem. Improved water management would help overcome these 
problems. Another issue is that in order to extend the cultivable area in Phase II, water 
deliveries are to be reduced in the Phase I area. The difficulties associated with this are 
outlined in section 8.3. 
For the purposes of evaluating GA performance, and the performance of the zero- 1 approach 
against that of the warabandi approach, a branch canal system has been studied. Data were 
obtained from Mott MacDonald (1999) for the Pugal Branch Canal, which has a command 
area of about 50,000 ha. 
8.2 The Pugal Branch Canal System 
The Pugal Branch Canal has a length of 66 km, and irrigates an area of 49,394 ha. It has a 
capacity of 20.4 m3/s. A schematic of the branch canal system is shown in Figure 8.1. 
There is a tree structure comprising distributary canals, minor canals and sub-minor canals. 
Table 8.2 summarises the characteristics of these canals. There are 5 distributary canals, 20 
minor canals, and 4 sub-minor canals. The total length of distributary and minor canals is 
about 305 km. 
The Pugal main canal and 30.5 km of distributary and minor canals are lined. For lined 
canals seepage losses are assumed to be 0.6 m3/second/million m2. In unlined canals 
seepage losses are taken to be 2.44 m3/second/million m2 (Mott MacDonald 1998). Mott 
MacDonald (1999) has translated these loss rates into conveyance efficiencies of 90% for 
lined canals, and 83% for unlined canals. The supply-based system has no drainage return 
flows to the canal system, although a separate drainage system may be required in some 
areas. From a modelling point of view, the canal system is much simpler than that 
associated with the Tukad Ayung system and discussed in Chapter 5. 
Mott MacDonald (1998) has estimated field efficiencies to be of the order of 60%. Soil are 
predominantly loamy sand and sandy loam. In the Pugal system, average FC has been 
estimated to be 0.134 m3/m3 and average PWP to be 0.06 m3/m3. Double cropping is 
practised over part of the area. In the winter, mustard, gram and wheat area grown, while in 
the summer the crops are predominantly cotton, pulses and groundnut. 
INDIRA GANDHI MAIN CANAL (1GMN) 
Sidhuwaia Minor (Upper) 
Sldhuwaia Minor (Lower 2) 
	
Sidhuwala Minor (Lower 1) 
Lunkha Disfrlbutary 	Kakraia Minor 
Momdewaia Minor Madhewala 




Bailor Distributary Minor 
Dhdpala Minor 







Sub-minor I PIranwaia 	Sub-minor 
Minor 
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Musiimwala Minor 	 Mungeiwaia Minor 
Figure. 8.1 	Schematic of the Pugal branch canal 
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1 PUGAL BRANCH 66.02 49394 20.368 
1.1 Sidhuwala Minor (Upper) 4.08 892 0.357 
1.2 Sidhuwala Minor (Lower 1) 1.4 126 0.049 
1.3 Sidhuwala Minor (Lower 2) 0.76 184 0.071 
1.4 Kakrala Minor 12.77 1684 0.676 
1.4.1 Dholpala Minor 3.2 426 0.167 
1.5 Lunkha Disty 28.68 5050 2.013 
1.5.1 Madhewala Minor 5.18 641 0.254 
1.5.2MomdewalaMinor 3.05 505 0.197 
1.6 Dandikokery Disty 16.92 3270 1.272 
1.7 Panchkot Disty 22.15 5584 2.264 
1.8 Ballar Disty 48.46 12720 5.247 
1.8.1 Dabar Minor 1.83 422 0.163 
1.8.2 Sahuwala Minor 5.7 949 0.373 
1.8.2.1 Kheruwala Sub-minor 0.94 382 0.147 
1.8.3 Khushanwala Minor 3 2.6 1 5859 2.353 
1 .8.3.1 Khushanwala Sub-minor 1.46 298 0.116 
1.8.3.2 Peranwala Minor 7.5 1385 0.549 
1.9 Alladinka hera Minor 3.89 685 0.327 
1.10 Siyasar Minor 12.44 2286 0.896 
1.11 Nawafgoan Minor 5.94 378 0.148 
1.12 Matwania Minor 6.93 565 0.224 
1.13 Bagewala Minor 4.26 967 0.395 
1. 1.3.1 Bagewala Sub-minor 0.91 253 0.098 
1.14 Kherulla Disty 38.4 5390 2.235 
1. 14.1 Salarnat Minor 1.95 418 0.162 
1.14.2MungelwalaMinor 5.64 434 0.173 
1.15 Dattanwala Disty 22.55 5123 2.016 
1.15.1 MuslimwalaMinor+Al2 5.79 1083 0.416 
8.3 Present Operational Practise in the IGNP Project 
The IGNP system is operated by the warabandi approach. At watercourse level, each land 
holder receives the entire discharge of the watercourse in turn, with the duration of each turn 
being determined in proportion to the size of the land holding. In the IGNP, the duration of 
the warabandi rotation is one week (168 hours), and farmers get their allocation at a 
predefined time each week throughout the season. Superimposed on this is a system of 
rotational running of canals. Canals must either run at their full design discharge, or be 
empty. The reasons for this are that watercourses are generally ungated, and a higher or 
lower level in the canal would result in an inequitable distribution of water between 
watercourses; and that the canals have been designed as regime canals with the intention 
that silt should pass through the system and onto farmers' fields - lower than design 
discharge results in sedimentation. 
The rotational period for canal operation may vary as a result of variations in water 
availability, and as a result of variations in water requirements. Current practise is to rotate 
in multiples of 7 days. The framework and constraints for present operation are summarised 
below: 
A constant supply is maintained at the head of the main canal for pre-defined 
periods, which can vary from a minimum of 10 days to more than 30 days. Flows in 
the main canal will generally be the lower of the flow required to meet design 
demands in the system, or the maximum available flow constrained by river flow. 
Branch, distributary, minor and sub-minor canals are operated under full capacity 
except during filling and following closure of the branch offtake. 
C) 	The irrigation interval for any farmer should not exceed the critical period 
associated with the stage of crop growth and root zone development as determined 
according to design cropping patterns. 
d) 	The preferred period for water distribution is 7 days, and if this is varied, account 
should be take of losses associated with canal filling and emptying. 
8.4 Modelling Scheduling for the Pugal System 
Scheduling in the Pugal System has been modelled following the approach outlined in 
Chapters 6 and 7. The fundamental objective is that of equation 6.3. For evaluation 
purposes, it has been assumed that the entire area is cropped with cotton as it is the most 
dominant crop grown in summer, with preferred planting between the i and 15th  April, and 
a total growing period of 195 days. Computed crop water requirements are summarised in 
Table 8.3 below. 
Table 8.3 Crop water requirements (mm/month) 
Month Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Total 
Cotton 82.5 268.1 123.8 123.8 123.8 123.8 61.9 907.5 
For cotton, the minimum rooting depth was taken to be 0.3 m, and the maximum rooting 
depth 1.4 m. A soil water depletion fraction of 0.65 was assumed (Allen et. al. 1998). 
Modelling has been carried out of canals fed directly from the Pugal Branch canal, and each 
of these is in effect treated as a scheme. The objective has been to determine an appropriate 
rotational schedule for operating of these canals. There are 15 canals fed directly from the 
Pugal Branch canal. The canals would normally be operated in groups such that the 
capacity of the groups closely matched the (capacity) discharge of the branch canal. The 
GA can, however, optimise the starting time for each canal, and form its own groups. In the 
Pugal Branch canal, the sum of the capacities of the distributaries is almost equal to the 
capacity of the Branch canal, and if the Branch canal were running full, grouping and 
rotation between distributaries would not be required. However, the condition investigated 
is one of water stress in which the Branch canal is not running full. 
Two GA approaches have been set up. A warabandi approach has been set up with a 
warabandi period of 7 days. The zero-1 approach was also set up. Canal efficiency have 
been taken to be 90%. Table 8.4 summarises the additional losses associated with canal 
opening and closure. 
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1 Sidhuwala Minor (Upper) 892 0.344 1.160 
2 Sidhuwala Minor (Lower 1) 126 0.049 0.401 
3 Sidhuwala Minor (Lower 2) 184 0.072 0.219 
4 Kakrala Minor 1684 0.676 3.778 
5 Lunkha Disty 5050 2.014 8.429 
6 Dandikokery Disty 3270 1.272 4.850 
7 Panchkot Disty 5584 2.265 6.621 
8 BalIar Disty 12720 5.249 14.737 
9 Alladin ka bera Minor 685 0.328 1.373 
10 Siyasar Minor 2286 0.897 3.597 
II Nawagoan Minor 378 0.148 1.714 
12 Matwania Minor 565 0.224 2.025 
13 Bagewala Minor 967 0.395 1.282 
14 Kherulla Disty 5390 2.236 11.739 
15 Dattanwala Disty 5123 2.018 6.546 
The models were set up to operate with the branch canal operating at full capacity, and at 
75% and 50% of full capacity. Although the branch canal was permitted to run at less than 
full capacity, distributaries and minors always had to run at their full capacity. 
Both GAs were set up with tournament selection, conventional mutation and uniform 
crossover. A population size of 100 was chosen for all runs, and a crossover probability of 
0.9 used. The number of mutations per chromosome was set to 0.09. With 195 time steps 
being modelled, 15 schemes, and a gene representing starting time period in each scheme, 
the total chromosome length was 2940 for the zero-1 approach, which is significantly longer 
than in any of the test networks used. For the warabandi approach, the total chromosome 
length was 45. The maximum number of generations allowed was set to 2500, but the GAs 
were considered to have converged if the improvement in the fitness function between any 
300 generations was less than 0.001%. 
Figure 8.2 	irrigation schedule generated by zero-I approach, Pugal full supply 
Figure 8.3 	Irrigation schedule generated by zero-] approach, Pugal supplies 75% 
Figure 8.4 	Irrigation schedule generated by zero-] approach, Pugal supplies 50% 
8.5 Evaluation of Results 
The irrigation schedules produced by the zero-i approach are presented in Figures 8.2 to 
8.4, and by the warabandi approach are presented in Figures 8.5 to 8.7 for each of the branch 
canal discharges assumed. In the warabandi approach, rotation is assumed at the flexible 
increments in the range of 1 to 7 days. It was found that canal capacities constraints were 
satisfied in all canal discharges assumed. The water supply to the system when Pugal canal 
supplies at full supply, 75% supply and 50% were 502 mm, 301 mm and 60 mm by zero-1 
approach, and 318 mm, 231 mm and 72 mm by warabandi method. All cases were in the 
water stress condition. When the Pugal canal is supplied at full capacity it is possible for all 
15 canals to irrigate simultaneously. When the Pugal canal supplied at 75% and 50% of full 
capacity, scheduling was required. These cases resulted in severe water stress. It is of 
interest to note that canal opening and closing losses are significant, and the GA adopts a 
strategy that minimise these. 
Figure 8.3 and 8.4 shows that canal number 8 (Ballar distributary) is heavily deprived of 
water in times of water scarcity. This canal supplies the most largest area (12720 ha), and 
Figure 8.5 	Irrigation schedule generated by warabandi, Pugalfull supply 
Figure 8.6 	Irrigation schedule generated by warabandi, Pugal supplies 75% 
the losses per gate opening and shutting is highest among other canals. Once the canal is 
operated, it takes at least 5 days in delivering water to the planting area. If this canal is 
chose to operate, the system canals capacity constraint will be very high. GA automatically 
let this canal become most stress in the stress period. However, the real situation is that the 
canal system is operated by full supply in distributary and minor canals. 
Figure 8.7 Irrigation schedule generated by warabandi, Pugal supplies 50% 
A summary of corresponding water stress conditions is presented in Figures 8.8 to 8.10 for 
zero-1 approach, and Figures 8.11 to 8.13 for the warabandi approach. These figures 
present in EaJETc ratio for each scheme under the range of canal discharges and for each 
scheduling approach. It has been found that when Pugal supplied at full capacity the EaJETc 
ratio were in the range of 0.459 to 0.625 with zero-i approach, and 0.233 to 0.560 with 
warabandi approach. Significant stress thus exists in the system even without any additional 
water shortage being introduced. Any significant reduction in canal flows would almost 
certainly result total crop failure. The EaIETc ratio when the Pugal supplied at 75%, were 
in the range of 0.132 to 0.566 with zero-i approach, and. 0.083 0.493 with warabandi 
approach. It is clear that the scheduling with the zero-i approach produces a more equitable 
distribution of water stress than the warabandi method. 
Ea/EFc Ratio, Zero-1, Pugal Full Supply 
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Figure 8.8 	Ea/ETc ratio with zero-i approach, PugalJi4l supply 
Fa/Erc Ratio, Zero-1, Pugal Supplies 75% 
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Figure 8.9 	Ea/ETc ratio with Zero-I approach, Pugal supplies 75% 
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Figure 8.10 	Ea/ETc ratio with zero-i approach, Pugal supplies 50% 
Cumulative soil moisture stress were also determined in mm.days for each of assumed canal 
discharges and approaches. With Zero-i approach when Pugal canal at full supply, 75% and 
50% the average cumulative stresses were 3365 mm, 4200 mm, and 5829 mm. With the 
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Figure 8.11 	Ea/ETc ratio with warabandi approach, Pugalftdl supply 
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Figure 8.12 	Ea/ETc ratio with warabandi approach, Pugal supplies 75 % 
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Figure 8.13 	Ea/ETc ratio with warabandi approach, Pugal supplies 50% 
Soil moisture variations are presented for two representative schemes in Figures 8.14 to 8.16 
for zero-i approach, and Figure 8.17 to 8.19 for warabandi approach for each of the 
assumed main canal discharges. As stated before, even under full supply there is significant 
water stress, and soil moisture content is below wilting point throughout most of the 
development stage of the crop. 
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Figure 8.14 	Simulated root zone soil moisture content with zero-I approach 
(Pugalfitli supply) 
Pugal Supplies 75%, Zero-1,  Sidhuwala Upper 
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Figure 8.15 	Simulated root zone soil moisture content with zero-I approach 
(Pugal supplies 7501o) 
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Figure 8.16 	Simulated root zone soil moisture content with zero-I approach 
(Pugal supplies 5001o) 
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Figure 8.17 	Simulated root zone soil moisture content with warabandi approach 
(Pugalfull supply) 
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Figure 8.18 	Simulated root zone soil moisture content with warabandi approach 
Pugal supplies 751110) 
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Figure 8.19 	Simulated root zone soil moisture content ( Pugal supplies 50%) 
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Table 8.5 summarises the planting dates for each canal. Under the warabandi system it 
shows the irrigation days and also the minimum interval period between irrigations. 
Optimal planting dates under full supply do not vary between schemes. However, with 
reduced supply and enforced scheduling between schemes, a wider range of planting dates is 
required. The GA handles this very well under both formulations. 
Table 8.5 	Summation of start of planting date, irrigation days and interval 
Zero-i Warabandi 
Canal Full 75% 50% Full 75% 50% 












1. 15 7Ih 15 11 15111 7 1 14th 5' 2 5 
2 14th 14th 1.5 7 1 15th 5th 
3 14111 141h 9th 15th 7 1 737' 5 h 
4 15 l3' 3 d 15th l4 7 1 13111  3 6 
s 4h s 7 1 1211 7 1 1 O 5 6 
6 1511 511 th 15111 7 I 12(11 3 6 4111 2 6 
s 2 d 4th I 5th 1 14 6 6 7ih 3 6 
8 15th 6(11 91h 15(11 7 1 1 51h 7 1 1511 5 6 
5 1 4' 1- 15th 7 1 12' 7 1 [3111 4 2 
10 15th 13111 8(11  15111 7 i 157 13th 3 6 
11 4 14(11 1 	1(11 sd 7 1 15(11 7 1 1 5th 7 1 
12 14(11  14hh1 3rd 15th 15th 7 1 61h 
13 15(11 14 di 15Ui 15111 7 I 15111 7 1 i11 5 4 
14 is' 6h11 2nd 15th I 8th 6 6 1111 4 7 
15 15(11  13(11 1oth i5' 7 1 15111 4 5 14' 2 6 
8.6 Sensitivity Analyses 
Sensitivity analysis was carried out on the zero-] GA, and yielded very similar results to 
those obtained on the test networks. The sensitivity to crossover probability is shown in 
Figure 8.20. Clearly reasonable results were obtained of a wide range of crossover 
probability, but a value of 0.9 yielded the best results. This compares with a value of 0.85 
for the test network in Chapter 6 and 0.9 in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 8.20 	Sensitivity to crossover 
Sensitivity to mutation probability was assessed with between 0.03 and 0.15 mutations per 
chromosome. The results are presented in Figure 8.21. Clearly at higher mutation 
probabilities, it is difficult to maintain good solutions, and a value of 0.09 mutations per 
chromosome yielded the best results. There would therefore in a population of 100, only be 
a mutation in one chromosome per generation on average. This is consistent with the results 
presented in chapter 7. 
All cases were satisfied capacity constraint when using penalty factor 1 for RI and 10000 
for R2. 
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Figure 8.21 	Sensitivity to mutation 
as 
81 Conclusions 
It has been demonstrated that the GA set up with the zero-1 approach produced a more 
equitable irrigation schedule than did the warabandi approach. Zero-i approach is more 
flexible in rotational irrigation and responds to root zone soil moisture crop water 
requirements. The traditional warabandi approach cannot do this. The GAs have been 
shown to be flexible in application to this type of problem. 
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The water scheduling problem considered in Chapters 6 to 8 was controlled by root zone 
soil moisture requirements, and calculation of irrigation requirements was implicit in the 
approach. In this Chapter, the application is to a system in which water requirements are 
considered to be known, and the objective is to determine the timing of allocations to 
schemes that maximises water use efficiency. The water scheduling problem addressed was 
the subject of recent studies by Reddy et al (1999). 
Reddy et. al (1999) have described the development of a 0-1 linear programming approach 
to the solution of a lateral canal scheduling problem. The problem addressed was one in 
which irrigation supplies to a large number of laterals, with different capacities and required 
running times, were to be scheduled. The requirement was that each lateral canal received 
its share of water during a specified rotational period. Reddy et. al. (1999) formulated the 
problem in terms of a required main canal capacity. The required main canal capacity is the 
sum of the lateral canal capacities running concurrently, and this should not exceed the 
actual canal capacity. The objective was to minimise the differences between the actual and 
the required main canal capacity. In their paper, Reddy et. al. (1999) presented an 
application of their approach to the Hetao irrigation project in China. The data were in 
sufficient detail to permit a GA approach to the problem to be set up, and results compared 
with those of the 0-I linear programming approach adopted by Reddy et. al.. 
9.2 	The 0-1 LP Formulation 
In the 0-1 LP formulation developed by Reddy et. al., the rotation period could be 
subdivided into quarter, half or full day time blocks. The decision variable was X11, which 
could take a value of 1 if lateral j started in time step i, but was otherwise set to 0. The 
objective was to minimise the penalties associated with main canal capacity being exceeded. 
The formulation of the penalty function was not well explained, and was of the form: 
N1 , 1 




Ck- = 	penalty for exceeding the supply canal capacity by level kth, ($) 
Yk- = 	kth level of increase in flow rate capacity of the supply canal 
Nie,,ei 	= 	the number of levels of flow rate increases considered 
No indication was given of how Yk was established, although it is assumed that it must have 
been from the canal capacity constraint given in equation 9.2 below. 
N 	T+1-61 	 N,.., 
E q., Z ct,,,,X,1 - 	 X,< :~ Q 	for each i 	 (9.2) 
j=i 	t,,=i 	 k=J 
where; 
= 	time step 
q1 	= 	capacity of lateral j 
Q 	= 	capacity of the supply canal 
rn1 	= 	the starting time period index for secondaryj 
contribution of secondary j that started operating during the inth 
time period, to the flow rate in the canal during the ith time period. This is stated 
mathematically as: 
= 	 I 	if 	,n1~ i ~in1 + b', - 1 	 (9.3) 
The meaning of Nievei is not clear, nor is the logic by which X is expressed with different 
sub-scripts in equation 9.2. It is assumed that the confusion may arise through some level of 
grouping offtakes. 
9.3 	Formulation by GA 
The formulation used for the GA is somewhat more transparent than that described by 
Reddy et. al. (1999). The objective is to minimise the differences between main canal 
capacity and the sum of the lateral canal capacities operating in any particular time step: 
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fl 	 in 
Minimise  
=(Qi





Q, 	= 	supply canal capacity (m3/s) 
q 1 	 capacity of lateral j (m3/s) 
IFLAG,= 	indicator for lateral operation, value of 0 or I 
in 	= 	number of laterals 
n 	= 	number of time periods in the rotation 
The value of IFLAG is determined from the starting time step of lateral j. The operating 
time for each lateral is known, and the starting time step ISTRTJ is used to define the value 
of IFLAG1 . 
IFLAG,, =0 
If i 2> ISTRTj and i < (ISTRI, + O7,), [FLAG,1 = I 
	
(9.5) 
where, OT j is the operating time for lateral j. The decision variable for the problem is 
ISTRT. Expressing the objective function in quadratic form ensures that differences of 
opposite sign do not cancel each other out. Additionally a penalty function is introduced to 
ensure that infeasible solutions in which the main canal capacity is exceeded are not 
produced. The penalty function is expressed as follows: 
in 	 n(rn 
If 1 q,j >Qj P1 =4,q,1 —Q1 	 (9.6) 
j=! 	 i=! j=1
) 
P 	is added to the objective function. 
*In  this system, a linear form of the penalty function proved adequate. In a more complex 
system it is expected that a quadratic form would be required. 
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9.4 	Application to the Hetao Irrigation Project 
9.4.1 General 
Reddy et. al. (1999) demonstrated the application of their 0-1 LP approach on the Xi Le 
Submain of the Hetao irrigation project, which is situated in the Inner Mongolia Region of 
China. The supply canal has a capacity of 22.6 m3/s and feeds 117 lateral canals. The later 
canals vary in capacity between 0.4 m3/s and 3.0 m3/s. The data for the system published by 
Reddy et. al. are presented in Table 9.1. The column indicating time blocks required is for 
12 hour time periods. In their application, Reddy et. al. (1999) specified the time periods 
within which irrigation from each lateral should begin. This grouping was intended to 
represent common practice, and has been defined in a way that delivers water firstly to 
laterals at the head of the system, and lastly to the those at the tail. The optimal starting 
times obtained by Reddy et. al. are included in Table 9.1. 
In setting up the GA for the system, two approaches have been considered, one in which the 
starting time periods were pre-specified, as assumed by Reddy et. al., and one in which the 
GA had complete freedom to select the most efficient lateral starting times. In each case, 
the chromosome length was 117. It has been found that the GA approaches converge very 
quickly to a solution, and can do so with a relatively small population. It was found that a 
population of 8 was sufficient to reach a solution. A solution was deemed to have been 
found when the improvement in fitness over 300 generations was less than 0.00 1%. 
9.5 	Evaluation of Results 
Table 9.2 presents a comparison of the optimised starting time blocks when these were to be 
within the pre-specified range given in Table 9.1, and when the GA was given the freedom 
to select the most appropriate starting time block. When the GA was run with the constraint 
of starting time blocks being within a pre-specified range, results were similar to those 
presented in Table 9. 1, but not exactly the same. The GA was able to satisfy all constraints, 
and this resulted in a slightly different, but more correct solution. The starting time blocks 
produced by each of the GA formulations are presented in Table 9.2. Permitting the GA 
freedom to select the most appropriate starting block for each lateral results in significantly 
different results, although it is recognised that hydraulic conditions may prevent practical 
application of the schedule produced. 



























1 0.4 50 72000 4 1 to 5 
2 0.8 72 207360 6 1 to 5 
3 0.4 49 70560 4 1 to 5 
4 0.5 46 82800 4 1 to 5 
5 0.8 74 213120 6 1to5 
6 0.4 40 57600 3 1 to 5 
7 1.0 85 306000 7 1 to  
8 0.6 41 88560 3 1 to  
9 0.4 32 46080 3 1 to 5 
10 0.5 39 70200 3 1 to 5 
11 0.6 67 144720 6 3 to 7 3 
12 1.0 133 478800 II 2to6 2 
13 0.4 58 83520 5 2to6 2 
14 0.8 64 184320 5 2to6 2 
15 0.7 57 143640 5 2to6 2 
16 0.4 57 82080 5 2 to 6 2 
17 0.4 42 60480 4 2 to 6 2 
18 0.4 32 46080 3 2to6 2 
19 0.6 81 174960 7 2to6 2 
20 0.4 14 20160 1 2to6 2 
21 0.4 66 95040 6 3 to 7 3 
22 1.0 112 403200 9 3to7 3 
114 016 63 136080 5 13 to 17 17 
115 0.5 56 100800 5 13 to 17 17 
116 0.3 6 6480 1 17 to 21 20 
117 0.6 64 138240 5 13 to 17 17 
Table 9.3 presents the summation of lateral flows in each time period for each of the three 
formulations. These results are also presented graphically in Figure 9. 1. It is clear that GA 
with freely selected starting time blocks results in more uniform utilisation of the available 
main canal flow throughout the rotation cycle. The GA, even with pre-defined starting time 
block ranges, is clearly much more effective than the 04 LP approach developed by Reddy 
et. al., resulting in greater water delivery, and no constraint violations. The 0-I LP approach 
has significant constraint violations between time steps 5 and 17. The maximum supply 
canal discharge is 22.6 m3/s. 
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1 1 21 41 8 21 81 18 20 
2 1 14 42 9 19 82 19 9 
3 1 14 43 9 14 83 17 15 
4 1 3 44 5 8 84 17 6 
5 1 19 45 5 1 85 13 20 
6 1 9 46 7 8 86 18 9 
7 I 12 47 9 6 87 16 3 
8 1 15 48 7 14 88 16 1 
9 1 17 49 9 6 89 17 2 
10 1 22 50 7 6 90 16 8 
11 3 19 51 6 4 91 17 17 
12 2 12 52 7 8 92 17 19 
13 2 3 53 6 20 93 20 10 
14 2 9 54 8 12 94 17 I 
15 2 4 55 6 1 95 17 1.9 
16 2 16 56 9 22 96 17 2 
17 2 1 57 10 6 97 19 12 
18 2 4 58 7 3 98 18 15 
19 2 8 59 9 19 99 17 4 
20 2 1 60 Ii 4 100 18 13 
21 3 19 61 10 9 101 2 2 
22 7 16 62 11 1 102 14 14 
23 3 4 63 10 19 103 16 8 
24 3 8 64 7 21 104 11 16 
25 3 15 65 11 13 105 12 19 
26 3 11 66 8 15 106 11 11 
27 3 6 67 7 21 107 13 6 
28 3 15 68 . 	9 7 108 17 9 
29 8 7 69 11 21 109 13 3 
30 4 2 70 12 9 110 17 10 
31 4 9 71 11 13 111 16 12 
32 4 4 72 12 20 112 19 22 
33 4 20 73 12 4 113 17 13 
34 5 9 74 12 19 114 17 1 
35 4 10 75 11 16 115 17 20 
36 4 20 76 11 1 116 21 16 
37 4 	. 3 77 10 17 117 17 7 
38 4 17 78 12 19 
39 8 18 79 12 17 
40 5 17 80 	1  16 	1  11 	1 
Table 9.3 Comparison on Summation of Lateral Flows by Formulations (m3/s) 
Time Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
LP-specified 8.8 13.9 19.7 23.5 25.4 25.1 25.4 25.3 25.4 25 22.7 21.6 
GA-specified 5.8 13.9 18.7 21.1 21.4 21.3 21.8 21.6 21.7 21.2 21.5 21.9 
GA-free 16.0 18.1 18.2 17.8 1 	18.1 17.8 18.3 17.5 17.9 18.0 18.0 18.0 
Time Period 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
Y-specified 21.0 23.3 24.9 25.4 24.9 18.9 11.5 7.2 5.2 3.0 3.0 0.0 
GA-specified 20.3 20.2 18.8 20.4 22.3 21.8 20.9 19.4 18.6 9.5 3.0 3.0 
GA-free 18.1 17.8 18.1 17.8 17.8 18.1 18.0 18.3 18.1 18.3 18.3 17.7 
Figure 9.] Comparison on sum/nation of lateralfiows in each time period 
Additional model runs were carried out to determine if results were sensitive to the time step 
used. Runs were carried out with time steps of 6 hours and 24 hours. Results were very 
similar. The average outflow for the 6hour and 12 hour time steps was 4.7 m3/s, while for 
the 24 hour time step, the average outflow was reduced to 4 m3/s. With the 24 hour time 
step, water is used less effectively within the system. Starting time blocks determined were 
different, depending upon the time step used. Table 9.4 summarises results. Constraints 
were satisfied in all cases. The only significant impact of time step was in execution time. 
It took 16 seconds to run the GA with a 24 hour time step, 26 seconds with a 12 hour time 
step and 9 1 seconds with a 6 hour time step. 
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Both GA formulations were used with a population size of only 8, with a crossover 
probability of 0.85 and 0.15 mutations per chromosome. The GA generates a number of 
feasible solutions to the problem. The average fitness in the last generation was 534 and the 
fittest solution was 530. This indicates robustness in the approach and the possibility of 
adopting different alternatives. 
Table 9.4 Starting time blocks with different time steps 
Secondary 
Number 
Starting time blocks 
12-hr 6-hr 24-hr 
time block time block time block 
1 4 8 2 
2 6 12 3 
3 4 8 2 
4 4 8 2 
5 6 12 3 
6 3 6 1.5 
7 7 14 3.5 
8 3 6 1.5 
114 5 10 2.5 
115 5 10 2.5 
116 1 2 0.5 
117 5 10 2.5 
9.6 	Sensitivity Analyses 
Sensitivity analyses have been carried out using the 12-hr time block with free selection of 
the starting time period. It has been found that the fittest chromosome produced the best 
result at crossover probability of 0.85, and 0.15 mutations per chromosome. However, the 
sensitivity to mutation and crossover probability was low. Figure 9.2 presents the sensitivity 
to crossover, and Figure 9.3 shows sensitivity to mutation. Good results can be produced 
over a wide range, and clearly solutions are robust. 




Figure 9.2 Sensitivity to crossover 
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Figure 9.3 Sensitivity to mutation 
Sensitivity to population size was also considered. Figure 9.4 present the sensitivity to 
population size. Increasing the population size beyond 8 did not result in any significant 
improvement in fitness. The reason for this is the simplicity of the objective function, and 
the penalty function used. Table 9.5 summarises the number of generations and execution 
times required for different population sizes. 







6 	 8 	 10 	 20 	 30 
Population Size 
Figure 9.4 	Sensitivity to population size 
Table 9.5 Number of generations required for different population sizes 
Population Size 6 8 10 20 30 
Generation required 2400 1.500 1200 1.200 1. 500 
Execution time (see) 32. 13 25.82 23.90 55.42 82.44 
9.7 Conclusions 
It is concluded that the GA is particularly well suited to this problem. It is robust and 
reaches the optimum very quickly. The formulation was easily set up, is very flexible and 
suitable to the problem. The GA performs significantly better than the 0-1 LP approach of 
Reddy et al. (1999), which was unable to satisfy the supply canal capacity constraint. The 
GA produces a number of candidate solutions and can be used to determine an optimal 
starting period for each lateral, or to determine the optimum starting period within a pre-
specified range. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
10.1 Introduction 
The focus of this research has been the investigation and development of GAs for real time 
irrigation water allocation, and irrigation water scheduling problems. This research presents 
some of the first applications of GAs in these areas, and there will clearly be scope for 
further development and improvements of the approach. In this chapter, the conclusions of 
the research are summarised and recommendations made for further investigation. 
102 Principal Achievements 
It has been demonstrated that in general a GA is relatively simple to set up and can be 
applied with non-linear and complex objective functions and constraints. Two types of 
optimisation problem have been investigated, and the main findings from research of these 
are summarised below. 
10.2.1 Water Allocation Problem 
In the water allocation problem, the GA should be set up with canal flows as the 
decision variables. The number of decision variables can be reduced by making use of 
continuity at junctions with no irrigation demands to permit one canal flow to become a 
dependent variable. 
It is concluded that a real-value representation, proportional selection together with 
the elitist strategy, uniform crossover and non-uniform mutation will produce the best 
results. A crossover probability of 0.95 and 0.75 mutations per chromosome are suitable for 
the Tukad Ayung irrigation system in Bali. The approach has been shown to be robust and 
not particularly sensitive to crossover or mutation probabilities. It is sensitive to population 
size, however, and too small a population restricts diversity. 
I 
In the water allocation problem, maintaining nodal water balances was found to be 
difficult. Performance of the GA was significantly improved by making one reach flow a 
dependant variable at nodes with no irrigation demands. 
It has been demonstrated that with the improved GA formulation, solutions to the 
water allocation problem can be achieved that are similar to those achieved by QP. 
The main advantage of the GA approach is that it can be set up with any form of 
objective function. However, for the water allocation problem, although the improved GA 
produced acceptable results, it offers no real advantage over the QP approach. Execution 
times for the QP approach were significantly shorter than those of the improved GA. 
10.2.2 Water Scheduling Problems 
In canal water scheduling problems, a binary representation of canal opening and 
closure periods has been found to provide the most appropriate decision variables for the 
problem. 
A Zero-1 approach was the most appropriate of the formulations researched in this 
study, providing better performance than a warabandi approach that was also represented in 
aGA. 
It has been found that scheduling to a level below secondary canals can be achieved, 
but the water allocation is less equitable than could be produced by scheduling to secondary 
level only. 
A comparison with published results for a secondary canal scheduling problem 
solved using a linear programming approach (Reddy et al. 1999), demonstrated that the GA 
approach was more flexible, was apparently faster, produced better results in terms of an 
equitable distribution of resources. 
The GA approach is very well suited to scheduling problems, and as a part of this 
research a transparent set of objective functions and constraints for such problems have been 
developed. 
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10.3 Limitations of the GA Approach 
The limitations of the GA approach may be summarised as follows: 
Setting the upper and lower bounds of the search space for decision variables is 
extremely important. If the these bounds are narrow and close to the acceptable solution the 
execution time is low. Conversely, if the bounds are wide a greater number of generations 
are required to find an acceptable solution and consequently execution times are much 
longer. 
In the water allocation problem it was found that binary representation was not 
capable of producing accurate results. To improve accuracy required longer string lengths, 
but as the length of a string increases, the chances of good solutions being disturbed 
increases. It was found that real value representation resulted in shorter strings and in 
improved solutions. 
The GA is clearly sensitive to string length, even in real value representation, and 
this will limit its application to larger problems. As string length increases, maintaining 
good solutions becomes more difficult. 
In the application of binary representation to the water allocation problem, genes 
have to be converted to the values of the decision variable by linear mapping, and this 
process slows down execution times. In the water scheduling problem binary representation 
was suitable for zero-1 approach, and required no mapping. The most appropriate 
representation scheme thus depends on the nature of the problem being investigated. 
In GAs technique, starting values used to search for optimum such as population 
size, crossover and mutation probabilities are in wide ranges. Table 10.1 summarises good 
starting values for trial in convergence to the best solution. However, these may not be the 
cases in other applications. 
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Table 10.] Good starting values for trial to convergence. 
Item Trial values Increment used 
Population size 100 to 400* 100 
Crossover probability 0.65 to 0.95 0.05 
Number of mutation per chromosome 0.02 to 1.5 0.01 
* In a very simple system, try 8 to 50. 
10.4 Recommendations for Further Research 
10.4.1 Hybrid GAs 
In the application of a GA to the water allocation problem, it was found that the execution 
time was much higher than that required with a quadratic programming approach. It has 
been noticed that the GA converges rapidly towards a solution at first, but that refinement of 
solutions can take a large number of generations. Combining a GA with other local search 
method could produce more efficient search algorithm (Sharif 1999). A GA is good at 
identifying solutions close to the optimum because it searches from a population of points, 
not a single point. From the review of combined method presented in chapter 3, it would 
appear that combination of a GA with SA may offer some potential and would be worthy of 
further investigation in application to water resources problems. 
10.4.2 Adaptation of GA Operators 
GAs have been in use for more than 30 years. During this time there has been continuous 
development and adaptation of the operator techniques to improve rates of convergence. In 
the early applications of GAs, conventional operators were proportional selection, binary 
representation, conventional mutation and 1-site crossover. Various improved techniques 
have been developed such as tournament selection, real value representation, uniform and 
non-uniform crossovers. It is clear that there will be further possible ways that the GA 
approach could be improved through introducing new adaptations of operators. Further 
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APPENDIX A DATA FILES FOR WATER ALLOCATION TEST SYSTEM 
Table A-i shows the descriptions of the network data file which was used to model the 
simple canal system. The network file describes the irrigation system. The first part is 
comprised the reach information, outlines of connection and the channel capacity. The 
second part describes the node type that could either be an inflow node, irrigation node or 
sink (outflow) node. 
The inflow file and the irrigation demand file are set up in two dimensional arrays. Reach 
number, reach capacity and connection index was set differently from node to node (see 
Table A-2 and A-3). The demand file shows the demand in node 1,2,3,4,5,6 as 0,4,5,5,0 and 
3 units respectively. Inflow to node no.1 is 15 units. 
A network file for a more complex canal system of water allocation problem is shown in 
Table A-4. Demand file is in Table A-5 and Inflow file is in Table A-6. 
Table A-i Test network array datafilefor a simple network 
Data file 	 Comments 
Test Network title line 
6 number of nodes 
1 	2 	3 4 	5 6 node number 
number of sink 
5 sink number 
4 number of irrigation schemes 
2 	3 4 	6 irrigation scheme number 
Connection index 
1 	2 	3 4 5 	6 node number 
I 	0 	-1 -1 	0 0 	0 flow direction 
2 	1 0 	0 0 0 	-1 negative indicate from ito j 
3 	1 0 	0-1 0 	0 where, 
A-i 
4 	0 0 	1 0 -1 0 i is the row 
5 	0 0 	0 1 0 1 j is the column 
6 	0 1 	0 	0 -1 0 
Reach Capacities 
1 2 	3 4 5 6 node number 
1 	0 15 	15 0 0 0 reach capacity in cms 
2 	15 0 	0 0 0 15 
3 	15 0 	0 15 0 0 
4 	0 0 15 	0 15 0 
5 	0 0 	0 15 0 15 
6 	01500150 
Reach Numbers 
1 2 	3 4 5 6 node number 
1 	0 1 	2 	0 0 0 reach number which link between nodes 













number of times step 




Table A-3 Test inflowfilefor a simple network 
Data File 	 Comments 
Test Inflow File 	 Title 
number of years 
6 	 number of nodes 
1 	2 3 4 5 6 	 node number 
15 0 0 0 0 0 	 inflow (units) 
Table A-4 Test network array datafilefor a more complex network 
Data file 	 Comments 
Test Network title line 
10 number of nodes 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 node number 
1. number of sink 
10 sink number 
8 number of irrigation schemes 
I 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 irrigation scheme number 
Connection index 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 node number 
1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 flow direction 
2 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 negative indicate from ito j 
3 1 0 0 -1 	-1 0 0 0 0 0 where, 
4 0 1 1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 iis the row 
5 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 jis the column 
60001000000 
7 0 0 0 1 1 0 0-1 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1-1 
9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 
100 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 
A-3 
Reach Capacities 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0 3 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23008000000 
315 0 0 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 8 3 0 0 2.5 5 0 0 0 
50080002030 




100 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Reach Numbers 





5 0 0 5 0 0 0 8 0 9 0 
60006000000 
7 0 0 0 7 8 0 010 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 11 12 
9 0 0 0 0 9 0 Oil 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 012 0 0 
node number 
reach capacity in cms 
node number 
reach number which link between nodes 
A-4 
Table A-S Test demand file for a more complex test system 
Data File 	 Comments 
Test Demand File 
1.0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1.1 0.9 5.8 0 3.5 2.5 1.2 1 	1 0 
number of time step 
number of nodes 
node number 
node demand 
Table A-6 Test injlowsfilefor a more complex test system 
Data File 	 Comments 
Test Inflow File 
	
Title 
number of years 
10 
	
number of nodes 
123456789 	 node number 




APPENDIX B AYUNG IRRIGATION SYSTEM DATA FILES 
This appendix contains network, file demand file and inflows file used for Ayung irrigation 
system. In Ayung network file part of "Calculated Reach Index" is extension part from 
Ayung network file of Wardlaw and Barnes (1996). The reach calculated index is the index 
for the computed reach for any juction node. 
Demand file of Ayung Irrigation system is shown below after Ayung network file 
respectively. 
M. 
AVUNG Network File (Wardlaw and Barnes, 1996) 
Title 
56 
3 4 6106 7 10 II 14 15 18 21 22122 23 24 27127 28 32 35 36 40 41 43 44 45 
46 50 51 54 55 57 59 61 62 64 65 66 69 70 71 72 74 76 77 78 79 81 82 83 86 87 88 
89 92 99 
10 
24 36 66 72 78 79 83 89 92 99 
13 
6106 22122 27127 45 50 65 71 77 81 88 
Connection Index 
3 	4 6 106 7 10 11 14 	15 18 21 22 122 23 24 27 127 28 32 35 36 40 41 43 44 45 
46 50 51 54 55 57 59 61 62 64 65 66 69 70 71 72 74 76 77 78 79 81 82 83 86 87 88 
89 92 99 
30-100000000000000000000000000000 





1060 I -I 0000000000000000000000000000 
0000000000000000000000000 
7 0 0 1 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 1 0 0 1 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
II 0 0 0 0 0 I 0-I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0-1 0 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 




122 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0-1 00000000000000000000000 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
2700000000000000001-10000000000000 





32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 









0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 	0 
C) 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
45000000000000000000000000 10-10000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 C) 
46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
-I-! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
51 0 00000000000000000000000000 1 0-I -I 
00-1 0000000000000000000000 
54000000000000000001000000!000!00 
-I 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
550000000000000000000000000000 100 







62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0010-! 0000000000000000000-1 
64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0-1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000 I0-1000000000000000000 
66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000010000000000000000000 
69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1000 1000-I0000000000000000 
70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0-I 0-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
71 000000000000000000000000000 0000 
00000000 l0-100000000000000 




76 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000000000 10-1 0-1000000000 
77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000000000000 10-10000000000 
78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000100000000000 
79 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000001000000000000 
81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000000000 I00000-10000000 
82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000 10-1-100000 
83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000010000000 
86 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
01000000000000000100-10000 
87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000! 0-1 0-10 
88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000010-100 
89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000001000 





3 4 	6 106 7 10 11 14 15 	18 21 22 	122 23 24 27 127 
28 32 35 36 	40 	41 43 44 45 46 50 51 54 55 	57 	59 61 62 
64 65 66 	69 70 71 72 74 76 77 78 79 81 	82 83 86 87 88 
89 92 99 
3 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 100.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 7.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
106 0.00 7.00 100.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
7 0.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 	0.00 -0.03 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
10 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ii 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
122 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 -0.65 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.65 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 100.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
127 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 
100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
100.00 	0.00 	0.00 -0.10 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 -0.29 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 -0.61 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 -0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.93 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 -0.01 0.00 	0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
M. 
0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.00 
0.00 0.00 -0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 	1.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 100.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
46 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - 
0.02 -0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
51 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 -0.19 -0.54 
0.00 0.00 -0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
54 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 -0.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 -0.19 	0.00 	0.00 
100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.54 0.00 0.00 
100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.33 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.06 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 -0.27 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
62 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 
64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
IWO 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	5.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 100.00 	0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
74 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
100.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 100.00 	0.00 100.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
77 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 100.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
78 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
79 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 
82 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
100.00 	0.00 -0.73 -0.27 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -0.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
IM 
0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 -0.27 0.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 
87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 10.00 	0.00 	10.00 0.00 
88 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 100.00 	0.00 	0.00 
89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Reach Numbers 
3 	4 6 106 7 10 ii 14 	15 18 	21 22122 23 24 27 127 28 32 35 36 40 41 43 44 45 
46 50 51 54 55 57 59 61 62 64 65 66 69 70 71 72 74 76 77 78 79 81 82 83 86 87 88 



























23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 022 0 024 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 0 0 
002500000000000000000000000 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 127 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000000000000000000000000 
127 00000000018 0000012700000000000000 
00000000000000000000000000 








40 0 0 0 00 011 00 000 00 0 0003237 00400 0 0 0 000 
00000000000000000000000000 
41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0 42 0 0 0 
0 	041 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 0 043 0 0 0 0 0 
00000000000000000000000000 
44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 043 044 0 0 048 
00000000000000000000000000 
45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 044 045 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
46 0 00 000 00 00 000000 00 000000 045 0000 0 
46 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 042 0 0 0 0 050 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 52 
53 	0 0 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
54 0000 000 00 000 00 00 0 30 00 000 048 0 0 0 52 0 
05400000000000000000000000 Q 
55 000 00 00 000 00 000 0 0000 0000 000 053 0 0 
55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 046 0 054 
55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
59 00 000 00 00 000 025 00 00000 00 00 047 000 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 059 0 0 0 0 0 
61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 41 	0 0 0 0 0 51 	0 
000061000000000000000000000 
62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0061063000000000000000000062 
64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0006306406600000000000000000 
65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 064 065 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5700066000690000000000000000 
70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000690700720000000000000 
71 00000000000000000000000000 00000 
000000007007100000000000000 
72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 071 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000072000740007500000000 
76 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 074 076 078 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 76 0 77 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 00 0000000 00 077 0000 000000 0 
79 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 078 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 75 0 0 0 0 0 81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 00 0 0 0 0 000 00 000 0 81 	083 82 0 000 0 
830000000000000000000000000000000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 083 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
86 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
059 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0000 082 0086 0 0 00 
87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 86 0 89 	0 87 	0 
88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000000000000000000008908800 
89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000000000000000000088000 
92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 87 0 0 0 0 
99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Calculated Reach Index 
3 4 6 106 7 10 Ii 14 	15 18 21 22 122 23 24 27 127 28 32 35 36 40 41 43 44 45 
46 50 51 54 55 57 59 61 62 64 65 66 69 70 71 72 74 76 77 78 79 81 82 83 86 87 88 
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21 000000000000 1000000000000000000 
0000000000000000000000000 




23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 










36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 








45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 










59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000 1000.00 
61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0001000000000000000000000 
62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0010100000000000000000000 
64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 1000100000000000000000 
65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I000100010000000000000000 
70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000100010000000000000 
71 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
LIM 
72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000010000000100000000 
76 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000001000000000 
77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
79 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
81 0000000000000000000000000000000 
0000000000010000000000000 
82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 






88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000010000 
99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000000000000000000 
AYUNG DEMAND FILE (after Wardlaw and Barnes, 1996) 
SCHEME 6B: CROP PATTERN 1: KADEWATAN 
6 
4 
Gross crop water requirements (MA  3/s 
Nov Nov Dec Dec 
Apr Apr May May 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
1 	0.886 0.886 0.462 0.700 
0.346 0.498 0.516 0.415 
0.641 0.878 0.627 0.000 
2 	0.537 0.000 0.795 0.795 
0.000 0.195 0.376 0.516 
0.661 0.899 0.671 0.908 
3 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.495 0.000 0.000 0.937 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.531 0.768 0.507 0.000 
0.899 0.641 0.908 0.627 
Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
June June July July Aug Aug 
0.311 0.548 0.279 0.000 0.000 0.041 
0.208 0.000 0.963 0.963 0.614 0.851 
0.329 0.566 0.313 0.551 0.405 0.000 
0.489 0.397 0.246 0.000 0.963 0.963 
0.678 0.678 0.330 0.568 0.442 0.680 
0.949 0.538 0.812 0.558 0.833 0.559 
0.000 0.000 0.702 0.702 0.461 0.698 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.963 0.963 0.614 
B- 12 
Yield response factors (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 1.87 
1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
2 	2.50 0.33 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 
1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
3 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 	0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 
1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
SCHEME 6A: CROP PATTERN 1: KADEWATAN 
106 
4 
Gross crop water requirements (MA 3/s) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
1.084 1.084 0.566 0.856 0.380 0.671 0.341 0.000 0.000 0.050 
0.424 0.609 0.631 0.508 0.254 0.000 1.178 1.178 0.751 1.042 
0.784 1.074 0.767 0.000 
2 	0.657 0.000 0.973 0.973 0.402 0.693 0.383 0.674 0.496 0.000 
0.000 0.238 0.460 0.631 0.598 0.486 0.301 0.000 1.178 1.178 
0.809 1.099 0.821 1.111 
3 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.829 0.829 0.404 0.695 0.541 0.832 
0.605 0.000 0.000 1.146 1.162 0.658 0.994 0.683 1.020 0.684 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.859 0.859 0.564 0.854 
0.650 0.940 0.620 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.178 1.178 0.751 
1.099 0.784 1.111 0.767 
Yield response factors (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
1 	0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 1.87 
1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
2 	2.50 0.33 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 
1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
3 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 	0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 
1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 




Gross crop water requirements (MA  3/s 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongons 
I 	0.902 0.902 0.470 0.712 0.316 0.558 0.284 0.000 0.000 0.041 
0.353 0.507 0.525 0.422 0.211 0.000 0.980 0.980 0.429 0.670 
0.456 0.698 0.442 0.000 
2 	0.000 0.902 0.809 0.470 0.576 0.316 0.560 0.284 0.000 0.000 
0.198 0.353 0.525 0.525 0.404 0.211 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.242 0.000 0.242 
3 	0.000 0.000 0.809 0.809 0.335 0.576 0.319 0.560 0.412 0.000 
0.000 0.914 0.953 0.371 0.593 0.336 0.614 0.339 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.809 0.690 0.335 0.578 0.319 0.692 0.412 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.953 0.966 0.351 0.631 0.372 0.652 0.373 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
5 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.690 0.690 0.336 0.578 0.450 0.692 
0.503 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.966 0.980 0.389 0.670 0.410 
0.698 0.415 0.000 0.000 
6 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.690 0.715 0.336 0.711 0.450 
0.782 0.503 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.980 0.980 0.429 
0.718 0.456 0.728 0.442 
Yield response factors (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
I 	0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 1.87 
1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
2 	0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 	0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 
2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
6 	0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 
2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 
1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
SCHEME 22A :CROP PATTERN 2: MAMBAL 
122 
6 
Gross crop water requirements (MA  3/s) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongons 
0.738 0.738 0.385 0.582 0.259 0.456 0.232 0.000 0.000 0.034 
0.288 0.414 0.429 0.346 0.173 0.000 0.801 0.801 0.351 0.548 
0.373 0.571 0.362 0.000 
2 0.000 0.738 0.662 0.385 0.471 0.259 0.458 0.232 0.000 0.000 
0.162 0.288 0.429 0.429 0.330 0.173 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.198 0.000 0.198 
3 0.000 0.000 0.662 0.662 0.274 0.471 0.261 0.458 0.337 0.000 
0.000 0.747 0.780 0.303 0.485 0.275 0.502 0.277 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.662 0.564 0.274 0.472 0.261 0.566 0.337 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.780 0.790 0.287 0.516 0.304 0.533 0.305 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.564 0.564 0.275 0.472 0.368 0.566 
0.412 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.790 0.801 0.318 0.548 0.336 
0.57 1 0.339 0.000 0.000 
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.564 0.585 0.275 0.581 0.368 
0.640 0.412 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.801 0.801 0.351 
0.588 0.373 0.596 0.362 
Yield response factors (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
I 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 1.87 
1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
2 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 
2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
6 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 
2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 
1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
SCHEME 27B :CROP PATTERN 2; MAMBAL 
27 
6 
Gross crop water requirements (MA  3/s) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongons 
I 0.281 0.281 0.147 0.222 0.099 0.174 0.089 0.000 0.000 0.013 
0.110 0.158 0.164 0.132 0.066 0.000 0.306 0.306 0.134 0.209 
0.142 0.218 0.138 0.000 
2 0.000 0.281 0.253 0.147 0.180 0.099 0.175 0.089 0.000 0.000 
0.062 0.110 0.164 0.164 0.126 0.066 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.075 0.000 0.075 
3 	0.000 0.000 0.253 0.253 0.104 0.180 0.099 0.175 0.129 0.000 
0.000 0.285 0.298 0.116 0.185 0.105 0.192 0.106 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.253 0.215 0.104 0.180 0.099 0.216 0.129 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.298 0.301 0.110 0.197 0.116 0.203 0.117 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
5 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.215 0.215 0.105 0.180 0.140 0.216 
0.157 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.301 0.306 0.121 0.209 0.128 
0.218 0.129 0.000 0.000 
6 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.215 0.223 0.105 0.222 0.140 
0.244 0.157 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.306 0.306 0.134 
0.224 0.142 0.227 0.138 
Yield response factors (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
1 	0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 1.87 
1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
2 	0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 	0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 
2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
6 	0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 
2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 
1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
SCHEME 27A CROP PATTERN 2: MAMBAL 
127 
6 
Gross crop water requirements (rnA3/s) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongons 
1 	0.096 0.096 0.050 0.076 0.034 0.059 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.004 
0.037 0.054 0.056 0.045 0.022 0.000 0.104 0.104 0.046 0.071 
0.048 0.074 0.047 0.000 
2 	0.000 0.096 0.086 0.050 0.061 0.034 0.060 0.030 0.000 0.000 
0.021 0.037 0.056 0.056 0.043 0.022 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.026 0.000 0.026 
3 	0.000 0.000 0.086 0.086 0.036 0.061 0.034 0.060 0.044 0.000 
0.000 0.097 0.101 0.039 0.063 0.036 0.065 0.036 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.086 0.073 0.036 0.061 0.034 0.074 0.044 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.101 0.103 0.037 0.067 0.040 0.069 0.040 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
S., 
5 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.073 0.073 0.036 0.061 0.048 0.074 
0.054 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.103 0.104 0.041 0.071 0.044 
0.074 0.044 0.000 0.000 
6 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.073 0.076 0.036 0.076 0.048 
0.083 0.054 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.104 0.104 0.046 
0.076 0.048 0.077 0.047 
Yield response factors (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
1 	0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 1.87 
1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
2 	0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 	0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 
2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
6 	0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 
2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 
1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
SCHEME 45 CROP PATTERN 4: MERTAGANGGA 
45 
2 
Gross crop water requirements (MA  3/s) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Go longons 
1 	0.227 0.000 0.336 0.336 0.139 0.239 0.132 0.232 0.171 0.000 
0.000 0.082 0.159 0.218 0.206 0.167 0.104 0.000 0.406 0.406 
0.279 0.379 0.283 0.383 
2 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.336 0.286 0.139 0.240 0.132 0.287 0.171 
0.000 0.000 0.395 0.395 0.227 0.327 0.236 0.336 0.236 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Yield response factor (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
1 	2.50 0.33 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 
1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SCHEME 50 :CROP PATTERN 3 :PERAUPAN 
50 
4 
Gross crop water requirements (MA  3/s) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongons 
0.000 0.103 0.092 0.054 0.038 0.064 0.036 0.060 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.023 0.044 0.060 0.057 0.046 0.029 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 	0.000 0.000 0.092 0.092 0.038 0.038 0.064 0.036 0.075 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.109 0.109 0.040 0.068 0.042 0.070 0.043 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
3 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.092 0.079 0.038 0.038 0.064 0.051 0.075 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.110 0.110 0.044 0.072 0.047 0.074 
0.047 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.079 0.079 0.038 0.038 0.079 0.051 
0.085 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.112 0.112 0.049 0.077 
0.052 0.080 0.050 0.000 
Yield response factor (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
I 	0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
0.00 1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 	0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 
4 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
SCHEME 65 CROP PATTERN 3: OONGAN 
65 
4 
Gross crop water requirements (MA  3/s) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongons 
0.000 0.836 0.750 0.436 0.310 0.517 0.295 0.487 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.184 0.355 0.486 0.461 0.374 0.232 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 	0.000 0.000 0.750 0.750 0.310 0.310 0.519 0.295 0.606 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.884 0.884 0.326 0.550 0.345 0.569 0.346 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
3 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.750 0.639 0.310 0.311 0.519 0.417 0.606 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.895 0.895 0.361 0.585 0.380 0.604 
0.384 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.639 0.639 0.311 0.311 0.641 0.417 
0.690 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.908 0.908 0.398 0.622 
0.423 0.647 0.410 0.000 
Yield response factor (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
0.00 1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 	0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - 
3 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 
4 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
SCHEME 71 :CROP PATTERN 3: BATAN NYUH 
71 
4 
Gross crop water requirements (mA3/s) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongons 
0.000 0.207 0.186 0.108 0.077 0.128 0.073 0.121 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.046 0.088 0.120 0.114 0.093 0.057 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 	0.000 0.000 0.186 0.186 0.077 0.077 0.129 0.073 0.150 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.219 0.219 0.081 0.136 0.085 0.141 0.086 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
3 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.186 0.158 0.077 0.077 0.129 0.103 0.150 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.222 0.222 0.089 0.145 0.094 0.150 
0.095 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.158 0.158 0.077 0.077 0.159 0.103 
0.171 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.225 0.225 0.098 0.154 
0.105 0.160 0.101 0.000 
Yield response factor (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
0.00 1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 	0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 
4 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
Mug 
SCHEME 77 CROP PATTERN 3: BADUNG 
77 
4 
Gross crop water requirements (MA  3/s) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongons 
0.000 0.237 0.212 0.123 0.088 0.146 0.084 0.138 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.052 0.100 0.138 0.131 0.106 0.066 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 	0.000 0.000 0.212 0.212 0.088 0.088 0.147 0.084 0.172 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.250 0.250 0.092 0.156 0.098 0.161 0.098 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
3 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.212 0.181 0.088 0.088 0.147 0.118 0.172 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.254 0.254 0.102 0.166 0.108 0.171 
0.109 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.181 0.181 0.088 0.088 0.182 0.118 
0.196 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.257 0.257 0.113 0.176 
0.120 0.183 0.116 0.000 
Yield response factor (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
0.00 1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 	0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 
4 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
SCHEME 81 CROP PATTERN 3: MERGAYA 
81 
4 
Gross crop water requirements (MA  3/s) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongons 
0.000 0.207 0.186 0.108 0.077 0.128 0.073 0.121 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.046 0.088 0.120 0.114 0.093 0.057 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 	0.000 0.000 0.186 0.186 0.077 0.077 0.129 0.073 0.150 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.219 0.219 0.081 0.136 0.085 0.141 0.086 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
3 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.186 0.158 0.077 0.077 0.129 0.103 0.150 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.222 0.222 0.089 0.145 0.094 0.150 
0.095 0.000 0.000 0.000 
p., 
4 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.158 0.158 0.077 0.077 0.159 0.103 
0.171 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.225 0.225 0.098 0.154 
0.105 0.160 0.101 0.000 
Yield response factor (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
0.00 1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 	0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 
4 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
SCHEME 88 CROP PATTERN 3: MATI 
88 
4 
Gross crop water requirements (MA  3/s) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongons 
0.000 0.142 0.127 0.074 0.053 0.088 0.050 0.083 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.031 0.060 0.082 0.078 0.063 0.039 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 	0.000 0.000 0.127 0.127 0.053 0.053 0.088 0.050 0.103 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.150 0.150 0.055 0.093 0.058 0.096 0.059 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
3 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.127 0.108 0.053 0.053 0.088 0.071 0.103 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.152 0.152 0.061 0.099 0.064 0.102 
0.065 0.000 0.000 0.000 
4 	0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.108 0.108 0.053 0.053 0.109 0.071 
0.117 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.154 0.154 0.067 0.105 
0.072 0.110 0.069 0.000 
Yield response factor (k) 
Nov Nov Dec Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar 
Apr Apr May May June June July July Aug Aug 
Sept Sept Oct Oct 
Golongon 
0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 0.00 
0.00 1.87 1.87 3.25 1.80 1.80 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 	0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 0.33 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 2.50 
0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 1.20 2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 
B-21 
	
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.75 	0.75 	1.20 	1.20 	1.20 	2.50 
2.50 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.75 1.20 1.20 
1.20 	2.50 	2.50 	0.33 
B-22 
APPENDIX C SOURCE CODE FOR WATER ALLOCATION PROBLEM 
This appendix contains the source code for the GA used to solve the Tukad Ayung system 
with the reduced gene length. 
Table C-i 	Contents ofthefiles used in the GA model 
File name Description 
GA43spcl.c Name of source code file 
Projcal.lst Name of input project file 
ay-cal.nta Name of network file 
ay-gl-03.dma Name of demand file 
ay-2.ifa Name of inflow file 
flagbali.dat Name of file to specified sink nodes 
sinkNcl.out Sink node output file 
supNcl.out Supply node output file 
reach8.out Reach flow output file 
solu_D.out Input data file for initialise initial population 
ga43Ncl.out output file for overall detail 
C-' 








#define POPSIZE 100 I/input population size even number only 
#define MOVER 0.95 I/input crossover probability 
#define LENGTH 25 I/input length of a chromosome 
#define genMAX 500 I/input maximum generation 
#define Pmutate 0.03 I/input mutation probability 
#define INTERVAL 300 I/input interval of generation to recheck of improvement fitnness 
#define DELTA 0.001 I/input minimum improvement of fitness after INTERVAL generation 
#detine NREACH 69 I/input number of reach 
#define NNODE 56 I/input number of node 
#define NSTEP 24 I/input number of time step 
#define NSINK 10 I/input number of sink node 
#define NSCHEME 13 I/input number of scheme 
void initial(int,float); 
float RandReal (float, float); 
int Randlnt (int, int); 
void Read_inputfi1es; 
void SwapintValues(int , int *); 
void SwapRealValues(float 'K,  float *); 







int 	check 1 [POPSIZE], check2[POPSIZE], oversup[POPSIZE] 
int arno[NREACH], nno[NNODE], index, nreach, mondex; 
int cal_indx[NNODE][NNODE], pofi, C_ind[NREACH]; 
int 	qmndx[NNODE] [NREACH], inrno[NNODE]  [NNODE], mated [2 *POPSIZE];  
int nnosnk[NNODE], scheme_node[NSCHEME]; 
float upper[NSTEP]  [LENGTH],  lower[NSTEP]  [LENGTH], sum_inflo[NSTEP], ftnss[POPSIZE+ 1]; 
float num_reproduct[POPSIZE], qmx[NREACH]  ,qcap[NNODE] [NNODE], 
maxq[LENGTH], sumd[NSTEP]; 
float mated_pop[POPSIZE] [LENGTH] ,GENE[LENGTH] [POPSIZE+ I], inflo[NSTEP] [NNODE], 
dem[NSTEP][NNODE]; 
float tempq[NSTEP] [NREACH], temps[NSTEP] [NNODE], tempx[NSTEP] [NNODE]; 
float Delta ftnss, Old_minftnss, Modi_muta; 
float bestgene[LENGTHJ [1], bestsink, pGENE[LENGTH]; 
int pgen; 
float bestfit, psumsupply; 
float pratio[NNODE]  ,pconstraint I [NNODE], pexcess[NNODE],  pnodeftnss[NNODE], 
pB alnc[NNODE],  pQConect[NNODE] ,pQsink[NNODE]; 
float pofx[NNODE] ,pdiffer[NNODE] ,pQ[NREACH]  ,pXEquity[NNODE]; 
C-2 
FILE *fl ,*t2,*f3,*f4,*f5,*f6,*t7,*f8; 
I/MAIN PROGRAM 
void main (void) 
mt jj, kk, k, flag[NNODE],  gen, nyrs, nchk, iyear, iyear2, round; 
mt ifyr, ifyr2, nno3[NNODE], tt; 
mt 	i, j, nflow[LENGTH], indice, Tstep_l, Tstep_u; 
mt ii, ic2, ic3, t2, t3, i2, i3; 
float down,up, TotalTime; 
char title3[80]; 
clock_t start, finish; 
float duration; 
if(!(fl = fopen('ga43Ncl.out,"w))) 
printf(cant open output file\n); 
exit(1); 
if( !(f4 = fopen(" flagbali.dat',r'))) 
printf(cant open flagbali.dat\n); 
exit( I); 




if( !(f2 = fopen('Ay-2.ifa',r"))) 
nrerror(can't open inflows tile); 
exit( 1); 
ife(f3 = fopen("solu_D.out",'r))) 
printf(cant open solucal.out\n'); 
exit( U; 
if( !(f5 = fopen("soluNcLout",w'))) { 
printf("cant open solu_E3.out\n"); 
exit( U; 
if( !(f6 = fopen('sinkNcl.out',"w'))) 
printf(can't open sinkD.out\n'); 
exit( 1); 
if(!(f7 = fopen(reachNcl.out,"w))) 
printf("cant open reachD.out\n); 
exit(1); 
if(!(f8 = fopen("supNcl.out",w))) 
printf('cant open supplyD.out\n); 
exit(l); 
fprintf(fl , **GA Program for Water Allocation**\ n");  
C-3 
fprintf(fl  
fprintf(fl,'POPSIZE %5d LENGTH %5d\n, POPSIZE, LENGTH); 
fgets(title3, 80, f2); 
fscanf(f2," %d ", &nyrs); 
fscanf(f2,' %d &nchk); 
if(nchk NNODE) nrerror(" problem with no of nodes in INFLOWS file.); 
TotalTime = 0.0f; 
for(kk = 0; kk < nyrs; kk++) { 
fscanf(f2,"%d', &iyear); 
if(kk == 0) ifyr = iyear; 
if(iyear != ifyr+kk) nrerror(problem with iyear#1'); 
for(jj = 0; jj <NNODE; jj++) 
fscanf(f2," %d , &nno3[jj]) 
fscanf(f2,\n); 
fscanf(f3,"%4d",&iyear2); 
if(kk == 0) ifyr2 = iyear2; 
if(iyear2 != ifyr2+kk) nrerror(problem with iyear#2'); 
fprintf(f5," %4d\n' ,iyear); 
for (jj=0; jj<LENGTH; jj++){ 




fprintf(f6," %d\n', iyear) ; fprintf(f6," 	") 
for(ii = 0; ii <NSTEP; ii++) fprintf(f6,%7d',ii) 
fprintf(f6,"\n) 
fprintf(177, %d\n', iyear) ; fprintf(t7, 
for(ii = 0; ii <NSTEP; ii++) fprintf(f7,"%7d",ii) 
fprintf(f7,\n') 
fprintf(f8, %d\n, iyear) ; fprintf(f8," 	') 
for(ii = 0; ii <NSTEP; ii++) fprintf(f8,"%7d,ii) 
fprintf(f8,"\n) 
II Start of Bimonthly Loop 
for(tt = 0; tt<NSTEP; tt++){ 
index =0; 
indice = 0; 
sum_inflo{tt} = 0.0; 
for(jj = 0;jj <NNODE;jj++){ 
fscanf(f2," %f , &inflo[tt] [jj}); 




for (j=0; j<LENGTH; j++){ 
fscanf(f3,"%f' ,&lower[tt] [j]); 
if(lower[tt][j] <0.00f) lower[tt][j] = 0.0f; 
fscanf(f3,"\n") 
fscanf(f3,"%d",&Tstep_u) 
if(Tstep_u != Tstep_l) nrerror("problem with Tstep_setting limit file 
for 0=0; j<LENGTH; j++){ 
fscanf(f3,"%f ,&upper[tt] [ii); 
if(upper[tt][j] <0.00 upper[tt][j] = (- 1)*upper[tt][j]; 
fscanf(f3,'\n) 
for(j=0; j<LENGTH; j++) 
if (lower[tt][j] > upper[tt][j]){ 
S wapReal Values(&lower[tt] UI ,&upper[tt]  U]); 
srand( 1); 
start = clockO; 
initial(tt,0.000 10; 
Modi_muta 	= 0.1 5f; 
ftnss[0] = 0.0f; 
ftnss[POPSIZE] = 100000.0f; 
Old_minftnss = 100000.0f; 
Delta_ftnss = 100000.0f; 
bestsink 	= 1000000.0f; 
bestfit = 1000000.0f; 
IMI 
mondex = 0; 
for(gen = 0; gen <= genMAX; gen++) { 
objective(flag, gen, tt, iyear, nflow); 





if (!((gen+ 1)%INTERVAL)){ 
Delta_ftnss = (float)fabs((double)((Old_minftnss - ftnss[POPSIZE])/ftnss[POPSIZE])); 
OId_minftnss = ftnss[POPSIZE]; 
}//end of Generation loop 
Modi_muta = Modi_muta/lO; 
round = RAND_MAX; 
for(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i++) ( 
for(j=0;j<LENGTH;j ++) 
if(mondex == 777) GENE[j][i] = (float)((bestgene[j][0] - 
0.010+0.0001 f*(float)floor(( 1 + 10000.0*((bestgene[j] [0] + 0.01 f)-(bestgene[j] [0] - 
0.01 f)))*(float)randOl(round+  1.00))); 
else GENEUI[i] = (float)((GENE[j][POPSIZE] - 
0.010+0.0001 f*(float)floor(( 1 + 1 0000.0*((GENE[j]  [POPSIZE] + 0.01 t)-(GENE[j] [POPSIZE] - 
0.01 f)))*(floaQrandO/(round+ 1.00))); 
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while (index 	999); 
finish = clockO; 
duration = (float)(finish - start) I CLOCKS—PER—SEC; 
TotalTime = (tloat)(TotalTime + duration); 
printf(' Time = %5.2f sec\n', duration); 
fprintf(fl,Time = %5.2f see \n\n, duration); 
//this is to print best gene for lower and upper boundaries 
for(i =0; i< 1; i++){ 
fprintf(f5, %2d,tt+ U; 
for(jj = 0;jj <LENGTH; jj++){ 
down = (float)(GENE[jj][POPSIZE] - 0.02); 
if(down <0.Of) down = 0.0f; 
fprintf(f5 %7.3f ,down); 
fprintf(f5,'\n); 
fprintf(f5,%2d,tt+1); 
for(jj = 0;jj <LENGTH;jj++){ 
up = (float)(GENE[jjJ[POPSIZE] + 0.02); 
if(jj == 0) up = intlo[tt][0]; 
i0up > maxq[jjl) up = (tloat)(maxq[jj]); 
fprintf(f5,"%7.3f,up); 
fprintf(f5 ,"\n'); 
//end of Bimonthly(Timestep [tt]) loop 
for(i3 = 0; i3< NSCHEME; i3++) { 
ic3 = scheme_node[i3] 
fprintf(f8," X%3d 	ic3) 
for (t3=0; 0 <NSTEP; t3++){ 
fprintf(f8, %7.3f, tempx[t3] [i3]); 
fprintf(f8,\n); 
fprintf(f8,\n); 
for(i2 = 0; i2<NSINK; i2++) { 
ic2 = nnosnk[i2] 
fprintf(f6," S%2d 	ic2) 
for (t2=0; t2 <NSTEP; t2++){ 
fprintf(f6,%7.3f, temps[t2]i2]); 
fprintf(f6, "\n"); 
for (il=0; il<NREACH; il++){ 
id I = arno[il] 
fprintf(f7," Q%3d 	id) 





fprintf(f 1 ,"End of Year >>>>>>\n\n); 
fprintf(fl,"Sum_time in this year= %5.2f mm.', TotalTime/60); 
printf("Sum_time in this year= %5.2fmin.\n", TotalTime/60); 
}// end of Annual loop 
fprintf(f I, "Total Time Consumed = %7.2f hours\n' ,TotalTime/3600); 
printf(Total Time Consumed = %7.2f hours\n ,TotalTime/3600); 
printf("End of run ENJOY!!!! 
(void) fclose(fl); 
(void) fclose(f3); 
II end of MAIN program 
*START OF SUBROUTINES  
void Read_inputfiles() 
mt ii, jj, ir, id, nk, nnodes, nsink; 
mt 	num_schemes, rno[NNODE][NNODE],  ip, ipi, ip2, ip3; 
mt node_num, num_gol[NSCHEME], igol, is, it; 
mt kk, rr, iv; 
float tdem, k_val[NSTEP] [80], dem_gol[NSTEP] [80], sumdemgol [NSTEP] [NSCHEME]; 
char title[80], title2[220]; 
char networkfile[20], demandsfile[20]; 
if( !(f2 = fopen("Proj cal. Ist","r"))) 
nrerror(" Can not open project file) 
II now read the data file names 
fgets(networkfile, 20, t2) 
fgets(demandsfile, 20, t2) 
for(ii = 0; ii <20; ii++) 
if(networkfile[ii] == \n) networkfile[ii] = 
if(demandsfile[ii] =='W) demandsfile[ii] 
(void) fclose(f2) 
II Now read network data 
if(!(f2 = fopen(networkfile,"r"))) 
nrerror(" Unable to open network file); 
fgets(title, 80, f2); 
fscanf(f2," %d", &nnodes) 
tdem = 0; 
for(jj = 0; jj <nnodes; jj++){ 
fscanf(f2," %d ", &nno[jj]) 
fscanf(f2,"\n"); 
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fscanf(12," %d ", &nsink) 
forjj = 0; jj <nsink; jj++) 
fscanf(f2," 	', &nnosnk[jj]) 
fscanf(f2,\n); 




fgets(title, 80, f2); 	II Connection Index 
for(jj = 0; jj <nnodes; jj++) 
iscanf(t2,%d, &nk) 
if(nk nno[jj]) 
nrerror(HelIo: Index array error) 
fscanf(f2,"\n) 
forjj = 0; jj<nnodes; jj++) 
qindx[jjI[jj] = 0; 
fscanf(t2,%3d , &nk) 
if(nk = nno[jj]) 
nrerror('Index array error 2) 
for(ii = 0; ii<nnodes; ii++) { 
fscanf(t2, %2d", &qindx[jjj[ii]) 
fscanf(12,\n) 
fgets(title, 80, f2); 	II Reach Capacities 
for(jj = 0; jj < nnodes; jj++) 
fscanf(f2,'%3d , &nk) 
if(nk != nno[jj]) 
nrerror('array error 3') 
fscanf(f2,"\n") 
for(jj = 0; jj <nnodes; jj++) 
qcap[jj][jjJ = 00; 
fscanf(f2,"%3d ", &nk) 
if(nk != nno[jj]) ( 
nrerror(" array error 1") 
for(ii = 0; ii<nnodes; ii++) 
fscanf(t2," %f' ,&qcap[jj] [ii]) 
fscanf(f2,"\n") 
fgets(title,80,f2); 	II Reach Numbers 
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for(jj = 0; jj < nnodes; jj++) 
fscanf(f2,"%3d &nk) 
if(nk != nno[jj]) ( 
nrerror( array error#2") 
fscanf(t2,'\n") 
for(jj = 0; jj <nnodes; jj++) 
fscanf(f2,%d', &nk) 
if(nk 	nno[jj]) 
nrerror( array error#3) 
for(ii = ü; ii <nnodes; ii++) 
fscanf(f2," %d ", &rno[jj][ii]) 
fgets(title, 80, 12); 	II Reach Calculation Index 
for(jj = 0; jj <nnodes; jj++) 
fscanf(t2,'%3d", &nk) 
if(nk != nnoj) 
nrerror(°Hello: Reach Calculation Index array error) 
fscanf(12,\n) 
for(jj = 0; jj<nnodes; jj++) 
cal_indx[jj][jjl = 0; 
fscanf(f2,"%3d', &nk) 
if(nk nno[jj]) 
nrerror("Index array error 2) 
for(ii = 0; ii<nnodes; ii++) 
fscanf(f2,%3d', &cal_indx[jj][ii]) 
fscanf(f2,"\n') 
id = 0; 
for(jj = 0; jj <nnodes; jj++) { 
for(ii =jj+I; ii <= nnodes; ii++) { 
if(qindx[jj][ii] != 0){ 
C_ind[id] = cal_indx[jjl[ii] 
id++; 
(void)fclose(f2) 
II Determine the number of reaches, and assign internal nos 
nreach = 0; 
for(jj = 0; jj < nnodes; jj++) { 
inrno[jj}[jj] = 0; 
for(ii =jj+l; ii < nnodes; ii++) { 
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if(qindx[jj][ii] == 0 && rno[jj][ii] != 0) 
nrerror( l#Index and reach no.arrays out of sine. ") 
if(qindx[jj][ii] == 0 && qcap[jj][ii] != 0) 
nrerror("2#Index and capacity arrays out of sine. ") 
if(qindx[jj][ii] 	0){ 
inrno[jj][ii] = nreach 
nreach++; 
inrno[ii][jjj = inrno[jj][ii] 
II check reach numbers 
nreach = 0; 
for(jj = 0; jj <nnodes; jj++) 
for(ii = jj+ I; ii <= nnodes; ii++) 
if(qindx[jj][ii] != 0){ 
arno[nreach] = rno[jj][ii] 
nreach++; 
ir = 0; 
for(jj = 0; jj <nnodes; jj++) ( 
for(ii =jj+l; jj <= nnodes; ii++) { 
if(qindx[jj][ii] 	0){ 
qnix[ir] = qcap[ii][jj] 
ir++; 
II Need to read the demands in here !! 
if(!(f2 = fopen (demands file, "r"))) 
nrerror(" can't open demands file") 
ip 1=0; 
ip2=ip3=0; 
ii = 0; 
rr = 0; 
for(kk = 0; kk < nnodes; kk++) 
if(nno[kk] == scheme_node[jj]) 
fgets(title2, 220, 12); 	II Scheme: CROP PATTERN: KADEWATAN 
fscanf(f2,"%d", &node_num); 	II 6 
if(node_num != scheme_node[jj]) nrerror(" scheme demands out of sine"); 
fscanf(f2," %d\n", &num_gol[jj]); /14 
fgets(title2, 220, 12); 	II Gross crop water requirements 
fgets(title2, 220, 12); II Nov Nov Dec ...........Oct 
fgets(title2, 220, 12); 	 II Golongon 
for(igol = 0; igol < num_gol[jj]; igol++) 
fscanf(f2,"%d ", &is); 	/11 2 3 4 
MW 
for(ii = 0; ii <NSTEP; ii++) { 
fscanf(f2," %f ', &dem_gol[ii] [ip 1]); 
ipl++; 
fgets(title2, 220, f2); 	/* this should be crop coefficients */ 
fgets(title2, 220, f2); 
fgets(title2, 220, f2); 
for(igol = 0; igol < num_gol[jj]; igol++) 
fscanf(t2,%d ', &is) 
for(ii = 0; ii <NSTEP; il-H-) 




II end of if scheme—nodes 
II end of nnodes 
ii =0; 
iv = 0; 
for(kk = 0; kk < nnodes; kk++) 
if(nno[kk] == scheme_nodeUj]) 
for(it = 0; it < NSTEP; it++) 
ip=iv; 
sumdemgol[it][jj] = 0.0f; 
for(igol = 0; igol < num_gol[jj]; igol++) { 




for(kk =0; kk < NNODE; kk++) 
if(nno[kk] == scheme_node[jj]) { 
for(it = 0; it < NSTEP; it++) { 
dem[it][kkl = sumdemgol[it][jj]; 
else 
for(it =0; it < NSTEP; it++) { 
dem[it][kk] = 0.0f; 
for(it = 0; it < NSTEP; it++) 
sumd[it] = 0.0f; 
for(kk = 0; kk < NNODE; kk++) 
sumd[it] = sumd[it] + dem[it][kk]; 
(void)fclose(t2) 
}/I close demand file 
void initial(int tt,float inc) 
mt i,j,mate; 
mate = RAND_MAX; 
for(j=0;j<LENGTH;j++) 
bestgene[j] [0] = (float)(Iower[tt] [j ]+inc*(float)floor(( 1 +(upper[tt] U]-
lower[tt] Li I )/inc)*(float)randO/(mate+ 1.00))); 
fprintf(fI ,'\n"); 
for(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i++) 
for(j =0;j <LENGTH;j ++) 
GENEU] [i] = (float)(lower[tt] U]+inc*(tloat)floor(( 1+(upper[tt] [ii-
!ower[tt][j])/inc)*(float)randO/(mate+ 1.00))); 
float RandReal (float lower,float upper) 
float val; 
float nb = ( upper - lower); 
val = (float)(randQ%1000/l000.0*nb + lower); 
return ((float)val); 
mt Randlnt (mt lower,int upper) 
mt val; 
mt nb =.(upper - lower); 
vat = (randQ%nb + lower); 
return vat; 
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *1 
void objective(int flag[],int gen,int tt, mt iyear, jilt nflow[]) 
mt 	i,j ,k,m,hh,ii,jj,jr,kk,kt,mm,i2,i3,seton; 
float sumQnreach,sumQout[NNODE] ,sumsupply[POPSIZE], sum_sink[POPSIZE], 
Qflowinto[POPSIZE] [NNODE]; 
float sumftnss, stringftnss,avgftnss,minftnss; 
float pselct[POPSIZE], sumpselct, avgpselct, minpselct; 
float pp[POPSIZE] [NNODE], QConect[POPSIZE]  [NNODE], Q[NREACH] [POPSIZE]; 
float Qsink[POPSIZE] [NNODE], x[POPSIZE] [NNODE], global_bal[POPSIZE]; 
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float B alnc[POPSIZE] [NNODE], nodeftnss[POPSIZE] [NNODE],  excess[POPSIZE] [NNODE] 
float ratio[POPSIZE]  [NNODE], constraint 1 [POPSIZE] [NNODE]; 
float sumconstr 1 [POPSIZE], sumconstr2[POPSIZE], sumconstr3, sumconstr4[POPSIZE] 
float overflow[POPSIZE] [NREACH]; 
for(i=0; i<POPSIZE; i++)( 
k = 0; 
for(j=O;j<NREACH;j++) 
if (C_ind[j] == 0 && qmx[j] >= O.Ot) 
Q[j][i] = GENE[k][i]; 
else 
Q[j][i] = 0.0f; 
kk=O; 
for(m=0; m<NREACH; m++){ 
if (qmx[m] >= ON && C_ind[ni] == 0) 
maxq[kk] = qmx[m]; 
kk++; 
sumftnss = 0.0f; 
sumconstr3 = 0.0f; 
for(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i++) 
kt=0; 
sumconstrl[i] = 0.0f; 
sumconstr2[i] = 0.0f; 
sumconstr4[i] = 0.0f; 
sumsupply[i] = 0.0f; 
stringftnss = 0.0f; 
sum sink[i] = 0.0f; 
checkl[i] = 0; 
check2[i] = 0; 
for(jj = 0; jj <NNODE; jj++){ 
QConect[i][jj]= 0.0f; 
Qflowinto[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
sumQnreach = 0.0; 
sumQout[jj]= 0.0f; 
for(ii=0;ii <NNODE; ii++) { 
if(qindx[jj][ii] !=0){ 
nreach = inrno[ii][jj]; 
if( qcap[ii][jj] <0.Of && qindx[,jj][ii] == -1) 
Q[nreach][i] = (1)*qcap[ii][jj]*sumQnreach;  
else if(caLindx[jj][ii] == 0 && qindx[jj][ii] == -1) 
sumQout[jj] = sumQout[jj] + Q[nreach][i]; 
else if(cal_indx[jj][ii] == I && qindx[jj][ii] == -I) 
Q[nreach][i] = (float)fabs(inflo[tt][jj] + sumQnreach - sumQout[jj]); 
else if( qcap[ii][jj] >= ON II qindx[jj][ii] == +1) 
sumQnreach = sumQnreach + Q[nreach][i]; 
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QConect[i] [jj] = QConect[i] [jj]+qindx[jj] [ii]*Q[nreach] [i]; 
if(QConect[i][jj] > 0.0t){ 
Qflowinto[i][jj] = Qflowinto[i][jj] + QConect[i][jj]; 
if(flag[jj] == 1) Qsink[i][jj] = QConect[i][jjj; 
if (flag[jj] == 0) Qsink[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
sum—sink[i] = (float)(sum_sink[i] + Qsink[i][jj]); 
if (dem[tt]Ijj] == 0.0f) x[110j] = 0.0f; 
else x[i][jj] = (float)(intlo[tt][jj] + QConect[i][jj] - Qsink[i][jj]); 
if(x[i][jj] > OUt) sumsupply[i] = sumsupply[i] + x[i][jj]; 
//This is nodal balance constraint 
Balnc[i][jj] = (float)fabs((double)(intlo[tt][jjJ + QConect[i][jj] - x[i][jj] - Qsink[iJ[jj])); 
if(Balnc[i][jj} > 0.00 lt){ 
if(intlo[tt}[jj] + Qflowinto[i][jj] > 0.0t) 
constraint  [iJ[jj] = 
(tloat)(pow(Balnc[i] Ui] ,2))/(inflo[tt]  [jj]+Qflowinto[i] Ui]) 
else constraint l[i][jj] = O.Of; 
surnconstrl [i] = sumconstrl[i] + constraint] [i][jj]; 
if(dem[tt][jj] 	OUt) ratio{i][jj] = (float)(x[i][jj]/dem[tt]jj]); 
else ratio[i][jj] = O.Of; 
//This is supply constraint 
if(x[i][jjl > dem[tt]Uj]) excess[i]Uj] = (x[i][jj] - dem[tt][jj])/dem[tt][jj]; 
else excess[i][jj] = O.Of; 
sumconstr2[i] = sumconstr2{i] + excess[i][jj]; 
II This is equitable function 
pp[i] [jj] = (float)fabs((double)(dem[tt] Ui]-x[i] [jj])); 
if (dem[tt]jj] != 0.0) nodeftnss[i][jj] = (float)( l/dem[tt] Ui])*((float)pow(pp[i] [jj],2)); 
else nodeftnss[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
stringftnss = (float)(stringftnss + nodeftnss[i] [jiB; 
if (Balnc[i][jj] <O.00lf) checki [i]++; 
if(x[i][jj] - dem[tt][jj] <= 0.001) check2[i]++; 
}//end ofjj 
II This is global water balance 
globalbal[i] = (float)( sumjnflo[tt] - sumsupply[i] - sum _sink[i])/sum_inflo[tt]); 
surnconstr3 = sumconstr3 + global_bal[i]; 
II This is capacity constraints 
for(m=0; m<NREACH; m++){ 
if (qmx[m] >= DOt) 
if(Q[m][i] > qmx[m]) 
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overflow[i][m] = (Q[m][i] - qmx[m])/qmx[m]; 
else overflow[i][m] = O.Of; 
sumconstr4[i] = sumconstr4[i] + overflow[i][m]; 
kt++; 
I/This is objective function 
ftnss[i] = (float)( stringftnss + sumconstrl[i] + sumconstr2[i] + sumconstr3 + sumconstr4[i]); 
surnftnss = sumftnss + ftnss[i]; 
//This to choose the best fitness 
if(bestfit> ftnss[i]){ 
mondex = 777; 
bestfit = ftnss[i]; 
if(bestsink> sum sink[i]){ 
bestsink = sum_sink[i]; 
pgen 	gen; 
pofi =i; 
psumsupply = sumsupply[i]; 
for(j = O;j <LENGTH; j++){ 
bestgene[j][O] = GENE[jI[POPSIZE]; 
for(jj=O; jj<NNODE; jj++) 
pratio[jj] 	= ratio[i][jj]; 
pconstraintl [jj] = constraint l[i][jj]; 
pexcess[jj] 	excess[i][jj]; 
pnodeftnss[jj] = nodeftnss[i][jj]; 
pBalnc[jj] 	= Balnc[i][jj]; 
pQConect[jj] = QConect[i][jj]; 
pQsink[jj] 	= Qsink[i][jj]; 
pofx[jj] = x[i}[jj}; 
for(hh=O; hh<NREACH; hh++) pQ[hh] = Q[hh][i]; 
for(mm=O; mm<LENGTH; mm++) pGENE[mm] GENE[mm][i]; 
I/end of i loop 
II This is to terminate after no improvement after INTERVAL generation 
if(Delta_ftnss <= DELTA){ 
index = 999; 
psumsupply = sum_inflo[tt] - bestsink; 
fprintf(f I," %4d T%2d" ,iyear,tt); 
fprintf(fI %7.4f %5d %2d\n', bestfit,check 1 [poffl ,check2[pofi]); 






printf( %7 .4f %5d %2d\n, bestfit,check I [pofi] ,check2[pofi]); 
printf(inf=%7.3f ,sum_inflo[tt]); 
printf(' sup= %7.3f,psumsupply); 
printf(dem=%7.3f' ,sumd[tt]); 
printf(sink=%7.3f,bestsink); 
II print sink output to file f6 
for( jj = 0; ii <NNODE; jj ++) 
for(i2 = 0; i2<NSINK; i2++){ 
if( nno[jj] == nnosnk[i2]) ( 
temps[tt][i2] = pQsink[jj]; 
II print reach file output to f7 
for(jr = 0; jr < NREACH; jr++) 
tempq[tt][,jr] = pQ[jr]; 
II print supply output to file f8 
for(jj = 0; jj <NNODE; jj++) 	
for(i3 = 0; i3<NSCHEME; i3++){ 
if( nno[jj] == scheme_node[i3]){ 
ternpx[tt][i3] = pofx[jj]; 
}I/end of if loop 
avgftnss = sumftnss/POPSIZE; 
sumpselct = 0.0; 
for(i=0; i<POPSIZE; i++) ( 
pselct[i] = ftnss[i]/sumftnss; 
sumpselct = sumpselct + pselct[i]; 
avgpselct = sumpselct/POPSIZE; 
minpselct = pselct[0]; 
minftnss = ftnss[0]; 
seton = POPSIZE; 
for(i=0; i< POPSIZE; i++) 
if(ftnss[i] < minftnss) minftnss = ftnss[i]; 
if(pselct[i] <minpselct) minpselct = pselct[i]; 
if(ftnss[i] <ftnss[POPSIZE]){ 
ftnss[POPSIZE] = ftnss[i]; 
seton = I; 
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for(j=0; j<LENGTH; j++){ 
GENE[j][POPSIZE] = GENE[j][seton]; 
for(i=0;i<= POPSIZE;i++) 
if(pselct[i] == minpselct) 	num_reproduct[i] = 2; 
else if(pselct[i] > avgpselct/2) num_reproduct[i] = 0; 
else if(pselct[i] <= avgpselctl2) num_reproduct[i] = 1; 
else num_reproduct[i] = 0; 
//printf( %3d %7.2f %7.2f %4d %2d\n ,gen,ftnss[POPSIZE},bestsink,check  I [pofi],check2[pofi]); 




sumnum_repro = 0; 
for(i=0;kPOPSIZE;i++) 
sumnum_repro = sumnum_repro + num_reproduct[i]; 
sumnum_repro+=2; 
mate = RAND_MAX; 
mate! [0] = (int)floor(sumnum_repro *(fjoat)randQ/mate); 
ior(i= 1 ;i<POPSIZE;i++) 
matel[i]=matel[i-1]+ I; 
if (mate l[i] >= sumnum_repro) 
mate l[i] = 0; 
for(i=0; i<POPSIZE; i+=2)( 
rnated[i] = mate 1 [i12]; 
mated[i+l] = mate 1[i/2 + POPSIZE/2]; I/half deck of card 
a = (int)floor(POPSIZE *(float)randQ/mate);  I/shuffle 
for(i=0; i<POPSIZE; i++)( 
if(a>=POPSIZE) a =0; 
mate l[i] = mated[a]; 
a++; 
for(i=0; i<POPSIZE; i+=2)1 //half deck of card 
mated[i] = mate l[i/2]; 
mated[i+l] = mate 1[i/2 + POPSIZE/2]; 
void reproduct_matepop() 
mt 	rn,ii,kl , i,j,R; 
C- i 7 
float repro_pop[2*POPSIZE]  [LENGTH]; 
for(j=O;j<LENGTH;j++) 
repro—pop[O]U] = bestgene[j][O]; 





repro—pop[ii]U] = GENE[j][m]; 
for (i=0;i<POPSIZE ;i++) 
R = rnated[i]; 
for 0=0;j<LENGTH;j++) 
mated—pop[i]U] = repro—pop[R]U]; 
/** * * * At * ** * At At At At * * * AN At **/ 
void XOVER(int ii, mt i2) 
mj , kk; 
kk = Randlnt(0,LENGTH-1); 
for(j=kk;j<LENGTH;j-i-+) 
SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1 ][j],&mated_pop[i2] UI); 




if(kk== 1) SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] UI ,&mated_pop[i2]  UI); 
1* At * **At*  * * * ** * * * * * At * At At 
void TPXOVER(int ii, mt i2) 
intj,kkl ,kk2; 
kkl = Randlnt(0,LENGTH-I); 
kk2 = Randlnt(0,LENGTH-l); // this is for 2-site XOVER 
if (kkl>kk2) SwapintValues(&kkl,&kk2); // this is to swap 2-site if the later is less 
for(j=kkl ;j<kk2;j++) 
SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 11 UI ,&mated_pop[i2] UI); 
C-18 
void SelectMate() 
mt mem, num_select,one; 
float Prob_X; 
num select = 0; 
for (mem = 0; mem< POPSIZE ; mem-1-+) 
Prob_X = randQ%1000/1000.Of; 
if (Prob_X < PXOVER){ 
+-i-num_select; 
if(numselect%2 == 0){ 
XOVER(one,mem); 
else one = mem; 
void UniSelectMate() 
mt mem, num_select,one; 
float Prob_X; 
nurn_select = 0; 
for (mem = 0; mem< POPSIZE ; mem++) { 
Prob_X = randQ%l000/l000.Of; 




else one = mem; 
/*********************/ 




for 0=0;j<LENGTH;j++) { 
//this is nonuniform mutation 
= rand0%1000/1000.0; 
if(r<Pmutate) { 
mutant = randQ&01; 
if(gen < genMAX*0.1){ 
if (mutant==1) mated_pop[i]j] = mated—pop[i]U] + (float)Modi_muta; 
else mated—pop[i]U] = mated—pop[i]U] - (float)Modi_muta; 
else if((gen >= genMAX*0. 1) && (gen < genMAX*0.2 
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if (mutant== 1) mated_pop[i] U] = mated_pop[i] [j I + (float)Modi_mutal2; 
else mated—pop[i]U] = mated—pop[i]U] - (float)Modi_mutal2; 
else if((gen >= genMAX*0.2) && (gen < genMAX*0.3)) 
if (mutant== 1) mated—pop[i]U] = mated—pop[i]U] + (float)Modi_mutal3; 
else mated—pop[i]U] = mated—pop[i]U] - (float)Modi_mutal3; 
else if((gen >= genMAX*0.3) && (gen < genMAX*0.4)) 
if (mutant== 1) mated—pop[i]U] = mated_pop[i] [ii + (float)Modi_mutal4; 
else mated—pop[i]U] = mated_pop[i] UI - (tloat)ModLrnutal4; 
else if((gen >= genMAX*O.4) && (gen < genMAX*O.5)) 
if(mutant==l) mated—pop[i]U] = mated_pop[i][j] + (float)Modi_mutal5; 
else mated—pop[i]o] = mated—pop[i]b] - (float)Modi_muta/5; 
else if((gen >= genMAX*0.5) && (gen < genMAX*0.6)) 
if (mutant==]) mated—pop[i]j] = mated_pop[i]U] + (float)Modi_mutal6; 
else mated—pop[i]U] = mated—pop[i]U] - (float)Modi_mutal6; 
else if((gen >= genMAX*0.6) && (gen < genMAX*O.7)) 
if (mutant== 1) mated—pop[i]U] = matedpop[i] U] + (float)ModLmuta/7; 
else mated—pop[i]U] = mated—pop[i]U] - (float)Modi_mutal7; 
else if((gen >= genMAX*0.7) && (gen < genMAX*0.8)) 
if(mutant==l) mated—pop[i]U] = mated—pop[i]U] + (float)Modi_muta/8; 
else mated—pop[i]U] = mated—pop[i]U] - (float)Modi_mutal8; 
else if((gen >= genMAX*0.8) && (gen < genMAX*0.9)) 
if (mutant== 1) mated—pop[i]U] = mated—pop[i]U] + (float)Modi_muta/9; 
else mated—pop[i]U] = mated—pop[i]U] - (float)Modi_mutal9; 
else I if(mutant==l) mated—pop[i]U] = mated—pop[i]U] + (float)Modi_muta/10; 
else rnated_pop[i][j] = mated—pop[i]U] - (float)Modi_mutallO; 
if ( mated_pop[i][j] <O.Of) mated pop[i]U]  O.Of; 
else if( mated—pop[i]U] > maxq[j]) mated—pop[i]U] = maxq[j]; 
GENEUI[i] = mated_pop[i][j]; 
}//end of j 
I/end of i 
I** * * * * * * * * *** ** * * * * * *1 
void nrerror(char *messg) 
puts(messg) 
exit(l); 
void SwapintValues(int *xx, mt *yy) 
mt temp; 
temp = *xx;  
*XX=*yy; 
*yy=temp;  
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *1 
C-20 
void SwapRealValues(float 	float *yy) 
float temp; 




APPENDIX D METHOD USED FOR WATER SCHEDULING 
Soil Water Content 
Gravimetric soil water content(O,,1) is expressed in terms of the mass of water in a unit mass 
of soil (Warrick 1990). Volumetric water content(0) is more commonly used and is 
expressed in terms of the volume of water in a unit volume of soil. As irrigation amounts are 
normally expressed on a volume basis and the water stored is often considered on a root-
zone basis, volumetric water content is the preferred term. Soil moisture content near the 
wilting point is not readily available to the plant, thus the term readily available soil 
moisture has been used to refer to that portion of available moisture that is easily extracted 
by plants. The objective of irrigation is to keep the available moisture for plant within the 
zone of easy extraction. 
Soil water has been classified as hygroscopic, capillary, and gravitational (Hansen et al. 
1980). The soil water availability may be considered in the zones as shown in Figure D-1 
saturation --------------- 
Gravitational water 
Rapid drainage field capacity ----------------  
Available - 	Capillary water 
l\Aoistuie 	 Slow drainage 
permanent wilting  
/ / '. 	Hygroscopic water 
Unavailable 
	
/ Essentially no drainage 
Moisn.ire 	/ 
Figure D. 1 	Soil water availability to plant and drainage characteristics 
(after Hansen et at. 1980) 
At saturation, the pores of the soil are filled with water. With free drainage, water drains 
until the soil is holding the maximum quantity of water that can be retained against the 
gravity. Soil in this state is said to be at field capacity (Bailey 1990). 
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Field Capacity 
Field capacity has been commonly assumed to be the upper limit of soil water available to 
the crops. Ratliff et al.(1983) defined field capacity as the soil water content that the daily 
rate of drainage was reduced to between 0.1 and 0.2% of saturated moisture content, 
following a thorough wetting of the soil. An excellent summary of the historical and the 
present dynamic concepts of field capacity is presented by Ahuja and Nielsen(1990). Early 
studies by Alway and McDole (1917); Israelson and West (1922); and Veihmeyer and 
Hendrickson (1927, 1931) showed that, following wetting, changes in soil water content 
decrease rapidly with time. The internal drainage rate generally becomes negligibly small or 
even zero in just a few days. The soil moisture content at which internal drainage 
supposedly stopped was termed the field capacity. Field capacity has been widely accepted 
as a physical characteristic of soil. A widely used laboratory method for the estimation of 
field capacity has been the soil water content in equilibrium within a suction of 10 kPa. 
Field measurements with tensiometers indicate that in most soils, the soil water suction 
sustained after 2-3 days drainage is within the range of 5 to 10 kPa (100 kPa = 1.0 
bar)(Bruce et al. 1983; Nofziger et al. 1983). For irrigations, it has been commonly accepted 
that the application of a certain quantity of water to the soil should only fill the soil moisture 
deficit to field capacity. The amount of irrigation to be applied is determined at any time on 
the basis of deficit from the field capacity in the root zone to be wetted. The objective of 
irrigation is to bring the soil moisture back to field capacity. 
In the dynamic approach to soil moisture modeling developed by Richards et al.(1956); 
Ogata and Richards (1957), field capacity is no longer considered a constant soil property. 
The internal drainage of soil is continual and shows neither sharp changes nor constant 
levels. In most soils, internal drainage can persist at an appreciable rate for many days 
except for deep coarse-textured soils. The drainage rate and time at which it becomes 
negligible depends on many factors including depth to the groundwater table, evaporation 
from soil surface and the uptake of water by plants (Ahuja and Nielsen 1990), as well as the 
physical characteristics of soil layers. 
Soil Water Availability 
Concepts of soil water availability to plants are excellently summarized by Ahuja and 
Nielsen (1990). The classical view, first conceived in the 1920s, was that soil moisture is 
equally available to most crops in their respective rooting zones throughout a definable 
range of soil wetness, from an upper limit called field capacity to a lower limit called 
permanent wilting point. These were considered to be characteristic and constant values for 
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each soil and independent of crop or climate (Veihmeyer and Hendrickson 1927; 1949; 
1950; 1955). The old concept of equal availability of water to plants between field capacity 
and permanent wilting point often resulted in large, infrequent irrigations (Ahuja and 
Nielsen 1990). Water was applied when available water was nearly depleted. The amount 
applied equaled that needed to fill the current root zone to field capacity, plus a leaching 
fraction. Using this concept the crop could possibly be subjected to extreme conditions of 
poor aeration and excessive drying (Rawlins and Raats 1975; Hillel 1980). 
In modern concepts of irrigation management, the field is perceived to be a unified system 
named the Soil-Plant-Atmosphere Continuum(SPAC), in which all processes are 
interdependent. Although soil moisture is considered to be available in the range between 
field capacity and permanent wilting point, it is not equally available. The soil moisture is 
not a property of soil alone but indeed is a function of the plant, soil, and climate. This 
dynamic concept of soil water availability has significant implications for irrigation 
management. The concept requires more flexible irrigation application, based on 
meteorological conditions, plant growth stage, root system, and soil water flow rates. The 
rate of water uptake depends on the ability of the roots to absorb water from the soil with 
which they are in contact. It also depends on the ability of the soil to supply and transmit 
water toward the roots at a rate sufficient to meet transpiration and growth requirements 
(Gardner 1960; Huck and Hillel 1983). 
Allen et al.(1998) suggested an equation to calculate total available soil water or so called 
maximum available water content which can be stored within the root zone, and which can 
be used by the crop as follows: 
TAW 	= 	1000 (FC - PWP). Zr 	 (D-1) 
where: PC 	= 	the moisture content at field capacity (m3 m 3) 
PWP 	= 	the moisture content at permanent wilting point (m3 m 3) 
Zr 	= 	the effective depth of root zone (m) 
TAW 	= 	the total available soil water in the root zone (mm) 
The allowable depletion of soil water is the equivalent depth of water which can be safely 
depleted from the root zone between irrigations without the crop becoming stressed. It is 
also called usable available water or readily available water (RAW) in some soil moisture 
documents. The allowable depletion fraction is dependent upon the fraction of the soil water 
available to crop roots. It varies as the crop develops. The readily available moisture defines 
water available to the crop and can be computed as follows (Rijov et al. 1973): 
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RAW 	= 	(FC1 - PWP). d1 . f i 	 (D-2) 
where: RAW = 	the readily available soil water in the root zone which can be 
depleted before the crop is adversely affected (mm) 
n 	= 	the number of soil layers or increments sampled within the effective 
rooting depth (mm) 
= 	layer i-th of soil 
= 	the depth of soil layer in the i-th layers 
= 	the ratio of allowable depletion to the total available water in the 
i-th layers 
Allowable Depletion Fraction 
In irrigation scheduling or crop modeling, the ratio of actual to maximal transpiration (the 
relative transpiration rate) is assumed to decrease linearly when the soil dries out below a 
critical available water value (Brisson 1998). This critical available value, as indicated 
above, is usually expressed as a fraction F of TAW. The factors which influence F are the 
crop, the soil, the climate, and the management conditions (Rijov et al. 1973). As crops are 
growing, the effective soil depth increases. This in turn increases the maximum available 
water content but may not be just proportional to the rooting depth because in the deeper 
soil layers the root density may not be sufficient to take up all of the available water 
(Brisson 1998). Brisson (1998) studied an analytical solution for the estimation of the 
critical available soil water fraction for a single layer water balance model and growing 
crops. The aim of the study was to use the basic laws governing water transfer through the 
plants at a daily time step to compute F dynamically as the crop was growing. It was found 
that F decreased as the root system grows in depth, and that differences in the shape of root 
profile can be responsible for different water stress sensitivity in the early stage of growth. 
Conversely, F is relatively insensitive to the average root radius. F is most sensitive to 
atmospheric demand and rooting depth. Burch et al. (1978) noticed a significant difference 
in the root profiles of sorghum and soybean on water uptake. It was found that at the 
completing stage of root growth, the F value seems to be controlled by the taproot depth not 
the shape of the root profile. This conclusion agrees with the results of the Ehlers et al. 
(1991). The work of Brisson was based on a single soil layer. 
Since information for each soil depth within the root zone is often lacking, the following 
simplified expression as suggested in FAO Irrigation and drainage paper 56 (Allen et al. 
1998) may be used: 
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RAW 	= 	/000. (FC - PWP) Zr F 	 (D-3) 
or 	 RAW 	= 	TAW •F 
where; F 	= 	average fraction of TAW that can be depleted from the root zone 
before moisture stress (F:5~ 1) 
The value of F normally varies from 0.30 for shallow rooted plants at high 
evapotranspiration rates ( > 8 mm/day) to 0.7 for deep rooted plants at low transpiration 
rate(< 3 mm/day) (Allen et al. 1998). The value of F can be adjusted for different ETc 





FFAO Table 22 + 0.04 (5-ETc) 	 (D-4) 
= 	crop evapotranspiration under standard conditions* 
(mm/day) 
= 	page 2 chapter 8, Irrigation and drainage paper 56 
*ETc under standard condition means the evapotranspiration from disease-free, well-
fertilised crops, grown in large fields, under optimum soil water conditions and achieving 
full production under the given climate conditions. 
Crop Evapotranspiration 
Crop evapotranspiration (ETc) under standard condition has been presented by Allen et al. 
(1998) as follows: 
ETc 	= 	Kc ETo 	 (D-5) 
	
where; ETo 	= 	crop reference evapotranspiration by FAO Penman-Monteith 
method (mm/day) 
Kc 	= 	crop coefficient (dimensionless) 
Crop Coefficient 
The crop coefficient integrates the effects of characteristics that distinguish the cropped 
surface from a reference grass surface. There are two approaches in calculating the crop 
coefficient:- the single crop coefficient, and dual crop coefficient (Allen et al. 1998). In the 
single crop coefficient, the difference in evapotranspiration between the cropped and 
reference grass is combined into one single coefficient. As soil evaporation may fluctuate 
daily as a result of rainfall or irrigation, the single crop coefficient express only the time- 
averaged crop coefficient. The approach is often used to compute ETc for weekly or longer 
time periods. 
In the dual crop coefficient approach, the effects of crop transpiration and soil evaporation 
are determined separately. The basal crop coefficient (Kcb) describes crop transpiration, and 
is defined as the ratio of ETc over ETo when the soil surface layer is dry in the time that the 
average soil water content of the root zone is adequate to sustain full plant transpiration. Kcb 
represents the coefficient when there is not the additional effects of soil wetting by irrigation 
or precipitation. Kcb values are provided in three stages of crop growth (Allen et al. 1998); 
initial stage (Kcb,,), middle growth stage (Kcb,Id) and harvest stage (Kcbd). 
The soil water evaporation coefficient (Ke) describes evaporation from the soil surface. If 
the soil surface becomes drier, the Ke becomes smaller, and the Ke falls to zero when there 
is no water left for evaporation. The dual crop coefficient is presented as: 
Kc 	= 	Kcb + Ke 	 (D-6) 
where; Kcb 	= 	basal crop coefficient 
Ke 	= 	soil water evaporation coefficient 
The selection of the Kc approach depends on the purpose of the calculation, the accuracy 
required, the climate data and the time step with which the calculation are executed. In real 
time irrigation scheduling, the dual crop coefficient approach is suggested. The ETc with 
dual crop coefficient for irrigation scheduling is presented as: 
ETc 	= 	(Kcb + Ke) ETo 
	
(D-7) 
This equation is use when relative humidity (RH) > 45%, and the mean value for daily wind 
speed (U2) at 2 m height over grass during the mid or late season growth stage is in the range 
Of I mis :!~ U2:!~ 6 m/s. Outside this range the adjustment is required. Full discussion of Kcb 
have been provided by Allen et al. (1998) for various crop types in the condition of non-
stress, well-managed crops in subhumid climates for use with the FAQ Penman-Montieth 
ETo. 
Crop Evapotranspiration Under Soil Water Stress Conditions 
If the soil water drops below wilting point value, the crops said to be water stressed. The 
effects of soil water stress are described by Allen et al. (1998) as follows; 
ETadj = 	(Ks -Kcb + Ke)' ETo 	 (D-8) 
D-6 
where; ETadj = 	crop evapotranspiration adjust for soil water stress condition 
Ks 	= 	water stress coefficient 
Ks is a dimensionless transpiration reduction factor. For soil water limiting conditions, 
Ks < I. Where there is no soil water stress, Ks = 1. The Ks could be estimated as: 
TAW—O. 
Ks 	= 	 I 	 (D-9) 
TAW—RAW 
TAW—O. 
or 	Ks 	= 	 (D-10) 
(1—F).TAW 
where; 0,. 	= 	residual soil moisture content in root zone (mm) 
The Effective Rooting Depth 
The effective root zone which is calculated on each day (Zr,) could be estimated as (Allan et 
al. 1998): 
Kcb1 - Kcb1, 
Zr, 	= 	 + 	- Zr,1) 	 u for 1 < "mid 	(D 11.) 
Kcb, 1,, - Kcb1 , 
and 	Zr, 	= 	Zr,,,,,  = Zr 	for J :~! intid 	 (1) 12) 
where; Zr1 	= effective depth of the root zone on day i (m) 
Zrnj, 	= initial effective depth of the root zone at the beginning of the initial 
period of planting (m) 
Zr fl,,L . 	= maximum effective depth of the root zone during the midseason 
period (m) (from Table 22 in the appendix) 
Kcb, 	= Kcb at the day in question 
Kcb 	= Kcb at initial stage of growth 
Kcb,1d 	= Kcb at the mid growth stage 
J 	= day of year (1to365) 
J,,,id 	= day of year at the midseason period of growth stage 
For annual crops, Zr, should be presented as the depth of seed placement plus an additional 
depth of soil that may contribute water to the seed as it extends its initial roots downward 
following germination. For many annual crops, Zr can be estimated as 0.15 to 0.20 in 
(Allen et at. 1998). 
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Soil Water Balance Techniques 
Irrigation scheduling usually deals with "when" and "how much" to irrigate. The study of 
Singh et al.(1995) described the soil water balance equation to determine irrigation required 
at the end of time t as: 
= ETc1 - Pt ± R,11  ± D. ± Or 	 (D13) 
where: I, 	= 	irrigation requirement (mm); 
ETc1 	= 	crop evapotranspiration (mm); 
P 	 precipitation (mm); 
R, 	 surface runoff into (+) or out of (-) the field in question (mm); 
D 	= 	capillary drainage toward the surface (-) or into the subsurface (+) 
(mm); 
01. 	= 	residual soil moisture content in root zone (mm) 
Where the surface is flat such, as in most irrigation settings, surface runoff (±/?) is 
negligible (Curwen and Massie 1985). Similarly where the ground water table is well 
beneath the rooting depth of the soil, capillary rise (-Dc) is also negligible. Downward 
percolation (+D) is also negligible where heavy soils restrict downward drainage of soil 
moisture. Irrigation requirement then could be rewritten as: 
1t ETCt P1 ±01 	 (D14) 
P is routinely measured and ETc can be estimated as shown earlier. The crop starts to wilt 
when soil moisture is at wilting point and the crop dies when soil moisture is at permanent 
wilting point. Thus, 0, must be kept above permanent wilting point even in the water stress 
condition. This study set the critical value for Or as at start of wilting point, i.e 0, is 
measured relative to wilting point. The wilting point addressed in this study is defined as the 
soil moisture fraction at the point that the crops start to wilt. The permanent wilting point is 
defined as the soil moisture fraction at which permanent wilting of the plant leaf has 
occurred and applying additional water will not relieve the wilted condition. 
Since rooting depth of plant changes with crop growth stage, soil moisture content of the 
following time period (Or) can be calculated as follows: 
me 
6 J 'Zr,-, +0,, (Zr,  —Zi1) 
Zr; 
(D-l5) 
where: O,, 	= 	soil moisture content of the preceding growth stage t (mm) 
01 	= 	soil moisture content of this growth stage t (mm) 
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Op 	= 	initial soil moisture content of total profile (mm) 
Zr,-1 	= 	rooting depth of plant of the preceding growth stage(m) 
Zr 	= 	rooting depth of plant of this growth stage(m) 
In calculation by the equation (D-15), it is assumed in the condition that the soil moisture 
content will stay same when the time past but in fact it is dynamics. 
APPENDIX E DATA FILES FOR WATER SCHEDULING TEST SYSTEMS 
This appendix contains the input data file for water scheduling test systems. Table E-1 
presents the data input and its description for the simple system. In the test of stress and 
non-stress conditions, canal capacities are changed as outlined in chapter 6. 
Table E-2 described input data for the more complex system, for both zero-i and warabandi 
approaches. Canal capacity in main, secondary and tertiary canals are changed as outlined 
in chapter 7. 
E- I 
Table E-1. Data file input for test system (chapter 6) 
Data file and Comments 




Scheme area (ha) 
100 	100 	100 
Number staggering (days) from the start 
0 	0 	3 
Main canal full supply (m3/sec.) 
0.24 	 (*for  stress condition used 0.14) 
Secondary canal full supply (m3/sec.) 
0.12 	0.12 	0.12 	(*for  stress condition used 0.07) 
Crop requirement in each scheme (mm/day) 
Stage number 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 
68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 
100 
Stage day 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
E-2 
1 	1 	1 	I 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
CWR(mm) 
0.75 	0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 
0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.91 1.10 1.29 1.47 1.66 1.85 
2.03 2.21 2.40 2.58 2.76 2.94 3.12 3.30 3.48 3.65 
3.83 4.01 4.18 4.35 4.53 4.70 4.87 5.04 5.21 5.20 
5.18 5.17 5.16 5.15 5.13 5.12 5.11 5.10 5.09 5.07 
5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 
4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.64 
4.44 4.24 4.04 3.85 3.65 3.46 3.26 3.07 2.88 2.69 
2.50 2.31 2.12 1.93 1.75 1.56 1.38 1.19 1.01 
0.75 	0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0,74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 
0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.91 1.10 1.29 1.47 1.66 1.85 
2.03 2.21 2.40 2.58 2.76 2.94 3.12 3.30 3.48 3.65 
3.83 4.01 4.18 4.35 4.53 4.70 4.87 5.04 5.21 5.20 
5.18 5.17 5.16 5.15 5.13 5.12 5.11 5.10 5.09 5.07 
5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 
4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.64 
4.44 4.24 4.04 3.85 3.65 3.46 3.26 3.07 2.88 2.69 
2.50 2.31 2.12 1.93 1.75 1.56 1.38 1.19 1.01 
0.75 	0.75 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.72 
0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.91 1.09 1.28 1.47 1.65 1.83 
2.02 2.20 2.38 2.56 2.74 2.92 3.10 3.28 3.45 3.63 
3.80 3.98 4.15 4.32 4.49 4.67 4.83 5.00 5.17 5.16 
5.15 5.13 5.12 5.11 5.10 5.09 5.07 5.06 5.05 5.04 
5.02 5.01 5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 4.94 4.93 4.91 
4.90 4.89 4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 4.82 4.80 4.61 
E-3 
4.41 4.21 4.01 3.82 3.62 3.43 3.24 3.05 2.86 2.67 
2.48 	2.29 	2.10 	1.92 	1.73 	1.55 	1.37 	1.18 	1.00 
Effective rainfall (mm/day) 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00. 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Field capacity (m 3/M3) 
0.17 	0.17 	0.17 
Permanent wilting point (m 3/M3) 
0.07 	0.07 	0.07 
Length Development Stages (days) 
25.0 	25.0 	30.0 	20.0 
Basal Crop Coefficient 
0.15 	1.14 	0.25 
Rooting depth of crop (m) 
0.15 	0.80 
Allowable depletion fraction 
0.45 	 . 
E-4 
	
Table E-2. 	Data file input for a more complex test system 
Data file and Comments 
Canal data file for zero-i criteria and warabandi approach 
Number of schemes 
4 
Scheme number 
I 	2 	3 	4 
Number of tertiary canal in each scheme 
4 	4 	4 	4 
Number of crop 
100 	 Secondary canal No. 1. tertiary 1. cron area (ha)  
2 100 tertiary 2, crop area (ha) 
3 100 tertiary 3, crop area (ha) 
4 100 tertiary 4, crop area (ha) 
2 	1 100 Secondary canal No.2, 	tertiary I, crop area (ha) 
2 100 tertiary 2, crop area (ha) 
3 100 tertiary 3, crop area (ha) 
4 100 tertiary 4, crop area (ha) 
3 	1 100 Secondary canal No.3, 	tertiary 1, crop area (ha) 
2 100 tertiary 2, crop area (ha) 
3 100 tertiary 3, crop area (ha) 
4 100 tertiary 4, crop area (ha) 
4 	I 100 Secondary canal No.4, 	tertiary 1, crop area (ha) 
2 100 tertiary 2, crop area (ha) 
3 100 tertiary 3, crop area (ha) 
4 100 tertiary 4, crop area (ha) 
Main canal full supply (m3/sec.) 
0.28 
Secondary canal full supply (m3/sec.) 
0.14 	0.14 	0.14 	0.14 
E-5 
Secondary No. - tertiary canal full supply delivery (m3/sec) 
0.07 	0.07 0.07 0.07 
2 	0.07 	0.07 0.07 0.07 
3 	0.07 	0.07 0.07 0.07 
4 	0.07 	0.07 0.07 0.07 
Secondary No. - lag-day among tertiaries from the start (days) (input integer number) 
0 	0 5 5 
2 	0 	0 5 5 
3 	10 	10 15 15 
4 	10 	10 15 15 
Secondary No. - field capacity(m3/m3) 
0.17 	0.17 0.17 0.17 
2 	0.17 	0.17 0.17 0.17 
3 	0.17 	0.17 0.17 0.17 
4 	0.17 	0.17 0.17 0.17 
Secondary No. - Permanent wilting point (m 3/M3) 
1 	0.07 	0.07 0.07 0.07 
2 	0.07 	0.07 0.07 0.07 
3 	0.07 	0.07 0.07 0.07 
4 	0.07 	0.07 0.07 0.07 
CWR (ETm) in time period i(mm/period) fit polynomial curve is required 
Number of crops 
Crop calendar (days) 
100 
Crop number 
Number of stages 
100 
Stage number 
1 	2 	3 4 5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 	11 	12 
13 	14 15 16 	17 	18 	19 	20 	21 	22 	23 
24 	25 26 27 	28 	29 	30 	31 	32 	33 	34 
E-6 
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 
68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 
100 
Stage day 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
I 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
CWR (mm) 
0.75 	0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0,74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 
0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.91 1.10 1.29 1.47 1.66 1.85 
2.03 2.21 2.40 2.58 2.76 2.94 3.12 3.30 3.48 3.65 
3.83 4.01 4.18 4.35 4.53 4.70 4.87 5.04 5.21 5.20 
5.18 5.17 5.16 5.15 5.13 5.12 5.11 5.10 5.09 5.07 
5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 
4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.64 
4.44 4.24 4.04 3.85 3.65 3.46 3.26 3.07 2.88 2.69 
2.50 2.31 2.12 1.93 1.75 1.56 1.38 1.19 1.01 
0.75 	0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 
0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.91 1.10 1.29 1.47 1.66 1.85 





3.83 4.01 4.18 4.35 4.53 4.70 4.87 5.04 5.21 5.20 
5.18 5.17 5.16 5.15 5.13 5.12 5.11 5.10 5.09 5.07 
5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 
4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.64 
4.44 4.24 4.04 3.85 3.65 3.46 3.26 3.07 2.88 2.69 
2.50 2.31 2.12 1.93 1.75 1.56 1.38 1.19 1.01 
0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 
0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.90 1.09 1.28 1.46 1.64 1.83 
2.01 2.19 2.37 2.55 2.73 2.91 3.09 3.26 3.44 3.61 
3.79 3.96 4.13 4.30 4.47 4.64 4.81 4.98 5.15 5.13 
5.12 5.11 5.10 5.09 5.07 5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 
5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 
4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.58 
4.38 4.19 3.99 3.80 3.61 3.41 3.22 3.03 2.84 2.65 
2.47 2.28 2.09 1.91 1.72 1.54 1.36 1.18 1.00 
0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0,73 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 
0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.90 1.09 1.28 1.46 1.64 1.83 
2.01 2.19 2.37 2.55 2.73 2.91 3.09 3.26 3.44 3.61 
3.79 3.96 4.13 4.30 4.47 4.64 4.81 4.98 5.15 5.13 
5.12 5.11 5.10 5.09 5.07 5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 
5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 
4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.58 
4.38 4.19 3.99 3.80 3.61 3.41 3.22 3.03 2.84 2.65 
2.47 2.28 2.09 1.91 1.72 1.54 1.36 1.18 1.00 
0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 
0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.91 1.10 1.29 1.47 1.66 1.85 
2.03 2.21 2.40 2.58 2.76 2.94 3.12 3.30 3.48 3.65 
3.83 4.01 4.18 4.35 4.53 4.70 4.87 5.04 5.21 5.20 
5.18 5.17 5.16 5.15 5.13 5.12 5.11 5.10 5.09 5.07 
5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 






4.44 4.24 4.04 3.85 3.65 3.46 3.26 3.07 2.88 2.69 
2.50 2.31 2.12 1.93 1.75 1.56 1.38 1.19 1.01 
0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 
0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.91 1.10 1.29 1.47 1.66 1.85 
2.03 2.21 2.40 2.58 2.76 2.94 3.12 3.30 3.48 3.65 
3.83 4.01 4.18 4.35 4.53 4.70 4.87 5.04 5.21 5.20 
5.18 5.17 5.16 5.15 5.13 5.12 5.11 5.10 5.09 5.07 
5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 
4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.64 
4.44 4.24 4.04 3.85 3.65 3.46 3.26 3.07 2.88 2.69 
2.50 2.31 2.12 1.93 1.75 1.56 1.38 1.19 1.01 
0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 
0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.90 1.09 1.28 1.46 1.64 1.83 
2.01 2.19 2.37 2.55 2.73 2.91 3.09 3.26 3.44 3.61 
3.79 3.96 4.13 4.30 4.47 4.64 4.81 4.98 5.15 5.13 
5.12 5.11 5.10 5.09 5.07 5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 
5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 
4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.58 
4.38 4.19 3.99 3.80 3.61 3.41 3.22 3.03 2.84 2.65 
2.47 2.28 2.09 1.91 1.72 1.54 1.36 1.18 1.00 
0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 
0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.90 1.09 1.28 1.46 1.64 1.83 
2.01 2.19 2.37 2.55 2.73 2.91 3.09 3.26 3.44 3.61 
3.79 3.96 4.13 4.30 4.47 4.64 4.81 4.98 5.15 5.13 
5.12 5.11 5.10 5.09 5.07 5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 
5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 
4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.58 
4.38 4.19 3.99 3.80 3.61 3.41 3.22 3.03 2.84 2.65 
2.47 2.28 2.09 1.91 1.72 1.54 1.36 1.18 1.00 
0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 





0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.89 1.08 1.26 1.44 1.63 1.81 
1.99 2.17 2.35 2.52 2.70 2.88 3.05 3.23 3.40 3.57 
3.74 3.91 4.08 4.25 4.42 4.59 4.76 4.92 5.09 5.07 
5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 
4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 
4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.77 4.76 4.74 4.73 4.72 4.53 
4.33 4.14 3.94 3.75 3.56 3,37 3.18 2.99 2.81 2.62 
2.44 2.25 2.07 1.88 1.70 1.52 1.34 1.16 0.99 
0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 
0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.71 
0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.89 1.08 1.26 1.44 1.63 1.81 
1.99 2.17 2.35 2.52 2.70 2.88 3.05 3.23 3.40 3.57 
3.74 3.91 4.08 4.25 4.42 4.59 4.76 4.92 5.09 5.07 
5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 
4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 
4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.77 4.76 4.74 4.73 4.72 4.53 
4.33 4.14 3.94 3.75 3.56 3.37 3.18 2.99 2.81 2.62 
2.44 2.25 2.07 1.88 1.70 1.52 1.34 1.16 0.99 
0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 
0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 
0.71 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.88 1.07 1.25 1.43 1.61 1.79 
1.97 2.14 2.32 2.49 2.67 2.84 3.02 3.19 3.36 3.53 
3.70 3.87 4.04 4.20 4.37 4.53 4.70 4.86 5.02 5.01 
5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 
4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.77 
4.76 4.74 4.73 4.72 4.71 4.70 4.69 4.67 4.66 4.47 
4.28 4.09 3.89 3.71 3.52 3.33 3.14 2.96 2.77 2.59 
2.41 2.22 2.04 1.86 1.68 1.50 1.33 1.15 0.97 
0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 
0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 
0.71 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.88 1.07 1.25 1.43 1.61 1.79 
1.97 2.14 2.32 2.49 2.67 2.84 3.02 3.19 3.36 3.53 
3.70 3.87 4.04 4.20 4.37 4.53 4.70 4.86 5.02 5.01 





4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.77 
4.76 4.74 4.73 4.72 4.71 4.70 4.69 4.67 4.66 4.47 
4.28 4.09 3.89 3.71 3.52 3.33 3.14 2.96 2.77 2.59 
2.41 2.22 2.04 1.86 1.68 1.50 1.33 1.15 0.97 
0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 
0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.71 
0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.89 1.08 1.26 1.44 1.63 1.81 
1.99 2.17 2.35 2.52 2.70 2.88 3.05 3.23 3.40 3.57 
3.74 3.91 4.08 4.25 4.42 4.59 4.76 4.92 5.09 5.07 
5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 
4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 
4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.77 4.76 4.74 4.73 4.72 4.53 
4.33 4.14 3.94 3.75 3.56 3.37 3.18 2.99 2.81 2.62 
2.44 2.25 2.07 1.88 1.70 1.52 1.34 1.16 0.99 
0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 
0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.71 
0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.89 1.08 1.26 1.44 1.63 1.81 
1.99 2.17 2.35 2.52 2.70 2.88 3.05 3.23 3.40 3.57 
3.74 3.91 4.08 4.25 4.42 4.59 4.76 4.92 5.09 5.07 
5.06 5.05 5.04 5.02 5.01 5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 
4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 
4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.77 4.76 4.74 4.73 4.72 4.53 
4.33 4.14 3.94 3.75 3.56 3.37 3.18 2.99 2.81 2.62 
2.44 2.25 2.07 1.88 1.70. 1.52 1.34 1.16 0.99 
0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 
0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 
0.71 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.88 1.07 1.25 1.43 1.61 1.79 
1.97 2.14 2.32 2.49 2.67 2.84 3.02 3.19 3.36 3.53 
3.70 3.87 4.04 4.20 4.37 4.53 4.70 4.86 5.02 5.01 
5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 
4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.77 
4.76 4.74 4.73 4.72 4.71 4.70 4.69 4.67 4.66 4.47 
4.28 4.09 3.89 3.71 3.52 3.33 3.14 2.96 2.77 2.59 
2.41 2.22 2.04 1.86 1.68 1.50 1.33 1.15 0.97 
E-11 
0.74 	0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 
0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 
0.71 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.88 1.07 1.25 1.43 1.61 1.79 
1.97 2.14 2.32 2.49 2.67 2.84 3.02 3.19 3.36 3.53 
3.70 3.87 4.04 4.20 4.37 4.53 4.70 4.86 5.02 5.01 
5.00 4.99 4.97 4.96 4.95 4.94 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.89 
4.88 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.83 4.82 4.80 4.79 4.78 4.77 
4.76 4.74 4.73 4.72 4.71 4.70 4.69 4.67 4.66 4.47 
4.28 4.09 3.89 3.71 3.52 3.33 3.14 2.96 2.77 2.59 
2.41 2.22 2.04 1.86 1.68 1.50 1.33 1.15 0.97 
Effective Rainfall (mm) 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 	0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Length Development Stages (days) 
25.0 	25.0 	30.0 	20.0 
Basal Crop Coefficient 
0.15 	1.14 	0.25 
Rooting depth of crop (m) 
0.15 	0.80 
Allowable depletion fraction 
0.45 
E- 12 
APPENDIX F DATA FILE INPUT FOR PUGAL SYSTEM 
Table F-I Data File Input for Pu gal System 
Data Input and Comments 
Number of canal 
15 
Canal Number 
2 	3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Ii 	12 
13 	14 15 
Scheme area (ha) 
892.0 	126.0 	184.0 1684.0 5050.0 3270.0 5584.0 12720.0 685.0 2286.0 378.0 
565.0 	967.0 5390.0 5123.0 20.379 
Main canal full supply (m3/sec) 
0.344 	0.049 	0.072 0.676 2.014 1.272 2.265 5.249 0.328 0.897 0.1480.224 
0.395 	2.236 2.018 
Secondary canal full supply (m3/sec) 
0.344 	0.049 	0.072 0.676 2.014 1.272 2.265 5.249 0.328 0.897 0.148 
0.224 	0.395 2.236 2.018 
Stage number 
2 	3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
12 	13 	14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
23 	24 	25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
34 	35 	36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
45 	46 	47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 
56 	57 	58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 
67 	68 	69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 
78 	79 	80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 
89 	90 	91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 
100 	101 	102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 
F-1 
111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 
122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 
133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 
144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 
155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 
166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 
177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 
188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 





I 	I 	I 















1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 










1 	1 	1 
1 	1 





1 	1 	1 







I 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 
1 	1 1 1 	1 	1 1 1 1 1 	1 	1 
1 	1 1 1 	1 	1 1 1 1 1 	1 	1 
1 	1 1 1 	1 	1 1 1 1 1 	1 	1 
I 	I I 1 	1 	1 1 1 1 1 	1 	1 





1 	1 	1 







1 	1 	1 
1 	1 	1 
1 	1 1 
CWR (mm/day) 
1.03 	1.04 1.05 1.06 	1.07 	1.08 1.09 1.09 1.10 1 .l1 	1.12 
1.13 1.14 1.15 	1.16 	1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 	1.20 
1.21 1.22 1.23 	1.23 	1.24 1.25 1.26 1.26 1.27 	1.44 
F-2 
1.62 1.80 1.98 2.16 2.34 2.52 2.70 2.89 3.08 3.26 
3.45 3.64 3.83 4.03 4.22 4.41 4.61 4.80 5.00 5.20 
5.39 5.59 5.79 5.99 6.19 6.39 6.58 6.78 6.98 7.18 
7.38 7.58 7.78 7.98 8.18 8.38 8.57 8.77 8.97 9.16 
9.36 9.55 9.75 9.94 10.13 10.32 10.51 10.70 10.89 10.88 
10.88 10.87 10.87 10.86 10.85 10.84 10.83 10.82 10.81 10.79 
10.78 10.76 10.74 10.72 10.70 10.68 10.66 10.63 10.61 10.58 
10.56 10.53 10.50 10.47 10.44 10.41 10.37 10.34 10.30 10.27 
10.23 10.19 10.15 10.11 10.07 10.03 9.99 9.94 9.90 9.85 
9.80 9.76 9.71 9.66 9.61 9.56 9.50 9.45 9.40 9.34 
9.29 9.23 9.18 9.12 9.06 9.00 8.94 8.88 8.82 8.66 
8.49 8.33 8.17 8.01 7.85 7.69 7.54 7.38 7.22 7.07 
6.92 6.77 6.62 6.47 6.32 6.17 6.03 5.88 5.74 5.60 
5.46 5.32 5.19 5.05 4.92 4.79 4.66 4.53 4.40 4.28 
4.15 4.03 3.91 3.79 3.68 3.56 3.45 3.34 3.23 3.12 
3.01 2.91 2.80 2.70 2.60 2.51 2.41 2.32 2.22 2.13 
2.04 1.96 1.87 1.79 
1.04 	1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.13 
1.14 1.15 1.16 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 1.20 1.21 
1.22 1.23 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.45 
1.63 1.81 1.99 2.17 2.35 2.53 2.72 2.90 3.09 3.28 
3.47 3.66 3.85 4.04 4.23 4.43 4.62 4.82 5.01 5.21 
5.41 5.61 5.80 6.00 6.20 6.40 6.60 6.80 7.00 7.20 
7.39 7.59 7.79 7.99 8.19 8.39 8.58 8.78 8.97 9.17 
9.36 9.56 9.75 9.94 10.13 10.32 10.51 10.70 10.88 10.88 
10.87 10.87 10.86 10.85 10.84 10.83 10.82 10.81 10.79 10.78 
10.76 10.74 10.72 10.70 10.68 10.66 10.63 10.61 10.58 10.56 
10.53 10.50 10.47 10.44 10.41 10.37 10.34 10.30 10.27 10.23 
10.19 10.15 10.11 10.07 10.03 9.99 9.94 9.90 9.85 9.80 
9.76 9.71 9.66 9.61 9.56 9.50 9.45 9.40 9.34 9.29 
9.23 9.18 9.12 9.06 9.00 8.94 8.88 8.82 8.76 8.60 




6.86 6.71 6.56 6.41 6.26 
5.41 5.27 5.14 5.00 4.87 
4.11 3.99 3.87 3.75 3.64 
2.98 2.87 2.77 2.67 2.57 
2.02 1.93 1.85 1.76 
1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.09 
1.15 1.16 1.16 1.17 1.18 
1.23 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 
1.64 1.81 1.99 2.18 2.36 
3.48 3.67 3.86 4.06 4.25 
5.42 5.62 5.82 6.02 6.22 
7.41 7.60 7.80 8.00 8.20 
9.37 9.56 9.75 9.94 10.13 
10.87 10.86 10.85 10.84 10.83 
10.74 10.72 10.70 10.68 10.66 
10.50 10.47 10.44 10.41 10.37 
10.15 10.11 10.07 10.03 9.99 
9.71 9.66 9.61 9.56 9.50 
9.18 9.12 9.06 9.00 8.94 
8.37 8.21 8.05 7.89 7.73 
6.80 6.65 6.50 6.35 6.21 
5.36 5.22 5.09 4.95 4.82 
4.06 3.94 3.83 3.71 3.59 
2.94 2.84 2.74 2.64 2.54 
1.99 1.91 1.82 1.74 
1.07 1.08 1.09 1.09 1.10 
1.16 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 
1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.26 
1.64 1.82 2.00 2.19 2.37 
3.49 3.68 3.88 4.07 4.26 
5.44 5.64 5.83 6.03 6.23 
7.42 7.62 7.81 8.01 8.21 
6.12 5.97 5.83 5.69 5.55 
4.74 4.61 4.48 4.36 4.23 
3.52 3.41 3.30 3.19 3.08 
2.48 2.38 2.29 2.20 2.11 
1.10 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.14 
1.19 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.22 
1.26 1.27 1.28 1.28 1.46 
2.54 2.73 2.91 3.10 3.29 
4.44 4.64 4.83 5.03 5.23 
6.41 6.61 6.81 7.01 7.21 
8.39 8.59 8.79 8.98 9.17 
10.32 10.51 10.69 10.88 10.87 
10.82 10.81 10.79 10.78 10.76 
10.63 10.61 10.58 10.56 10.53 
10.34 10.30 10.27 10.23 10.19 
9.94 9.90 9.85 9.80 9.76 
9.45 9.40 9.34 9.29 9.23 
8.88 8.82 8.76 8.70 8.54 
7.57 .7.42 7.26 7.11 6.95 
6.06 5.92 5.78 5.63 5.49 
4.69 4.56 4.44 4.31 4.19 
3.48 3.37 3.26 3.15 3.05 
2.44 2.35 2.26 2.17 2.08 
1.11 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 
1.20 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 
1.27 1.28 1.28 1.29 1.47 
2.55 2.74 2.93 3.11 3.30 
4.46 4.65 4.85 5.04 5.24 
6.43 6.63 6.82 7.02 7.22 
8.40 8.60 8.79 8.99 9.18 
F-4 
9.37 9.56 9.75 9.94 10.13 10.32 10.51 10.69 10,87 10.87 
10.86 10.85 10.84 10.83 10.82 10.81 10.79 10.78 10.76 10.74 
10.72 10.70 10.68 10.66 10.63 10.61 10.58 10.56 10.53 10.50 
10.47 10.44 10.41 10.37 10.34 10.30 10.27 10.23 10.19 10.15 
10.11 10.07 10.03 9.99 9.94 9.90 9.85 9.80 9.76 9.71 
9.66 9.61 9.56 9.50 9.45 9.40 9.34 9.29 9.23 9.18 
9.12 9.06 9.00 8.94 8.88 8.82 8.76 8.70 8.64 8.47 
8.31 8.15 7.99 7.83 7.67 7.51 7.36 7.20 7.05 6.89 
6.74 6.59 6.44 6.30 6.15 6.01 5.86 5.72 5.58 5.44 
5.30 5.17 5.03 4.90 4.77 4.64 4.51 4.39 4.26 4.14 
4.02 3.90 3.78 3.67 3.55 3.44 3.33 3.22 3.11 3.01 
2.91 2.80 2.70 2.60 2.51 2.41 2.32 2.23 2.14 2.05 
1.97 1.88 1.80 1.72 
1.07 	1.08 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 
1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.23 
1.24 1.25 1.26 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.28 1.29 1.30 1.47 
1.65 1.83 2.01 2.20 2.38 '2.56 2.75 2.94 3.13 3.32 
3.51 3.70 3.89 4.08 4.28 4.47 4.67 4.86 5.06 5.25 
5.45 5.65 5.85 6.04 6.24 6.44 6.64 6.84 7.03 7.23 
7.43 7.63 7.82 8.02 8.21 8.41 8.60 8.80 8.99 9.18 
9.37 9.57 9.75 9.94 10.13 10.32 10.50 10.69 10.87 10.86 
10.85 10.84 10.83 10.82 10.81 10.79 10.78 10.76 10.74 10.72 
10.70 10.68 10.66 10.63 10.61 10.58 10.56 10.53 10.50 10.47 
10.44 10.41 10.37 10.34 10.30 10.27 10.23 10.19 10.15 10.11 
10.07 10.03 9.99 9.94 9.90 9.85 9.80 9.76 9.71 9.66 
9.61 9.56 9.50 9.45 9.40 9.34 9.29 9.23 9.18 9.12 
9.06 9.00 8.94 8.88 8.82 8.76 8.70 8.64 8.57 8.41 
8.25 8.09 7.93 7.77 7.61 7.45 7.30 7.14 6.99 6.83 
6.68 6.53 6.39 6.24 6.09 5.95 5.81 5.67 5.53 5.39 
5.25 5.12 4.98 4.85 4.72 4.59 4.47 4.34 4.22 4.10 
3.98 3.86 3.74 3.63 3.51 3.40 3.29 3.18 3.08 2.97 
F-S 
2.87 2.77 2.67 2.57 2.48 2.38 2.29 2.20 2.11 2.03 
1.94 1.86 1.78 1.70 
1.08 	1.09 1.09 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.16 
1.17 1.18 1.19 	. 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.23 1.24 
1.25 1.26 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.28 1.29 1.30 1.30 1.48 
1.66 1,84 2.02 2.20 2.39 2.57 2.76 2.95 3.14 3.33 
3.52 3.71 3.90 4.10 4.29 4.48 4.68 4.87 5.07 5.27 
5.46 5.66 5.86 6.06 6.25 6.45 6.65 6.85 7.04 7.24 
7.44 7.63 7.83 8.03 8.22 8.42 8.61 8.80 8.99 9.19 
9.38 9.57 9.75 9.94 10.13 10.31 10.50 10.68 10.86 10.85 
10.84 10.83 10.82 10.81 10.79 10.78 10.76 10.74 10.72 10.70 
10.68 10.66 10.63 10.61 10.58 10.56 10.53 10.50 10.47 10.44 
10.41 10.37 10.34 10.30 10.27 10.23 10.19 10.15 10.11 10.07 
10.03 9.99 9.94 9.90 9.85 9.80 9.76 9.71 9.66 9.61 
9.56 9.50 9.45 9.40 9.34 9.29 9.23 9.18 9.12 9.06 
9.00 8.94 8.88 8.82 8.76 8.70 8.64 8.57 8.51 8.35 
8.1.8 8.02 7.86 7.70 7.55 7.39 7.23 7.08 6.93 6.78 
6.62 6.48 6.33 6.18 6.04 5.89 5.75 5.61 5.47 5.34 
5.20 5.07 4.93 4.80 4.67 4.54 4.42 4.29 4.17 4.05 
3.93 3.81 3.70 3.58 3.47 3.36 3.25 3.15 3.04 2.94 
2.83 2.73 2.64 2.54 2.45 2.35 2.26 2.17 2.08 2.00 
1.91 1.83 1.75 1.67 
1.09 	1.09 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.16 1.17 
1.18 1.19 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.23 1.24 1.25 
1.26 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.28 1.29 1.30 1.30 1.31 1.49 
1.67 1.85 2.03 2.21 2.40 2.58 2.77 2.96 3.15 3.34 
3.53 3.72 3.91 4.11 4.30 4.50 4.69 4.89 5.08 5.28 
5.48 5.67 5.87 6.07 6.27 6.46 6.66 6.86 7.05 7.25 
7.45 7.64 7.84 8.03 8.23 8.42 8.61 8.81 9.00 9.19 
9.38 9.57 9.75 9.94 10.12 10.31 10.49 10.67 10.85 10.84 
10.83 10.82 10.81 10.79 10.78 10.76 10.74 10.72 10.70 10.68 
10.66 10.63 10.61 10.58 10.56 10.53 10.50 10.47 10.44 10.41 
F-6 
10.37 10.34 10.30 10.27 10.23 10.19 10.15 10.11 10.07 10.03 
9.99 9.94 9.90 9.85 9.80 9.76 9.71 9.66 9.61 9.56 
9.50 9.45 9.40 9.34 9.29 9.23 9.18 9.12 9.06 9.00 
8.94 8.88 8.82 8.76 8.70 8.64 8.57 8.51 8.45 8.28 
8.12 7.96 7.80 7.64 7.48 7.33 7.17 7.02 6.87 6.72 
6.57 6.42 6.27 6.12 5.98 5.84 5.70 5.56 5.42 5.28 
5.15 5.01 4.88 4.75 4.62 4.50 4.37 4.25 4.13 4.01 
3.89 3.77 3.66 3.54 3.43 3.32 3.21 3.11 3.00 2.90 
2.80 2.70 2.60 2.51 2.41 2.32 2.23 2.14 2.06 1.97 
1.89 1.81 1.73 1.65 
1.09 	1.10 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 1,16 1.17 1.18 
1.19 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 
1.26 1.27 1.28 1.28 1.29 1.30 1.30 1.31 1.32 1.49 
1.67 1.86 2.04 2.22 2.41 2.59 2.78 2.97 3.16 3.35 
3.54 3.73 3.93 4.12 4.31 4.51 4.70 4.90 5.10 5.29 
5.49 5.69 5.88 6.08 6.28 6.47 6.67 6.87 7.06 7.26 
7.45 7.65 7.84 8.04 8.23 8.42 8.62 8.81 9.00 9.19 
9.38 9.56 9.75 9.94 10.12 10.30 10.48 10.66 10.84 10.83 
10.82 10.81 10.79 10.78 10.76 10.74 10.72 10.70 10.68 10.66 
10.63 10.61 10.58 10.56 10.53 10.50 10.47 10.44 10.41 10.37 
10.34 10.30 10.27 10.23 10.19 10.15 10.11 10.07 10.03 9.99 
9.94 9.90 9.85 9.80 9.76 9.71 9.66 9.61 9.56 9.50 
9.45 9.40 9.34 9.29 9.23 9.18 9.12 9.06 9.00 8.94 
8.88 8.82 8.76 8.70 8.64 8.57 8.51 8.45 8.38 8.22 
8.06 7.90 7.74 7.58 7.42 7.27 7.11 6.96 6.81 6.66 
6.51 6.36 6.21 6.07 5.92 5.78 5.64 5.50 5.36 5.23 
5.09 4.96 4.83 4.70 4.57 4.45 4.32 4.20 4.08 3.96 
3.84 3.73 3.61 3.50 3.39 3.28 3.17 3.07 2.97 2.86 
2.76 2.67 2.57 2.48 2.38 2.29 2.20 2.12 2.03 1.95 
1.86 1.78 1.70 1.63 
1.10 	1.11 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 
1.20 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.26 
F-7 
1.27 1.28 1.28 1.29 1.30 1.30 1.31 1.32 1.32 1.50 
1.68 1.86 2.05 2.23 2.42 2.60 2.79 2.98 3.17 3.36 
3.55 3.75 3.94 4.13 4.33 4.52 4.72 4.91 5.11 5.30 
5.50 5.70 5.89 6.09 6.29 6.48 6.68 6.87 7.07 7.27 
7.46 7.66 7.85 8.04 8.24 8.43 8.62 8.81 9.00 9.19 
9.38 9.56 9.75 9.93 10.11 10.30 10.48 10.65 10.83 10.82 
10.81 10.79 10.78 10.76 10.74 10.72 10.70 10.68 10.66 10.63 
10.61 10.58 10.56 10.53 10.50 10.47 10.44 10.41 10.37 10.34 
10.30 10.27 10.23 10.19 10.15 10.11 10.07 10.03 9.99 9.94 
9.90 9.85 9.80 9.76 9.71 9.66 9.61 9.56 9.50 9.45 
9.40 9.34 9.29 9.23 9.18 9.12 9.06 9.00 8.94 8.88 
8.82 8.76 8.70 8.64 8.57 8.51 8.45 8.38 8.32 8.15 
7.99 7.83 7.67 7.52 7.36 7.20 7.05 6,90 6.75 6.60 
6.45 6.30 6.15 6.01 5.87 5.72 5.58 5.45 5.31 5.17 
5.04 4.91 4.78 4.65 4.52 4.40 4.27 4.15 4.03 3.91 
3.80 3.68 3.57 3.46 3.35 3.24 3.14 3.03 2.93 2.83 
2.73 2.63 2.54 2.44 2.35 2.26 2.17 2.09 2.00 1.92 
1.84 1.76 1.68 1.61 
1.11 	1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 
1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.26 1.27 
1.28 1.28 1.29 1.30 1.30 1.31 1.32 1.32 1.33 1.51 
1.69 1.87 2.06 2.24 2.43 2.61 2.80 2.99 3.18 3.37 
3.56 3.76 3.95 4.14 4.34 4.53 4.73 4.92 5.12 5.31 
5.51 5.71 5.90 6.10 6.30 6.49 6.69 6.88 7.08 7.27 
7.47 7.66 7.85 8.05 8.24 8.43 8.62 8.81 9.00 9.19 
9.37 9.56 9.74 9.93 10.11 10.29 10.47 10.64 10.82 10.81 
10.79 10.78 10.76 10.74 10.72 10.70 10.68 10.66 10.63 10.61 
10.58 10.56 10.53 10.50 10.47 10.44 10.41 10.37 10.34 10.30 
10.27 10.23 10.19 10.15 10.11 10.07 10.03 9.99 9.94 9.90 
9.85 9.80 9.76 9.71 9.66 9.61 9.56 9.50 9.45 9.40 
9.34 9.29 9.23 9.18 9.12 9.06 9.00 8.94 8.88 8.82 
8.76 8.70 8.64 8.57 8.51 8.45 8.38 8.32 8.25 8.09 
F-8 
7.93 7.77 7.61 7.45 7.30 7.14 6.99 6.84 6.68 6.53 
6.39 6.24 6.09 5.95 5.81 5.67 5.53 5.39 5.26 5.12 
4.99 4.86 4.73 4.60 4.47 4.35 4.23 4.11 3.99 3.87 
3.75 3.64 3.53 3.42 3.31 3.20 3.10 2.99 2.89 2.79 
2.70 2.60 2.51 2.41 2.32 2.23 2.15 2.06 1.98 1.89 
1.81 1.74 1.66 1.58 
1.12 	1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 1.20 
1.21 1.22 123 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.26 1.27 1.28 
1.28 1.29 1.30 1.30 1.31 1.32 1.32 1.33 1.33 1.51 
1.70 1.88 2.06 2.25 2.44 2.62 2.81 3.00 3.19 3.38 
3.57 3.77 3.96 4.15 4.35 4.54 4.74 4.93 5.13 5.32 
5.52 5.72 5.91 6.11 6.30 6.50 6.70 6.89 7.08 7.28 
7.47 7.67 7.86 8.05 8.24 8.43 8.62 8.81 9.00 9.18 
9.37 9.55 9.74 9.92 10.10 10.28 10.46 10.63 10.81 10.79 
10.78 10.76 10.74 10.72 10.70 10.68 10.66 10.63 10.61 10.58 
10.56 10.53 10.50 10.47 10.44 10.41 10.37 10.34 10.30 10.27 
10.23 10.19 10.15 10.11 10.07 10.03 9.99 9.94 9.90 9.85 
9.80 9.76 9.71 9.66 9.61 9.56 9.50 9.45 9.40 9.34 
9.29 9.23 9.18 9.12 9.06 9.00 8.94 8.88 8.82 8.76 
8.70 8.64 8.57 8.51 8.45 8.38 8.32 8.25 8.19 8.02 
7.86 7.70 7.55 7.39 7.23 7.08 6.92 6.77 6.62 6.47 
6.33 6.18 6.04 5.89 5.75 5.61 5.47 5.34 5.20 5.07 
4.94 4.81 4.68 4.55 4.42 4.30 4.18 4.06 3.94 3.82 
3.71 3.60 3.49 3.38 3.27 3.16 3.06 2.96 2.86 2.76 
2.66 2.57 2.47 2.38 2.29 2.20 2.12 2.03 1.95 1.87 
1.79 1.71 1.64 1.56 
1.13 	1.14 1.15 1.16 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 1.20 1.21 
1.22 1.23 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.28 
1.29 1.30 1.30 1.31 1.32 1.32 1.33 1.33 1.34 1.52 
1.70 1.89 2.07 2.26 2.44 2.63 2.82 3.01 3.20 3.39 
3.58 3.78 3.97 4.16 4.36 4.55 4.75 4.94 5.14 5.33 
5.53 5.73 5.92 6.12 6.31 6.51 6.70 6.90 7.09 7.28 
F-9 
7.48 7.67 7.86 8.05 8.24 8.43 8.62 8.81 9.00 9.18 
9.37 9.55 9.73 9.91 10.09 10.27 10.44 10.62 10.79 10.78 
10.76 10.74 10.72 10.70 10.68 10.66 10.63 10.61 10.58 10.56 
10.53 10.50 10.47 10.44 10.41 10.37 10.34 10.30 10.27 10.23 
10.19 10.15 10.11 10.07 10.03 9.99 9.94 9.90 9.85 9.80 
9.76 9.71 9.66 9.61 9.56 9.50 9.45 9.40 9.34 9.29 
9.23 9.18 9.12 9.06 9.00 8.94 8.88 8.82 8.76 8.70 
8.64 8.57 8.51 8.45 8.38 8.32 8.25 8.19 8.12 7.96 
7.80 7.64 7.48 7.32 7.17 7.01 6.86 6.71 6.56 6.41 
6.27 6.12 5.98 5.83 5.69 5.55 5.42 5.28 5.15 5.01 
4.88 4.75 4.63 4.50 4.38 4.25 4.13 4.01 3.90 3.78 
3.67 3.55 3.44 3.34 3.23 3.12 3.02 2.92 2.82 2.72 
2.63 2.53 2.44 2.35 2.26 2.17 2.09 2.01 1.92 1.84 
1.77 1.69 1.61 1.54 
1.14 	1.15 1.16 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.22 
1.23 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1-26 1.27 1.28 1.28 1.29 
1.30 1.30 1.31 1.32 1.32 1.33 1.33 1.34 1.34 1.53 
1.71 1.89 2.08 2.27 2.45 2.64 2.83 3.02 3.21 3.40 
3.59 3.79 3.98 4.17 4.37 4.56 4.76 4.95 5.15 5.34 
5.54 5.73 5.93 6.12 6.32 6.51 6.71 6.90 7.10 7.29 
7.48 7.67 7.86 8.05 8.24 8.43 8.62 8.81 8.99 9.18 
9.36 9.54 9.72 9.90 10.08 10.26 10.43 10.60 10.78 10.76 
10.74 10.72 10.70 10.68 10.66 10.63 10.61 10.58 10.56 10.53 
10.50 10.47 10.44 10.41 10.37 10.34 10.30 10.27 10.23 10.19 
10.15 10.11 10.07 10.03 9.99 9.94 9.90 9.85 9.80 9.76 
9.71 9.66 9.61 9.56 9.50 9.45 9.40 9.34 9.29 9.23 
9.18 9.12 9.06 9.00 8.94 8.88 8.82 8.76 8.70 8.64 
8.57 8.51 8.45 8.38 8.32 8.25 8.19 8.12 8.05 7.89 
7.73 7.57 7.42 7.26 7.10 6.95 6.80 6.65 6.50 6.35 
6.21 6.06 5.92 5.78 5.64 5.50 5.36 5.23 5.09 4.96 
4.83 4.70 4.57 4.45 4.33 4.20 4.08 3.97 3.85 3.74 
3.62 3.51 3.40 3.29 3.19 3.09 2.98 2.88 2.78 2.69 
F-10 
2.59 2.50 2.41 2.32 2.23 2.15 2.06 1.98 1.90 1.82 
1.74 1.67 1.59 1.52 
1.15 	1.16 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 1,20 1.21 1.22 1.23 
1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.28 1.29 1.30 
1.30 1.31 1.32 1.32 1.33 1.33 1.34 1.34 1.35 1.53 
1.72 1.90 2.09 2.27 2.46 2.65 2.84 3.03 3.22 3.41 
3.60 3.80 3.99 4.18 4.38 4.57 4.77 4.96 5.16 5.35 
5.55 5.74 5.94 6.13 6.33 6.52 6.71 6.91 7.10 7.29 
7.48 7.68 7.87 8.06 8.24 8.43 8.62 8.80 8.99 9.17 
9.35 9.53 9.71 9.89 10.07 10.24 10.42 10.59 10.76 10.74 
10.72 10.70 10.68 10.66 10.63 10.61 10.58 10.56 10.53 10.50 
10.47 10.44 10.41 10.37 10.34 10.30 10.27 10.23 10.19 10.15 
10.11 10.07 10.03 9.99 9.94 9.90 9.85 9.80 9.76 9.71 
9.66 9.61 9.56 9.50 9.45 9.40 9.34 9.29 9.23 9.18 
9.12 9.06 9.00 8.94 8.88 8.82 8.76 8.70 8.64 8.57 
8.51 8.45 8.38 8.32 8.25 8.19 8.12 8.05 7.98 7.82 
7.66 7.51 7.35 7.19 7.04 6.89 6.74 6.59 6.44 6.29 
6.14 6.00 5.86 5.72 5.58 5.44 5.30 5.17 5.04 4.91 
4.78 4.65 4.52 4.40 4.28 4.16 4.04 3.92 3.80 3.69 
3.58 3.47 3.36 3.25 3.15 3.05 2.95 2.85 2.75 2.65 
2.56 2.47 2.38 2.29 2.20 2.12 2.03 1.95 1.87 1.79 
1.72 1.64 1.57 1.50 
1.16 	1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.23 
1.24 1.25 1.26 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.28 1.29 1.30 1.30 
1.31 1.32 1.32 1.33 1.33 1.34 1.34 1.35 1.36 1.54 
1.72 1.91 2.09 2.28 2.47 2.66 2.85 3.04 3.23 3.42 
3.61 3.81 4.00 4.19 4.39 4.58 4.78 4.97 5.17 5.36 
5.55 5.75 5.94 6.14 6.33 6.53 6.72 6.91 7.10 7.30 
7.49 7.68 7.87 8.05 8.24 8.43 8.61 8.80 8.98 9.17 
9.35 9.53 9.70 9.88 10.06 10.23 10.40 10.57 10.74 10.72 
10.70 10.68 10.66 10.63 10.61 10.58 10.56 10.53 10.50 10.47 
10.44 10.41 10.37 10.34 10.30 10.27 10.23 10.19 10.15 10.11 
10.07 10.03 9.99 9.94 9.90 9.85 9.80 9.76 9.71 9.66 
9.61 9.56 9.50 9.45 9.40 9.34 9.29 9.23 9.18 9.12 
9.06 9.00 8.94 8.88 8.82 8.76 8.70 8.64 8.57 8.51 
8.45 8.38 8.32 8.25 8.19 8.12 8.05 7.98 7.92 7.76 
7.60 7.44 7.28 7.13 6.98 6.82 6.67 6.52 6.37 6.23 
6.08 5.94 5.80 5.66 5.52 5.38 5.25 5.11 4.98 4.85 
4.72 4.60 4.47 4.35 4.23 4.11 3.99 3.87 3.76 3.65 
3.54 3.43 3.32 3.21 3.11 3.01 2.91 2.81 2.71 2.62 
2.53 2.43 2.35 2.26 2.17 2.09 2.01 1.93 1.85 1.77 
1.69 1.62 1.55 1.48 
Effective rainfall (mm/day) 
0.33 	0.25 0.17 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.65 0.79 
0.92 1.05 1.17 1.28 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 1.71 1.77 
1.83 1.87. 1.90 1.93 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 1.90 1.86 
1.82 1.76 1.70 1.62 1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 1.06 0.91 
0.76 0.59 0.40 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.19 
0.25 0.31 0.36 0.41 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.58 0.62 0.65 
0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 
F- 12 
0.25 	0.17 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.65 0.79 0.92 
1.05 1.17 1.28 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 1.71 1.77 1.83 
1.87 1.90 1.93 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 1.90 1.86 1.82 
1.76 1.70 1.62 1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 1.06 0.91 0.76 
0.59 0.40 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.19 0.25 
0.31 0.36 0.41 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.68 
0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 
0.17 	0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.65 0.79 0.92 1.05 
1.17 1.28 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 1.71 1.77 1.83 1.87 
1.90 1.93 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 1.90 1.86 1.82 1.76 
1.70 1.62 1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 1.06 0.91 0.76 0.59 
0.40 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
F- 13 
so: 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.36 0.41 0.46 0.50 0.54 
0.72 0.74 0.76 0.77 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 
1.28 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 
1.93 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 
1.62 1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 
0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 
0.41 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.58 
0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.07 0.13 0.19 0.25 0.31 
0.58 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.70 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.65 0.79 0.92 1.05 1.17 
1.71 1.77 1.83 1.87 1.90 
1.90 1.86 1.82 1.76 1.70 
1.06 0.91 0.76 0.59 0.40 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.13 0.19 0.25 0.31 0.36 
0.62 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.72 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
F- 14 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.65 0.79 0.92 1.05 1.17 1.28 
1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 1.71 1.77 1.83 1.87 1.90 1.93 
1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 1.90 1.86 1.82 1.76 1,70 1.62 
1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 1.06 0.91 0.76 0.59 0.40 0.21 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.19 0.25 0.31 0.36 0.41 
0.46 0.50 0.54 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 
0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78 
0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.17 0.34 0.50 0.65 0.79 0.92 1.05 1.17 1.28 1.39 
1.48 1.57 1.65 1.71 1.77 1.83 1.87 1.90 1.93 1.94 
1.94 1.94 1.92 1.90 1.86 1.82 1.76 1.70 1.62 1.53 
1.43 1.32 1.19 1.06 0.91 0.76 0.59 0.40 0.21 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
F-IS 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.19 0.25 0.31 0.36 0.41 0.46 
0.50 0.54 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 
0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78 
0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 
0.34 0.50 0.65 0.79 0.92 1.05 1.17 1.28 1.39 1.48 
1.57 1.65 1.71 1.77 1.83 1.87 1.90 1.93 1.94 1.94 
1.94 1.92 1.90 1.86 1.82 1.76 1.70 1.62 1.53 1.43 
1.32 1.19 1.06 0.91 0.76 0.59 0.40 0.21 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.07 0.13 0.19 0.25 0.31 0.36 0.41 0.46 0.50 
0.54 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.77 
0.77 0.78 0.78 0.77 
0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.34 
0.50 0.65 0.79 0.92 1.05 1.17 1.28 1.39 1.48 1.57 
1.65 1.71 1.77 1.83 1.87 1.90 1.93 1.94 1.94 1.94 
1.92 1.90 1.86 1.82 1.76 1.70 1.62 1.53 1.43 1.32 
F-16 
1.19 1.06 0.91 0.76 0.59 0.40 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.07 0.13 0.19 0.25 0.31 0.36 0.41 0.46 0.50 0.54 
0.58 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77 
0.78 0.78 0.77 0.77 
0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 
0.65 0.79 0.92 1.05 1.17 1.28 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 
1.71 1.77 1.83 1.87 1.90 1.93 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 
1.90 1.86 1.82 1.76 1.70 1.62 1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 
1.06 0.91 0.76 0.59 0.40 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 
0.13 0.19 0.25 0.31 0.36 0.41 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.58 
0.62 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78 
0.78 0.77 0.77 0.76 
F- 17 
0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.65 
0.79 0.92 1.05 1.17 1.28 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 1.71 
1.77 1.83 1.87 1.90 1.93 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 1.90 
1.86 1.82 1.76 1.70 1.62 1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 1.06 
0.91 0.76 0.59 0.40 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 
0.19 0.25 0.31 0.36 0.41 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.58 0.62 
0.65 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78 
0.77 0.77 0.76 0.74 
0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.65 0.79 
0.92 1.05 1.17 1.28 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 1.71 1.77 
1.83 1.87 1.90 1.93 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 1.90 1.86 
1.82 1.76 1.70 1.62 1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 1.06 0.91 
0.76 0.59 0.40 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.19 
0.25 0.31 0.36 0.41 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.58 0.62 0.65 
0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.77 
0.77 0.76 0.74 0.72 
0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.65 0.79 0.92 
1.05 1.17 1.28 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 1.71 1.77 1.83 
1.87 1.90 1.93 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 1.90 1.86 1.82 
1.76 1.70 1.62 1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 1.06 0.91 0.76 
0.59 0.40 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.19 0.25 
0.31 0.36 0.41 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.68 
0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.77 
0.76 0.74 0.72 0.70 
0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.65 0.79 0.92 1.05 
1.17 1.28 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 1.71 1.77 1.83 1.87 
1.90 1.93 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 1.90 1.86 1.82 1.76 
1.70 1.62 1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 1.06 0.91 0.76 0.59 
0.40 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.19 0.25 0.31 
0.36 0.41 0.46 0.50 0,54 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.70 
0.72 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.76 
0.74 0.72 0.70 0.67 
0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.65 0.79 0.92 1.05 1.17 
1.28 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 1.71 1.77 1.83 1.87 1.90 
1.93 1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 1.90 1.86 1.82 1.76 1.70 
1.62 1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 1.06 0.91 0.76 0.59 0.40 
0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.19 0.25 0.31 0.36 
0.41 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.72 
0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.76 0.74 
0.72 0.70 0.67 0.64 
0.00 	0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.65 0.79 0.92 1.05 1.17 1.28 
1.39 1.48 1.57 1.65 1.71 1.77 1.83 1.87 1.90 1.93 
1.94 1.94 1.94 1.92 1.90 1.86 1.82 1.76 1.70 1.62 
1.53 1.43 1.32 1.19 1.06 0.91 0.76 0.59 0.40 0.21 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.19 0.25 0.31 0.36 0.41 
0.46 0.50 0.54 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 
0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.76 0.74 0.72 
0.70 0.67 0.64 0.60 
Loss in gate opening by canal groups(mm) 
1.160 	0.401 0.219 3.778 8.429 4.850 6.621 14.737 1.373 3.597 1.714 
2.025 1.282 11.739 6.546 
Field capacity (m3/m) 
0.134 	0.134 0.134 0.134 0.134 0.134 0.134 0.134 0.134 0.134 0.134 
0.134 0.134 0.134 0.134 
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Permanent wilting point (m3/m3) 
0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
Length Development Stages (days) 
30.0 50.0 60.0 55.0 
Basal Crop Coefficient 
	
0.15 	1.13 	0.4 
Maximum and minimum rooting depths (m) 
0.3 	1.4 
Allowable depletion fraction 
0.65 
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APPENDIX G SOURCE CODE FOR WATER SCHEDULING PROBLEM 
This appendix contains the source codes for water scheduling problems used to solve the test 
systems and the Pugal system. There are source codes for scheduling in secondary canal 
level (chapter 6), source code for scheduling in both secondary and tertiary canals (chapter 
7), and source code for Pugal system (chapter 8). The main part of the source codes are very 
similar. Source codes are also set up differently for the warabandi and zero-] approaches. 
The contents of the file used in the GA program for scheduling are given in tables as follows: 
Table G- 1 presents the file used in the GA program for scheduling at secondary canal level 
in chapter 6. Staggering days in each canal were pre-specified in this test system. Fixed 
losses for gate opening and shutting are not different in each canal. 
Table G-I 	Contents of the files used in the GA model (for chapter 6) 
File name Description 
GA44.c Name of source code file 
PrjNsch3.Ist Name of input project file for non stress case 
ProjDf3X.1st Name of input project file for stress condition 
WatNsch3.dat Name of input data file for non stress case 
WatDf3X.dat Name of input data file for stress case 
ga44.out Output file for overall detail 
Table G-2 presents the files used in the GA program for scheduling at both secondary canal 
and tertiary canal level in chapter 7 with zero-I approach. Table G-3 contains the files used 
for warabandi approach. 
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Table G-2 Contents of the files used in the GA model for zero-] approach (chapter 7) 
File name Description 
GA46A.c Name of source code file 
Proj46A.lst Name of input project file for zero-I criteria 
Input46A.dat Name of input data file 
ga46A.out Output file for overall detail 
Table G-3 Contents of the files used in the GA model for warabandi approach (chapter 7) 
File name Description 
GA46W.c Name of source code file 
Proj46W.lst Name of input project file for zero- 1. criteria 
Input46W.dat Name of input data file 
Ga46W.out Output file for overall detail 
Table G-4 presents the file used in the GA program for Pugal system in chapter 8 by zero-I 
approach. Table G-5 contains the files used for warabandi approach. In chapter 8, the Pugal 
system is rotated only at secondary level. 
Table G-4 Contents ofthe files used in Pugal system Jbr zero-I approach (chapter 8) 
File name Description 
GA47A.c Name of source code file 
Proj47A.lst Name of input project file for zero-1 criteria 
Input47A.dat Name of input data file 
ga47A.out Output file for overall detail 
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Table G-5 Contents of the files used in Pugal system for warabandi approach (chapter 8) 
File name Description 
GA47W.c Name of source code file 
Proj47W.1st Name of input project file for zero- 1 criteria 
Input47W.dat Name of input data file 
Ga47W.out Output file for overall detail 
G-3 
/*GA44.c 	 Program to formulate GAs for water scheduling problem 








#define Tperiod 1.0 I/input Time Period here (0.5 or 1.0 time period) 
#define POPSIZE 100 //input population size 
#define NSCHEME 3 I/input number of scheme 
#define Calendar 100 I/input total growth period 
#define STAGE 100 I/input total stage day (for 
#define CYCLE 103 I/input total time step = CalendarlTperiod)+ total max. staggering 
II (= 206 for 0.5 time period) 
#define LENGTH CYCLE*NSCHEME 	II chromosome length 
#define INTERVAL 300 I/input interval of generation to recheck of improvement fitness 
#define DELTA 0.0001 I/input minimum improvement of fitness after INTERVAL 
generations 
#define IrriEff 0.7 f/input irrigation efficiency 
#define fixloss 1.5 // input fix loss 
#define layerD 0.005 I/input a root zone soil layer for water balance in meter 
#define tDepth 1.0 I/input total depth of soil layer in meter 
#define MaxLyr 200 I/input maximum soil layer in consider 
int 	Randlnt (int, int); 
float RandReal (fioat,float); 
void 	Read_inputfilesO; 
void SwapintValues(int , int *); 
void 	SwapRealValues(fioat , float *); 







int 	i, tt, index, mated[POPSIZE],  tjag; 
float mated—pop [POPS IZE] [LENGTH], initial_pop[POPSIZE] [LENGTH] ,Pmutate; 
float 	ftnss[POPSIZE+ 1],  DELTA_ftnss, OLD_minftnss, bestfit; 
int IFLAG[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pFlag[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
int 	MaxGEN, Ri, R2; 
float PXOVER, NofMu; 
float 	countday; 
int root—period, stage_day[STAGE], stagenum[STAGE]; 
float 	D_factr; 
float MinRD, MaxRD, Lini, Ldev, Lrnid, Llate, Kcb_ini, Kcb_mid, Kcb_end, Kcb[CYCLE]; 
float FC[NSCHEME],  PWP[NSCHEME]; 
float 	Bflowrate[NSCHEME], input_ETc[NSCHEME]  [STAGE], main_capa; 
float scheme_area[NSCHEME], tot—area; I/new 
float 	psumOVR, psumLWP, psumCapa; 
float sumOversupi[POPSIZE], sumCapaConstr[POPSIZE], sumLWP[POPSIZE]; 
float LWP[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pLWP[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	Ovr_supl[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pOvr_supi[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float ETc[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
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float 	Eff_rain[STAGE]; 
float sup_wrbd [NSCHEME], psup_wrbd [NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	supply[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], psupply[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float demand[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pdemand[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	capaConstr[POPSIZE] [CYCLE], pcapaConstr[CYCLE]; 
mt LagC[NSCHEME]; I/new 
FILE *fl,*f2,*f3 
I/MAIN PROGRAM 
void main (void) 
mt gen; 
clock_t start, finish; 
float duration, TotalTime 
TotalTime = 0.0f; 	 /Iga44trlg.out for Tperiod = 1 nonstress 
if(!(fl = fopen("ga44trlg.out","w"))) { 	 //ga44Df3s.out for Tperiod = I stress 




start = clockQ; 
MaxOEN 	= 2500; 
RI, =1; 
R2 	 = 10000; 
PXOVER 	= 0.85f; 
Not-Mu = 0.05f; 
/* RI = 1; 
do 
R2 = 5000; 
do( */ 
/' NotMu =0.01f; 
do 
PXOVER 	= 0.5f; 
do{ *1 
initial(); 
index = 0; 
OLD_rninftnss = l000.Of; 
DELTA_ftnss 	= 1000.0f; 
bestfit 	 = 1000000.0f; 
ftnss [POPSIZE] = 10000000000.0f; 
for(gen = 0; gen <MaxGEN; gen++) { 





if (!((gen+ 1) %INTERVAL)) 
DELTA ftnss = (float)fabs((double)((OLD_minftnss - ftnss[POPSIZE])Iftnss[POPSIZE])); 
OLD_minftnss = ftnss[POPSIZE]; 
I/End of Generation Loop 
/*PXOVER = (float)(PXOVER + 0.05f); 
}while (PXOVER <= 1.01f); 
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NofMu = (float)(NotMu + 0.01); 
}while (NolMu <= 0.11); */ 
I*R2 = R2 + 2500; 
}while (R2 <= 12501); 
RI =R1 +2; 
}while (RI <= 6); */ 
finish = clockQ; 
duration = (float)(finish - start) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC; 
TotalTime = (float)(TotalTime + duration); 
(void) fclose (fl); 
printf("End of run ENJOY!!!! 
I/MAIN PROGRAM END 
void Read_inputfiles() 
mt ii,jj, num_schemes, scheme_node[NSCHEME]; 
char title[80] ,title2[80],title3 [80],title4[80],title5[80],title6[80] ,title8[80]; 
char title9[80], title 1 O[80],  title 11 [80], title 1 2[80], title 13[80], schedulefile[201; 
ife(l2 = fopen'prjNsch3.Ist","r"))) { //ptjNsch3.lst for watNsch3.dat sandy nonstress 
nrerror(" Can not open project file') ; //projDf3X.lst for watDef3X.dat sandy stress 1 and 0.5 day 
t-period 
II now read the data file names 
fgets(schedulefile, 20, t2) 
for(ii = 0; ii < 20; ii++) 
if(schedulefile[ii] == '\n') schedulefile[ii] = 
(void) fclose(t2) 
if(!(t2 = fopen(schedulefile,"r"))) 
nrerror(" Unable to open schedulefile") 
fgets(title, 80, f2); 	 II Water scheduling title 
fscanf(f2," %d" ,&num_schemes); II scan number of schemes here 
for(jj=0;jj<num_schemes;jj++) fscanf(f2," %d ", &scheme_nodejj 1); 
fgets(title2, 80, f2); 	II scheme area (ha) title 
II 	fputs(title2,f1); 
ior(jj=0;jj<num_schemes;jj++) fscanf(f2,"%f", &scheme_are4jj]); 
tot—area = 0.0f; 
forj=0;jj<num_schemes;jj++) 
tot—area = tot—area + scheme_area[jjj; II new 
fgets(title13, 80, f2); 	I/staggering days between schemes 
for(jj=0;jj<num_schemes ;jj++) fscanf(f2," %d ", &LagC[jj 1); 
fgets(title3, 80, f2); 	II main canal supply title 
fscanf(f2,"%f ", &main_capa) ; II scan main canal supply 
fgets(title4, 80, 2); 	II branch canal title 
II scan branch canal supply 
for(jj = 0; jj <num_schemes; jj++) fscanf(f2,"%f ", &Bflowrate[jj]) 
fscanf(f2,"\n"); 
fgets(title5, 80, f2); 	II CWR title 
for(tt=0; tt<STAGE; tt++) fscanf(f2," %d ", &stagenum[tt]); 
for(tt=0; tt<STAGE; tt++) fscanf(f2,"%d ", &stage_day[tt]); 
II scan input data of ETc (mm/period) 
for(jj = 0; jj < num_schemes; jj++) 




fgets(title6, 80, f2); 	II ER title 
for(tt = 0; tt <STAGE; tt++){ 
fscanf(f2,'%f", &Eff_rain[tt]) 
fscanf(t2,"\n'); 
fgets(title8, 80, f2); 	I/field capacity title 
II scan FC 
for(jj = 0; jj <num_schemes; jj++) 
fscanf(f2,"%f ', &FC[jj]) 
fgets(title9, 80, f2); 	II permanent wilting point title 
forj = 0; ii < num_schemes; jj++) 
fscanf(f2,"%f", &PWP[jjJ); 
fscanf(f2,"\n); 
fgets(title 10,80j2); II Length stage title 
fscanf(f2,' %f %f %f %f",&Lini, &Ldev, &Lmid, &Llate); 
fscanf(f2,"\n'); 
fgets(titlel 1,80,f2); II Kcb title 
fscan f(f2," %f %f %f" ,&Kcb_ini, &Kcb_mid, &Kcb_end); 
fscanf(f2,"\n); 
fgets(titlel2, 80, f2); I/rooting depth title 
fscanf(f2,"%f%f, &MinRD, &MaxRD); 
fscanf(f2,"\n"); 
fscanf(f2, " %f" ,&D_factr); 
(void)fclose(t2); 
float RandReal (float lower,tloat upper) 
float val; 
float nb = ( upper - lower); 
val = (float)(randQ% 1000/ l000.0*nb + lower); 
return ((float)val); 
* * * * * * * *1 
mt Randlnt (mt lower,int upper) 
mt val; 
mt nb = (upper - lower); 




float nd = RAND—MAX; 
for(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i+-i-) 
for(j=0;j<LENGTH;j++) { 
initial—pop[i]U] = (float)(randQ&01); 
1* * * ** * * * * * *1 
void objective(int gen) 
mt 	i, k, jj, ii, cycle[POPSIZE][NSCHEME], t_lag_adj; 
float surnftnss, minftnss, avgftnss; 
float 	sumcycle, odd2[POPSIZE] [STAGE]; 
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float 	branchGO[CYCLE]  [NSCHEME], sumBflow[CYCLE], odds[POPSIZE]; 
float GIobaISMC[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME]  ,pGIobalSMC[NSCHEME]; 
float 	surnX[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], psumX[NSCHEME]; 
float sumsmc_rz[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], psumsmc_rz[NSCHEME]; 
float 	smc_rz[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE],  psmc_rz[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; 
float sumsupply[POPSIZE], sumG lobal[POPSIZE], sumO[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME]; 
float 	psumsupply, psumO[NSCHEME]; 
float psumEquity, surnEquity[POPSIZE], Equity [NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float RD[NSCHEME] [CYCLE] 
float 	pSMCline[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE],  SMCline[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; 
float P[CYCLE], Ks[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], sumCROP_DIE[POPSIZE]; 
mt 	NLR_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], nlr_RZ_MAX, nsl, countn; I/new 
float FC_layer, RAM—layer, WP_layer, RAM_RZ[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; I/new 
float FC_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], PWP_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], 
WP_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE] ;//new 
float 	smc_layer[200] [NSCHEME] [CYCLE], tsum[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], 
ptsum[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], infilt ; I/new 
float 	irrig[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pstress[NSCHEME], 
cum_stress[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME]; 
float pRD[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	psurninfil[NSCHEME], suminti![POPSIZE][NSCHEME]; 
float pinfiltopup[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], infiltopup[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float ER[CYCLE]; 
float Ea[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pEa[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], 
surnEa[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] ,psumEa[NSCHEME]; 
float 	surnlrrday[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], psumlrr_day[NSCHEME], 
surn_up_smc[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	sumSMCend[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], 
psumSMCend[NSCHEME] ,sumNfix[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], 
Nfix[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float psumNfix[NSCHEME], surnschem_stress[POPSIZE]; 
float 	N_fixloss; 
float sumETc[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], psumETc[NSCHEME]; 
surnftnss = 0.0f; 
for(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i++) 
ftnss[i] = 0.0f; 
sumLWP[i] = 0.0f; 
sumOversupl[i] = 0.0f; 
sumCapaConstr[i] = 0.0f; 
surnGlobal[i] = 0.0f; 
sumsupply[i] = 0.0f; 
sumEquity[i] = 0.0f; 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) (I/new 
t_lag = LagC[jj]; 
t_lag_adj = (int)(t_Iag/Tperiod); 
cycle[i] [jj] = (int)(ceil(Calendar/Tperiod) + t_lag_adj); 
sup_wrbd[jj] = (float)(IrriEff*Bflowrate[jj] *Tperiod*3600*24* 1 000)/(scheme_area[jj] * 10000); 
odds[i] = (float)(Calendar - (Tperiod*(int)floor(CalendarlTperiod) ) ); 
Pmutate = (float)(NofMuILENGTH); 	I/new 
for(tt = 0; tt < STAGE; tt++)( 
if(tt == O)odd2[i][tt] = (float)( (stage_day[tt] - ((int)floor(stage_day[tt]/Tperiod))*Tperiod) 
else odd2[i][tt] = (float)( (odd2[i][tt-1] + stage_day[tt] - 
((int)floor((odd2[i] [tt 1 ]+stage_day[tt])/Tperiod))*Tperiod));  
I/transfer array! 
k = 0; 
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for(j = 0; jj <NSCHEME;jj++){ 
t_lag = LagC[jj]; 	I/new 
t_lag_adj = (int)(t_lag/Tperiod); 
for(ii 	= 0; ii< cycle[i][jj];  ii++){ II new changed from cycle[i][,jj] to CYCLE 
if(ii < t_lag..adj) IFLAG[jj][ii] = 0; 
if(ii >= t_lag_adj) 
IFLAG[jj] [ii] = (int)(initial_pop[i] [k]); 
k++; 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) { //Main jj Loop 
sumX[i]Ijj] = 0.01; 
sumEa[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
sumETc[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
suminfil[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
sumDie[i][jj} = 0.0f; 
sumO[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
surnsmc_rz[i][jj] = 0.0f; I/new 
cum_stress[i][jj] = 0.0f;//new 
sumlrr_day[i][jj] = 0.0f; I/new 
sumSMCend[i][jj] = 0.0f; I/new 
sumNfix[i][jj] = 0.0f; 	I/new 
tt = 0; 
sumcycle = 0.01; 
countday = (tloat)(stage_day[0]); 
t_lag = LagC[jjl; 
t_ lag _adj = (int)(tjaglTperiod); 
for(ii = 0; ikcycle[i][jj]; ii++){// Sub LOOP for ii 
if(ii < t_lag_adj) IFLAG[jj][ii] = 0; 
if(ii >= (t_lag+Calendar)ITperiod) IFLAG[jj][ii] = 0; //very new 
I/new transfer ETc from (mm/period) to be (mm/day) under standard condition 
if(ii < t_lag_adj) 
ETc[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
ER[ii] = 0.0f; I/new 
else if(ii >= t_lag_adj) 
sumcycle = (float)(sumcycle + Tperiod); 
if(sumcycle <= countday){ I/new adjust 
ETc[jj][ii] = (float)( ( input _ETc[jj][tt]Istage_day[tt]) *Tperiod);  
ER[ii] = (float)( (Eff_rain [tt]/stage_day[tt]) *Tperiod); 
else{ 
if(stagenum[tt] != STAGE){ 
ETc[jj][ii] = (float)( ( (input_ETc[jj][ttj)/stage_day[tt]) *odd2[i][tt] + 
(Tperiod - odd2[i][tt]) * (input_ETc[jj][tt+1])/stage_day[tt+I] ) ; //odds 
days 
ER[ii] = (float)( ((Eff_rain[tt])Istage_daytt]) *odd2[i][tt] + (Tperiod - 
odd2[i][tt]) * (Eff_rain[tt+1])Istage_day[tt-i-1] ) ; //odds days 
else 
ETc[jj][ii] = (float)( ( (input_ETcj}{ti])/stage_day[tt]) * odd2[i][tt]); 
ER[ii] = (float)( ( (Eff_ rain [tt])Istage_day[tt]) * odd2[iI{tt]); 
tt++; 
countday = countday + stage_day[tt]; 
MM 
II This is to adjust D_factor (Allen et al. 1998) 
if(ETc[jj][ii] > 5.0t){ 	I/new move 
P[ii] = (float)(D_factr + 0.04*(5 - ETc 
if(P[ii] < 0.1) P[ii] = 0. If; 
if(P[ii] > 0.8) P[ii] = 0.8f; 
else P[ii] = D_factr; 
//Set up smc in every soil strip layer as wilting point of every soil layer 
FC_layer 	= (float)(FC[jj ] *layerD* 1000); 	I/new all loop 
RAM—layer = (float)((FC[jj] - PWP[jj])*layerD* I 000P[ii]); 
WP—layer 	= FC_layer - RAM—layer; 
for(nsl = 0; nsl <MaxLyr; nsl++) 
smc_layer[nsl]Ijj][ii-I] = WP—layer; 
II For Kcb adjust and then cal of RD adjust 
if(ii < t_lag_adj) RD[jjj{iij = 0.0f; 
else if(ii >= t_tag_adj II smc_rz[jj][ii-1] >= WP_RZ[jj][ii-l]) { I/new 
if(surncycle < Lini) Kcb[ii] = Kcb_ini; II new (0-24) 
if(sumcycle >= Lini && sumcycle < Lini+Ldev ){ /1(25-49) 
Kcb[ii] = Kcb_ini + ((sumcycle - Lini)/Lini)*(Kcb_mid - Kcb_ini); 
if(sumcycle >= Lini+Ldev && sumcycle < Lini+Ldev+Lrnid) Kcb[ii] = Kcb_mid; 
//(50-79) 
if(sumcycle >= Lini+Ldev+Lmid && sumcycle <Calendar){ I/new (80-99) 
Kcb[ii] = Kcb—mid + (( sumcycle - (Lini+Ldev+Lmid))/Llate)*(Kcb_end - 
Kcb—mid); 
if(sumcycle < Lini+Ldev){ 	/7(0-49) 
RD[jj][ii] = MinRD + (MaxRD - MinRD)*(Kcb[ii] - Kcb_ini)/(Kcb—mid - Kcb_ini); 
if(RD[jj][ii] > MaxRD) RD[jj][ii] = MaxRD; II new 
else{ 
RD[jj][ii] = MaxRD; 
else if(smc_rz[jjl[ii-1] < WP_RZ[jj][ii-1]) 
if(sumcycle < Lini) Kcb[ii] = Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_ini;  
if(sumcycle >= Lini && sumcycle < Lini+Ldev ){ 
Kcb[ii] = Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_ini + ((sumcycle - 
Lini)/Lini)*(Ks[jj] [ii]  *Kcb  mid - Ks[jj] [ii] *Kcb_ini);  
if(sumcycle >= Lini+Ldev && sumcycle < Lini+Ldev+Lmid) Kcb[ii] = 
Ks[jj] [ii]*Kcb mid; 
if(sumcycle >= Lini+Ldev+Lmid && sumcycle < Calendar){ //new 
Kcb[ii] = Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_mid + (( sumcycle - 
(Lini+Ldev+Lmid))/Llate) *(Ks[jj][jj] *Kcb  end - Ks[jj I [ii] *Kcb  mid); 
if(sumcycle <Lini+Ldev){ 
RD[jj][ii] = MinRD + (MaxRD - MinRD)*(Kcb[ii] - 
Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_ini)/(Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_mid - Ks[jj[ii]*Kcb_ini); 
if(RD[jj][ii] > MaxRD) RD[jj][ii] = MaxRD; 1/ new 
else{ 
RD[jj][ii] = MaxRD; 
1//end of Kcb and RD adjust 
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I/new for fix loss 
irrig[jj][ii] = sup_wrbd[jjj * IFLAG[jjj[ii]; 
if(ii == t_lag_adj) { 
if(IFLAG[jj][ii] == I) 
irrig[jj][ii] = (float)(sup_wrbd[jj] - fixioss) * IFLAG[jj][ii]; 
if(ii > t_lag_adj) 
if(IFLAG[jj][ii-1] == 0 && IFLAG[jj][ii] == I) 
irrig[jj][ii] = (float)(sup_wrhd[jj] - fixioss) * IFLAG[jjj[ii]; 
I/new for sumup of fixloss 
if(ii> t_lag_adj && ii < CYCLE+t_lag_adj){ 
if(IFLAG[jj][ii-11 == 1 && IFLAG[jj][ii] == 0) 
countn= 1; 
Nfix[jj][ii] = (float)(fixloss * countn); 
else Nfix[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
else if(ii == CYCLE+t_lag_adj-1){ 
if(IFLAG[jj][ii-1] == 0 && IFLAG[jj][ii] == 1){ 
countn= 1; 
Nfix[jj][ii] = (float)(fixloss * countn); 
else Nfix[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
}/I end of ii loop preparation of all input data 
//Now start of Main loop in every cycle 
for(ii = ü; ii <cycle[i][jj]; ii++){// Main LOOP for ii 
/ Start to strip soil layer in calculation here .....new all loop 
nlr_RZ_MAX = (int)(MaxRDllayerD); I/no, of layers at RD=Max 
II This is to find out number of layer at root get throuh 
// Important!! For example, if NLR_RZ[jj][ii] = 30 that means root has got in layer 0 to 29 
II so the layer 30 to 160 is continued to infil 
NLR_RZIjj][ii] 	(int)(RDIjjffii]/layerD); II no. of layers at a time period 
RD[jj][iil 	 = (float)(NLR_RZ[jj][ii]*layerD);  I/adjust RD by layer 
FC_RZ[jj][ii} 	= FC[jj]*RD[jj][ii]*1000;  
PWP_RZ[jJ] [ii] = PWP[jj] *RD[,jj [iij* 1000; 
RAM_RZ[jj][ii] = (FC[jj] - PWP[jj])*(RDjj][ii]* 1000)*P[ii];  
WP_RZ[jj][ii] 	= FC_RZ[jj][ii] - RAM_RZ[jj][ii]; I/new for varying p 
if(ii > t_lag_adj){ 
if(NLR_RZ[jj][ii] > NLR_RZ[jj][ii- 1])f 
tsum[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
for(nsl = NLR_RZ[jj]ii-1]; nsl <NLR_RZ[jj][ii]; nsl++){ 
tsum[jj][ii] = tsum[jj][ii] + sinc_layer[nsl][jj][ii-1]; 
smcrz[jj][ii] = smc_rz[jjl[ii-1] + tsum[jj][ii]; 
else smc_rz[jjl[ii] = smc_rz[jj}[ii-1]; 
II This is to sum up smc for global check 
if(ii == t_lag_adj) sum_up_smc[jjj[ii] = WP_RZ[jjj[ii]; 
else sum_up_smc[jj] [ii] = smc_rz[jj] [ii]; 
II Now calculate supply[jj][ii] in each time period with IFLAG[jj][ii] 
supply[jj][ii] = irrig[jj][ii]; /Iirrig is amount of water supply per time period 
sumsupply[i] = sumsupply[i] + supply[jj][ii] * scheme_arealjjj I tot—area; 
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I/Soil Water Balance Main Equation 
if(ii=zt_lag_adj) 
Ea[jj][ii] = ETc[jj][ii]; I/because initial smc = WP_RZ 
smc_rz[jj][ii] = (tloat)(WP_RZ[jj][ii] + supply[jj][ii] - Ea[jjj[ii] + ER[ii]); 
if(smc_rz[jj][ii] <WP_RZ[jj][ii}){ 
Ea[jj][ii] = (smc_rz[jj][ii] - PWP_RZ[jj][ii])*(ETc[jj][ii])/(WIP_RZ[jj][ij]_ 
PWP_RZ[jj][ii]); 
smc_rz[jj]{ii] = (t1oat)(WP_RZjj][ii] + supply[jj][ii] - Eafjj][ii] + ER[ii]); 
else if(ii > t_lag_adj){ 
if(srnc_rz[jj][ii] >= WP_RZ[jj][ii]) 
Ea[jj][ii] = ETc[jjj[ii]; 
smc_rz[jj][ii] = (float)(smcrz[jj][ii] + supply[jj][ii] - Ea[jj][ii] + ER[ii]); 
else if(smc_rz[jj][ii] <WP_RZ[jjffii]) 
Ea[jj][ii] = (smc_rz[jj][ii] - PWP_RZ[jj][ii])*(ETc[jj][ii])/(WP_RZ[jj][ii]_ 
PWP_RZ[jj I [ii]); 
smc_rz[jj][ii] = (tloat)(smc_rz[jj][ii] + supply[jj][ii] - Ea[jj][ii] + ER[ii]); 
II end Soil Moisture Balance Main Equation and its adjustment. 
SMCline[jj] [ii] = smc_rz[jjl [ii]; I/for ploting 
I/this is when SMC> FC 
infilt = 0.0f; 
if(smcjz[jj][ii] > FC_RZjjj][ii]){ I/when smc_rz OVER FC_RZ> infil cal. here 
SMCline[jj] [ii] = FC_RZIJjI! [ii] ;/Ifor plotting 
infilt = smc.jz[jj][ii] - FC_RZ[jj][ii]; 
infiltopup[jj][ii] = infilt; I/this is to find how much infiltration top up in this ii 
smc_rz[jj][ii] = FC_RZ[jj][ii]; 
I/this is to put infiltration from layer to layer below 
for(nsl = NLR_RZ[jj][ii]; nsf < nlr.RZ_MAX; nsl++) { 
smc_layer[nsl][jj][ii] = smc_layer[nsl][jj][ii- I] + infilt; 
if(smc_layer[nsl][jj][ii] > FC_layer){ 
infilt = smc_layer[nsl][jj][ii] - FC_layer; 
smcjayer[nsl][jjl[ii] = FC_layer; 
else 
infilt = 0.0; 
break; 
Ovr_supl[jj][iil = infilt; 
else{ 
for(nsl = 0; nsl < nlr_RZ_MAX; nsl++) { 
I/if there is no infil so, smc_layer[ii] = smc_layer[ii-1] last cycle 
smc_layer[nsl] [jjl  liii = smc_layer[nsl] [jj] [ii- I]; 
infiltopup[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
Ovr_supl[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
sumOversupl[i] = sumOversupl [i] + Ovr_supl Liii [ii]; 
II This is to compute net—infil this cycle 
if(smc_rz[jj][ii] > FC_RZ[jjl[ii]) 	netinfil[jj][ii] = infiltopup[jj][ii] - 
Ovr_supl[jj}[ii]; 
else netinfil[jjj[ii] = 0.0f; 
II This is for plotting smc line if oversupply 
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if(Ovr_supl[jj][ii] > O.Of) SMCline[jjl[ii] = FC_RZ[jj][ii] + Ovr_sup1jj]{ii]; I/new 
II This is for calculation of Ks when smc_rz <WP_RZ 
if(smc_rz[jjj[ii] <WP_RZ{jj] [ii]) 
Ks[jj][ii] = (FC_RZ[jj][ii] - smc_rzjj][ii])/(FC..RZ[jj][ii]-WP_RZEjj][ii]); 
else Ks[jj][ii] = I; 
II This is a penalty function. 
if(smc_rz[jj][ii] < \VP_RZ[jj][ii]) { 
II Now must define once again incase if smc < pwp 
LWP[jj][ii] = (float)(WP_RZ[jj][ii] - smc_rz[jj] [ii ]);//this  if for scarcity 
Equity[jj] [ii] = (float)pow((R 1 *LWP[jj]  [ii]),2); 
II This is for plotting of SMCline if smc <WP 
SMCline[jj]{ii] = WP_RZ[jj][ii] - LWPLjj][ii]; 
else 
LWP[jj][ii] = O.Of; 
Equity[jj][iij = O.Of; 
sumLWP[i] = sumLWP[i] + LWP[jj][ii}; 
sumEquity[i] = sumEquity[i] + Equity[jj][ii]; 
surnsmc_rz[i][jj] = sumsmc_rz[i]jj] + sum_up_smc[jj][ii];//this is for global check 
sumX[i][jjJ 	= sumX[i][jj] 	+ supply[jj][ii]; 	//sum supply exclude fixloss 
sumETc[iJ[jj] = sumETc[i][jj] + ETc[jj][ii]; 
sumEa[i][jj] 	= sumEa[i][jj] + Ea[jj][ii]; //sum actual evapotranspiration 
sumSMCend[i] [jj] = sumSMCend[i] Ui] + smc_rz[jj] [ii]; 
sumO[i][jj] = sumO[i]tjj] 	+ Ovr_supl[jj][ii]; //sum oversupply above RDmax 
cum_stress[i] [jj] = cum.stress[i] Ui]± LWP[jj] [ii]; 
sumNfix[i][jj] = sumNfix[i][jj] + Nfix[jj][ii]; //sum fixloss 
suminfil[i][jj] = suminfil[i][jj] + infiltopup[jj][ii]; //infil if smc > FC include ovrsup 
GlobalSMC[i][jj] = surnsmc_rz[i][jj] + sumX[i][jj] - sumEa[i][jj] - 
sumSMCend[i][jj] - suminfil[i][jj]; 
sumGlobal[i] 	= sumGlobal[i] + GI0baISMC[i][jj]; 
sumlrr.day[i][jj] = sumlrr_day[i][jj] + IFLAGIjj][ii]; I/new 
}//end of ii loop 
}/Iend of jj scheme 
I/this is canal capacity constraint 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++){ 	I/new 
sumBflow[ii] = O.Of; 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) { 
branchGOii] [jj] = Bflowrate[jj]*IFLAG[jj] [ii]; 
sumBfiowii] 	= sumBflow[ii] + branchGO[ii][jj]; 
if(sumBfiow[ii] > main_capa) { 
capaConstr[i][ii] = (float)(R2*(sumBflow[ii] - main_capa)); 
else capaConstr[i] [ii] = 0.0f; 
sumCapaConstr[i] = sumCapaConstr[i] + (float)(pow(capaConstr[i] [ii] ,2)); 
}I/end of ii in capacity constraint loop 
II Objective function is Here 
ftnss[i] = (float)(sumsupply[i] + sumEquity[i] + sumCapaConstr{iI); 
sumftnss = surnftnss + ftnss[i]; 
if(bestfit > ftnss[i]){ 
bestfit = ftnss[i]; 
psumLWP = surnLWP[i]; 
psumOVR = surnOversupl[i]; 




for(jj = 0; jj<NSCHEME; jj++) { 
psumX[jj] = sumX[i][jj]; 
psumEa[jj] sumEa[i][jj]; 
psuniETc[jj] = surnETc[i][jj]; 
psumsmc_rz[jj) = sumsmc_rz[i][jjl; 
psumSMCend[jjj = sumSMCend[i][jjI; 
psumDie[jj] = sumDie[i][jj]; 
psumNfix[jjI = sumNfix[i][jjJ; 
psumO[jj] = sumO[i][jjj; 
pstress[jj] = cum_stress[i] [iji; 
pGIobaISMC[jjj = GIobaISMC[i][jj]; 
psumlrr_day[jj] = sumlrr_day[i][jj]; 
psurninfil[jj] = suminfil[i][jj]; 
psurnnetinfil[jj] = sumnetinfil[i] [ii]; 
for(ii=0; ii<cycle[i][jj]; ii++) { 
pFlag[jj][ii] = IFLAG[jj][ii]; 
pRD[jjj[ii] = RD[jj][ii]; 
pEa[jj][ii] = Ea[jj][ii]; 
ptsum[jj][ii] = tsum[jj][ii]; 
pinfiltopup[jj][ii] = infiItopup[jj][ii; 
psupply[jj][ii] = supply[jj][ii]; 
pdemand[jj][ii] = demand[,jj][ii]; 
psrnc_rz[jj][iij = srnc_rz[jj][ii]; 
pSMCline[jj][ii] = SMCIine[jj][ii]; 
pOvrsupl[jj}[ii] = Ovr_supl[jj][ii]; 
pLWP[jj][ii] = LWP[jj][ii]; 
pcapaConstr[ii] = capaConstr[i][ii]; 
}//end of i 
if (gen == MaxGEN- I II DELTAJtnss <= DELTA) 
index = 999; 
for(jj = 0; jj<NSCHEME; jj++) { 
Njixloss 	= (float)(psumNfix[jj]/fixloss); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl,'%8d",pFlag[jjJ[ii]); 
fprintf(fl, Irri_day %9.3f sumFixioss %9.3[\n, psumlrr_day[jj}, psumNfix[jj]); 
printf(fl ,FC 	'); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%8.3f',FC RZ[jj][ii]);  fprintf(fI,'\n); 
fprintf(fl ,supply '); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl,%8.3f',psupply[jj][ii]); fprintf(f!,\n"); 
fprintf(fI ,Ea 	); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%8.3f,pEa[jj][ii]); fprintf(fl,\n); 
fprintf(fI,smc_rz ); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%8.3f',psmc_rz[jj][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fl,'SMC_Iine ); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl,"%8.3f',pSMCline[jj][ii]); 	fprintf(fl,\n'); 
fprintf(fI,'WP 	1. ); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl,"%8.3f,WP_RZ[jj][ii]); fprintf(fl,'\n"); 
fprintf(fl,"P\VP 	11 ); 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%8.3f',PWP_RZ[jj][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fl ,'Ovr_supl ); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%8.3f,pOvr_supl[jjj[ii]); fprintf(fI ,\n'); 
fprintf(fl,'BeIowWP ); 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%83f',pLWP[jj][ii]); 
fprintf(f 1, cum—stress %9.31\n, pstress[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,GIobal %9.3t\n, pGlobaISMC[jj]); 
fprintf(fI ,SMCstr %9.3f\n', psumsmc_rz[jj]); 
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fprintf(fl ,"Irriga %9.3t\n", psumX[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,"ETc %9.3f\n", psumETc[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,"Ea_ %9.3ñn", psumEa[jj]); 
fprintf(fI ,'SMCend %9.3f\n", psumSMCend[jj]); 
fprintf(f l,"Ovrsup %9.3f\n', psumO[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,"infilt %9.3ñn", psuminfil[jj]); 
fprintf(f 1, 'stress %9.3f\n", pstress[jj]); 
fprintf(fI,"fixlos %9.3f\n", psumNfix[jj]); 
}/I end of scheme 
fprintf(fl ,"\n"); 
fprintf(f 1," %1.Of %4.2f %4.3f %3d R1%2d R2%2d", Tperiod, MOVER, NofMu, gen, RI, R2); 
fprintf(fl," %7.3f %7.3f %6.3f %6.31\n", 
ftnss[POPSIZE], psumsupply,  psumEquity, psurnCapa); 
}I/ end of if loop 
avgftnss = sumftnss/POPSIZE; 
minftnss = ftnss[O]; 
for(i=O; i<POPSIZE; i++) 
if(ftnss[i] < minftnss) minftnss = ftnss[i]; 
if(ftnss[i] < ftnss[POPSIZE]){ 
ftnss[POPSIZE] = ftnss[i]; 
fprintf(fl ,"%3d %10.3f  %7.3f\n" ,gen+ I ,ftnss[POPSIZE],bestfit); 
1* * * * * * * ** * *** * * * ** * * * * ** * * * ** * * * * * * * *1 
void Tournament() 
mt ii,jj,j,mem; 
for (mein=O; mein <POPSIZE; mem-1-+){ 
ii = Randlnt(O,POPSIZE-1); 
jj = Randlnt(O,POPSIZE-1); 
if(ftnss[ii] <=: ftnss[jj])( 
for(j=O; j<LENGTH; j++){ 
matedpop[mem]] = initial—pop[ii]U]; 
if(ftnss[ii] > ftnss[jj])( 
for(j=O; j<LENGTH; j++){ 
mated_pop[mem][j] = initial_pop[jj][j]; 
1* * * * ** * ** * * *1 
II Routine to crossover population 
void XOVER(int ii, mt i2) 
int ,kk; 
kk = Randlnt(1,LENGTH-1); 
for(j=kk;j<LENGTH;j++) 
II 	SwapintValues(&mated_pop[i I] [j],&mated_pop[i2] UI); 
SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] U] ,&mated_pop[i2]  UI); 




II 	if(kk== I) SwapintValues(&mated_pop[i 1] UI ,&mated_pop[i2]  U]); 
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if(kk== 1) SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] U] ,&mated_pop[i2]  U]); 
1* * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * * ** * ** * * *1 
II Routine to crossover population, 2-site 
void TPXOVER(int ii, mt i2){ 
mt 	j,kkl,kk2; 
kkl = Randlnt( I ,LENGTH- 1); 
kk2 = Randlnt( I ,LENGTH- 1); I/this is for 2-site XOVER 
if (kkl>kk2) SwapintValues(&kkl ,&kk2); I/this is to swap 2-site if the later is less 
Uor(j=kkl ;j<kk2;j++) 
II 	SwapintValues(&matedpop[i I] U],&mated_pop[i2]U]); 
S wapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] U] ,&mated_pop[i2]  U]); 
1* * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * ** * ** * *1 
void SelectMate() 
mt i,j,mem, nuni_select,one; 
float Prob_X; 
num_select = 0; 
I.-'or (mem = 0; rnem< POPSIZE ; mem++) { 
Prob_X = randQ%l000/l000.Of; 
if (Prob_X < PXOVER){ 
++num_select; 
if(num_select%2 == 0){ 
TPXOVER(one,rnem); I/for testing I-site use XOVER, for 2-site use TPXOVER 
else one = mem; 
void UniSelectMate() 
jilt i, j, mem, num_select,one; 
float Prob_X; 
num select = 0; 
for (mem = 0; mem< POPSIZE ; mem++) 
Prob_X = randO% 1000I1000.0f; 
if (Prob_X < PXOVER){ 
++num_select; 
if(num_select%2 == 0){ 
UNIXOVER(one,mem); 
else one = mem; 
I*** * ** * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * ** * * ** * * * ** * ** * ** * ** 





for 0=0;j<LENGTH;j-H-) ( 
r = randQ%1000/I000.0; 
if(r<Pmutate) 
if(mated_pop[i]U] == 0) mated—pop[i]U] = I; 
else mated_pop[i][j] = 0; 
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for(j=O;j<LENGTH;j++) initial_pop[i] Lii mated-pop[i]U]; 
I****** *** ************************* 
II Routine to print error message 
void nrerror(char *messg) 
puts(messg) 
exit(1) 
1* ** * ** * ** * ** * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * *** * * * * * * *1 
II Routine to swop value 





1* ** * ** * *** ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * *** * ** * * * * *1 
II Routine to swop real value 
void SwapRealValues(float 	float*yy) 
float temp; 
temp = *xx;  
= *yy;  
*yy = temp; 
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//GA46A.c 	 Program to formulate GAs for water scheduling problem 








#deiine Tperiod 1.0 I/input time period in considered 
#define POPSIZE 100 I/input population size 
#define INTERVAL 300 I/input interval of generation to recheck of improvement fitness 
#define DELTA 0.0001 I/input minimum improvement of fitness after INTERVAL generation 
#define IrriEff 0.837 //Irri efficiency of secondaries(0.837), of Teri aries(0.837) 
#clefine 	fixloss 1.5 II fixloss of each teriary canal 
#define PercentFlow 100 I/input percent of main canal flow 
#define NUIvICROP 1 I/input number of crop 
#define MAXSUBLAT 4 I/input maximum tertiary canals in a secondary 
#define NSCHEME 4 I/input total scheme numbers 
#define SumSubLat 16 I/input total tertiaries of the system 
#define Calendar 100 I/input maximum crop growth period 
#define STAGE 100 I/input stage of input data 
#define CYCLE 115 i/input total time period calendar + max. straggering days 
#define LENGTH CYCLE*MAXSUBLAT I/input chromosome length of a secondary 
#define inc 1.0 I/input increment to mutate 
#define layerD 0.005 I/input a root zone soil layer for water balance in meter 
#define tDepth 1.0 I/input total depth of soil layer in meter 
#define MaxLyr 200 I/input maximum soil layer in consider 
int 	Randlnt (int, int); 
float RandReal (tloat,float); 
void 	Read_inputfilesO; 
void SwapintValues(int , int *); 
void 	SwapRealValues(float , float *); 







int 	MaxGEN, Ri, R2, R3, t_lag; 
float NotMu, PXOVER; 
int 	i ,tt, index, stage_day[STAGE], num_sublat[NSCHEME]; 
int g, stage_num[STAGE] ,IFLAG[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
int 	pFlag[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; I/new 
int IFLAG_B[NSCHEME][CYCLE], pFlag_B [NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; I/new 
float 	sumIFLAG[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; I/new 
float countday; 
float 	mated [POPSIZE] ,bestfit, Pmutate,ftnss[POPSIZE+ I], DELTA_ftnss, OLD_minftnss; 
float initial_pop[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [LENGTH], 
mated_pop[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [LENGTH]; 
float 	MinRD, MaxRD, Lini, Ldev, Lmid, Llate, Kcb_ini, Kcb_mid, Kcb_end, Kcb[CYCLE]; 
float RootD[STAGE], D_factr, FC[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
PWP[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
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float RAM[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
pRAM[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	Bcapa[NSCHEME] ,loss_fct[NSCHEME], 
I nput_ETc[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [STAGE], main_capa; 
float 	Scapa[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], scheme_area[NSCHEME], Eff_rain[STAGE]; 
float subLat_area[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], TotaIAREA; 
mt 	LagC[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
FILE *fl *f2*f3 ;  
//MAIN PROGRAM 
void main (void) 
mt gen; 
clockt start, finish; 
float 	duration, TotalTime 
TotalTime = 0.0f; 
if( (fl = fopen(ga46.out"," w"))) 




MaxGEN 	= 2500; 
PXOVER = 0.9f; 
NoMu 	= 0.05f; 
RI 	 = I; 
R2 = 2500; 
R3 	 = 5000; 
II 	RI 
I/do { 
II 	R2 	= 	12500; 
//do( 
II 	R3 	= 	5000; 
//do{ 
1* 	NotMu = 0.01 f; 
do 
PXOVER 	= 0.5f; 
do{ *1 
initial(); 
index = 0; 
OLD_minftnss = 1000.0f; 
DELTA_ftnss = I000.0f; 
bestfit 	= 10000000000.0f; 
ftnss[POPSIZE] = 100000000000.0f; 
start = clockQ; 
for(gen = 0; gen <= MaxGEN; gen++) 





If (!((gen+ 1 )%INTERVAL)) 
DELTA_ftnss = (float)fabs((double)((OLD_minftnss - ftnss[POPSIZE])/ftnss[POPSIZE])); 
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OLD_minftnss = ftnss[POPSIZE]; 
//End of Generation Loop 
finish = clockQ; 
duration = (tloat)(finish - start) / CLOCKS—PER—SEC; 
TotalTime = (float)(TotalTime + duration); 
printf( Time = %5.2f sec\n", duration); 
fprintf(fl,'New Pmu Time = %5.2f sec \n\n, duration); 
/*PXOVER = (float)(PXOVER + 0.05f); 
)while (PXOVER <= 1.01 t); 
NofMu = (float)(NofMu + 0.02); 
}while(NofMu <=0.14); */ 
II R3=R3+2500; 
//}while (R3 <= 10001); 
II R2=R2+2500; 
//) while (R2 <= 15001); 
II RI =Rl +2; 
//}while (Ri <= 6); 
(void) fclose (f 1); 
printfCEnd of run ENJOY!!!! 
/[MAIN PROGRAM END 
1* * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * ** * * ** * *1 
void Read_inputfiles() 
mt ii, jj, kk, cc, num_schemes, scheme_num[NSCHEME]; 
mt scheme_num 1 [NSCHEME], scheme_num2[NSCHEMEI, scheme_num3 [NSCHEME], 
scheme_num4 [NSCHEME], scheme_num5 [NSCHEME]; 
mt num_crop, crop_nmbr2,crop_period[NUMCROP]; 
mt sublat[MAXSUBLAT], Nstage, crop_nmbr; 
float crop_area[NUMCROP]  [NSCHEME]; 
char title]. [80] ,title2[80],title3 [80], title5[80],title6[80], title7[80]; 
char title8[80], title9[80], title 10[80],  title 11 [80]; 
char schedulefile[20]; 
	
if(!(f2 = fopen("Proj46A.lst",'r))) { 	I/for input46A.dat 
nrerror(' Can not open project file) 
II start reading file here 
fgets(schedulefile, 20, f2) 
for(ii = 0; ii <20; ii++) { if(schedulefile[ii] =='\n') schedulefile[ii] = 
(void) fclose(f2) 
II now read water scheduling data 
if(!(f2 = fopen(schedulefile,"r))) nrerror(" Unable to open schedulefile') 
I/Canal data file start here 
fgets(titlel, 80, f2); 	I/Canal data title 
fscanf(f2,%d,&num_schemes); II scan number of schemes here 
for0j=0;jj<num_schemes;jj++) fscanf(f2," %d ", &scheme_num[jj]); 
for(jj = 0; jj < NSCHEME; jj++) fscanf(f2,%d, &num_sublat[jj]); 
fscanf(f2,\n); 
fscanf(f2,%d,&num_crop); I/number of crop (how many crops in this system 
for(jj =0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) 
fscanf(f2,'%d,&scheme_numl[jj]); 
for(kk = 0; kk < num_sublat[jj]; kk++){ 
fscanf(f2,'%d, &sublat[kk]); 
for (cc = 0; cc < num_crop; cc++){ 




for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) { 
scheme_area[jjJ = 0.0f; 
for(kk = 0; kk<num sublat[jj]; kk++){ 
subLat_areaEjj][kk] = 0.0f; 
for (cc = 0; cc < num_crop; cc++){ 
subLat_area{jjj [kk] = subLat_area[jj J [kk] + crop_area[cc] [iii; 
scheme—area[jj] = scheme_area[jj] + subLat_area[jj] [kk]; 
TotaIAREA = TotaIAREA + scheme_area[jj]; 
fgets(title2, 80, f2); 	II Main & lateral canals title 
fscanf(12,%f &main_capa) ; II scan main canal supply 
II scan branch canal supply 
for(jj = 0; jj <num_schemes; jj++) fscanf(t2,"%f ", &Bcapa[jj) 
fscanf(f2,"\n"); 
I/scan sub-lateral capa 
fgets(title3, 80, f2); 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) 
fscanf(f2, ' %d ", &scheme_num2[jj]); 
for(kk = 0; kk < num_sublat[jj]; kk++) 
fscanf(f2,%f", &Scapa[jj][kk]); 
fscanf(12,\n); 
II Soil data file start here ****************** 
fgets(title5, 80, t2); 	II LagC 
for(jj = 0; jj < num_schemes; jj++) 
fscanf(t2,"%d ', &scheme_num3[jj]); 
for(kk = 0; kk < MAXSUBLAT; kk++){ 
fscanf(t2,"%d ", &LagClIjj][kk]) 
fscanf(f2, \n); 
fgets(title6, 80, t2); 	I/field capacity title 
for(jj = 0; jj <num_schemes; jj++) { 
fscanf(t2, %d ', &scheme_num4[jj]); 
for(kk =0; kk < MAXSUBLAT; kk++){ 
fscanf(f2,%f , &FC[jj}[kk]) ; II scan FC 
iscanf(f2,'\n); 
fgets(title7, 80, f2); 	II permanent wilting point title 
for(jj = 0; jj < num_schemes; jj-H-) 
fscanf(f2, %d ', &scheme_num5 [jjj); 
for(kk = 0; kk < MAXSUBLAT; kk++){ 
fscanf(f2," %f , &PWP[jjl{kk]); II scan PWP 
fscanf(f2,"\n'); 
7/ Crop Data File start here 
fgets(title8, 80, t2); 	 II Detail crop datas 
fscanf(f2, %3d" ,&crop_nmbr); 
for (cc = 0; cc < crop_nmbr; cc++){ 
fscanf(f2, %3d ,&crop_period[cc]);//Days of Max. crop calender (100) 
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fscanf(f2,'%3d',&crop_nmbr2); I/crop number (I) 
fscanf(f2,"%3d ",&Nstage); 
for(tt = 0; tt < Nstage; tt++){ 
fscanf(f2,"%3d',&stage_num[tt]); 	I/total stage number = 1,2,3....100 
fscanf(t2,"\n"); 
for(tt = 0; U < Nstage; tt++){ 
fscanf(t2,"%2d,&stage_day[tt]); 	I/number of days in each stage (1) 
fscanf(f2,"\n); 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) { 
for(kk = 0; kk < MAXSUBLAT; kk++){ 
for(tt = 0; tt < Nstage; tt++){ 
fscanf(f2, %f, &input_ETc[jj] [kk] [ttl); 	//input_ETc[jj] [kk] [tt] 
fscanf(f2,"\n); 
for(tt = 0; tt <Nstage; tt++){ 	 I/Effective rainfall 
fscanf(f2,%f, &Eff_rain[tt]) 
fscan f(f2,\n ); 
fgets(title9,80,t2); II Length stage title 
fscanf(f2,"%f %f %f %f',&Lini, &Ldev, &Lmid, &Llate); 
fscanf(f2,\n"); 
fgets(titlelo,80,f2); II Kcb title 
fscanf(f2,%f %f %f,&Kcb_ini, &Kcb_mid, &Kcb_end); 
fscanf(t2,"\n); 
fgets(titlel 1, 80, t2); I/rooting depth title 
fscanf(f2," %f %f', &MinRD, &MaxRD); 
fscanf(f2, %f' ,&D_factr); II Defraction factors 
(void)fclose(t2); 
}//end Readinput file 
float RandReal (float lower,float upper) 
float val; 
float nb = ( upper - lower); 
val = (float)(randO%l000/1000.0*nb + lower); 
return ((float)val); 
mt Randlnt (mt lower,int upper) 
mt val; 
mt nb = (upper - lower); 




float nd = RAND—MAX; 
for(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i-i-+) 
for(j=0; j< NSCHEME; j++){ 
for(k=0; k<LENGTH; k++)( 
initial_pop[i] [ii [k] = (float)(randQ&0 1); 
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void objective(int gen)( 
mt 	i,j, k, ii, kk, cycle[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float sumftnss, minftnss, avgftnss; 
float 	odds[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME], odd2[NSCHEME] [STAGE], 
sumcycle[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float Ovr_supl [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
pOvr_supl[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float LWP[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
LWP[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float S_latGO[LENGTH] [MAXSUBLAT], pETc[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float ETc[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], sup_wrbd [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float supply[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
psupply[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT][CYCLE]; 
float dernand[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
pdernand[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float psumOVR, psumLWP, psurnBcapa, RD[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	surnBcapaCon [POPSIZE], surnLWP[POPSIZE]; 
float capaConstr[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pcapaConstr[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	IobalSMC[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
pG]obalSMC[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float sumX[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
surnD[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float sumD[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], psumX[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float sumsmc_rz[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
psumsmc_rz[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float rnc_rz[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
psmc_rz[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	srnO[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], sumGlobal [POPSIZE], 
sums upply[POPSIZE]; 
float 	nCapaCon[CYCLE], surnMCapaCon[POPSIZE], psumMCapaCon; 
float urnTertiaryFlow[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float SMCline[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
pSMCI i ne[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	sumEquity[POPSIZE], psumsupply, psumEquity, 
Equity[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float WPscherne[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
pLWPscheme[NSCHEME][MAXSUBLAT]; 
float 	sumSecondaryFlow[CYCLE], sumOversupl[POPSIZE]; 
float P[CYCLE], Ks [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
i nt 	NLR_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], nlr_RZ_MAX, nsl, countn; I/new 
float C_layer, RAM—layer, WP_layer, RAM_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; I/new 
float FC_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
PWP_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
WP_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE] ;//new 
float 	smc_layer[200]  [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
tsum[NSCHEME][MAXSUBLAT][CYCLE]; 
float 	Ea[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], infilt ; I/new 
float pstress[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT], cum_stress[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float ER[CYCLE], irrig[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
Nfix[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float sum_up_smc[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	inflltopup[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	sumNfix[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
sumEa[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float 	suminfil[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
sumSMCend[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
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float 	sumlrr_day[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
psuminfil [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float psumEa[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] ,psumSMCend[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float psumNfix[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], psumO[NSCHEME] [MAXSUB LAT]; 
float psurnlrr_day[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT]  ,pEa[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	ptsum[NSCHEME] [MAXSUB LAT] [CYCLE], N_fixloss, B_GO[CYCLE]  [NSCHEME]; 
float psumETc[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT], sumETc[POPSIZE] [NSCHEMEI [MAXSUBLAT]; 
sumftnss = O.Of; 
for(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i++) 
ftnss[i] 	= 0.0f; 
sumLWP[i] 	= 0.0f; 
sumOversupl[i] = 0.0f; 
sumBcapaCon[i] = 0.0f; 
sumMCapaCon[i] 	= 0.0f; 
sumsupply[i] 	= 0.0f; 
sumGlobal[i] = 0.0f; 
sumEquity[i] 	= 0.0f; 
/**** START to Transfer Array here ****/ 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++) ( I/new 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[j]; k++) 
t_lag = LagC[j][k]; 
cycle[i] U] [k] = (int)(ceil(Calendar/Tperiod)+t_Iag); 
odds[i] UI = (float)(Calendar - (Tperiod *(int)floor(Calendar/Tperiod)));  
Pmutate = (float)(NofMu/(LENGTH*NSCHEME)); 
}/I end LOOP II 
II every stage of month it has odd2 that occours when devide stageday with wrbd 
for(j = 0; j<NSCHEME; j++){ I/LOOP J2 
for(tt = 0; tt<STAGE; tt++){ 
if(ttrO) { 
odd2U] [tt] = (float)( stage_day[tt] - ((int)1looi(stage_day[tt]/Tperiod))*Tperiod ); 
II odd2 in first stage = (30 - (floor(3012.25)*2.25) = 0.75 days 
else[ 
odd2[j][tt] = (float)(odd2[j][tt-1] + stage_day[tt] - ((int)floor((odd2[j][tt- 
1 J+stage_day[tt])/Tperiod))*Tperiod);  
I/later stage continuing count odd2 from the first stage = 0.75 days + 31 - ( floor((0.75 + 
3 1)I2.25)2.25 = 0.25 days thus summation of odds become 5 in stage 2 
}Ilend J2 
for(j = 0; j<NSCHEME; j++) 
kk=0; 
for(k = 0; k<num_sublat[j]; k++){ 
t_lag = LagC[j][k]; I/new 
for(ii = 0; ikcycle[i][j][k]; ii++){ II cycles in each sub—lateral 
IFLAG[j][k] [ii] = 0; 
if(ii >= t_lag && ii < t_lag+Calendar) IFLAG[j][k][ii] = (int)(initial_pop[i][j][kk]); 
II Transfer Array end 
for(j =0; j<NSCHEME; j++) ( WAIN SCHEME LOOP for j 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[j]; k++) { I/MAIN LOOP fork 
sumX[i]U][k] 	= 0.0f; 
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surnEa[i][j][k] 	= 0.0f; 
sumETc[i][j][k] = 0.0f; 
surninfil[i][j][k] = 0.0f; 
sumO[i][j][k] 	= 0.0f; 
sumsmc_rz[i]{j][k] = 0.0f; 
curn_stress[i][j][k] = O.Of; 
sumlrr_day[i][j][k] = 0.0f; 
sumSMCend[i][j][k] = O.Of; 
sumNfix[i][j][k] = 0.0f; 
LWPscherne[i][j][k] = 0.Of; 
tt = 0; 
sumcycle[j][k] = 0.0f; 
countday = (float)(stage_day[0]); 
t_lag = LagC[j][k]; II new move 
for(ii = 0; 1k cycle[i][j][k]; ii++){ II sub ii loop for preparing data is HERE 
if(ii < t— lacy) IFLAG[j][k] [ii] = 0; //new 
if(ii >= (t_Iag + Calendar)/Tperiod) IFLAG[j][k]  [ii] = 0; I/new 
if(ii < t_lag) ( 
ETc[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; I/new 
ER[ii] = 0.0f; 
else if(ii >= t_lag){ 	 I/new 
sumcycle[j][kJ = (float)(sumcycle[j][k] + Tperiod); 
if(sumcycle[j][k] <= countday){ 
ETc[j][k][ii] = (float)( ((input_ETc[j][k][tt])/stage_day[tt])*Tperiod ); 
ER[ii] = (float)( ((Eff_rain[tt] )/stage_day[tt] ) *Tpercd); 
else{ 
if(stage_num[tt] 	Calendar ){ 
ETc[j][k][ii] = (float)(odd2[j] [tt] *(input_ETc[j] [k] [tt])/stage_day[tt] + 
(Tperiod - odd2[j][tt])*(input_ETc[jj [k] [tt+ 1])/stage_day[tt+ 1]); 
ER[ii] = (float)(odd2[j] [tt} *(Eff rain[tt] )/stage_day[tt] + (Tperiod - 
odd2[j] [tt])*(Eff_rain[tt+  1 ])/stage_day[tt+ 1]); 
else { 	ETc[j][k][ii] = (float)(odd2[j] [tt]*(input_ETc[j]  [k] [tt])/stage_day[tt] ); 
ER[ii] = (float)(odd2[j] [tt] *(Eff rain[tt] )/stage_day[ttj ); 
tt++; 
countday = countday + stage_day[tt]; 
II This is to adjust D_factor 
f(ETc[j][k][ii] > 5.0f){ 	I/new for vary p factor 
P[ii] = (float)(D_factr + 0.04*(5 - ETc[j][k][ii])); 
if(P[ii] < 0.1) P[ii] = 0.1 f; 
if(P[iI] > 0.8) P[ii] = 0.8f; 
else P[ii] = Dfactr; 
I/Setup smc in every soil strip layer as wilting point of every soil layer 
FC_layer 	= (float)(FC[j] [k] *layerD*  1000); 
RAM—layer = (float)((FC[j] [k] - PWP[jI [k])*layerD*  1  000*P[ii]);  
WP—layer 	= FC_layer - RAM—layer; 
for(nsl = 0; nsl <MaxLyr; nsl++) 
smc_layer[nsl][j][k][ii-1] = WP—layer; 
II new all for Kcb adjust and then cal of RD adjust 
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if(ii < t_lag) RD[j][k][ii] = 0.Of; 	I/new 
else if(ii >= t_Iag II smc_rzlj][k][ii-1] >= WP_RZIJ][k][ii- l]) { I/new 
if(sumcyclefj][k] <Lini) Kcb[iil = Kcbjni; //(0-24) 
if(sumcycle[j][k] >= Lini && surncycleEj][k] <Lini+Ldev  ){ /1(25-49) 
Kcb[ii] = Kcb_ini + ((surncycle[j][k] - Lini)ILini)*(Kcb_mid - Kcb_ini); 
if(sumcycle[j][k] >= Lini+Ldev && sumcycle[j][k] <Lini+Ldev+Lniid) Kcb[ii] = Kcb_mid; 
if(sumcycle[j][k] >= Lini+Ldev+Lmid && sumcycle[j][k] <Calendar){ //(80-99) 
Kcb[ii] = Kcb_mid + (( surncycle[j][k] - (Li ni+Ldev+Lmid))ILl  ate) *(Kcb_end - Kcb_mid); 
if(sumcycle[j][k] <Lini+Ldev) 
RD[j][k][ii] = MinRD + (MaxRD - MinRD)*(Kcb[ii] - Kcb_ini)I(Kch_mid - Kcb_ini); 
if(RD[j][k][ii] > MaxRD) RD[jJ[k][ii] = MaxRD; 
else{ 
RD[j][k][ii] = MaxRD; 
else if(smc_rz[j][k][ii-1] < WP_RZ[j][k][ii-l]) 
if(sumcycle[j][k] <Lini) Kcb[ii] = Ks[jI[k] [ii] *Kcbini;  
if(sumcycle[j][k] >= Lini && sumcycle[j][k] <Lini+Ldev  ){ 
Kcb[ii] = Ks[j][k][ii]*Kcb_i ni + ((sumcycle[j][k] - Lini)/Lini)*(Ks[j][k][ii]*Kcb_mid - 
Ks[j] [k] [ii] *Kcbini); 
if(surncycle[j][k] >= Lini+Ldev && sumcycle[j][k] <Lini+Ldev+Lmid) Kcb[ii] = 
Ks[j] [k] [ii] *Kcb_rnid;  
if(sumcycle[j][k] >= Lini+Ldev+Lrnid && sumcycle[j][k] <Calendar){ 
Kcb[ii] = Ks[j][k][ii]*Kcb_mid + (( sumcycle[j][k] - 
(Lini+Ldev+Lmid))/Llate)*(Ks[jI [k]  [ii]*Kcb_end - Ks[j] [k] [ii] *Kcb  mid); 
if(sumcycle[j][k] <Lini+Ldev)( 
RD[j][k][ii] = MinRD + (MaxRD - MinRD)*(Kcb[ii] - 
Ks[j][k][ii]*Kcb_ini)/(Ks[j][k][ii]*Kcb_rnid - Ks[j] [k][ii] *Kcbini);  
if(RD[j][k][ii] > MaxRD) RD[j][k][ii] = MaxRD; 
else RD[j][k][ii] = MaxRD; 
}//end of Kcb and RD adjust 
II Calculate supply start here with 
sup_wrbd U] [k] = (float)(IrriEff*Scapa[j] [k]  *Tperiod*3600*24 * 1 000)/(subLat_area[j] [k] * 10000); 
II For fixloss 
irrig[j] [k][ii] = sup.wrbdU][k] * IFLAGU] [k] [ii]; 
if(ii == t_lag) { 
if(IFLAGUIIk][ii] == 1) 
irrig[j][k][ii] = (tloat)(sup_wrbd[j][k] - fixioss) * IFLAG[j][k][ii]; 
if(ii > t_lag) 
if(IFLAG[j][k][ii-I] == 0&& IFLAG[j][k][ii] == 1) 
irrig[j][k][ii] = (float)(sup_wrbd[j][k] - fixioss) * IFLAG[j][k][ii]; 
//new for sumup of fixioss 
if(ii > t_lag && ii <CYCLE+t_lag){ 
if(IFLAG[j][k][ii-1] == I && IFLAG[j][k]{ii] == 0) 
countn= I; 
Nfix[j][k][ii] = (float)(fixloss * countn); 
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else Nfixfj][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
else if(ii == CYCLE+t_lag-l){ 
if(IFLAG[j][k][ii-11 == 0 && IFLAG[j][k][ii] == l){ 
countn= 1; 
Nfix[j}[k][ii] = (float)(fixloss * countn); 
else Nfix[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
}// end of ii loop preparation of all input data 
II Now start of Main loop in every cycle 
for(ii = 0; ii <cycle[i][j][k]; ii++) {// Main LOOP for ii 	 new move 
II Start to strip soil layer in calculation here I/new 
nlr_RZ_MAX 	= (int)(MaxRD/layerD); I/no, of layers at RD=Max 
NLR_RZ[j][k][ii]= (int)(RDj][k][ii]/layerD); II no. of layers at a time period 
RDIJ][k][ii] 	= (float)(NLR_RZ[j][k][ii]*layerD);  I/adjust RD by layer 
FC_RZ[jJ[k][ii] = FC[j][kJ*RD[j][k][ii]* 1000; 
PWP_RZ[j][k][ii]= PWP[j][k]*RD[j][k][ii]*  1000; 
RAM_RZ[j][kJ[ii]= (FC[j][k] - PWP[j][k])*(RD[j][k][ii]* 1000)*P[ii];  
WP,RZU][k][ii] = FC_RZ[j]{kJ [ii] - RAM_RZIJJ[k][ii]; I/new for varying p 
if(ii > t_lag){ 
if(NLR_RZ[j] [k] [ii] > NLR_RZ[j] [k] [u-I]) 
tsum[j][k] [ii] = 0.0f; 
for(nsl = NLR_RZ[j][k][ii-1]; nsl <NLR_RZ[j][k][ii];  nsl++){ 
tsum[j][k][ii] = tsum[j][k][ii] + smc_layer[nsl][j][k][ii- I]; 
smc_rz[j][k][ii] = smc,.jz[j][k][ii- I] + tsum[j][k][ii]; 
else smc_rzIj][k] [ii] = smc_rz[j][k] [ii-!]; 
II This is to sum up smc for global check 
if(ii == t_lag) sum_up_smc[j][k][ii] = WP_RZ[jI[k][ii]; 
else sum_up_srnc[j] [k][ii] = srnc_rz[j] [k] [ii]; 
I/now calculate supply in each t-period 
supply[j] [k] [ii] = irrig[j] [k] [ii]*IFLAG[j][k]  [ii]; 
sumsupply[i] = sumsupply[i] + supply[j][k][ii] * subLat_area[j][k] ITota1AREA; 
I/Soil Water Balance Main Equation 
if(ii==t_lag) 
Ea[j][k][ii] = ETc[j][k][ii]; //because initial smc = WP_RZ 
smc,rz[j][k][ii] = (tloat)(WP_RZ[j][k][ii] + supply[j][k][ii] - Ea[j][k][ii] + ER[ii]); 
if(smc_rz[j] [k] [ii] < WP_RZ[j] [k] [ii]) 
Ea[j][k][ii] = (smc_rz[j][k][ii] - PWP_RZ[j][k][ii])*(ETc[j][k][ii])/(WP_RZ[j[k][ii] 
PWP_RZ[j] [k] [ii]); 
sITIc_rz[j][k][ii] = (float)(WP_RZ[j][k][ii] + supplyFj][k][ii] - Ea[jI[k][ii] + ER[ii]); 
else if(ii > t_lag){ 
if(smc_rz[j][k] [ii] >= WP_RZ[j][k] [ii]) 
Ea[j][k][ii] = ETc[j][k][ii]; 
smc_rz[j][k][ii] = (tloat)(smc_rz[j][k][ii] + supply[j][k][ii] - Ea[,j][k][ii] + ER[ii]); 
else if(smc_rz[j][k] [ii] < WP_RZ[j] [k] [ii]) 
Ea[j][k][ii] = (smc_rz[j][k][ii] - PWP_RZ[j][k][ui])*(ETc[j][k][ii])/(WP_RZ[j][k][ui]_ 
PWP_RZ[j] [k] [ii]); 
smcjz[j][k][ii] = (float)(smc_rz[j][k][ii] + supply[j][k][iij - Ea[j][k][ui] + ER[ii]); 
II end Soil Moisture Balance Main Equation and its adjustment. 
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SMCline[j] [k] [ii] = smc_rzU] [k] [ii]; I/for ploting 
I/this is when SMC > FC 
infilt = 0.0f; 
if(smc_rz[j][k] [ii] > FC_RZ[j][k][ii]){ II when smc_rz OVER FC_RZ> infil cal. here 
SMCline[j][k][ii] = FC_RZ[j][k][ii]; 
infilt = smc_rzU][k][ii] - FC_RZ[j][k][ii]; 
infiltopup[j] [k] [ii] = infilt; 
snic_rzU][k][ii] = FC_RZ[j][k][ii]; 
for(nsl = NLR_RZ[j][k][ii]; nsl < nlr_RZ_MAX; nsl++) { 
smc_layer[nsl] [j]  [k] [ii] = smc_layer[nsl] U] [k][ii-  1] + infilt; 
if(smc_layernsI] U] [k] [ii] > FC_layer) 
infilt = smc_layer[nsl]U][k][ii] - FC_layer; 
smc_layer[nsl][j][k]Eii] = FC_layer; 
else 
infilt = 0.0; 
break; 
Ovr_suplU][k][ii] = infilt; 
else{ 
for(nsl = 0; nsl <nlr_RZ_MAX; nsl++) 
smc_Iayer[nsl] U] [k] [ii] = smc_layer[nsl] U] [k] [ii- 1]; 
infiltopup[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
Ovr_supl[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
sumOversupl[i] = sumOversupl[i] + Ovr_supl[j][k][ii]; 
II This is for plotting smc line if oversupply 
if(Ovr_supl[j][k][ii] > 0.0t) SMCline[j][k][ii] = FC_RZU][k][ii] + Ovr_suplU][k][ii]; I/new 
I/this is for calculation of Ks when smc_rz <WP_RZ 
if(smc_rzU] [k] [ii] <WP_RZ[j] [k] [ii]) 
KsU][k][ii] = (FC_RZU][k][ii] - smc_rz[j][k][ii])/(FC_RZ][k][ii]-WP_RZ[j][k][ii]); 
else KsU][k][ii] = 1; 
I/this is a penalty function 
if(sinc_rz[j][k][ii] < \VP_RZ[j][k][ii]) 
LWP[j][k][ii] = (float)(WP_RZ[j][k][ii] - smc_rz[j][k][ii]); 
Equity[j] [k] [ii] = (float)pow((R1 *LWPU] [k] [ii]),2); 
//this is for plotting 
SMCline[j] [k] [ii] = WP_RZU] [k] [ii] - LWPU] [k] [ii]; 
else 
LWP[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
Equity[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
sumLWP[i] = surnLWP[i] + LWPU][k][ii]; 
sumEquity[i] = sumEquity[i] + Equity][k][ii]; 
II This is to compute Global Balance Check 
sumsrnc_rz[i][j] [k] 	= sumsmc_rz[i] U][k] + sum_up_suncU] [k] [ii]; 
sumX[i] U] [k] 	 = sumXi] U] [k] 	+ supply] [k] [ii]; 
sumETc[i] U] [k] = sumETc[i] UI [k] + ETc[j] [k][ii]; 
sumEa[i]U][k] 	= sumEa{i]U]{k] 	+ EaU][k][ii]; 
sumSMCend[i] U] [k] = sumSMCend[i] UI [k] + smc_rzUI [k] [ii]; 
sumO[i] U][kI 	= sumO[i] U] [k] 	+ Ovr suplU] [k]{ii]; 
cum_stress[i][j] [k] = cum_stress[i] Li] [k]+ LWPU]{k] [ii]; 
sumNfix[i][i][k] 	= surnNfix[i]U][k] + NfixU][k][ii]; 
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suminfil[i] U]  [k] = suminfil[i] ] [k] + infiltopup[j] [k] [ii]; 
GI0baISMC[i][j][k] = sumsmc_rz[i][j][k] + suniX[i][j][k] - sumEa[i][j][k] - suminfil[i][j][k] 
- sumSMCend[i][j][k]; 
sumlrr_day[i] [j] [k] = sumlrr_day[i] U] [k] + IFLAG[j] [k] [ii]; 
}// end of ii Main loop 
}I/ end of k 
}// end of j main loop 
I/This is for capacity constraint in Branch and Main canal 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++){I/Bcapa constraint is computed here. 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++){ I/new 
sumTertiaryFlow[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
for(k = 0; k <num_sublat[j]; k++){ 
SlatGO[ii] [k] = Scapa[j] [k] *IFLAG[j] [k] [ii]; 
sumTertiaryFlow[j][ii] = sumTertiaryFlow[jl[ii] + S_latGO[ii][k]; 
i f(sumTertiaryFlow[j] [ii] > Bcapa[j]) 
capaConstr[j] [ii] = (float)R2*(sumTertiaryFlow[j] [ii] - Bcapa[j]); 
else capaConstr[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
sumBcapaCon[i] 	sumBcapaCon[i] + (float)pow(capaConstr[j][ii],2); 
}// end of cycle ii 
}//endj 
I/new transfer IFLAG to IFLAG_B 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) ( 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++) { /IBcapa constraint is computed here 
sumIFLAG[j][ii] = 0; 
for(k = 0; k <num_sublat[j]; k++){ 
surnIFLAG[j][ii] = surnIFLAG[j][ii] + IFLAG[j][k][ii]; 
if(sumIFLAGj][ii] >0) IFLAG_B[j][ii] = 1; 
else IFLAG_BLj][ii] = 0; 
I/Main capa. constraint starts here 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++){ 
sumSecondaryFlow[ii] = 0.0f; 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++){ 
B_GO[ii][j] = Bcapa[j]*IFLAG_B[j][ii];  
sumSecondaryFlow[ii] = sumSecondaryFlow[ii] + B.GO[ii][j]; 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++){ I/new 
if(sumSecondaryFlow[ii] > (mai n_capa*PercentFlow/ 100)) 
MnCapaCon[ii] = R3 *(sumsecondaryFlow[ii] - main_capa*PercentFlow/ 100); 
else MnCapaCon[ii] = 0.0f; 
sumMCapaCon[i] = sumMCapaCon[i] + (float)pow(MnCapaCon [ii] ,2); 
ftnss[i] = (float)(sumsupply[i] + sumEquity[i] + sumBcapaCon[i] + sumMCapaCon[i]); 
sumftnss = sumftnss + ftnss[i]; 
if(hestfit > ftnss[i]){ 
hestfit = ftnss[i]; 
psumLWP= sumLWP[i]; 
psurnOVR = sumOversupl[i]; 
psumBcapa = sumBcapaCon[i]; 
psumMCapaCon = sumMCapaCon[i]; 
psumsupply = sumsupply[i]; 
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psumEquity = sumEquity[i]; 
for(j = 0; j<NSCHEME; j++) 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[j]; k++) 
psumX[j][k] = sumX[i][j][k]; 
psumD[j][k] = sumD[i][j][k]; 
psumsmc_rz[jI[k] = sumsmc_rz[i][j][k]; 
pLWPscheme[j][k] = LWPscheme[i][j][k]; 
psuminfil[j][k] = suminfil[i][j][k]; 
psumEa[j][k] = sumEa[i][jI[k]; 
psumETc[j][k] = surnETc[i][j][k]; 
psumSMCend[j][k] = surnSMCend[i][j][k]; 
psumNfix[j][kJ = sumNfix[i][j][k]; 
psumO[j][k] = surnO[i][j][k]; 
pstress[j] [k] = cum_stress[i] [j][k]; 
pGlobaISMC[j}[k] = GlobalSMCftl[j][k]; 
psumlrr_day[j] [k] = sumlrr_day[i] [ii [k]; 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) 
pFlag[jI[k][ii] = IFLAG[j][k][ii]; 
pETc[j][k][ii] = ETc[jI[k][ii]; 
pEa[j][k][ii] = Ea[j][k][ii]; 
psupply[j][k][ii] = supply[j]{kJ[ii]; 
pdemand[j][k][ii] = dèmand[j][k][ii]; 
psrnc_rz[j][k][ii] = smc_rz[j][k][ii]; 
pSMCline[j] [k] [ii] = SMCline[j] [k] [ii]; 
pOvr_supl[j}[k] [ii] = Ovr_supl[j] [k] [ii]; 
pLWP[j][k][ii] = LWP[jI[k][ii]; 
ptsurn[j][k][ii] = tsum[jI[k][ii]; 
}//end of k sublat 
ior(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) 
pcapaConstr[j]{iil = capaConstr[j][ii]; 
pFlag_B[,j][ii] = IFLAG_B[j][ii]; 
}//end of  loop 
}/I end of if hestfit 
}Ilend of i 
if (gen == MaxGEN II DELTA_ftnss <= DELTA ) 
index = 999; 
for(j = 0; j<NSCHEME; j++) 
fprintf(fl,'IFLAG_S ); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl,'%9d,pFlag_B[j]{ii]); fprintf(fI,\n); 
for(k = 0; k < nurn_sublat[fl; k++) 
N_fixloss = (float)(psumNfix[jI[k]/fixloss); 
fprintf(fl , Irrifrq%3 .Of\n", N_fixloss); 
fpriiitf(fl,"Secondary%2d Tertiary%2d Qflow result = %5.3f m3/s \n",j+I, k+I, Scapa[j][k]); 
fprintf(fl,IFLAG '); 
for(ii=0; ikCYCLE;ii++) fprintf(f! ,"%9d',pFlag[j][k][ii]); 
fprintf(fl, IrrLday %9.3f sumFixioss %9.3f\n', psumlrr_day[j] [k],  psumNfi x[j] [k]); 
fprintf(fl,"FC 	11 ); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%9.3f,FC_RZ[j][k][ii]); fprintf(fl ,"\n); 
fprintf(fl ,"Supply "); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%9.3f',psupply[j][k][ii]); fprintf(fl ,'\n'); 
fprintf(fI,"ETc 	"); 
Ior(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%9.3f',pETc[jj[k][iij); fprintf(fl,'\n); 
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11)rintf(fI, "Ea 	); 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%9.3f',pEalj][k][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fl ,"smc_rz '); 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%9.3f',psmc_rz[j][k][ii]);fprintf(fl,\n); 
fprintf(fl,"SMC 	'); 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl,"%9.3f,pSMCIine[j][k][ii]);fprintf(fI,\n); 
fprintf(fl ,WP 	); 
for(ii=O; ikCYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl,'%9.3f',WP_RZ[jI[k][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fI,PWP 	); 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fI,%9.3f',PWP_RZ[j][k][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n'); 
fprintf(fl,BetowWP ); 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl , %9.3f ,pLWP[j] [k] [ii]); 
fprintf(fl, If cum—stress %9.3f\n", pstress[j] [k]); 
rintf(fI," Global  %9.3ñn, pGlobaISMC[j] [k]); 
fprintf(fl ,SMCstr %9.3f'n, psumsmc_rz[j] [k}); 
fprintf(fl ,SMCend %9.3f\n", psumSMCend[j] [k]); 
fprintf(fl ,"Irriga %93f\n, psumX[j][k]); 
fprintf(fI ,'ETC 	%9.3f\n", psumETc[j] [k]); 
fprintf(fI ,'Ea_ %9.3 \n, psumEa[j] [k]); 
fprintf(fI ,infilt %9.3f\n, psuminfil[j][k]); 
fprintf(f[ ,Drainage%9.3t\n, psumO[j] [k]); 
fprintf(fI,"stress %9.3f\n", pstress[j][k]); 
fprintf(fl , IwrPWP %9.3t\n, psumDie[j] [k]); 
I/end ofifk 
I/end of if  
fprintf(fI ,' %4.2f %4.3f, PXOVER, NofMu); 
fprintf(f 1," %4d %7.3f %7.3f %7.3f %2d %7.3f %2d %7.3f %2d %7.31\n, 
(Ten, ftnss[POPSIZE], bestfit, psumsupply, RI, psumEquity, R2, psumBcapa, R3, psumMCapaCon); 
}// end ofifloop 
avgftnss = surnftnss/POPSIZE; 
minftnss = ftnss[O]; 
for(i=O; i<POPSIZE; i++) 
if(ftnss[i] < minftnss) minftnss = ftnss[i]; 
if(ftnss[iI <ftnss[POPSIZE]) ftnss[POPSIZE]  ftnss[i]; 
}/I end of objective 
void Tournament() 
mt ii,jj,j,k,mem; 
for(mem=O; mem < POPSIZE; mern++){ 
ii = Randlnt(O,POPSIZE-I); 
jj = Randlnt(O,POPSIZE- 1); 
if(ftnss[ii] <= ftnss[jj]){ 
for(j=O; j<NSCHEME; j++){ 
for(k=O; k<LENGTH; k++){ 
rnated_pop[mem][j][k] = initial_pop[ii][j][k]; 
if(ftnss[ii] > ftnss[jj])( 
for(j=O; j<NSCHEME; j++){ 
for(k=O; k<LENGTH; k++)[ 
mated_pop[mem][j] [k] = initial_pop[jj][j][k]; 
}// end of tournament 
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1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *1 
II Routine to crossover population 
void XOVER(int ii, mt i2) 
intj, k, kk; 
kk = Randlnt( 1 ,LENGTH- 1); 
for(j = 0; j<NSCHEME; j++){ 
for(k =kk; k<LENGTH; k++) 
SwapRealValues(&matedpop[i 1 ][jI [k],&mated_pop[i2]  UI [k]); 
void UNIXOVER(int ii, mt i2) 
intj, k, kk; 
lor(j= 0; j<NSCHEME; j++){ 
for(k = 0; k<LENGTH; k++) 
kk= randQ&O I; 
i f(kk== 1) SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] [j] [k] ,&mated_pop[i2] [jJ[k]); 
II Routine to crossover population, 2-site 
void TPXOVER(int ii, mt i2) 
intj,k,kkl,kk2; 
kkl = Randlnt(l,LENGTH-1); 
kk2 = Randlnt( 1 ,LENGTH- 1); // this is for 2-site XOVER 
if(kkl>kk2) SwapintValues(&kkl,&kk2); I/this is to swap 2-site if the later is less 
lor(j= 0; j<NSCHEME; j++){ 
for(k=kk 1 ;k<kk2;k++) 
SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i I] [ii [k] ,&mated_pop[i2] [JI [k]); 
1* * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * ** * * * * *1 
void SelectMate() 
mt j,k,mern, num_select,one; 
float Prob_X; 
num_select = 0; 
for (mem = 0; mem< POPSIZE ; mem++) 
Prob_X = randQ% 1000/1000.0f; 
if (Prob_X < PXOVER){ 
++num_select; 
if(num_select%2 == 0){ 
XOVER(one,mem); 
else one = mem; 
void UniSelectMate() 
mt j, k, mem, num_select,one; 
float Prob_X; 
num_select = 0; 
for (mem = 0; rnem< POPSIZE ; mem++) { 
Prob_X = randQ%l000/1000.0f; 





else one = mem; 
1* * * * * * * ** * *** ** * ** * ** * * *** * * *** * ** ** * ** * ** * *1 





for(j=O; j<NSCHEME; j++) 
for(k= 0; k<LENGTH; k++){ 
r = randQ%1000/1000.0; 
if(r<Pmutate) 
if(mated_pop[i][jJ[k] == 0) mated_pop[i][j][k] = I; 
else mated_pop[i][jJ[k] = 0; 
for(j=0;j<NSCHEME;j+-f-) 
for(k = 0; k<LENGTH; k++) initial_pop[i][j][k] = mated_pop{i][j][k]; 
}//end of i POPSIZE 
II Routine to print error message 
void nrerror(char *messg) 
puts(messg) 
exit(I) 
II Routine to swop value 
void SwapintValues(int *x, mt *y) 
mt temp; 
temp = 
*x *y;  
*y=temp;  
II Routine to swop real value 
void SwapRealValues(fioat 	fioat*yy) 
float temp; 
temp = *xx;  
*XX = *yy;  
*yy = temp; 
1* * * * *** ** * ** * * ** * * * ** * *** * * * ** * ** * * * ** *1 
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//GA46W.c 	 Program to formulate GAs for water scheduling problem 








#define Tperiod 1.0 I/input time period to balance water (0.5, 1.0... day) 
#define POPSIZE 100 I/input population size 
#define INTERVAL 300 I/input interval of generation to recheck of improvement fitness 
#define DELTA 0.0001 I/input minimum improvement of fitness after INTERVAL generation 
#clefine 	fixloss 1.5 II fixloss of each teriary canal 
#define PercentFlow 100 I/input percent of main canal flow of full capacity 
#define NUMCROP 1 I/input number of crop in this system 
#define MAXSUBLAT 4 I/input maximum tertiaries in a secondary 
#define NSCHEME 4 I/input number of scheme length 
#define SumSubLat 16 // input sum of tertiaries in the system 
#define Maxwrbd 7 I/input maximum warabandi 
#define Min_wrbd I I/input minimum warabandi 
#define MaxLag 15 I/input maximum staggering days 
#define MinLag 0 I/input minimum staggering days 
#define Calendar 100 // input total growth period 
#define STAGE 100 I/stage of growth define related to crop requirement data file 
#define CYCLE 115 I/input total time step = ceil(Calendar/Tperiod)+MaxLag 
#define LENGTH 3 I/input chromosome length for each tertiary 
#define inc Tperiod I/increment of 1.0 day to mutate wara and shutdown (day) 
#define IrriEff 0.837 
#define layerD 0.005 // in meter 	new 
#define tDepth 1.0 I/in meter new 
#define MaxLyr 200 II new 
int 	Randlnt (int, int); 
float RandReal (fioat,float); 
void 	Read_inputfilesO; 
void SwapintValues(int *, int *); 
void SwapRealValues(fioat 'i',  float *); 
void 	nrerror(char *messg) 







int 	MaxGEN, RI, R2, R3; 
float t_lag; 
float NotMu, PXOVBR; 
int 	gen, i it, index, stage_day[STAGE], num_sublat[NSCHEME]; 
int g, stage—nu m[STAGE]; 
float 	mated [POPSIZE],bestfit, Pmutate, ftnss[POPSIZE+ 1],  DELTA_ftnss, OLD_minftnss; 
float i nitiaLpop[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [LENGTH], 
mated_pop[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [LENGTH]; 
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float 	MinRD, MaxRD, Lini, Ldev, Lmid, Date, Kcb_ini, Kcb_mid, Kcb end, Kcb[CYCLE]; 
float RootD[STAGE], D_factr, FC[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT], 
PWP[NSCHEMEI [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float 	Bcapa[NSCHEME] ,Ioss_fct[NSCHEME], input_ETc[MaxLag] [STAGE], main_capa; 
float Scapa[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], scheme_area[NSCHEME], Eff_rain[STAGE]; 
float 	subLat_area[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT], TotaIAREA; 
float strt[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT], pstrt[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float wara[NSCHEME} [MAXSUBLAT], pwara[NSCHEME] [MAXSUB LATI; 
float shut[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], pshut[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLATI; 
FILE *fl,*f2,*f3 
I/MAIN PROGRAM 
void main (void) 
clock_t start, finish; 
float duration, TotalTime 
TotalTime = 0.0f; 
if(!(f I = fopen('ga46W.out','w))) { //ga46W.out for warabandi output 




start = clockQ; 
MaxGEN= 2500; 
PXOVER= 0.9f; 
NofMu = 0.05f; 
RI 	= 1; 
R2 = 10000; 
R3 	= 12500; 
II RI = 	3; 
I/do 
II 	R2 	 2500; 
//do{ 
II 	R3 	 = 	15000; 
I/do 
II 	NotMu = 	0.05f; 
//do 
II 	PXOVER 	= 	0.5f; 
//do 
initial(); 
index = 0; 
OLD_minftnss = 10000.0f; 
DELTA_ftnss = I0000.0f; 
bestfit 	= 100000.0f; 
flnss[POPSIZE] = 1000000.0f; 
for(gen = 0; gen < MaxGEN; gen++) 





if (!((gen+ 1)%INTERVAL)){ 
DELTA_ftnss = (float)fabs((double)((OLD minftnss - ftnss[POPSIZE])/ftnss[POPSIZE])); 
OLD_minftnss = ftnss[POPSIZE]; 
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//End of Generation Loop 
II PXOVER = (float) (PXOVER + 0.05f); 
I/}while (PXOVER <= 1.01); 
//NofMu = (float)(NofMu + 0.05f); 
//)while (NotMu <= 0.11); 
//R3 = R3 + 2500; 
//) while (R3 <= 17501); 
//R2 = R2 + 2500; 
//}while (R2 <= 12501); 
I/RI = RI + 2; 
//}while (RI <= 8); 
finish = clockO; 
duration = (float)(finish - start) / CLOCKS—PER—SEC; 
TotalTime = (float)(TotalTime + duration); 
printf(" Time = %5.2f minutes\n', duration/60); 
fprintf(fl ,"Time = %5.2f minutes \n\n", duration/60); 
(void) fclose (f I); 
printfEnd of run ENJOY!!!! ); 
//MAIN PROGRAM END 
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * * *1 
void Read_inputfiles() 
mt ii,jj, kk, cc, num_schemes, scheme_num[NSCHEME]; 
i nt scherne_num I [NSCHEME], scheme num2[NSCHEME], scheme_num4 [NSCHEME], 
scheme_num5[NSCHEME]; 
mt num_crop, crop_nmbr2,crop_period[NUMCROP]; 
mt suhlat[MAXSUBLAT1, Nstage, crop_nmbr; 
float crop_area[NUMCROP] [NSCHEME]; 
char title 1 [80],title2[80] ,title3[80],title6[80], title7[80]; 
char title8[80], title9[80], title 1 0[80], title II [80]; 
char schedulefiie[20]; 
if(!(12 = fopen("Proj46W.lst","r"))) { 	I/for input46A.dat 
nrerror(" Can not open project file) 
II start reading file here 
fgets(schedulefile, 20, f2) 
for(ii = 0; ii <20; ii++) 
if(schedulefile[ii] =='\n') schedulefile[ii] = 
(void) fclose(f2) 
II now read water scheduling data 
if(!(f2 = fopen(scheduiefile,"r"))) 
nrerror( Unable to open schedulefile) 
I/Canal data file start here ************************ 
fgets(titlel, 80, f2); 	I/Canal data title 
fscanf(f2,%d",&num_schemes); II scan number of schemes here 
for(jj=0;jj<num_schemes ;jj++) fscanf(f2, %d ",&scheme_num[jj]); 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) 
fscanf(f2,"%d", &num_sublat[jj]); 
1/4 4 44 
fscanf(12,\n"); 
fscanf(f2, %d' ,&num crop); II number of crop (how many crops in this system 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) 
fscanf(f2,' %d ' ,&scheme_num 1 [jj]); 
for(kk = 0; kk < num_sublat[jj]; kk++){ 
fscanf(f2,'%d', &sublat[kk]); 
for (cc = 0; cc < num_crop; cc++){ 
fscanf(f2, %f ,&crop_area[cc] Ui 1); 
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fscanf(t2,"\n"); 
TotaIAREA = 0.0f; 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) 
scheme area[jj] = 0.0f; 
for(kk = 0; kk<num_sublat[jj]; kk++){ 
subLat_area[jj][kk] = 0.0f; 
for (cc = 0; cc < num_crop; cc++){ 
subLat_area[jj] [kk] = subLat_areaUj] [kk] + crop_area[cc] [ii]; 
scheme_area[jj] = scheme_area[jj] + subLat_areajjkkjI; 
TotaIAREA = TotaIAREA + scheme_area[jj]; 
fgets(title2, 80, f2); 	II Main & lateral canals title 
fscanf(t2," %f", &main_capa) ; II scan main canal supply 
II scan branch canal supply 
for(jj = 0; ii < num_schemes; jj++) fscanf(t2,%f &Bcapa[jj]) 
fscanf(f2, \n); 
I/scan sub-lateral capa 
fgets(title3, 80, 1'2); 
for(jj = 0; ii <NSCHEME; jj++) 
fscanf(f2,%d , &scheme_num2[jj]); 
for(kk = 0; kk < num_sublatUj]; kk++) 
fscanf(f2,%f , &Scapa[ji}[kk]); 
fscanf(2,'\n'); 
II Soil data file start here ****************** 
fgets(title6, 80,12); 	II field capacity title 
for(jj = 0; ii <num_schemes; jj++) { 
1'scanf(f2," %d , &scheme_num4[ji]); 
for(kk = 0; kk < MAXSUBLAT; kk++){ 
fscanf(f2,%f ", &FC[jj}[kkj) ; II scan FC 
fscanf(t2,'\n"); 
fgets(title7, 80, f2); 	II permanent wilting point title 
forjj = 0; ii <num_schemes; jj++) { 
fscanf(f2,%d ', &scheme_num5[ji]); 
for(kk = 0; kk < MAXSUBLAT; kk++){ 
fscanf(t2,%f ", &PWP[jj][kkj) ; II scan PWP 
fscanf(f2,'\n"); 
I/Crop Data File start here ****************** 
fgets(title8, 80, 12); 	 II Detail crop datas 
fscanf(t2,'%3d,&crop_nmbr); 
for (cc = 0; cc < crop_nmbr; cc++){ 
fscanf(f2,' %3d ,&crop_period[cc]);//Days of Max. crop calender (100) 
fscanf(f2,'%3d",&crop_nmbr2); I/crop number (1) 
fscanf(f2,"%3d ,&Nstage); 
for(tt = 0; tt < Nstage; tt++){ 
fscanf(t2,%3d,&stage_num[tt]); 	II total stage number= 1,2,3.... 100 
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fscanf(f2,"\n"); 
for(tt = 0; tt < Nstage; tt++){ 
fscanf(f2,"%2d",&stage_day[tt]); 	I/number of days in each stage (1) 
fscanf(f2,"\n); 
ior(kk = 0; kk < MaxLag; kk++){ 
for(tt = 0; tt < Nstage; tt++) 
fscanf(f2, ' %f', &input_ETc[kk] [tt]); 	//cnvrs_ETc[jjj [kk] [tt] 
fscanf(f2,'\n'); 
for(tt = 0; tt <Nstage; tt++){ 	 I/Effective rainfall 
fscanf(f2, %f", &Eff_rain[tt]) 
fscanf(t2,\n"); 
fgets(title9,80,f2); II Length stage title 
fscanf(f2,"%f %f %f %f ,&Lini, &Ldev, &Lmid, &Llate); 
fscanf(12,\n'); 
fgets(titlelO,80,f2); II Kcb title 
fscanf(f2,%f %f %f,&Kcb_ini, &Kcb_mid, &Kcb_end); 
fscanf(f2, "\n); 
fgets(titlel 1, 80, 12); // rooting depth title 
fscanf(f2,"%f %f, &MinRD, &MaxRD); 
fscanf(t2," %f' ,&D_factr); 	II Defraction factors 
(void)fclose(t2); 
}//end Readinput file 
float RandReal (float lower,float upper) 
float val; 
float nb = ( upper - lower); 
val = (float)(randO%l000/1000.0*nb + lower); 
return ((float)val); 
mt Randlnt (mt lower,int upper) 
mt val; 
mt nb = (upper - lower); 
val = (randQ%nb + lower); 
return val; 
void initial() 
mt i,j, k; 
float nd = RAND—MAX; 
for(i = 0; i<POPSIZE; i++) 
for(j = 0;j< NSCHEME;j++){ 
for(k = 0; k< MAXSUBLAT; k++){ 
initial_pop[i] U] [k] [0] = (float)(MinLag + inc*(float)floor(( 1 +((MaxLag- 
I) - MinLag)/inc)*(float)rando/(nd+ 1.00))); 
initial_pop[i][j][k][1] = (float)(Min_wrbd + 
inc*(float)floor(( I +(Max_wrbd - 
Min_wrbd)/inc)*(float)randO/(nd+ 1 .00))); 
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initial_pop[i] U] [k] [2] = (float)(Min_wrbd 
inc*(float)floor(( l+(Max_wrbd - 
Min_wrbd)/inc)*(tloat)randQ/(nd+ 1.00))); 
1* * * * It * * * * * ** * * * * * It * * * * ** *1 
void objectiveQ 
jot 	j, j, k, ii, cycle[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], countday; 
I in IFLAG[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], pFlag[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
I nt 	IFLAG_B [NSCHEMEJ [CYCLE], pFlag_B [NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float surnftnss, minftnss, avgftnss; 
float 	odds[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME], odd2[NSCI4EME] [STAGE], 
surncycle[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
jot 	cvrs; 
float sumii, rota[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float Ovr_supl [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
pOvr_supl [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float LWP[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
pLWP[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE];. 
float 	S_latGO[CYCLE]  [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float pETc[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float ETc[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], sup_wrhd [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float 	supply[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
psupply[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	dernand[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
pdemand [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float psurnOVR, psumLWP, psumBcapa, RD[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	sumBcapaCon[POPSIZE], sumLWP[POPSIZE]; 
float capaConstr[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pcapaConstr[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float GlobalSMC[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
pGlobalSMC[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT];. 
float sumX[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
sumD[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float psurnD[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], psumX[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float 	sumsrnc_rz[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME] [MAXS UBLAT], 
psumsmc_rz[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float srnc_rz[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
psmc_rz[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	sumO[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], sumGlobal[POPSIZE], 
sumsupply[POPSIZE]; 
float MnCapaCon[CYCLE], sumMCapaCon[POPSIZE], psumMCapaCon; 
float 	sumTertiaryFlow[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], sumSecondaryFlow[CYCLE]; 
float SMCline[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
pSMCline[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	sumEquity [POPSIZE], psumsupply, psumEquity, 
Equity[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT][CYCLE]; 
float 	sumOversupi [POPSIZE]; 
float P[CYCLE], Ks[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
lot 	NLR_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], nlr_RZ_MAX, nsl, countn; 
float FC_layer, RAM—layer, WP_Iayer, RAM_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float FC_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
PWP_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
WP_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	smc_layer[200] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
tsum[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float pFC_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
prnWP_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
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float prnPWP_RZ[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float Ea[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], infilt ; I/new 
float pstress[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT],  cum_stress[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float ER[CYCLE], irrig[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], 
Nfix[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float sum_up_smc[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	infiltopup[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float sumNfi x[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
sumEa[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float 	suminfi 1 [POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
sumSMCend[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float 	sumlrr_day[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT], 
psuminfil[NSCHEME][MAXSUBLAT]; 
float  psumEa[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT]  ,psumSMCend[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float psumNfix[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT],  psumO[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float psumlrr_day[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT],  pEa[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE]; 
float 	ptsum[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] [CYCLE], N_fixloss, B_GO[CYCLE]  [NSCHEME]; 
float sumIFLAG[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], 
sumETc[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT] ,psumETc[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
float cnvrs_ETc[NSCHEME]  [MAXSUBLAT] [STAGE]; 
mt 	pcycle[NSCHEME] [MAXSUBLAT]; 
sumftnss = 0.0f; 
for(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i++) 
ftnss[i] 	= 0.0f; 
sumLWP[i] 	 = 0.0f; 
surnOversupl[i] = 0.0f; 
sumBcapaCon[i] = 0.0f; 
sumMCapaCon[i] 	= 0.0f; 
sumsupply[i] 	= 0.0f; 
sumGlobal[i] = 0.0f; 
sumEquity[i] 	= 0.0f; 
II now transfer initial pop 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++) 
for(k = 0; k < num_subla[j]; k++) 
strt[j][k] = initial_pop[i][j][k][0]; 
wara[j][k] = initial_pop[i][j][k][1]; 
shut[j] [k] = initial_pop[i] [j] [k] [2]; 
tiag = strt[j][k]; 
cycle[i] U] [k] = (int)((Calendar/Tperiod)+t_lag); 
II compute supply from this point 
sup_wrbd U] [k] = (float)(IrriEff*Scapa j] [k]  *Tperiod*3600*24*  1 000)I(subLat_areaFj] [k] * 10000); 
odds[i]U] = (float)(Calendar - (Tperiod*(int)floor(Calendar/Tperiod)) ); 
Pmutate = (float)(NofMuI(LENGTH*SumSubLat));  
II LENGTH = length of a tertiary, a chromosome length is then equal to LENGTH*SumSubLat 
II now transfer cnvrs_ETc by strt[j][k] 
for(j =0; j <NSCHEME; j++) { 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[j]; k++){ 
cvrs = (int)(strtU][k]); 
for(tt = 0; tt < STAGE; tt++){ 
cnvrs_ETc[j] [k] [tt] = input_ETc[cvrs] [tt]; 
II every stage of month it has odd2 that occours when devide stageday with Tperiod 
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for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++){ I/LOOP J2 
foi(tt = 0; tt < STAGE; tt++){ 
if(tt == 0) 
odd2[j] [tt] = (float)(stage_day [tt] - ((int)floor(stage_day[tt]/Tperiod))*Tperiod);  
else{ 
odd2[j][tt] = (float)(odd2[j][tt-1] + stage—day[tt] - ((int)floor((odd2[j][tt-1] + stage_day[tt]) / 
Tperiod))*Tperiod);  
II end J2 
II new transfer array is here 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEM; j++)( 	II new all loop 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[j]; k++) 
rota[j][k] = wara[j][k] + shut[j][k]; 
t_lag = strt[j][k]; 
surnii = 	0.0f; 
for(ii 	= ; ii< CYCLE; ii++){ II new approved 
sumii++; 
IFLAG[j][k][ii] = 0; 
if(sumii> t_lag && sumii <= wara[j][k]+t_lag) IFLAG[jJ[k][ii] = I; 
if(surnii> wara[j][k]-i-t_lag) 
if(sumii <= rota[jI[k]+t_lag) IFLAG[j][k]{ii] = 0; 
else 
IFLAG[j][k][iij = 1; I/new 
sumii = t_lag+ 1.0f; 
if(ii >= t_lag+Calendar) IFLAG[j][k][ii] = 0; I/new! 
II end new transfer array 
Transfer Array end  
for(j =0; j <NSCHEME; j++) { //MAIN SCHEME LOOP for every branch OPEN HERE 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[jJ; k++) (I/MAIN LOOP for k is HERE 
sumX[i][jI[k] 	= O.Of; 
sumEa[i][j][k] = 0.0f; 
sumETc[i][j][k] = O.Of; 
suminfil[i][j][k] O.Of; 
sumDie[i][j}[k] = O.Of; 
sumO[i][j][k] 	= O.Of; 
sumsmc_rz[i][jI[k]= O.Of; 
cum _stress[i][j][k] = O.Of; 
surnlrr_day[i][j][k] O.Of; 
sumSMCend[i][j][k] = O.Of; 
surnNfi4i][jj[k] = 0.Of; 
tt = 0; 
surncycle[jJ[k] = 0; 
countday = stage_day[0]; 
t_Iag = strt[jI[k]; 
for(ii = 0; ii< cycle[i][j][k]; ii++){ I/MAIN LOOP CYCLE is HERE 
if(ii < t_lag) IFLAG[j][k][ii] = 0; 
if(ii >= t_lag+Calendar) IFLAG[j][k][ii] = 0; 
if(ii < t_lag) 
ETc[j][k][ii] = O.Of; I/new 
ER[ii] = O.Of; 
else if(ii >= tjag){ 
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sumcycle[j][k] = (float)(sumcycle[j][k] + Tperiod); 
if(sumcycle[j][k] <= countday){ 
ETc[j] [k] [ii] = (float)( (cnvrs_ETc[j] {k] [tt]/stage_day[tt])*Tperiod);  
ER[ii] = (float)( (Eff_rain[tt/stage_day{tt])*Tperiod); 
else{ 
if(stage_num[tt] != STAGE)[ 
ETc[j] [k] [ii] = (float)(odd2[j] [tt] *(cnvrs ETc[j][k] [tt})Istage_day[tt] + 
(Tperiod - odd2[jJ [tt])*(cnvrs_ETc[j]  [k] [tt+ 1])/stage_day[tt+ 1]); 
ER[ii] = (float)(odd2[j] [tt] *(Eff rain[tt] )/stage_day[tt] + (Tperiod - 
odd2[j] [tt])*(Eff_rain[tt+  1 ])/stage_day[tt+ I]); 
else 
ETc[j] [k] [ii] = (float)(odd2[j] [tt] *(cnvrs ETc[j] [k] [tt/stage_day[tt] ); 
ER[ii] = (float)(odd2[j][tt]*(Eff_rain[tt])/stage_day[tt ); 
tt++; 
countday = countday + stage_day[tt]; 
II This is to adjust D_factor 
ilETc[j][k][ii] > 5.0t){ 	I/new for vary p factor 
P[ii] = (float)(D_factr + 0.04*(5 - ETc[j][k][ii])); 
if(P[ii] < 0.1) P[ii] 	0.1 f; 
if(P[ii] > 0.8) P[ii] = 0.8f; 
else P[ii] = D_factr; 
I/Setup smc in every soil strip layer as wilting point of every soil layer 
FC_layer 	= (float)(FC[j] [k] *IayerD*  1000); 
RAM—layer = (float)((FC[j] [k] - PWP[j] [k])*layerD*  I 000P[ii]); 
WP—layer 	= FC_layer - RAM—layer; 
for(nsl = 0; nsl <MaxLyr; nsl++) 
smc_layer[nsl][j][k][ii-1] = WP—layer; 
II new all for Kcb adjust and then cal of RD adjust 
if(ii < t_lag) RD[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
else if(ii >= t_lag II smc_rz[j][k][ii-l] >= WP_RZ[j][k][ii-1]) 
if(surncycle[j][k] <Lini) Kcb[ii] = Kcb_ini; //(0-24) 
if(sumcycle[j][k] >= Lini && sumcycle[j][k] <Lini+Ldev ){ /1(25-49) 
Kcb[ii] = Kcb_ini + ((sumcycle[j][k] - Lini)/Lini)*(Kcb_mid - Kcb_ini); 
if(sumcycle[j][k] >= Lini+Ldev && sumcycle[j][k] <Lini+Ldev+Lmid) Kcb[ii] = Kcb_mid; 
if(sumcycle[j][k] >= Lini+Ldev+Lmid && sumcycle[j][k] <Calendar){ // (80-99) 
Kcb[ii] = Kcb_mid + (( sumcycle[j][k] - (Lini+Ldev+Lmid))/Llate)*(Kcb_end - Kcb_mid); 
if(sumcycle[j][k] <Lini+Ldev){ 
RD[j][k][ii] = MinRD + (MaxRD - MinRD)*(Kcb[ii] - Kcb_ini)/(Kcb_mid - Kcb_ini); 
if(RD[j][k][ii] > MaxRD) RDftI[k][ii] = MaxRD; 
else 
RD[j][k][ii] = MaxRD; 
else if(smc_rz[j][kI[ii-1] < WP_RZ[j][k][ii- l]) 
if(sumcycle[j][k] <Lini) Kcb[ii] = Ks[j[k][ii]*Kcb_ini; 
if(sumcycle[j][k] >= Lini && sumcycle[j][k] <Lini+Ldev ){ 
Kcb[ii] = Ks[j][k][ii]*Kcb_ini + ((sumcycle[j][k] - Lirii)/Lini)*(Ks[j][k][ii]*Kcb_mid 
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Ks[j] [k] [ii] *Kcbini);  
if(sumcycle[j][k] >= Lini+Ldev && sumcycle[j][k] <Lini+Ldev+Lmid) Kcb[ii] = 
Ks[j][k][ii]*Kcb_mid;  
if(sumcycic[j][k] >= Lini+Ldev+Lmid && sumcycle[j][k] <Calendar){ 
Kcb[iij = Ks[j]{k][ii]*Kcb_mid + (( sumcycle[j][k] - 
Lini+Ldev+Lmid))fLlate)*(Ks[j] [k] [ii] *Kcb_end - Ks[j][k] [ii] *Kcb  mid); 
if(sumcycle[j][k] <Lini+Ldev){ 
RD[j][k][ii] = M1nRD + (MaxRD - MinRD)*(Kcb[ii] - 
Ks[j][k][ii]*Kcb_ini)/(Ks[j][k][ii]*Kcb_mid - Ks[j][k][ii]*Kcbjni);  
if(RD[j][k][ii] > MaxRD) RD[j][k][ii] = MaxRD; 
else{ 
RD[j][k][ii] = MaxRD; 
}//end of Kcb and RD adjust 
I/for fix loss 
irrig[j][k][ii] = sup_wrbd[j][k] * IFLAG[j][k][ii]; 
if(ii == t_lag) 
if(IFLAG[j][k][ii] == 1) 
irrig[j][k][ii] = (float)(supwrbd[j][k] - fixioss) * IFLAG[j][k][ii]; 
if(ii > t_lag) 
if(IFLAG[j][k][ii-l] == 0 && IFLAG[j][k][ii] == I) ( 
irrigj][k][ii] (float)(sup_wrbd[j][k] - fixioss) * IFLAG[j][k][ii]; 
I/new for sum up of fixioss 
if(ii> t_lag && ii <Calendar+t_lag)( I/new! 
if(IFLAG[j][k][ii-l] == 1 && IFLAG[j][k][ii] == 0) 
countn= 1; 
Nfix[j][k][ii] = (float)(fixloss * countn); 
else Nfixj][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
else if(ii == Calendar+t_lag-l){ I/new! 
if(IFLAG[j][k][ii-11 == 0 && IFLAG[j][k[ii] == l){ 
countn= 1; 
Nfix[j][k][ii] = (float)(tixloss * countn); 
else Nfix[j][k] [ii] = 0.0f; 
end of ii loop preparation of all input data 
II Now start of Main loop in every cycle 
for(ii = 0; ii <cycle[i][j][k];  ii++) {// Main LOOP for ii 
II Start to strip soil layer in calculation here I/new 
nlr_RZ_MAX 	 = (int)(MaxRD/IayerD); I/no, of layers at RD=Max 
NLR_RZ[j][k][ii]= (int)(RD[j][k]{iij/layerD); II no. of layers at a time period 
RD[j][k][ii] 	= (tloat)(NLR_RZ[j][k][ii]*layerD);  I/adjust RD by layer 
FC_RZ[j] [k] [ii] = FC[j] [k] *RD[j]  [k]  [ii]*  1000; 
PWP_RZ[j[k] [iil= PWP[jI [k] *RD[j] [k][ii] * 1000; 
RAM_RZ[j] [k] [ii]= (FC[j] [k] - PWP[j] [kJ)*(RD[j]  [k] [ii] * l000)*P[ii]; 
WP_RZ[j][k][ii] = FC_RZ[j][k][ii] - RAM_RZ[j][k][ii]; //new for varying p 
if(ii > t_lag ){ 
if(NLR_RZ[J] [k] [ii] > NLR_RZ[j] [k][ii- 1]) 
tsum[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
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for(nsl = NLR_RZ[j][k][ii- l]; nsl  <NLR_RZ[j][k][ii];  nsl++){ 
tsum[j][k][ii] = tsum[j][k][ii] + smcjayer[nslI[j][k][ii-1]; 
smc_rz[j] [k] [ii] = srnc_rz[j] [k] [ii- 11 + tsum[j] [k] [ii]; 
else smc_rz[j][k] [ii] = smc_rzj][k] [ii- 1]; 
II This is to sum up smc for global check 
if(ii == t_lag) sum_up_smc[j][k]{ii] = WP_RZ[j][k][ii]; 
else sum_up_smc[j] [k] [ii] = smc_rz[j] [k}[ii]; 
I/now calculate supply in each t-period 
supply[j][k][ii] = irrig[j][k][ii]; 
sumsupply[i] = surnsupply[i] + supply[j][k][ii] * subLat_area[j][k] / TotaIAREA; II new 
I/Soil Water Balance Main Equation 
if(ii < t_lag) { 
Ea[j][k][ii] = O.Of; 
SMCline[j][k][ii] = O.Of; 
else if(ii==tjag) 
Ea[j][k][ii] = ETc[j][k][ii]; I/because initial smc = WP_RZ 
snic_rz[j][k][ii] = (float)(VIP_RZ[j][k][ii] + supply[j][k][ii] - Ea[j][k][ii] + ER[ii]); 
i f(smc_rz[j] [k][ii] < WP_RZ[J] [k] [ii]) 
Ea[j][k][ii] = (smc...rz[j]{k][ii] - PWP_RZ[j][k][ii]) * (ETc[j][k][ii]) / 
(WP_RZ[j][k][ii]-PWP_RZ[j][k][ii]); 
smc_rz[j][k]{ii] = (float)(WP_RZj][k][ii] + supply[j][k][ii] - Ea[j][k][ii] + ER[ii]); 
else if(ii > t_lag){ 
if(smcrz[j] [k] [ii] >= WP_RZ[j] [k] [ii]) 
Ea[j][k][ii] = ETc[j]{k][ii]; 
srnc_rz[j][k][ii] = (tloat)(smc_rz[j][k][ii] + supply[j][k][ii] - Ea[j][k][ii] + ER[ii]); 
else if(smc_rz[j][k][ii] < WP_RZ[j][k][ii]){ 
Ea[j][k][ii] = (smc_rz[j][k][ii] - 
PWP_RZ[j] [k] [ii])*(ETc[J1  [k] [ii])/( WP_RZU] [k][ii]-PWP_RZ[j] [k] [ii]); 
srnc_rz[j][k][ii] = (float)(smc.jz[j][k][ii] + supply[j][k][ii] - Ea[j][k][ii] + ER[ii]); 
II end Soil Moisture Balance Main Equation and its adjustment. 
SMCline[j][k][ii] = smc_rz[j][k][ii]; I/for ploting 
I/this is when SMC > FC 
infilt = O.Of; 
if(smc_rz[jI [k] [ii] > FC_RZ[j] [k] [ii]) 
SMCline[j][k][ii] = FC..RZ[j][k][ii]; 
infilt = smc rz[j][k][ii] - FC_RZ[fl[k][ii]; 
infiltopup[j][k][ii] = infilt; 
smc_rz[j][k][ii] = FC_RZ[j][k][ii]; 
for(nsl = NLR_RZ[j][k][ii]; nsl < nlr_RZ_MAX; nsl++) 
smc—layer[nsl] [j] [k] [ii] = smc—layer[nsl] ] [k] [ii- I] + infilt; 
if(smc..jayer[nsl] UI [k] [ii] > FC_layer) 
infilt = smc_layer[nsl] U] [k] [ii] - FC_layer; 
smc_layer[nsl] [j]  [k] [ii] = FC_layer; 
else 
infilt = 0.0; 
break; 
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Ovr_supl[j][k][ii] = infilt; 
else[ 
for(nsl = 0; nsl < nlr_RZ_MAX; nsl++) 
smc_layer[nsl] [j][k] [ii] = smc_layer[nsl] [j] [k] [ii-!]; 
infiltopup[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
Ovr_supl[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
sumOversupl[i] = sumOversupl[i] + Ovr_supl[j][k][ii]; 
II This is for plotting smc line if oversupply 
if(Ovr_suplfj][k][ii] > Dot) SMCline[j][k][ii] = FC_RZ{j][k][ii] + Ovr_supl[j][k][ii]; I/new 
I/this is for calculation of Ks when smc rz < WP_RZ 
if(smc_rz[j][k][ii] < WP_RZ[j][k][ii]) 
Ks[j][k][ii] = (FC_RZ[j][k][ii] - smc_rzj][k][ii])/(FC_RZ[j][k][ii]-WP_RZU][k][ii]); 
else Ks[j][k][ii] = I; 
I/this is a penalty function 
if(smc_rz[j] [k] [ii] < WP_RZ[j] [k] [ii]) 
LWPU] [k] [ii] = (float)(WP_RZ[j] [k] [ii] - smc_rz[j] [k] [ii]); 
Equity[j][k][ii] = (float)pow((Rl*LWP[j][k][ii]),2);  
I/this is for plotting 
SMCline[j][k][ii] = WP_RZIJ][k][ii] - LWP[j][k][ii]; 
else 
LWP[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
Equity[j][k][ii] = 0.0f; 
sumLWP[i] = sumLWP[i] + LWP[j][k][ii]; 
sumEquity[i] = sumEquity[i] + Equity[j] [k] [ii]; 
II This is to compute Global Balance Check 
sumsmc_rz[i][j][k] 	= sumsmc_rz[i][j][k] + sum_up_smcU][k][ii]; 
sumX[i][j][k] 	 = sumX[i][j][k] 	+ supply[j][k][ii]; 
sumETc[i][j][k] = sumETc[i][j][k] + ETc[j][k][ii]; 
sumEa[i][j][k] 	= suniEa[i][j][k] 	+ Ea[j]fk][ii]; 
surnSMCend[i] [j][k] = sumSMCend[i] U] [k] + smc_rz[j] [k] [ii]; 
sumO[i][j][k] 	= sumO[i]U][k] 	+ Ovr_suplU]{k][ii]; 
cum_stress[i] U] [k] = cum_stress[i] U] [k]+ LWPU][k] [ii]; 
sumNfix[iI U] [k] 	= sumNfix[i] U] [k] + NfixU] [k] [ii]; 
suminfil[i][j][k] = suminfil[i][j] [k] + infiltopup[j] [k] [ii]; 
GlohalSMC[i][j][k] = sumsmc_rz[i][j][k] + sumX[i][j][k] - sumEa[i][j][k] - suminfil[i]U][k] 
- sumSMCend[i][j][k]; 
sumlrr_day[i] UI [k] = sumlrr_day[i]U] [k] + IFLAGU] [k] [ii]; 
}I/ end of ii Main loop 
}I/ end of k 
}// end of j main loop 
//This is for capacity constraint in Branch and Main canal 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++){//Bcapa constraint is computed here. 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++){ I/new 
sumTertiaryFlow[j][iil = 0.0f; 
for(k = 0; k <num_sublatU]; k++){ 
S_latGO[ii] [k] = ScapaU] [k] *IFLAGU] [k] [ii]; 
sumTertiaryFlow[j][ii] = sumTertiaryFlowU][ii] + S_latGO[ii][k]; 
if(sumTertiaryFlowU][ii] > BcapaU]) 
capaConstrU][ii] = (float)R2*(sumTertiaryFlowU][ii] - Bcapa[j]); 
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else capaConstr[j][ii] = O.Of; 
sumBcapaCon[i] = sumBcapaCon[i] + (float)pow(capaConstr[j] [ii] ,2); I/CONSTRAINTS 
II end of cycle ii 
//endj 
//new transfer IFLAG to IFLAG_B 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++) { //Bcapa constraint is computed here 
5umIFLAG[j][ii] = 0; 
for(k = 0; k <num sublat[j]; k++){ 
sumIFLAG[j][ii] = sumIFLAG[j][ii] + IFLAG[j][k][ii]; 
if(5umIFLAG[j][ii] > 0) IFLAG_B[j][ii] = 1; 
else IFLAG_B[j][iij = 0; 
I/Main capa. constraint starts here. 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++){ I/new 	 //added new 
sumSecondaryFlow[ii] = 0.0f; 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++){ 
B_GO[ii] U] = Bcapa[j] *IFLAG  B U] [ii]; 
sumSecondaryFlow[ii] = sumSecondaryFlow[ii] + B_GO[ii][j]; 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) { I/new 
if(sumSecondaryFlow[ii] > (main_capa*PercentFlow/100)){ 
MnCapaCon[ii] = R3*(sumSecondaryFlow[ii] - mai n_capa*PercentFlow/100);  
else MnCapaCon[ii] = 0.0f; 
sumMCapaCon[i] = sumMCapaCon[i] + (float)pow(MnCapaCon[ii],2); 
ftnss[i] = (float)(sumsupply[i] + sumEquity[i] + sumBcapaCon[i] + sumMCapaCon[i]); 
sumftnss = sumftnss + ftnss[i]; 
if(bestfit > ftnss[i]){ 
bestfit 	= ftnss[i]; 
psumLWP 	= sumLWP[i]; 
psumOVR = sumOversupl[i]; 
psumBcapa 	= sumBcapaCon[i]; 
psumMCapaCon = sumMCapaCon[i]; 
psumsupply 	= sumsupply[i]; 
psumEquity = sumEquity[i]; 
for(j = 0; j<NSCHEME; j++) { 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublatU]; k++) 
pwara[j][k] 	=wara[j][k]; 
pshutU][k] = shut[j][k]; 
pstrt[j][k] = strt[j][k]; 
psumX[j][k] = sumX[i][j][k]; 
psumD[j][k] = surnD[i][j][k]; 
psumsmc_rz[j][k] = sumsmc_rz[i][j][k]; 
psuminfil[j][k] = suminfil[i]UI[k]; 
psumEa[j][k] = sumEa[i][j][k]; 
psumETc[j][k] = sumETc[i][j][k]; 
psumSMCend[j][k] = sumSMCend[i][j][k]; 
psumNfix[j][k] = sumNfix[i]U][k]; 
psumO[j][k] sumO[i]U][k]; 
pstress[j][k] = cum_stress[i][j][k]; 
pGlobalSMC[j][k] = GIoba1SMC[i]0][k]; 
psumlrr_day[jffk] = sumlrr_day[i][j][k]; 
pcycle[j][k] 	= cycle[i][j][k]; 
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for(ii = 0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) { 
pFlag[j][k][ii] = IFLAG[jJ[k][ii]; 
pETc[j][k][ii] = ETc[jI[k][ii]; 
pEa[j][k][ii] = Ea[j][k][ii]; 
psupply[j] [k] [ii] = supply[j] [k] [ii]; 
pdemand[j][k][ii] = demand[j][k][ii]; 
psmc_rz[jJ[k][iij = smc_rz[j][k][ii]; 
pSMCline[j][k][ii] = SMCline[j][k][ii]; 
pOvr_supl[j] [k] [ii] = Ovr_supl[j] [k] [ii]; 
pLWP[j}[k][ii] = LWP[j][k][ii]; 
ptsum[j][k][ii] = tsurn[j][k][ii]; 
prnWP_RZ[j][k][ii] = WP_RZ[j][k] [ii]; 
prnPWP_RZ[,j][k][ii] = PWP_RZ[j][k] [ii]; 
pFC_RZ[j][k][ii] = FC_RZ[jI[k][ii]; 
}//end ii 
}//end of k sublat 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++ ){ 
pcapaConstr[j][ii] = capaConstr[j][ii]; 
pFlag_B[j][ii] = IFLAG_B[j][ii]; 
}//end of  
}// end of if all constraints are satisfied 
1//end of i 
if (gen == MaxGEN- I II DELTA_ftnss <= DELTA) 
index = 999; 
for(j = O;j<NSCHEME; j++) 
fprintf(fI,"IFLAG_S ); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%9d',pFlag_B[j][ii]); fprintf(fl ,'\n"); 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[j]; k++) 
N_fixloss = (float)(psumNfix[j][k]/fixloss); 
fprintf(f 1, "Irrifrq%3 .Of\n, N_fixloss); 
fprintf(f 1 ,'Secondary%2d Tertiary%2d Qflow result = %5.3f m3/s \n', j+ 1, k+ 1., Scapa[j][k]); 
fprintf(fl ,'IFLAG 	); 
for(ii=O; ii<pcycle[j] [k];  ii++) fprintf(fl ,%9d,pFlag[jI[k] [ii]); 
fprintf(fl, Irri_day %9.3f sumFixioss %9.3t\n, psumlrr_day[j][k], psumNfix[ji[k]); 
fprintf(fl ,'FC 	); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[j][k]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%9.3f',pFC RZ[j][k][ii]);  fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fl,"tsum 
for(ii=0; ii<pcy1e][k];  ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%9.3f",ptsum[j][k][ii]); fprintf(fl,\n); 
fprintf(fl,"Supply "); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcyc!e[j][kJ; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%9.3f',psupply[jJ[k]ii]); fprintf(fl ,"\n'); 
fprintf(f I ,'ETc 	); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[j][k]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%9.3f',pETc[jI[k][ii]); fprintf(fl ,'\n"); 
fprintf(fl ,'Ea 	"); 
for(ii=0; ikpcycle[j][k]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%9.3f',pEa[j][k][ii]);  fprintf(fl ,\n'); 
fprintf(fl,'smc_rz ); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[j][k]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%9.3f',psmc_rz[jj[k][ii]);fprintf(fl  ,\n); 
fprintf(fl,'SMC 	); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[j][k]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%9.3f',pSMCline[j][k][ii]); fprintf(fl ,"\n); 
fprintf(fl,"WP 	); 
foi'(ii=O; ii<pcycle[j][k]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%9.3f',prnWP_RZ[j][k][ii]); fprintf(fl ,'\n); 
fprintf(fl,'PWP "); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[j][k]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%9.3f',prnPWP_RZ[j][k][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n"); 
fprintf(fl ,'BelowWP '); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[j] [k]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%9.3f',pLWP[j] [k] [iii); 
fprintf(fl, cum—stress %9.3f\n, pstress[j][k]); 
fprintf(f1, "Global  %9.3f\n, pGlobaISMC[j} [k]); 
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fprintf(fl ,SMCstr %9.31\n, psumsmc_rz[j] [k]); 
fprintf(f I ,SMCend %9.3t\n, psumSMCend[j] [k]); 
fprintf(fl ,'Irriga %9.3f\n", psumX[j] [ki); 
fprintf(fl ,'ETc 	%9.3t\n", psumETc[j] [k]); 
fprintf(fl ,Ea_ %9.31\n, psumEa[j] [ki); 
fprintf(fl , infilt %9.3t\n', psuminfil[j][k]); 
fprintf(fI ,Drainage%9.3f\n', psumO[j] [k]); 
fprintf(fl ,stress %9.3t\n", pstress[j] [k]); 
}// end ofifk 
I/end of if 
iprintf(f I," %4.2f %4.3f, PXOVER, NofMu); 
fprintf(f 1, %4d %7.3f %7.3f %2d %7.3f %2d R2P2 %7.3f R3 %2d R3P3 %7.3t\n", 
(yen, ftnss[POPSIZE],  psumsupply, RI, psumEquity, R2, psumBcapa, R3, psumMCapaCon); 
}/I end of if loop 
avgftnss = sumftnssIPOPSIZE; 
minftnss = ftnss[O]; 
for(i=O; i<POPSIZE; i++) 
if(ftnss[i] < minftnss) minftnss = ftnss[i]; 
if(ftnss[i] < ftnss[POPSIZEJ) ftnss[POPSIZE] = ftnss[i]; 
fprintf(fI ,"%3d %9.2f\n, gen+ 1, ftnss[POPSIZE]); 
void Tournament() 
mt ii,jj,j,h,k,mern; 
for(mem=O; mem < POPSIZE; mem++){ 
ii = Randlnt(O,POPSIZE- 1); 
jj = Randlnt(O,POPSIZE- I); 
if(ftnss[ii] <= ftnss[jj])( 
for(j=O; j<NSCHEME; j++)( 
for(k = 0; k < nurn_sublat[j]; k++) 
for(h=0; h<LENGTH; h++){ 
mated_pop[mem] Li] [k] [h] = initial_pop[ii] [ii [k] [h]; 
if(ftnss[ii] > ftnss[jj])( 
for(j=0; j<NSCHEME; j+-1-){ 
for(k = 0; k < num_subiat[j]; k++) 
for(h=0; h<LENGTH; h++){ 
mated_pop[mem] Li][k]  [h] = initial_pop[jj] [j][k] [h]; 
}I/ end of tournament 
II Routine to crossover population 
void XOVER(int it, mt i2) 
intj, h, k, kk; 
kk = Randlnt( 1 ,LENGTH- I); 
for(j = 0;j<NSCHEME;j++)( 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[j]; k++) 
for(h =kk; h<LENGTH; h++) 
S wapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1]W [k] [h] ,&mated_pop[i2] U] [k]  [h]); 
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void UNIXOVER(int it, mt i2) 
intj, h, k, kk; 
for(j= 0; j<NSCHEME; j++){ 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[j]; k++) 
for(h = 0; h<LENGTH; h++) 
kk= randQ&0 1; 
if(kk== 1) SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i I] [j]  [k] [h] ,&mated_pop[i2J[j] [k] [h]); 
II Routine to crossover population, 2-site 
void TPXOVER(int it, mt i2) 
mt j,h,k,kkl,kk2; 
kkl = Randlnt(1,LENGTH-I); 
kk2 = Randlnt(1,LENGTH-1); I/this is for 2-site XOVER 
if(kkl>kk2) SwapintValues(&kkl,&kk2); II this is to swap 2-site if the later is less 
for(j= 0; j<NSCHEME; j++) 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[j]; k++) 
for(h=kk 1 ;h<kk2;h++) 
SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] UJ[k] [h],&rnated_pop[i2] Li] [k]  [h]); 
I**************************************I 
void SelectMate() 
mt j, k, h, mem, nurn_select, one; 
float Prob_X; 
num_select = 0; 
for (mem = 0; mem< POPSIZE ; mem++) 
Prob_X = randQ% 1000/1 000.Of; 
if (Prob_X < PXOVER){ 
++num_select; 
if(num_select%2 == 0) XOVER(one,mem); 
else one = mem; 
void UniSelectMate() 
mt j, k, h, mem, num_select,one; 
float Prob_X; 
num_select = 0; 
for (mem =0; mem< POPSIZE ; mem++) 
Prob_X = randQ%1000/1000.0f; 
if (Prob_X <PXOVER){ 
++num_select; 
if(numselect%2 == 0) UNIXOVER(one,mem); 
else one = mem; 
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1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *1 





for(j=O; j<NSCHEME; j++)( 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[j]; k++) 
r = randQ%1000/l000.0; 
if(r<P mutate) 
mutant = randO&0 I; 
if(mutant == 1) rnated_pop[i] [j] [k] [0] = (float)(mated_pop[i] UI [k] [0] + inc); 
else mated_pop[i][j][k][0] = (float)(mated_pop[i][j][k][0] - inc); 
if(mated_pop[i]1j] [k] [0] <MinLag) rnated_pop[i][] [k] [0] = (float)(MinLag); 
else if(rnated_pop[i][j][k][0] > MaxLag) mated_pop[i][j][k][0] = (float)(MaxLag); 
for(h= 1; h<LENGTH; h++){ 
r = randQ%l000/I000.O; 
if(r<P mutate) 
mutant = rand ()&O 1; 
if(rnutant == 1) mated_pop[i][j][k][h] = (float)(mated_pop[i][j][k][h] + inc); 
else mated_pop[i][j][k][h] = (tloat)(mated_pop[i][j][k][h] - inc); 
i f(matedpop[i][j] [k] [h] <Min_wrbd) mated_pop[i][j]  [k] [h] = (float)(Min_wrbd); 
else if(mated_pop[i] U] [k] [h] > Max_wrbd) mated_pop[i] U I [k] [h] = (float)(Max_wrbd); 
for(j=0;j<NSCHEME;j++) 
for(k = 0; k < num_sublat[j]; k++) 
for(h = 0; h<LENGTH; h++) initial_pop[i][j][k][h] = mated_pop[i][j][k][h]; 
}//end of i POPSIZE 
1* * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * ** * * * 
II Routine to print error message 
void nrerror(char *lTiessg) 
puts(messg) 
exit(l) 
II Routine to swop value 
void SwapintValues(int *, mt *y) 
mt temp; 
temp = 
*x *y;  
*y=temp; 
II Routine to swop real value 
void SwapRealValues(float 	float*yy) 
float temp; 
temp = *xx;  
*( = *yy; 
*yy = temp; 
1* * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * ** * ** ** ** * * * * * * ** * ** 
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//GA47A.c Program to formulate GAs for water scheduling problem 








#define Tperiod 1.0 I/input time period (0.5 or 1.0) 
#define POPSIZE 100 I/input population size 
#define NSCHEME 15 I/input number of scheme 
#define Calendar 195 //input total growth period 
#define MaxLag 15 I/input maximum staggering day from the start 
#define MinLag 0 I/input minimum stagerring day from the start 
#define STAGE 195 I/input total stage day 
#define CYCLE 210 I/input total time step (CYCLE+MaxLag) 
#define LENGTH CYCLE+1 /1195 + possible lag days (15) + 1 gene for starting Tperiod 
#define inc Tperiod I/input increment of mutation 
#define INTERVAL 300 I/input interval of generation to recheck of improvement fitness 
#define DELTA 0.0001 I/input minimum improvement of fitness after INTERVAL 
generations 
#define IrriEff 0.9 I/input irrigation efficiency 
#define layerD 0.01 I/input a root zone soil layer for water balance in meter 
#clefine tDepth 1.5 I/input total depth of soil layer in meter 
#define MaxLyr ISO I/input maximum soil layer in consider 
int 	Randlnt (int, int); 
float RandReal (float,float); 
void 	Read_inputfilesQ; 
void SwapintValues(int , int *); 
void 	SwapRealValues(float , float *); 







int 	i, tt, index, mated[POPSIZE], t_lag[NSCHEME]; 
float mated_pop[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [LENGTH], 
initial_pop[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [LENGTH] ,Pmutate; 
float 	ftnss[POPSIZE+ I], DELTA_ftnss, OLD_minftnss, bestfit; 
int IFLAG[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pFlag[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
int 	MaxGEN, Ri, R2, PercentFlow; 
float PXOVER, NofMu; 
float 	countday; 
int root—period, stage_day[STAGE], stagenum[STAGE]; 
float 	D_factr; 
float MinRD, MaxRD, Lini, Ldev, Lmid, Liate, Kcb_ini, Kcb_mid, Kcb_end, Kcb[CYCLE]; 
float FC[NSCHEME], PWP[NSCHEME]; 
float 	Bflowrate[NSCHEME], input_ETc[MaxLag] [STAGE], main_capa; 
float scheme_area[NSCHEME], tot—area; 
float 	psumOVR, psumLWP, psumCapa; 
float sumOversupl[POPSIZE], sumCapaConstr[POPSIZE], sumLWP[POPSIZE]; 
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float LWP[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE],  pLWP[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; 
float Ovr_supl[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pOvr_supl [NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float ETc[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pETc[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float Eff_rain[MaxLag] [STAGE], fixloss[NSCHEME], fxloss[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; 
float sup_wrbd[NSCHEME], 	psup_wrbd[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float supply[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], 	 psupply[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float demand [NS CHEME] [CYCLE], pdemand [NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float capaConstr[POPSIZE] [CYCLE], 	 pcapaConstr[CYCLE]; 
I nt pstrt[NSCHEME], strt[NSCHEME]; 
FILE *fl,*f2,*f3 
I/MAIN PROGRAM 
void main (void) 
tnt gen; 
c!ock_t start, finish; 
float duration, TotalTime 
TotalTime = 0.0f; 
I f( (fl = fopen(ga47Aper.out ,"w))) 




start = clockO; 
MaxGEN 	= 2500; 
RI =1; 
R2 	 = 10000; 
PXOVER 	= 0.94,; 
NofMu = 0.09f; 
I/RI =1; 
I/do( 
II R2 = 10000; 
I/do 
II 	NotMu = 0. 12f; 
I/do 
II PXOVER 	= 0.5f; 
IIdo{ 
//PercentFlow = 85; 
//do 
initial(); 
index = 0; 
OLD_minftnss = 1000.Of; 
DELTA_ftnss 	= 1000.0f; 
bestfit 	 = 10000000000.0f; 
ftnss[POPSIZE] = 10000000000000.0f; 
for(gen = 0; gen < MaxGEN; gen++) 





if (!((gen+ I )%INTERVAL)){ 
DELTA_ftnss = (float)fabs((double)((OLD_minftnss - ftnss[POPSIZE])/ftnss[POPSIZE])); 
OLD_minftnss = ftnss[POPSIZE]; 
//End of Generation Loop 
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II PercentFlow = PercentFlow + 5; 
//) while (PercentFlow <= 91); 
II PXOVER = (float)(PXOVER + 0.05f); 
//}while (PXOVER <= 0.85f); 
II NofMu = (float)(NofMu + 0.03); 
//}while (NofMu <= 0.16); 
//R2 = R2 + 2500; 
//)while (R2 <= 17501); 
I/RI =R1 +2; 
//}while (Ri <= 10); 
finish = c!ockQ; 
duration = (float)(finish - start) / CLOCKS—PER—SEC; 
TotalTime = (float)(TotalTirne + duration); 
(void) fclose (f 1); 
I/MAIN PROGRAM END 
void Read_inputfiles() 
mt ii, jj, kk, num_schemes, scheme_node[NSCHEME]; 
char title[801,title2[80],title3[80]  ,title4[80]  ,title5[80] ,title6[80] ,title7[80] ,title8[80]; 
char title9[80], title! 0[80], title 11[80], title 12[80], scheduletlle[20]; 
if(!(t2 = 1-.openProj47A.!st","r"))) { I/for ga47A.dat 
nrerror(" Can not open project file); 
II now read the data file names 
fgets(schedulefiie, 20, 12) 
for(ii = 0; ii < 20; ii++) 
if(schedulefile[ii] == \n) schedulefile[ii] = 
(void) fclose(f2) 
if(!(f2 = fopen(schedulefile,"r"))) 
nrerror(" Unable to open schedulefile") 
fgets(title, 80, 12); 	II Water scheduling title 
fscanf(12,"%d",&num_schemes); I/scan number of schemes here 
for(jj=0;jj<num_schemes;jj++) fscanf(t2," %d ", &scheme_node[jj]); 
fgets(title2, 80, 12); 	II scheme area (ha) title 
for(jj=0;jj<num_schemes;jj++) fscanf(f2,"%f ", &scheme_areajj]); 
tot—area = 0.0f; 
for(jj=0;jj<num_schemes;jj++) { 
tot—area = tot—area + scheme_area[jj]; II new 
fgets(tit1e3, 80, 12); 	II main canal supply title 
fscanf(f2,"%f ", &main_capa) ; II scan main canal supply 
fgets(title4, 80, 12); 	II branch canal title 
for(jj = 0; jj < num_schemes; jj++) fscanf(12,"%f ", &Bflowrate[jj}) 
fscanf(f2,"\n"); 
fgets(title5, 80, f2); 	II CWR title 
for(tt=0; tt<STAGE; tt++) fscanf(f2,"%d ", &stagenum[tt]); 
for(tt=0; tt<STAGE; tt++) fscanf(f2,"%d ", &stage_day[tt]); 
for(kk = 0; kk < MaxLag; kk++) 
for(tt = 0; tt <STAGE; tt++){ 
fscanf(f2,'%f', &input_ETc[kk][tt]) 
fscanf(f2,'\n); 
fgets(title6, 80, 12); 	II ER title 
for(kk = 0; kk< MaxLag; kk++){ 
for(tt = 0; tt <STAGE; tt++){ 
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fscanf(f2, ' %f', &Eff Tain[kk][tt]) 
fscanf(f2,"\n"); 
fgets(title7, 80, 12); 	I/loss factor title 
for(jj = 0; jj < num_schemes; jj++) fscanf(f2,"%f ", &fixlossfjj]) 
fscanf(f2, "\n"); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++){ 
for(jj = 0; ii < num_schemes; jj++) fxloss[jjI[ii] = fixloss[jj]; 
fgets(tit!e8, 80, f2); 	II field capacity title 
for(jj = 0; jj <num_schemes; jj++) 
fscanf(f2,"%f", &FC[jj]) 
fgets(title9, 80, f2); 	II permanent wilting point title 
for(jj = 0; jj < num_schemes; jj++) 
fscanf(f2,"%f", &PWP[jj]) 
fscanf(t2,°\n"); 
fgets(title 10,80,f2); II Length stage title 
fscanf(f2,"%f %1'%f %f',&Lini, &Ldev, &Lrnid, &Llate); 
i'scanf(t2, "\n"); 
fgets(titlel 1,80,12); II Kcb title 
fscanf(f2,"%f %f %f",&Kcb_ini, &Kcb_mid, &Kcb_end); 
fscanf(f2, "\n"); 
fgets(ti tie l2, 80, f2); I/rooting depth title 
fscanf(f2,"%f %f', &MinRD, &MaxRD); 
fscanf(f2, "\n"); 
fscanf(f2, " % f' ,&D_factr); 
(void)fclose(f2); 
float RandReal (float lower,float upper){ 
float val; 
float nb = ( upper - lower); 
val = (float)(randQ%l000/l000.0*nb + lower); 
return ((float)val); 
mt Randlnt (mt lower,int upper){ 
mt val; 
mt nb = (upper - lower); 




float nd = RAND—MAX; 
for(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i++) 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++){ 
initial—pop[i] Ui] [0] = (float)(MinLag + inc *(float)floor((  1 +((MaxLag- 1) - 
MinLag)/inc)*(float)rando/(nd+ 1.00))); 
for(j= I ;j<LENGTH;i++) initial_pop[i] Ui] U] = (float)(randO&0 U; 
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void objective(int gen){ 
mt 	 i, k, jj, ii, cycle[POPSIZE][NSCHEME], cnvrs, pcycle[NSCHEME]; 
float sumftnss, minftnss, avgftnss; 
float sumcycle, odd2[POPSIZE] [STAGE]; 
float 	branchGO[CYCLE] [NSCHEME], sumBflow[CYCLE], odds [POPSIZE]; 
float GIobaISMC[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME] ,pGIobalSMC[NSCHEME]; 
float 	sumX[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], psumX[NSCHEME]; 
float sumsmc_rz[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], psumsmc_rz[NSCHEME]; 
float srnc_rz[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], psmc_rz[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; 
float 	sums upply[POPSIZE],  sumGlobal[POPSIZE],  sumO[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME]; 
float psumsupply, psumO[NSCHEME]; 
float psumEquity, surnEquity[POPSIZE], Equity[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float RD[NSCHEME][CYCLE]; 
float pSMCIi ne[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], SMCI ine[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	P[CYCLE], Ks[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
mt NLR_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], nlr_RZ_MAX, nsl; 
float FC_layer, RAM—layer, WP—layer, RAM_RZ[NSCHEME][CYCLE]; 
float FC_RZ[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], PWP_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], 
WP_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float pFC_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], prnPWP_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], 
prnWP_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	srnc_layer[200] [NSCHEME] [CYCLE], tsurn[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], 
ptsum[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], infilt ; I/new 
float irrig[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], pstress[NSCHEME], 
cum_stress [POPS IZE] [NSCHEME]; 
float pRD[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	psuminfil[NSCHEME],  suminfil[POPSIZE][NSCHEME]; 
float pinflltopup[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], infi ltopup[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; 
float 	ER[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float Ea[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE],  pEa[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], 
surnEa[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] ,psumEa[NSCHEME]; 
float surnlrr_day[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], psumlrr_day[NSCHEME], 
surn_up_smc[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	surnSMCend [POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], psumSMCend[NSCHEME]; 
float N_fixloss, netinfil[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], sumnetinfll[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], 
psumnetinfil[NSCHEME]; 
float 	sumETc[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME],  psumETc[NSCHEME]; 
float cnvrs_ETc[NSCHEME] [STAGE], cnvrs_rain[NSCHEME]  [STAGE], 
pEaETcRatio[NSCHEME]; 
float sumER[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], psumER[NSCHEME]  ,psumLwirr[NSCHEME]; 
float 	acumloss[CYCLE], xx, sumLwirr[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME], 
lwirri[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
sumftnss = 0.0f; 
for(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i++) 
ftnss[i] = 0.0f; 
sumLWP[i] = 0.0f; 
sumOversupl[i] = 0.0f; 
sumCapaConstr[i] = 0.0f; 
sumGlobal[i] = 0.0f; 
sumsupply[i] = 0.0f; 
surnEquity[i] = 0.0f; 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) { 
strt[jj] = (int)(initial_pop[i] [jj][0]); 
t_lag[jj] = strt[jj]; 
cycle[i][Jj] = (int)(Calendar+ t_lag[jj]); 
sup_wrbd[jj] = (fioat)(IrriEff*Bflowrate[jj] *Tperiod*3600*24 * 1 000)/(scheme_area[jj] * 10000); 
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II new transfer cnvrs_ETc and cnvrs_rain by t_lag[jj] 
forjj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) { I/new 
cnvrs = (int)(t_Iag[jj]); 
for(tt = 0; tt< STAGE; tt++){ 
cnvrs_ETc[jj] [tt] = input _ETc[cnvrs] [tt]; 
cnvrsrain[jj] [tt] = Eff_rain[cnvrs] [tt]; 
II end new transfer array 
odds[i] = (float)(Calendar - (Tperiod*(int)floor(Calendar/Tperiod))); 
Pmutate = (float)(NotMu/(LENGTH*NSCHEME)); 	I/new 
for(tt = 0; ii < STAGE; tt++){ 
if(tt==0) 
odd2[i][tt] = (float)( (stage_day[tt] - ((int)tloor(stage_day[tt]/Tperiod))*Tperiod) ); 
else(  
odd2[i][tt] = (float)( (odd2[i][tt- 1] + stage_day[tt] - ((int)tloor((odd2[i][tt-
1] +stage_day[tt])/Tperiod))*Tperiod));  
II Transfer decision variables here! 
for(jj =0;jj <NSCHEME;jj-f-+){ 
k= 1; 
for(ii = 0; ii<cycle[i][jj]; ii++){ 
if(ii <t_lag[jj]) IFLAG[jj][ii] = 0; 
if(ii >= t_lag[jj]) 
IFLAG[jj] [ii] = (int)(initial_pop[i] [jj] [k]); 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) { //Main jj loop 
sumX[i] [jj] = 0.0f; 
sumEa[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
sumETc[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
suminfil[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
sumO[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
sumsmc_rz[i][jjj = 0.0f; 
cum_stress[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
sumlrr_day[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
sumSMCend[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
sumnetinfil[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
sumER[i][jjj = 0.0f; 
sumLwirr[i][jj] = 0.0f; 
tt = 0; 
sumcycle = 0.0f; 
countday = (float)(stage_day[O]); 
for(ii = 0; ikcycle[i][jj]; ii++){/I Sub LOOP for ii 
I/new transfer ETc from(mm/period) 
if(ii < t_lag[jjI) 
ETc[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
ER[jj][ii] = 0.0f; I/new 
else if(ii >= t_lag[jj]) 
sumcycle = (float)(sumcycle + Tperiod); 
if(sumcycle <= countday){ I/new adjust 
ETc[jj][ii] = (float)( (cnvrs_ETc[jj]{tt]/stage_day[tt]) *Tperiod); 
ER[jj] [ii] = (float)( (cnvrs_rain[jj] [tt]/stage_day[tt]) *Tperiod);  
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else( 
if(stagenum{tt] != STAGE)[ 
ETc[jj] [ii] = (float)( ( (cnvrs_ETc[jj  I  [tt])/stage_day[tt]) 
*odd2[iI[tt] + (Tperiod - odd2[i][tt]) * (cnvrs_ETc[jj][tt+1])/stage_day{tt+1J ) ; //odds days 
ER[jj] [ii] = (float)( ( (cnvrs_rainfjjl [tt] )/stage_day[tt]) *odd2[i] [tt] 
+ (Tperiod - odd2[i][tt]) * (cnvrs_rain[jj][tt+1})/stage_day[tt+l] ) ; //odds days 
else 
ETc[jj][ii] = (float)( ((cnvrs_ETc[jj][tt])/stage_day[tt]) * 
odd2[i][ttD; 
ER[jj][ii] = (float)( ( (cnvrs_rain[jj][tt])/stage_day[tt]) * 
odd2[i] [tt]); 
tt++; 
countday = countday + stage_day[tt]; 
II This is to adjust D_factor (Allen et al. 1998) 
if(ETc[jjj[ii] > 5.0f1{ 	I/new move 
P[ii] = (float)(D_factr + 0.04*(5 - ETc[jj][iij)); 
if(P[ii] <0.1) P[ii] = 0.1 f; 
if(P[ii] > 0.8) P[ii] = 0.8f; 
else P[ii] = D_factr; 
//Set up smc in every soil strip layer as wilting point of every soil layer 
FC_layer 	= (float)(FC[jj]*layerD* 1000); 	I/new all loop 
RAM—layer = (float)((FC[jj] - PWP[jj])*layerD* 1000*P[ii]);  
WP—layer 	= FC_layer - RAM—layer; 
for(nsl = 0; nsl <MaxLyr; nsl++) 
smc_layer[nsl][jj][ii-1] = WP—layer; 
II For Kcb adjust and then cal of RD adjust 
if(ii < t_lag[jj]) RD[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
else ifØi >= t_lag[jj] II smc_rz[jj][ii-  1] >= WP_RZ[jjl[ii- I]) (I/new 
if(sumcycle < Lini) Kcb[ii] = Kcb_ini; II new (0-24) 
if(sumcycle >= Lini && sumcycle < Lini+Ldev ){ /1(25-49) 
Kcb[ii] = Kcb_ini + ((sumcycle - Lini)/Lini)*(Kcb_mid - Kcb_ini); 
if(sumcycle >= Lini+Ldev && sumcycle < Lini+Ldev+Lmid) Kcb[ii] = Kcb_mid; 
//(50-79) 
if(sumcycle >= Lini+Ldev+Lmid && sumcycle < Calendar)( I/new (80-99) 
Kcb[ii] = Kcb_mid + (( sumcycle - 
(Lini+Ldev+Lmid))fLlate) *(Kcb  end - Kcb_mid); 
if(sumcycle < Lini+Ldev){ 	//(0-49) 
RD[jj]!ji] = MinRD + (MaxRD - MinRD)*(Kcb[ii] - Kcb_ini)/(Kcb_mid - 
Kcb_ini); 
if(RD[jj][ii] > MaxRD) RD[jj][ii] = MaxRD; II new 
else{ 
RD[jj][ii] = MaxRD; 
else if(smc_rz[jj][ii-1] < WP_RZ[jjl[ii-1]) 
if(sumcycle < Lini) Kcb[ii] = Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_ini;  
if(sumcycle >= Lini && sumcycle < Lini+Ldev ){ 
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Kcb[ii] = Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_ini + ((sumcycle - 
Lini)/Lini)*(Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_rnid - Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_ini); 
if(sumcycle >= Lini+Ldev && sumcycle < Lini+Ldev+Lmid) Kcb[ii] = 
Ks[jjj[ii]*Kcb_mid;  
if(sumcycle >= Lini+Ldev+Lmid && sumcycle < Calendar){ I/new 
Kcb[ii] = Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_mid + (( sumcycle - 
(Lini+Ldev+Lmid))fLlate)*(Ks[jj] [ii]  *Kcb  end - Ks[jj] [ii] *Kcb  mid); 
if(sumcycle < Lini+Ldev){ 
RD[jjj[ii] = MinRD + (MaxRD - MinRD)*(Kcb[ii] - 
Ks[jj] [ii]*Kcb_ini)/(Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_mid - Ks[jj][ii]*Kcb_ini);  
if(RD[jj][ii] > MaxRD) RD[jj][ii] = MaxRD; 
else{ 
RDjj][ii] = MaxRD; 
}//end of Kcb and RD adjust 
xx = fxloss[jj][ii]; 
if(ii == O){ 
if(IFLAG[jj][ii] == I) { 
irrig[jj][ii] = (float)(sup_wrbd[jj] - fxloss[jj][ii]) * IFLAG[jj][ii]; 
acumloss[ii] = 0.0f; 
iU(IFLAG[jj][ii] == 0) irrig[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
if(ii > 0) 
if(IFLAG[jj][ii- l] == 0 && IFLAO[jj][ii] == 
irrig[jj][ii] = (float)(sup_wrbd[jj] - fxloss[jj][ii]) * IFLAG[jj][ii]; 
acumloss[ii] = 0.0f; 
if(IFLAG[jj][ii-1] == I && IFLAG[jj][ii] == l){ 
if(irrig[jj][ii-l] == O.Ot){ 
irrig[jj][ii] = (float)(sup_wrbd[jjj - acumloss[ii-l]) * 
IFLAG[jj] [ii]; 
xx = acumloss[ii-I]; 
else 
irrig[jj][ii] = sup_wrbd[jj] * IFLAG[jj][ii]; 
if(IFLAG[jj][ii] == 0) irrig[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
if(irrig[jj][ii] <0.Ot) { 
lwirri[jj] [ii] = (- I )*irrig[jj]  [ii]; 
irrig[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
acumloss[ii] = xx - sup_wrbd[jjl; 
else 
acumloss[ii] = 0.0; 
lwirri[jj}[ii] = 0.0f; 
I/end of new fixioss adjust 
}I/ end of ii loop preparation of all input data 
I/Now start of Main loop in every cycle 
for(ii = 0; ii <cycle[i]jj]; ii-i--i-)(// Main LOOP for ii 
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II Start to strip soil layer in calculation here 
nlr_RZ_MAX 	= (int)(MaxRD/layerD); I/no, of layers at RD=Max 
NLR_RZjj][ii] = (int)(RD[jj][ii]/layerD); II no. of layers at a time period 
RD[jj][ii] 	 = (f1oat)(NLR_RZ[jj][ii*layerD); I/adjust RD by layer 
FC_RZ[jjj[ii] 	= FC[jj]*RD[jj][ii]* 1000; 
PWP_RZ[jj] [ii] = PWP[jj] *RD[jj]  [ii] * 1000; 
RAM_RZ[jj][ii] = (FC[jj] - PWPjj])*(RDjj][ii]*1000)*P[ii]; 
WP_RZ[jj][ii] 	= FC_RZ[jj][ii] - RAM_RZFjj[ii]; I/new for varying p 
if(ii> t_lag[jjj){ 
if(NLR_RZ[jjj[ii] > NLR_RZ[jj] [u-i ]){ 
tsum[jj][ii] = 0.Of; 
for(nsl = NLR_RZ[jj][ii-1]; nsl <NLR_RZ[jjl[ii]; nsl++){ 
tsum[jj][ii] = tsum[jj][ii] + smc_layer[nsl][jjI[ii- I]; 
smc_rz[jj][ii] = smc_rzjj][ii- l] + tsum[jj][ii]; 
else smc_rz[jj][ii] = smc_rzjj][ii-1]; 
II This is to sum up smc for global check 
if(ii == t_lag[jj]) sum_up_smc[jj][ii] = WP_RZ[jj][ii]; 
else sum_up_smc[jj][ii] = smc_rz[jj][ii]; 
II Now calculate supply[jj][ii]  in each time period with IFLAG[jj][ii] 
supply[jj][ii] = irrig[jjJ[ii]; //irrig is amount of water supply per time period 
sumsupply[i] = sumsupply[i] + supply[jj][ii] * scheme_area[jj] / tot—area; 
//Soil Water Balance Main Equation 
if(ii < t_lag[jj]){ 
Ea[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
SMCline[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
else if(ii==t_lagjj]) 
Ea[jj][ii] = ETc[jj][ii]; I/because initial smc = WP_RZ 
smc_rz[jj][ii] = (tloat)(WP_RZ[jj][ii} + supply[jj][ii] - Ea[jj][ii] + ER[jj][ii]); 
if(smc_rz[jj][ii] < WP_RZ[jj][ii]){ 
Ea[jj][ii] = (smc_rz[jjl[ii] - 
PWP_RZ[jj][iij)*(ETc[jj][ii])/(WP_RZ[jjj[ii]_PWP_RZ[jj][ii]);  
smc_rz[jj][ii] = (float)(WP_RZ[jj][ii] + supply[jj][ii] - Ea[jjj[ii] + 
ER[jj][ii]); 
else if(ii > t_lag[jj]){ 
if(smc_rz[jj][ii] >= WP_RZ[jj][ii]) { 
Ea[jj][ii] = ETc[jj][ii]; 
smc_rz[jj][iil = (float)(smc_rz[jj][ii] + supply[jj][iij - Ea[jj][ii] + 
ER[jj][ii]); 
else if(smc_rz[jj][ii] <WP_RZ[jj][ii]){ 
Ea[jjj[ii] = (smc_rz[jj][ii] - 
PWP_RZUJI [ii})*(ETC[jjj[ii])/(WP_RZ[jj][ii]_PWP_RZ[jjI[ii]); 
smc_rz[jj][ii] = (float)(smc_rz[jj][iij + supply[jj][ii] - Ea[jj][ii] + 
ER[jj][ii]); 
II end Soil Moisture Balance Main Equation and its adjustment. 
SMCline[jj][ii] = smc_rz[jj][ii]; I/for ploting 
II this is when SMC > FC 
infilt = 0.0f; 
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if(srnc_rz[jj][ii] > FC_RZ[jj][ii])[ I/when smc_rz OVER FC_RZ> infil cal. here 
SMCline[jj][ii] = FC_RZ[jjI[ii];I/for plotting if smc_rz just above but not 
oversupply 
infilt = smc_rz[jj][ii] - FC_RZ[jj][ii]; 
infiltopup[jj][ii] = infilt; I/this is to find how much infiltration top up in this 
smc_rz[jj][ii] = FC_RZjjj][ii]; 
I/this is to put infiltration from layer to layer below 
for(nsl = NLR_RZ[jj][ii]; nsl < nlr_RZ_MAX; nsl++) 
smc_layer[nsl] [JjJ [ii] = smc_layer[nsl] [jj][ii- 1] + infilt; 
if(smc_layer[nsl][jj][ii] > FC_layer){ 
infilt = smc_layer[nsl][jj][ii] - FC_layer; 
smc_layer[nsl][jj][iij = FC_layer; 
else{ 
infilt = 0.0; 
break; 
Ovr_supl[jj][ii] = infilt; 
else{ 
for(nsl = 0; nsl <nlr_RZ_MAX; nsl++) 
I/if there is no infil so, smc—layer[ii] = smc_layer[ii- 1] last cycle 
smc_layer[nsl][jj] [ii] = smc_layer[nslJ [jj] [ii- 1]; 
infiltopup[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
Ovr_supl[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
sumOversupl[i] = sumOversupl[i] + Ovr_supl[jj]{ii]; 
II This is to compute net—infil this cycle 
if(smc_rz[jj][ii] > FC_RZ[jj][ii]) 	netinfil[jj][ii] = infiltopup[jj][ii] - 
Ovr_supl[jjl [ii]; 
else netinfil[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
II This is for plotting smc line if oversupply 
if(Ovr_supl[jj][ii] > 0.0t) SMCline[jj][ii] = FC_RZ[jj][ii] + Ovr_supl[jj][ii]; I/new 
II This is for calculation of Ks when smc_rz <WP_RZ 
if(smc_rz[jj][iij <WP_RZj][ii]) { 
Ks[jj][ii] = (FC_RZ[jjl[ii] - srnc_rz[jj][ii])/(FC_RZ[jj][ii]-WP_RZ[jjj[ii]); 
else Ks[jj][ii] = I; 
II This is a penalty function. 
if(smc_rz[jj}{ii] < WP_RZ[jj][ii]) { 
II Now must define once again incase if smc < pwp 
LWPIjj][ii] = (fioat)(WP_RZjjI[ii] - smc_rz[jj][ii]);I/this if for scarcity 
Equity[jj] [ii] = (float)pow((R 1 *L\vp[jj]  [ii]),2); 
II This is for plotting of SMCline if smc <WP 
SMCline[jj][ii] = WP_RZ[jj][ii] - LWP[jj][ii]; 
else 
LWP[jj][ii] = 0.0f; 
Equity[jjl[ii] = 0.0f; 
sumLWP[i] = sumLWP[i] + LWP[jj][ii]; 
sumEquity[i] = sumEquity[i] + Equity[jj][ii]; 
//This is for SMC_line plotting 
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if(ii < t_lag[jj]) SMCline[jj][ii] = O.Of; I/new 
if(ii > t_lag[jj] + Calendar) IFLAG[jj]  [ii] = 0; 
this is for calculation of global SMC to recheck 
sumsmc_rz[i][jj] = sumsmc_rz[i][jj] + sum_up_smc[jj][ii];//this is for global check 
sumX[i][jj] 	= sumX[i][jj] 	+ supply[jj][ii];//excluded fixioss 
sumETc[i][jj] = sumETc[i][jj] + ETc[jjj[ii]; 
sumEa[i][jj] 	= sumEa[i][jjj 	+ Ea[jj][ii]; 
sumSMCend[i][jj] 	sumSMCend[i][jj] + smc_rz[jj][ii}; 
sumO[i][jj] 	 sumO[i]Ejj] 	+ Ovr_supl[jj][ii]; I/sum oversupply 
above RDmax 
cum_stress[i] [jj] = cum_stress[i][jj]+ LWP[jj] [ii]; 
surnER[i][jj] 	= surnER[i][jjj + ER[jj][ii]; 
suminfil[i][jj] = suminfil[i][jj] + infiltopup[jj][ii]; 
sumnetinfil[i] [jiI= sumnetinfil[i][jj] + netinfil[jj][ii]; 
sumLwirr[i] Ui] = sumLwirr[i] Ui] + lwirri[jj] [ii]; 
GlobalSMC[i][jj] = sumsmc_rz[i][jj] + sumX[i][jj] - sumEa[i][jj] + sumER[i][jj] - 
sumSMCend[i][jj] - suminfil[i][jj]; 
sumGlobal[i] 	= sumGlobal[i] + GlobalSMC[i][jj]; 
sumIrr_day[i][jj] = sumlrr_day[i]jj] + IFLAGfJj][ii]; 
}I/end of ii loop 
1//end of jj scheme 
I/this is canal capacity constraint 
for(ii=0; ii< CYCLE; ii++)( 
sumBflow[ii] = 0.0f; 
or(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) 
branchGO[ii] Ui] = Bflowrate[jj]*IFLAG[jj] [ii]; 
sumBflow[ii] 	= sumBflow[ii] + branchGO[ii][jj]; 
if(sumB flow[ii] > (main_capa*PercentFlow/ 100)) 
capaConstr[i][ii] = (float)(R2*(sumB flow[ ii] - main_capa*PercentFlow/100));  
else capaConstr[i][ii] = 0.0f; 
sumCapaConstr[i] = sumCapaConstr[i] 4- (float)(pow(capaConstr[i] [ii] ,2)); 
}//end of ii in capacity constraint loop 
/1 Objective function is Here 
ftnss[i] = (float)(sumsupply[i] + sumEquity[i] + sumCapaConstr[i]); 
sumftnss = sumftnss + ftnss[i]; 
if(bestfit > ftnss[i]){ 
bestfit = ftnssi]; 
psumLWP = sumLWP[i]; 
psumOVR = sumOversupl[i]; 
psumCapa = sumCapaConstr[i]; 
psumsupply= sumsupply[i]; 
psumEquity= sumEquity[i]; 
for(jj = 0; jj<NSCHEME; jj++) { 
psumX[jj] = sumX[i][jj]; 
psumEa[jj] = sumEa[i][jj]; 
psumETc[jj] = sumETc[i][jj]; 
psurnsmc_rz[j] = sumsmc_rz[i]Uj]; 
psumSMCend[ij] = sumSMCend[i]Uj]; 
psumER[jj] = sumER[i][jj]; 
psumO[jj] = sumO[i][jj]; 
pstress[jj] = cum_stress[i][jj]; 
pGlobalSMC[jj] = GlobalSMC[i] [ii]; 
psumlrrday[jj] = sumlrr_day{i][jj]; 
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psuminfil[jj] = suminfil[i][jj}; 
psuinnetintil [jj] = sumnetinfil[i] [jj]; 
psumLwirr[jjl = sumLwirr[i][jjj; 
pcycle[jj] = cycle[i][jj]; 
pstrt[jj] = strt[jj]; 
for(ii=O; ii<cycle[i][jj];  ii++) { 
pFlag[jj][ii] = IFLAG[jj][ii]; 
pFC_RZ[jj][ii] = FC_RZ[jj][ii]; 
prnWP_RZ[jj][ii] = WP_RZ[jjl[ii]; 
prnPWP_RZ[jj][ii] PWP_RZ[jj][ii]; 
pRD[jj][ii] = RD[jj][ii]; 
pEa[jj][ii] 	Ea[jji[iiI; 
pETc[jj][iil = ETc[jj][ii]; 
ptsumUj][ii] = tsurn[jj][ii}; 
pinfiltopup[jj] [ii] = infiltopup[jj] [ii]; 
psupplyljj][ii] = supply[jj][ii]; 
pdemand[jj] [ii] = dernand[jj] [ii]; 
psmc_rz[jj][ii] = smc_rz[jj][ii]; 
pSMCIine[jj][iij = SMCline[jj][ii]; 
pOvr_supl[jjj [ii] = OvrsuplUj][ii]; 
pLWP[jj][iij = LWP[jj][iij; 
pcapaConstr{ii} = capaConstr[i][ii]; 
}//end of i 
if (gen == MaxGEN- 1 II DELTA_ftnss <= DELTA) 
index = 999; 
for(jj = 0; jj<NSCHEME; jj++) { 
N_fixloss 	= (float)(psumNfix[jj]/fixloss[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fl ,IFLAG '); 
for(ii=0; ikpcycle[jj]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%8d,pF!ag[jj][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fl,RD 	); 
for(ii=0; ikpcycle[jj]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%8.3f,pRD[jj][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fl ,FC 	); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[jj]; ii++) fprintf(fl,'%8.3f",pFC RZ[jjl[ii]); fprintf(fl,\n'); 
fprintf(fl,tsum 	'); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[jjj; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%8.3f,ptsum[jj][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(f1, "supply  '); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[jj]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%8.3f,psupply[jj]ii]); fprintf(fl ,'\n); 
fprintf(fl ,ETc 	); 
for(ii=0; ikpcycle[jj]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%8.3f",pETc[jj][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n'); 
fprintf(fI,Ea 	'); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[jj]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%8.3f,pEa[jj][ii]); fprintf(fl ,"\n); 
fprintf(fl,smc_rz "); 
for(ii=0; ikpcycle[jj]; ii++) fprintf(fl,"%8.3f',psmc_rz[jj][ii]); fprintf(fl,\n"); 
fprintf(fl,SMC_line ); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[jj]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%8.3t',pSMCline[jj][ii]);fprintf(fI  ,\n"); 
fprintf(fl,"WP 	); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[jj]; ii++) fprintf(fl,%8.3f,prnWPRZ[jj][ii]); 	fprintf(fl,\n'); 
fprintf(fl,"PWP 	); 
for(ii=0; ikpcycle[jj}; ii++) fprintf(fi,%8.3f,prnPWP_RZ[jjl[ii]); fprintf(fI ,'\n'); 
fprintf(fl,'BeIowWP ); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[jj]; ii++) fprintf(fl,%8.3f,pLWP[jj][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
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pEaETcRatio[jj] = psumEa[jj]/psumETc[jj]; 
fprintf(fl ,Scheme %4d\n", jj+ 1); 
fprintf(fl ,Irrifrq %4. lf\n, N_fixloss); 
fprintf(fl ,Irr_day %4. I An", psumlrrdayUj]); 
fprintf(fl ,Fixloss %4.11W',    psumNfix[jj]); 
fprintf(fI,strtTP %4d\n, pstrt[jj]); 
fprintf(f 1 ,GlobaI %9.3f\n', pGlobaISMC[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,'SMCstr %9.3t\n", psumsmc_rz[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,'Irriga %9.3t\n, psumX[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,'ETc %9.3ñn', psumETc[jj]); 
fprintf(fl,"Ea_ %9.3ñn", psumEa[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,"EaJETc %9.3f\n, pEaETcRatio[jj]); 
fprintf(f l,"ER 	%9.3f'n", psumER[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,"SMCend %9.3f\n, psumSMCend[jjl); 
fprintf(fl ,'Ovrsup %9.3f\n, psumO[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,Lwrirr %9.3t\n, psumLwirr[jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,' infilt %9.3f\n", psuminfi![jj]); 
fprintf(fl ,'stress %9.3ñn", pstress[jj]); 
}/I end of scheme 
Iprintf(f I ,"\n'); 
fprintf(fl," %1.Of %4.2f %4.3f %3d %3d Tperiod, MOVER, NotMu, gen, PercentFlow); 
fprintf(fl,' %7.3f %7.3f %2d %7.3f %2d %7.3ñn', 
bestfit, psumsupply, R  , psumEquity, R2, psumCapa); 
)// end of if loop 
avgftnss = sumftnss/POPSIZE; 
rninftnss = ftnss[0]; 
for(i=0; vPOPSIZE; i++) { 
if(ftnss[i] < minftnss) minftnss = ftnss[i]; 
if(ftnss[i] < ftnss[POPSIZE]){ 
ftnss[POPSIZE] = ftnss[i]; 
1* ******** ******* ******************** *1 
void Tournament() 
mt i1,JJ,j,mem,ss; 
for(mem=0; mem < POPSIZE; mem++)( 
ii = Randlnt(0,POPSIZE- 1); 
jj = Randlnt(O,POPSIZE-1); 
if(ftnss[ii] <= ftnss[jj]){ 
for(ss =0; ss<NSCHEME; ss++){ 
for(j=O; j<LENGTH; j++){ 
mated_pop[mem] [ss][j] = initiai_pop[ii] [ss] [jJ; 
if(ftnss[ii] > ftnss[jj]){ 
for(ss =0; ss<NSCHEME; ss++){ 
for(j=0; j<LENGTH; j++){ 
mated_pop[mem] [ss] [j] = initial_pop[jj] [ss] U]; 
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II Routine to crossover population 
void XOVER(int ii, mt 12) 
intj,kk,ss; 
kk = Randlnt(1,LENGTH-1); 
for(ss =0; ss<NSCHEME; ss++)( 
for(j=kk;j<LENGTH;j++) 
SwapintValues(&mated_pop[i I ][ss] [j],&mated_pop[i2] [ss]U]); 
S wapRealValues(&mated_pop[i I] [ss] U] ,&mated_pop[i2] [ss] U]); 
1* * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * ** * * * ** *** * * ** * * * * ** * 
void UNIXOVER(int ii, mt i2)( 
intj,kk,ss; 
for(ss =0; ss<NSCHEME; ss++){ 
for(j=0;j<LENGTH;j++) 
kk= randQ&0 1; 
if(kk== 1) SwapintValues(&mated_pop[i I] [ss] U] ,&mated_pop[i2] [ss] U]); 
i f(kk== 1) SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] [ss] U] ,&mated_pop[i2] [ss] U]); 
1* * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *1 
I! Routine to crossover population, 2-site 
void TPXOVER(int it, mt i2){ 
mt 	j,kkl,kk2,ss; 
kkl = Randlnt(1,LENGTH-1); 
kk2 = Randlnt(I,LENGTH-1); // this is for 2-site XOVER 
if (kkl>kk2) SwapintValues(&kkl,&kk2); // this is to swap 2-site if the later is less 
for(ss =0; ss<NSCHEME; ss++)( 
for(j=kkl ;j<kk2;j-i-+){ 
SwapintValues(&mated_pop[i 1] [ss] [j],&rnated_pop[i2] [ss] U]); 
SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] [ss] U1,&mated_pop[i2][ss] U]); 
1* ** * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * ***** * * * * * * * * * * * *1 
void SelectMate() 
mt i,j,mem, num_select, one, ss; 
float Prob_X; 
num_select = 0; 
for (mem = 0; mem< POPSIZE ; mem++) 
Prob_X = randQ%1000/1000.Of; 
if (Prob_X < MOVER) 
++num_select; 
if(num_select%2 == 0){ 
TPXOVER(one,mem); I/for testing 1-site use XOVER, for 2-site 
use TPXOVER 
else one = mem; 
void UniSelectMate() 
mt i,j, mem, num_select,one,ss; 
float Prob_X; 
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num_select = 0; 
for (mem = 0; mem< POPSIZE ; mem++) 
Prob_X = randO%1000/l000.Of; 
if (Prob_X < PXOVER) 
+±num_select; 
if(nurn_select%2 == 0){ 
UNIXOVER(one,mem); 
else one = mem; 
I/this is to radom probability of mutation 
void mutatepop() 
mt i,j,ss, mutant; 
double r; 
for (i=0;kPOPSIZE;i++) { 
for(ss =0; ss<NSCHEME; ss++){ 
r = randQ%l000/I000.0; 
if(r<Pmutate) 
mutant = randQ&O1; 
if(mutant == 1) rnated_pop[i][ss][O] = 
(float)(mated_pop[i][ss][0] + inc); 
else mated_pop[i] [ss] [01 = (tloat)(mated_pop[i] [ss] [0] - 
inc); 
if(mated_pop[i][ss][0] <MinLag) mated_pop[i][ss][0] = 
(float)(MinLag); 
else if(mated_pop [i] [ss] [0] > MaxLag- 1) mated_pop[i] [ss] [0] = 
(foat)(MaxLag- 1); 
for(j=l ;j<LENGTH;j++) { 
r = randQ%l000/I000.0; 
if(r<Pmutate) 
if(mated_pop[i][ss][j] == 0) niated_pop[i][ss][j] = I; 
else mated_pop[i][ss][j] = 0; 
for(ss =0; ss<NSCHEME; ss++)( 
for(j=0;j<LENGTH;j-i-+) 
initial_pop[i] [ss] U] = mated_pop[i] [ss] U]; 
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * *** * * * *** ** * ** ** *1 
II Routine to print error message 
void nrerror(char *messg){ 
puts(messg) 
exit(I) 
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * It * * * * * * * * * * * * It * * * * * * * * * * *1 
II Routine to swop value 






II Routine to swop real value 
void SwapRealValues(float 	float*yy) 
float temp; 
temp = *xx;  
= *yy;  
*yy temp; 
/******** tic ******************************/ 
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//GA47W.c 	Program to formulate GAs for water scheduling problem 








#define Tperiod 1.0 I/input time period here (0.5 or 1.0) 
#define POPSIZE IOU I/input population size 
#define INTERVAL 300 // input interval of generation to recheck of improvement fitness 
#define DELTA 0.0001 I/input minimum improvement of fitness after INTERVAL 
generations 
#define NUMCROP 1 I/input number of crop in this system 
#define NSCHEME 15 I/input total number of schemes 
#define Max_wrbd 14 I/input allowable maximum warabandi 
#define Min_wrhd 7 // input allowable minimum warabandi 
#define MaxLag 15 I/input maximum stagerring days from the start 
#define MinLag 0 I/input minimum staggering days 
#clefine Calendar 195 I/input total growth periods 
#define STAGE 195 I/input stage of growth define related to crop requirement data file 
#define CYCLE 210 //(Calendar/Tperiod)+ max. lag days 
#define LENGTH 3 // input chromosome length required for each tertiary 
#define inc Tperiod I/increment of 1.0 day to mutate wara and shutdown (day) 
#define inc2 7 I/input increment of warabandi (e.g. 7) 
#define IrriEff 0.9 I/input irrigation efficiency 
#define layerD 0.01 I/input a root zone soil layer for water balance in meter 
#define tDepth 1.5 I/input total depth of soil in meter 
#define MaxLyr 150 I/input max. number of soil layers 
int 	Randlnt (int, int); 
float RandReal (fioat,tloat); 
void 	Read_inputfilesO; 
void SwapintValues(int ', int *); 
void 	SwapRealValues(float , float *); 







int 	MaxGEN, RI, R2, PercentFlow; 
float t_lag, NotMu, PXOVER; 
int 	g, gen, i ,tt, index, stage—day [STAGE],stagenum[STAGE]; 
float rnated[POPSIZE] ,bestfit, Pmutate, ftnss[POPSIZE+ 1], DELTA_ftnss, OLD_minftnss; 
float 	initial_pop[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME] [LENGTH], 
mated_pop[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] [LENGTH]; 
float 	MinRD, MaxRD, Lini, Ldev, Lmid, Llate, Kcb_ini, Kcb_mid, Kcb_end, Kcb[CYCLE]; 
float D_factr, FC[NSCHEME], PWP[NSCHEME]; 
float 	Bfiowrate[NSCHEME], input_ETc[MaxLag] [STAGE], main_capa; 
float scheme_area[NSCHEME], Eff_rain[MaxLag] [STAGE]; 
float 	tot_area, fixloss[NSCHEME], 	fxloss[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float strt[NSCHEME], pstrt[NSCHEME]; 
float wara[NSCHEME], pwara[NSCHEME] 
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float shutNSCHEME], pshut[NSCHEME]; 
FILE *fl,*12,*f3 
I/MAIN PROGRAM 
void main (void){ 
clock_t start, finish; 
float duration, TotalTime 
TotalTime = 0.0f; 
if(!(fI = fopen('ga47Winc.out,w))) 




start = clockO; 
MaxGEN 	 2500; 
PXOVER 	= 	0.9f; 
NofMu = 0.3f; 
RI 	 = 	1; 
R2 = 12500; 
PercentFlow = 100; 
II RI = 
I/do{ 
II 	R2 	 = 	5000; 
I/do{ 
II 	NofMu 	0. 1f; 
I/do( 
II 	PXOVER 	= 	0.5f; 
I/do{ 
II 	PercentFlow = 85; 
//do{ 
initial(); 
index = 0; 
OLD_minftnss = I0000.0f; 
DELTA_ftnss 	= I 0000.0f; 
bestfit 	 = 1000000.0f; 
ftnss[POPSIZE] = I000000.0f; 
for(gen = 0; gen <MaxGEN; gen++) 






DELTA_ftnss = (float)fabs((double)((OLD_minftnss - ftnss[POPSIZE])/ftnss[POPSIZE])); 
OLD_minftnss = ftnss[POPSIZE]; 
I/End of Generation Loop 
II PercentFlow = PercentFlow + 5; 
II) while (PercentFlow <= 91); 
II PXOVER = (float) (PXOVER + 0.05f); 
II 	}while (PXOVER <= 0.71); 
II NofMu = (float)(NofMu + 0. If); 
II 	}while (NofMu <= 0.3 1); 
II R2=R2+ 2500; 
II 	)while (R2<= 12501); 
II R1=R1+4; 
II 	}while (Ri <= 6); 
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finish = clockO; 
duration = (float)(finish - start) I CLOCKS—PER—SEC; 
TotalTime = (float)(TotalTime + duration); 
printf(" Time = %5.2fminutes\n, duration/60); 
fprintf(fl,"Time = %5.2f minutes \n\n", duration/60); 
(void) fclose (f I); 
printfCEnd of run ENJOY!!!! 
//MAIN PROGRAM END 
void Read_inputfiles() 
mt ii, jj, kk, num_schemes, scheme_node[NSCHEME]; 
char title[80] ,title2[80],title3 [80],title4[80], title5  [80],title6[80],title7[80],title8  [80]; 
char tit!e9[80], title 10[80], title! 1[801, title! 2[80], schedulefile[20]; 
if(!(t2 = fopenProj47W.1st',"r"))) [ I/for input47W.dat 
nrerror(" Can not open project file"); 
II now read the data file names 
fgets(schedu!efi!e, 20, f2) 
for(ii = 0; ii < 20; ii++) 
if(schedulefile[ii] =='\n') schedulefile[ii] = 
(void) fclose(t2) 
if(!(f2 = fopen(schedulefile,"r"))) { 
nrerror( Unable to open schedulefile) 
fgets(title, 80, t2); 	II Water scheduling title 
fscanf(f2,"%d',&num_schemes); II scan number of schemes here 
for(jj=0;jj<num_schemes;jj++) fscanf(f2,"%d ", &scheme_node[jj]); 
fgets(title2, 80, f2); 	II scheme area (ha) title 
for(jj=0;jj<num_schemes;jj++) fscanf(t2,"%f ", &scheme_area[jjj); 
tot—area = 0.0f; 
for(jj=0;jj<num_schemes;jj ++) 
tot—area = tot—area + scheme_area[jj]; 
fgets(title3, 80, t2); 	II main canal supply title 
fscanf(f2,'%f ", &main_capa) ; II scan main canal supply 
fgets(title4, 80, f2); 	II branch canal title 
for(jj = 0; jj <num_schemes; jj++) fscanf(t2,'%f", &Bflowrate[jj]) 
fscanf(t2,'\n'); 
1'gets(title5, 80,12); 	II CWR title 
for(tt=0; tt<STAGE; tt++) fscanf(t2,%d ', &stagenum[tt]); 
for(tt=0; tt<STAGE; tt++) fscanf(t2,"%d , &stage_day[tt]); 
for(kk = 0; kk < MaxLag; kk+-i-) 
ior(tt = 0; tt <STAGE; tt++)( 
fscanf(f2, ' %f", &input_ETc[kk] [tt]) 
fscanf(f2,\n'); 
fgets(title6, 80, f2); 	II ER title 
for(kk = 0; kk< MaxLag; kk++){ 
for(tt = 0; tt <STAGE; tt++){ 
fscanf(f2," %f, &Eff_rain[kk] [tt]) 
fscanf(f2,\n); 
fgets(title7, 80, f2); 	I/fix loss title 
for(jj = 0; jj < num_schemes; jj++) fscanf(f2,"%f ", &fixlossFjj]) 
fscanf(f2,"\n"); 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++){ 
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for(jj = 0; jj <num_schemes;jj++){ 
fxloss[jj][ii] = fixloss[jj]; 
fgets(title8, 80, f2); 	II field capacity title 
for(jj = 0; jj < num_schemes; jj++) 
fscanf(t2,"%f", &FC[jj]) 
fgets(title9, 80, 12); 	II permanent wilting point title 
for(jj = 0; jj < num_schemes; jj-+-+) 
fscanf(f2,"%f ", &PWP[jj]) 
fscant(f2,"\n"); 
fgets(titlelO,80,t2); I/Length stage title 
fscanf(t2," %f %f %f %f',&Lini, &Ldev, &Lmid, &Llate); 
fscanf(f2,"\n); 
fgets(titlel 1,80,12); II Kcb title 
fscanf(f2, %f %f %f ,&Kcb_ini, &Kcb_mid, &Kcb_end); 
fscanf(t2,"\n); 
fgets(title 12, 80, 12); II rooting depth title 
fscanf(t2,"%f%f', &MinRD, &MaxRD); 
fscanf(f2,"\n); 
fscanf(12," % U" ,&Dfactr); 
(void) fclose(12); 
J//end Readinput file 
I:I * * * It J:*  * *1 
float RandReal (float lower,float upper)( 
float val; 
float nb = ( upper - lower); 
val = (float)(randQ%1000/1000.0*nb + lower); 
return ((float)val); 
mt Randlnt (mt lower,int upper){ 
mt val; 
mt nb = (upper - lower); 
val = (randQ%nb + lower); 
return val; 
1* * * * * * * * *1 
void initial() 
inti,j; 
float nd = RAND MAX; 
for(i = 0; i<POPSIZE; i++) 
for(,j =0; j< NSCHEME; j++){ 
initial_pop[i] Li] [0] = (float)(MinLag + inc*(float)floor(( 1 +((MaxLag- 1) - 
MinLag)/inc) *(float)randQ/(nd+  1 .00))); 
initial_pop[i] U] [1] = (float)Randlnt( 1 ,Maxwrbd); 
initial—pop[i]U][2] = (float)Randlnt( 1 ,Max_wrbd); 
void objectiveQ{ 
mt 	 i,j, ii, cycle[POPSIZE][NSCHEME], countday, cvrs; 
i nt IFLAG[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pFlag[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	sumftnss, minftnss, avgftnss; 
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float 	odds[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME], odd2[NSCHEME] [STAGE], sumcycle[NSCHEME]; 
float sumii, rota[NSCHEME]; 
float 	Ovr_supl[NSCHEME] [CYCLE] ,pOvr_supl [NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float LWP[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], 	 pLWP[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float pETc[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], ETc[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float sup_wrbd[NSCHEME]; 
float 	supply [NSCHEME] [CYCLE], psupply[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float demand [NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pdemand[NSCHEME][CYCLE]; 
float psumOVR, psumLWP, RD[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float sumLWP[POPSIZE]; 
float 	capaConstr[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], pcapaConstr[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float Global SMC[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], pGIobalSMC[NSCHEME]; 
float sumX[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], sumD[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME]; 
float psumD[NSCHEME],  psumX[NSCHEME]; 
float 	surnsmc_rz[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], psurnsmc_rz[NSCHEME]; 
float smc_rz[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], psmc_rz[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float sumO[POPSIZE][NSCHEME],  sumGlobal[POPSIZE], sums upply[POPSIZE]; 
float MnCapaCon[CYCLE], surnMCapaCon[POPSIZE], psumMCapaCon; 
float surnSecondaryFlow[CYCLE]; 
float 	SMCIi ne[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], pSMCI i ne[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float sumEquity[POPSIZE],  psumsupply, psumEquity, Equity[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	surnOversupl[POPSIZE]; 
float P[CYCLE], Ks[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; 
mt 	NLR_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], nlr_RZ_MAX, nsl, countn; 
float FC_layer, RAM_layer, WP_layer, RAM_RZ[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; 
float FC_RZ[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE],  PWP_RZ[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], 
WP_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	sine—layer[ 150] [NSCHEME] [CYCLE], tsum[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float pFC_RZ[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE],  prnWP_RZ[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; 
float prnPWP_RZ[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float Ea[NSCHEME][CYCLE],  infilt; 
float pstress[NSCHEME], cum_stress[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME]; 
float ER[NSCHEME] [CYCLE], irrig[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	sum_up_smc[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float i nfiltopup[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; 
float 	sumEa[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME]; 
float suminfil [POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] ,sumSMCend [POPSIZE] [NSCHEME]; 
float 	sumlrr_day[POPSIZE]  [NSCHEME],  psuminfil[NSCHEME]; 
float psumEa[NSCHEME] ,psumSMCend[NSCHEME]; 
float psumO[NSCHEME]; 
float psumlrr_day[NSCHEME], pEa[NSCHEME] [CYCLE] 
float 	ptsurn[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE], N_fixloss, B_GO[CYCLE]  [NSCHEME]; 
float sumETc[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] ,psumETc[NSCHEME]; 
float 	cnvrs_ETc[NSCHEME] [STAGE], pEaETcRatio[NSCHEME]; 
float cnvrs_rain[NSCFIEME] [STAGE]; 
mt pcycle[NSCHEME]; 
float sumCROP_DIE[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME] ,CROP_DIE[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float 	acurn loss [CYCLE], xx, sumLwirr[POPSIZE][NSCHEME], 
lwirri[NSCHEME] [CYCLE]; 
float sumER[POPSIZE] [NSCHEME], psumER[NSCHEME]; 
sumftnss = 0.0f; 
for(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i++) { 
ftnss[iI 	= 0.0f; 
sumLWP[i] 	 = 0.0f; 
sumOversupl[i] = 0.01; 
sumMCapaCon[i] 	= 0.0f; 
sumsupply[i] 	= 0.01; 
sumGlobal[i] = 0.0f; 
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sumEquity[i] 	= 0.0f; 
II now transfer initial pop 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++){ 
strt[jI = initial—pop[i]U][0]; 
wara[jj = initial—pop[i]U][1]; 
shut[j] = initial—pop[i]U][2]; 
t_Iag = strt[j]; 
cycle[i]U] = (int)(Calendar+t_lag); 
I! compute supply from this point 
sup_wrbd[j] = 
(float)(IrriEff*Bflowrate[j] *Tperiod*3600*24 * 1 000)/(scheme_area[j] * 10000); 
odds[i]U] = (fl oat) (Calendar - (Tperiod* (in  t)floor(Cal  end ar/Tperiod))); 
Pmutate = (float)(NofMu/(LENGTH*NSCHEME));  
II LENGTH = length of a secondary 
II a chromosome length is then equal to LENGTH*NSCHEME 
II now transfer cnvrs_ETc by strtfj] 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++) 
cvrs = (int)(strt[j]); 
for(tt = 0; tt < STAGE; tt++){ 
cnvrs_ETc[j] [tt] = input_ETc[cvrs] [tt]; 
cnvrs_rain[j] [tt] = Eff_rain[cvrs] [tt]; 
II every stage of month it has odd2 that occours when devide stageday with Tperiod 
for(j =0; j <NSCHEME; j++){ II LOOP J2 
for(tt = 0; tt < STAGE; tt++){ 
if(tt==0) 
odd2[j] [tt] = (float)(stage_day[tt] - ((int)tloor(stage_day[tt]/Tperiod))*Tperiod ); 
else{ 
odd2[j][tt] = (float)(odd2[j][tt-1] + stage—day[tt] - ((int)floor((odd2[j][tt-1] + 
stage_day[tt])/Tperiod))*Tperiod);  
II end J2 
II This is to transfer initial—pop to be IFLAG 
for(j = 0;j <NSCHEME;j++){ 
rota[j] = wara[j] + shut[j]; 
t_lag = strt[j]; 
sumii = 	0.0f; 
for(ii 	= 0; ii< CYCLE; ii++){ 
sumii++; 
IFLAG[j][iil = 0; 
if(sumii> t_lag && sumii <= wara[j]+t_lag) IFLAG[jII[ii] = I; 
if(sumii> wara[j]+t_lag) { 
if(sumii <= rota[j]+t—lag) IFLAG[j][ii] = 0; 
else 
IFLAG[j}[ii] = 1; 
sumii = t_lag+ 1.0f; 
if(ii >= t_lag+Calendar) IFLAG[j][ii] = 0; 
II end transfer array 
WAIN SCHEME LOOP for every branch OPEN HERE 
for(j = 0; j< NSCHEME; j++) 
sumX[i][j] 	= 0.0f; 
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sumEa[i][j] 	= 0.0f; 
sumETc[i][j] = O.Of; 
suminfil[i][j] = O.Of; 
sumO[i][j] 	= 0.0f; 
sumsmc_rz[i][j] = 0.0f; 
cum_stress[i][j] = 0.0f; 
sumlrr_day[i][j] = O.Of; 
sumSMCend[i][j] = O.Of; 
sumLwirr[i][j] 	= 0. Of; 
sumER[i][j] =0.Of; 
tt = 0; 
sumcycle[j] = 0; 
countday = stage_day[0]; 
t_lag= strt[j]; 
for(ii = 0; 1k cycle[i]]; ii++){ I/MAIN LOOP CYCLE is HERE 
if(ii < t_lag) 
ETc[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
ER[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
else if(ii >= t_lag) 
surncycle[j] = (float)(sumcycle[j] + Tperiod); 
if(surncycle[j] <= countday){ 
ETc[j] [ii] = (float)( (cnvrs_ETc[j I {tt]/stage_day[tt])*Tperiod); 
ER[J] [ii] = (float)( (cnvrs_rain[j] [tt]/stage_day[tt])*Tperiod ); 
else{ 
if(stagenum[tt] 	STAGE ){ 
ETc[j}[ii] = (ftoat)(odd2[j] [tt*(cnvrs_ETc[j] [tt])/stage_day[tt] + (Tperiod - 
odd2[j] [tt])*(cnvrs_ETc[j] [tt+ I })/stage_day[tt+ 1]); 
ER[j] [ii] = (float)(odd2[j} [tt] *(cnvrs  rain[j] [tt])/stage_day[tt] + (Tperiod - 
odd2[j] [tt])*(cnvrs_rain[j] [tt+ 1 J )Istage_day[tt+ 1]); 
else 
ETC[j] [ii] = (float)(odd2[j] [tt] *(cnvrs  ETc[j I [tt] )/stage_day[tt] ); 
ER[j] [ii] = (float)(odd2[j] [tt] *(cnvrs  rain[j] [tt])/stage_day[tt] ); 
tt++; 
countday = countday + stage_day[tt]; 
II This is to adjust D_factor 
if(ETc[j][ii] > 5.0f){ 
P[ii] = (float)(D_factr + 0.04*(5 ETc[j][ii])); 
if(P[ii] < 0.1) P[ii] = 0. If; 
if(P[ii] > 0.8) P[ii] = 0.8f; 
else P[ii] = D_factr; 
//Set up smc in every soil strip layer as wilting point of every soil layer 
FC_layer 	= (float)(FC[j]*layerD* 1000); 
RAM—layer = (float)((FC[j] - PWP[j])*layerD* I 000P[ii]); 
WP—layer 	= FC_layer - RAM—layer; 
for(nsl = 0; nsl <MaxLyr; nsl++) 
smc_layer[nsl][j][ii-l] = WP—layer; 
II for Kcb adjust and then cal of RD adjust 
if(ii < t_lag) RD[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
else if(ii >= t_lag II smc_rz[j][ii-lIl >= WP_RZ[j][ii-I]) 
if(sumcycle[j] <Lini) Kcb[ii] = Kcb_ini; 
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if(sumcycle[j] >= Lini && sumcycle[j] <Lini+Ldev ){ 
Kcb[ii] = Kcb_ini + ((sumcycle[j] - Lini)/Lini)*(Kcb_mid - Kcb_ini); 
if(sumcycle[j] >= Lini+Ldev && sumcycle[j] <Lini+Ldev+Lmid) Kcb[ii] = Kcb_mid; 
if(sumcycle[j] >= Lini+Ldev+Lmid && sumcycle[j] <Calendar){ 
Kcb[ii] = Kcb_mid + (( sumcycle[j] - (Lini+Ldev+Lmid))/Llate)*(Kcb_end - Kcb_mid); 
if(sumcycle[j] <Lini+Ldev){ 
RD[j][ii] = MinRD + (MaxRD - MinRD)*(Kcb[ii] - Kcb_ini)/(Kcb_rnid - Kcb_ini); 
if(RD[j][ii] > MaxRD) RD[j}[ii] = MaxRD; 
else{ 
RD[jJ[ii] = MaxRD; 
else if(smc_rz[j] [ii- 1] < WP_RZ[j] [ii- I]) 
if(sumcycle[j] <Lini) Kcb[ii] = Ks[j][ii]*Kcb_ini;  
if(sumcycle[j] >= Lini && sumcycle[j] <Lini+Ldev ){ 
Kcb[ii] = Ks[j][ii]*Kcb_i ni + ((sumcycle[j] - Lini)/Lini)*(Ks[j][ii]*Kcb_mid - 
Ks[j][ii]*Kcb_ini);  
if(sumcycle[j] >= Lini+Ldev && sumcycle[j] <Lini+Ldev+Lmid) 
Kcb[ii] = Ks[j][ii]*Kcb mid; 
if(sumcycle[j] >= Lini+Ldev+Lmid && sumcycle[j] <Calendar){ 
Kcb[ii] = Ks[j][ii]*Kcb_mid + (( sumcycle[j] - 
(Lini+Ldev+Lmid))/Llate)*(Ks[j][ii]*Kcbend. - Ks[j][ii]*Kcb_mid); 
if(sumcycle[j] <Lini+Ldev){ 
RD[j][ii] = MinRD + (MaxRD - MinRD)*(Kcb[ii] - 
Ks[j][ii]KKcb_ini)/(Ks[jJ[ii]*Kcb_mid - Ks[j][ii]*Kcb_ini);  
if(RD[j][ii] > MaxRD) RD[j][ii] = MaxRD; 
else( 
)//end of Kcb and RD adjust 
I/for new fix loss adjust 
xx = fxloss{j][ii]; 
if(ii == O){ 
if(IFLAG[j][ii] == I) 
irrig[j][ii] = (float)(sup_wrbd[j] - fxloss[j][ii]) * IFLAG[j][ii]; 
acumloss[ii] = O.Of; 
if(IFLAG[jI[ii] == 0) irrig[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
if(ii > 0) ( 
if(IFLAG[j][ii-11 == 0 && IFLAG[j][ii] = 
irrig[j][ii] = (float)(sup_wrbd[j] - fxloss[j][ii]) * IFLAG[j][ii; 
acumloss[ii] = O.Of; 
if(IFLAGUI[ii-11 == 1 && IFLAG[j][ii] = 
if(irrig[j][ii-1] == 0.0f){ 
irrig[j][ii] = (float)(sup_wrbd[jJ - acumloss[ii-1]) * 
IFLAG[j] [ii]; 
xx = acumloss[ii-l]; 
else 
irrig[j][ii] = sup_wrbd[j] * IFLAG[j][ii]; 
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if(IFLAG[j}[ii] == 0) irrig[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
if(irrig[j][ii] < 0.0f) 
lwirri[j] [ii] = (-1 )*irrig[j] [ii]; 
irrig[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
acumloss[ii] = xx - sup_wrbd[j]; 
else 
acumloss[ii] = 0.0; 
lwirri[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
}// end of ii loop preparation of all input data 
//Now start of Main loop in every cycle 
for(ii = ü; ii <cycle[i][j]; ii++) {// Main LOOP for ii 
II start to strip soil layer in calculation here 
nlr_RZ_MAX 	= (int)(MaxRD/layerD); I/no, of layers at RD=Max 
NLR_RZ[j][ii] = (int)(RD[j][ii]/layerD); II no. of layers at a time period 
RD[j][ii] = (fioat)(NLR_RZ[j][ii]*layerD);  I/adjust RD by layer 
FCRZ[j][ii] 	= FC[j]*RD[j][ii* 1000; 
PWP_RZ[jJ[ii] = PWP[J]*RD[J] [jj]*  1000; 
RAM_RZ[j][ii] = (FC[j] - PWP[j])*(RD[j][ii]*l000)*P[ii];  
WP_RZ[j][ii] 	= FC RZ[j][ii] - RAM_RZ[j][ii]; 
if(ii > t_lag )( 
if(NLR_RZ[j][ii] > NLR_RZ[j}[ii-I])( 
tsum[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
for(nsl = NLR_RZ[j}[ii-1]; nsl <NLR_RZ[j]{ii]; nsl++){ 
tsum[jj [ii] = tsum[j] [ii] + smc_layer[nsl] UI [ii- 1]; 
smc_rz[j][ii] = smc_rz[j][ii-1] + tsum[j][ii]; 
else smc_rz[j][ii] = smc_rzj][ii-  I]; 
II This is to sum up smc for global check 
if(ii == t_lag) sum_up_smc[j][ii] = WP_RZ[j][ii]; 
else sum_up_smc[j][ii] = smc_rz[j][ii]; 
//now calculate supply in each t-period 
supply[j}[ii] = irrig[j][ii]; 
sumsupplyU] = sumsupply[i] + supply[j][ii] * scheme_area[j] / tot—area; 
//Soil Water Balance Main Equation 
if(ii < t_lag) ( 
Ea[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
SMCline[j][ii] = 0.Of; 
else if(ii==t_lag) 
Ea[j][ii] = ETc[j][ii]; I/because initial smc = WP_RZ 
smc_rz[j][ii] = (tloat)(WP_RZ[j][ii] + supply[j][ii] - Ea[j][ii] + ER[j][ii]); 
if(smc_rz[j][ii] <WP_RZ[jI[iil){ 
Ea[j][ii] = (smc_rz[j][ii] - 
PWPRZU] [ii])*(ETc[j]  [ii])/(WP_RZ[jI[iii-PWP_RZ[j][ii]); 
smc_rz[j][ii] = (float)(WP_RZ[j]ii] + supply[j][ii] - Ea[j][ii] + 
ER[j][ii]); 
else if(ii> t_lag){ 
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if(smc_rz[j][ii] >= WP_RZ[jj[ii]) 
Ea[j][ii] = ETc[j][ii]; 
smc_rz[j][ii] = (float)(smc rz[j][ii] + supply[j][ii] - Ea[j][ii] + 
ER[j][iil); 
else if(smc_rz[j][ii] <WP_RZ[j][ii])( 
Ea[j][ii] = (smc_rz[j][ii] - 
PWP_RZ[j] [ii])*(ETc[j]  [ii])/(WP_RZ[j] [ii]-PWP_RZ[j][ii]); 
smc_rz[j][ii] = (float)(smc_rz[j][ii] + supply[j][ii] - Ea[j][ii] + 
ER[j][ii]); 
II end Soil Moisture Balance Main Equation and its adjustment. 
SMCline[j][ii] = smc_rz[j][ii]; I/for ploting 
I/then set srnc_rz[jjj[iij = PWP_RZ[jj][ii] 
smcrzFj][ii] = PWP_RZIJ.] [ii]; 
I/this is when SMC > FC 
infilt = 0.0f; 
if(smc_rz[j][ii] > FC_RZ[j][ii]){ I/when srnc_rz OVER FC_RZ> infil cal. here 
SMCline[j][ii] = FCRZ[j][ii]; 
infilt = smc_rz[j][ii] - FC_RZ[j][ii]; 
infiltopup[j][ii] = infilt; 
smc_rz[jJ[ii] = FC_RZ[j][ii]; 
for(nsl = NLR_RZ[j][ii]; nsl < nlr_RZ_MAX; nsl++) 
smc_layer[nsl]][ii] = smc_layer[nsl][j][ii- 1] + infilt; 
if(smc_layer[nsl] Liii [ii] > FC_layer) 
infilt = smc_layer[nsl][jJ[ii] - FC_layer; 
smcjayer[nsl][j][ii] = FC_layer; 
else 
infilt = 0.0; 
break; 
Ovr_supl[j][ii] = infilt; 
else{ 
for(nsl = 0; nsl < nlr_RZ_MAX; nsl++) 
smcjayer[nsl] UI [ii] = smc_layer[nsl] [i] [ii- 1]; 
infiltopup[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
Ovr_supl[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
sumOversupl[i] = sumOversupl[i] + Ovr_supl[j}[ii]; 
II This is for plotting smc line if oversupply 
if(Ovr_suplFjl[ii] > OUt') SMCline[j][ii] = FC_RZIJI[ii] + Ovr_suplljj[ii]; 
I/this is for calculation of Ks when smc_rz <WP_RZ 
if(smc_rzUI[ii] <WP_RZU][ii]) 
Ks[j][ii] = (FC_RZ[j][ii] - smc_rz[j][ii])/(FC_RZ[j][ii]-WP_RZ[jI [ii]); 
else Ksfj}[ii] = 1; 
I/this is a penalty function 
if(smc_rz[j][ii] <WP_RZU][ii]) 
LWP[j] [ii] = (float)(WPRZ[j] [ii] - smc_rz[jj [ii]); 
Equity[j] [ii] = (float)pow((R1 *LWPUJ[ii]),2); 
//this is for plotting 
SMCline[j][ii] = WP_RZ[j][ii] - LWP[j][ii]; 
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else 
LWP[j][ii] = 0.0f; 
Equity[j][ii] = 00f; 
sumLWP[i] = sumLWP[i] + LWP[j][ii]; 
sumEquity[i] = sumEquity[i] + Equity[j][ii]; 
if(ii < t_lag) SMCline[j][ii] = O.Of; II for plotting 
II This is to compute Global Balance Check 
surnsmc_rz[i] [ii = sumsmc_rz[i] ] + sum_up_smc[j][ii]; 
sumX[i][j] 	 = sumX[i][j] 	+ supply[j][ii]; 
sumETc[i][j] = sumETc[i][j] + ETc[j][ii]; 
sumEa[i][j] 	= sumEa[i][j] 	+ Ea[j][ii]; 
sumSMCend[i][j] = sumSMCend[i][j] + smc_rz[jj[ii]; 
sumO[i][j] 	= sumO[i][j] 	+ Ovr_supl[j][ii]; 
cum—stress[i]U] = cum—stress[i]U]+ LWP[jJ[ii]; 
suminfil[i][j] = suminfil[i][j] + infiltopup[j][ii]; 
sumER[i][j] 	 = sumER[i][j] 	+ ER[j][ii]; 
sumLwirr[i][j] = sumLwirr[i][j] + lwirri[j][ii]; 
GlobalSMC[i][j] = sumsmc_rz[i][j] + sumX[i][j] - sumEa[i][jI + sumER[i][j] - 
suminfil[i][j] - sumSMCend[i][jJ; 
sumlrrday[i][j] = sumlrr_day[i][jJ + IFLAGIjJ[ii]; 
}I/ end of ii Main loop 
end of j main loop 
//This is for capacity constraint in Branch and Main canal 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++)( 
sumSecondaryFlow[ii] = 0.0f; 
for(j = 0; j <NSCHEME; j++){ 
B_GO[ii][j] = Bflowrate[j]*IFLAG[j][ii];  
sumSecondaryFlow[ii] = sumSecondaryFlow[iij + B_GO[ii] Li]; 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++){ 
if(sumSecondaryFlow[ii] > (mai n_capa*PercentFlow/lOO)){ 
MnCapaCon[ii] = R2*(sumSecondaryFlow[ii] - 
mai n_capa*PercentFlow/ 100); 
else MnCapaCon[ii] = 0.0f; 
sumMCapaCon[i] = sumMCapaCon[i] + (float)pow(MnCapaCon[ii],2); 
itnss[i] = (float)(sumsupply[i] + sumEquity[i] + sumMCapaCon[i]); 
sumftnss = sumftnss + ftnss[i]; 
if(bestfit > ftnss[i]){ 
bestfit 	= ftnss{i]; 
psumLWP 	= sumLWP[i]; 
psumOVR = sumOversupl[i]; 
psumMCapaCon = sumMCapaCon[i]; 
psumsupply 	= sumsupply[i]; 
psumEquity = sumEquity[i]; 
for(j =0; j<NSCHEME; j++) 
pwara[j] = wara[j]; 
pshut[j] = shut[j]; 
pstrt[j] = strt[j]; 
psumX[j] = sumX[i][j]; 
psumD[j] = sumD[i][j]; 
psumsmc_rz[jI = sumsmc_rz[i] [j]; 
psuminfil[j] = suminfil[i][j]; 
psumEa[j] = sumEa[i][j]; 
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psumETc[j] = sumETcftj[j]; 
psumER[j] = sumER[i][j]; 
psumSMCend[j] = sumSMCend[i][j]; 
psumO[jJ = sumO[i][j]; 
pstress[j] = cum—stress[i]U]; 
pGIobalSMC[jJ = GI0baISMC[i][j]; 
psumlrr_day[j] = sumlrr_day[i][j]; 
pcycle[j] = cycle[i]U]; 
for(ii 0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) 
pFlag[j][ii] = IFLAG[j][ii]; 
pETc[j][ii] = ETc[j][ii]; 
pEa[j][ii] = Ea[j][ii]; 
psupply[j][ii] = supply[jJ[ii]; 
pdemand[j][ii] demand LiI[ii]; 
psrnc_rz[j][ii] = smc_rz[j][ii]; 
pSMCIine[j][iij = SMCline[j][ii]; 
pOvr_supl[jJ[ii] = Ovrsup1][ii}; 
pLWP[jI[ii] = LWP[j][ii]; 
ptsum[j][ii] = tsum[j][ii]; 
prnWP_RZ[j][ii} = WP_RZ[jI[ii]; 
prnPWP_RZ] [ii] = PWP_RZ[jI [ii]; 
pFC_RZ[j][ii] = FC_RZ[j][ii]; 
}//end ii 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) { 
- 	pcapaConstrfj][ii] = capaConstr[j][ii]; 
}//end of j forward pioop 
}/I end of if all constraints are satisfied 
}//end of i 
if (gen == MaxGEN- I II DELTA_ftnss <= DELTA) 
index = 999; 
for(j = 0; j<NSCHEME; j++) 
fprintf(fl,S-%2d flow = %5.3f m3/s \n, j+ 1, Bflowrate[j]); 
fprintf(fl,IFLAG ); 
for(ii=O; ikpcycle[j]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%9d,pFlag[j][ii]); fprintf(fI ,\n"); 
fprintf(fl,FC 	); 
for(ii=0; ikpcycle[j]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%9.3f",pFC_RZ[jI[iil); fprintf(fl ,"\n); 
fprintf(fl,tsum '); 
for(ii=0; ikpcycle[j; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%9.3f,ptsum[j][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fl,Supply ); 
for(ii=O; ii<pcycle[j]; ii++) fprintf(fl,%9.3f",psupply[j][iil); fprintf(fI ,\n); 
fprintf(fl,"ETc 	); 
for(ii=O; ikpcycle[j]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,'%9.3f",pETc[j][ii]); fprintf(fl,\n); 
fprintf(fl ,"Ea 	11 ); 
for(ii=0; ikpcycle[j]; ii++) fprintf(fl,%9.3f,pEa[j][ii]); fprintf(fl,"\n); 
tprintf(f 1 ,smc_rz '); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[j]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%9.3f',psmc_rz[jI[ii]);fprintf(fl ,\n'); 
fprintf(fl,SMC 	); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[j]; ii++) fprintf(fl,%9.3f',pSMCline[j][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fl,WP 	); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[jj; ii++) fprintf(fl,%9.3f,prnWP_RZ[j][ii]); fprintf(fl,'\n); 
fprintf(f 1 ,'PWP 	); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[j]; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%9.3f,prnPWP_RZ[j][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fI,'BelowWP ); 
for(ii=0; ii<pcycle[jI; ii++) fprintf(fl ,"%9.3f',pLWP[j][ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
pEaETcRatio[j] = psumEa[j}/psumETc[jJ; 
fprintf(fl ,Scheme %4d\n, j+ I); 
fprintf(fl ,Irrifrq %4. Inn, N_fixloss); 
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fprintf(f I ,"Irr_day %4. 1 f\n", psumlrr_day[j]); 
fprintf(f I, "Lag 	%4. 1 An", pstrt[j]); 
fprintf(f l ,Open %4. I t\n", pwara[j]); 
fprintf(f l ,"shut %4. 1 An", pshut[JD; 
fprintf(f 1 ,"GlobaI %9.31\n, pGIobaISMC[j]); 
fprintf(fl ,SMCstr %9.3t\n, psumsmc_rz[j]); 
fprintf(fl ,SMCend %9.31\n", psumSMCend[jJ); 
fprintf(fl ,'Irriga %9.3t\n", psumX[j]); 
fprintf(f l,"ETc %9.3f\n", psumETc[jI); 
fprintf(f l ,'Ea_ %9.3t\n, psumEa[j]); 
fprintf(f I ,EaJETc %9.3f\n, pEaETcRatio[j ]); 
fprintf(f I," ER 	%9.3f'n", psumER[j]); 
fprintf(fl,infilt %9.3f\n", psuminfil[ji); 
fprintf(fl ,"Drainage%9.3t\n", psumOj]); 
fprintf(fl 'stress %9.31'\n', pstress[j]); 
I/end of if  
end of if loop 
avgftnss = surnftnss/POPSIZE; 
minftnss = ftnss[O]; 
for(i=O; i<POPSIZE; i++) 
if(ftnss[i] < minftnss) minftnss = ftnss[i]; 
if(ftnss[i] <ftnss[POPSIZE]) ftnss[POPSIZE] = ftnss [i]; 
void Tournament() 
mt ii,jj,j,h, mem; 
for(mem=O; mern < POPSIZE; mern-i-+){ 
ii = Randlnt(O,POPSIZE-l); 
jj = Randlnt(O,POPSIZE-1); 
if(ftnss[ii] <= ftnss[jj]){ 
for(j=O; j<NSCHEME; j++) 
for(h=O; h<LENGTH; h++)[ 
matedpop[mem]][h] = initial_pop[ii][j][h]; 
if(ftnss[ii] > ftnss[jj])( 
for(j=O; j<NSCHEME; j++){ 
for(h=O; h<LENGTH; h++){ 
mated_pop[mem][j][h] = initial_pop[jj][jJ[h]; 
}/I end of tournament 
II Routine to crossover population 
void XOVER(int ii, mt i2){ 
intj, h, kk; 
kk = Randlnt( 1 ,LENGTH- I); 
for(j = O;j<NSCHEME;j++){ 
for(h =kk; h<LENGTH; h++) { 
SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] U] [h] ,&mated_pop[i2] U] [h]); 
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I*********************************I 
void UNIXOVER(int it, mt i2){ 
intj, h, kk; 
for(j= 0; j<NSCHEME; j++){ 
for(h = 0; h<LENGTH; h++) { 
kk= randQ&01; 
if(kk== 1) SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i li[i] [h] ,&mated_pop[i2] [ii [h]); 
1* ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * ** * ** * * ** *** ** * * * * *** * *1 
II Routine to crossover population, 2-site 
void TPXOVER(int it, mt i2){ 
intj,h,kkl,kk2; 
kk 1 = Rand Int( 1 ,LENGTH- 1); 
kk2 = Randlnt( I ,LENGTH- I); I/this is for 2-site XOVER 
if (kk l>kk2) SwapintValues(&kkl,&kk2); I/this is to swap 2-site if the later is less 
for(j= 0; j<NSCHEME; j++){ 
for(h=kkl ;h<kk2;h++) 
SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] [jJ[h],&mated_pop[i2] [ii [Ii]); 
1* * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * ** * ** * * ** * * * ** * ** * ** * *1 
void SelectMateO{ 
mt j, h, mem, num_select, one; 
float Prob_X; 
num_select = 0; 
for (mem = 0; rnem< POPSIZE ; mem++) 
Prob_X = randQ% 1000/1000.0f; 
if (Prob_X < MOVER){ 
++num_select; 
if(num_se!ect%2 == 0){ 
XOVER(one,mem); 
else one = mem; 
void UniSelectMateQ{ 
mt j, h, mem, numselect,one; 
float Prob_X; 
num_select = 0; 
for (mem =0; mem< POPSIZE ; mem++) 
Prob_X = randO%1000/1000.Of; 
if (Prob_X <PXOVER) 
++num_select; 
if(num_select%2 == 0){ 
UNIXOVER(one,mem); 
else one= mem; 
I********************************************I 





for (i = 0;i< POPSIZE; i++) 
for(j = 0;j<NSCHEME;j++){ 
r = randQ%1000/1000.0; 
if(r<Pmutate) 
mutant = randQ&0 1; 
if(mutant == 1) mated_pop[i][j][O] = (float)(mated_pop[i]][0] + inc); 
else mated—pop[i]U][0] = (float)(mated_pop[i][j][0] - me); 
for(h= I; h<LENGTH; h++){ 
r = randQ%1000/l000.0; 
if(r<Pmutate) 
mutant = randQ&O I; 
ii'(mutant == 1) mated_pop[i][j][h] = (float)(mated_pop[i][j][h] + inc2); 
else mated_pop[i][j][h] = (float)(matedpop[i][j][h] - inc2); 
I f(mated_pop[i] U] [01 <MinLag) mated—pop[i]U][0] = (fioat)(MinLag); 
else if(mated_pop[i][j][0] > MaxLag-1) mated—pop[i]U][0] = (float)(MaxLag-l); 
for(h= 1; h<LENGTH; h++){ 
if(mated_pop[i][j] [h] <Min_wrbd) mated_pop[i] UI [hi = (float)(Min_wrhd); 
else if(mated_pop[i] U] [h] > Max_wrbd) mated_pop[i] U] [h] = (fioat)(Max_wrbd); 
for(j=0;j<NSCHEME;j+-i-) 
for(h = 0; h<LENGTH; h++){ 
initial_pop[i] U] [h] = mated_pop[i] UI [h]; 
)//end of i POPSIZE 
II Routine to print error message 
void nrerror(char *messg){ 
puts(messg) 
exit(1) 
II Routine to swop value 




1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * * ** ** * **I 
II Routine to swop real value 
void SwapRealValues(float 	fioat*yy) 
float temp; 
temp = *xx;  
= *yy;  
*yy = temp; 
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *1 
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APPENDIX H 	DATA INPUT FOR HETAO IRRIGATION PROJECT 
This Appendix presents data for Hetao Irrigation Project which is in Table H- 1, and data file 
input for GA formulation for 12 h6ur time block is shown in Table H-2. 



























1 0.4 50 72000 4 1 to 5 
2 0.8 72 207360 6 1 to 5 
3 0.4 49 70560 4 1 to 5 
4 0.5 46 82800 4 1 to 5 1. 
5 0.8 74 213120 6 1 t 5 
6 0.4 40 57600 3 1 to 5 
7 1.0 85 306000 7 1 to  
8 0.6 41 88560 3 1 t 5 
9 0.4 32 46080 3 1 to 5 
10 0.5 39 70200 3 1 to 5 1. 
11 0.6 67 144720 6 3to7 3 
12 1.0 133 478800 ii 2to6 2 
13 0.4 58 83520 5 2to6 2 
14 0.8 64 184320 5 2to6 2 
15 0.7 57 143640 5 2to6 2 
16 0.4 57 82080 5 2to6 2 
17 0.4 42 60480 4 2to6 2 
18 0.4 32 46080 3 2to6 2 
19 0.6 81 174960 7 2to6 2 
20 0.4 14 20160 i 2to6 2 
21 0.4 66 95040 6 3 to 7 3 
22 1.0 112 403200 9 3to7 3 
23 1.0 123 442800 10 3to7 3 
24 0.5 63 113400 5 3to7 3 
25 0.6 74 159840 6 3to7 3 
26 0.8 80 230400 7 3 to 7 3 
27 0.4 40 57600 3 3to7 3 
28 0.9 83 268920 7 3 to 7 3 
29 1.0 99 356400 8 4to8 4 
30 1.0 104 374400 9 4to8 4 
31 0.6 52 112320 4 4to8 4 
32 0.4 35 50400 3 4to8 4 





























34 0.4 17 24480 1 4to8 4 
35 0.7 96 241920 7 4to8 4 
36 0.4 51 73440 4 4to8 4 
37 0.3 15 16200 1 4to8 4 
38 0.4 23 33120 2 4to8 4 
39 0.4 33 47520 3 5 to 9 5 
40 0.5 41 73800 3 5to9 5 
41 0.4 42 60480 4 5 to 9 5 
42 0.5 39 70200 3 5 to 9 5 
43 0.6 58 125280 5 5to9 5 
44 0.6 58 125280 5 5to9 5 
45 0.8 75 216000 6 5to9 5 
46 0.5 48 86400 4 5 to 9 5 
47 0.5 77 138600 6 5to9 6 
48 1.0 118 424800 10 5to9 7 
49 0.4 31 44640 3 5to9 6 
50 0.5 55 99000 5 6 	t 10 7 
51 0.4 29 41760 3 6 t 10 7 
52 0.4 42 60480 4 6 to 10 7 
53 0.5 62 111600 5 6 	t 10 7 
54 0.5 48 86400 4 6 to 10 7 
55 0.6 76 164160 6 6 	t 10 7 
56 0.4 26 37440 2 6 to 10 7 
57 0.5 62 111600 5 6 	t 10 8 
58 0.5 60 108000 5 6 to 10 8 
59 0.4 33 47520 3 7 to Ii 8 
60 0.5 56 100800 5 7 to 11 8 
61 0.3 10 10800 1 7 to 11 7 
62 0.6 76 164160 6 7 	t 11 8 
63 0.3 3 3240 1 7 t 11 8 
64 0.4 46 66240 4 7 to II 8 
65 0.5 70 126000 6 7 	t ii 8 
66 0.5 48 86400 4 7 to 11 9 
67 0.5 46 82800 4 7 to 11 9 
68 0.4 35 50400 3 7 to 11 8 
69 0.4 52 74880 4 7 to 11 9 
70 1.0 95 342000 8 8 	t 12 9 
71 0.5 66 118800 6 8 to 12 9 
72 0.6 60 129600 5 8 to 12 9 
73 0.7 84 211680 7 8 	t 12 9 
74 0.6 72 155520 6 8 t 12 9 
75 0.6 72 155520 6 8 to 12 10 
76 1.0 98 352800 8 8 	t 12 10 
77 0.7 80 201600 7 8 to 12 10 
78 0.6 74 159840 6 8 to 12 10 





























80 0.6 71 153360 6 12 to 16 12 
81 0.5 52 93600 4 14 to 18 14 
82 0.4 32 46080 3 15 to 19 15 
83 0.5 58 104400 5 13 to 17 13 
84 0.6 59 127440 5 13 to 17 13 
85 0.5 59 106200 5 13 to 17 . 	13 
86 0.4 46 66240 4 14 to 18 14 
87 0.7 72 181440 6 12 to 16 12 
88 0.7 71 178920 6 12 to 16 12 
89 0.5 56 100800 5 t3 to 17 13 
90 0.8 88 253440 7 12 to 16 12 
91 0.6 69 149040 6 13 to 17 13 
92 0.6 75 162000 6 13 to 17 13 
93 0.4 40 57600 3 16 to 20 16 
94 0.7 71 178920 6 13 to 17 13 
95 0.7 71 178920 6 13 to 17 13 
96 0.6 68 146880 6 13 to 17 13 
97 0.5 53 95400 4 15 to 19 15 
98 0.6 60 129600 5 14 to 18 14 
99 0.6 66 142560 6 l3to 17 13 
100 0.4 55 79200 5 14 to 18 14 
101 3.0 278 3002400 23 Ito 23 
102 0.5 55 99000 5 12 to 16 15 
103 0.6 60 129600 5 1,2 to 16 15 
104 0.6 66 142560 6 11 to 15 14 
105 0.7 66 166320 6 11 to 15 14 
106 0.8 71 204480 6 II to 15 14 
107 0.4, 52 74880 4 13 to 17 16 
108 0.5 53 95400 4 13 to 17 16 
109 0.5 52 93600 4 13 to 17 16 
110 0.6 59 127440 5 13 to 17 16 
111 0.7 66 166320 6 12 to 16 15 
112 0.4 35 50400 3 15 to 19 18 
113 0.5 63 113400 5 13 to 17 17 
114 0.6 63 136080 5 13 to 17 17 
115 0.5 56 100800 5 13 to 17 17 
116 0.3 6 6480 1 17to21 20 
117 0.6 64 138240 
1 	
5 13 to 17 17 
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Table H-2 Data file input for Hetao Irrigation Project 
File name ga48dat.dat, water scheduling for Hetao Irrigation Project (12 hour time block) 
Data File and Comments 
Number of secondaries 
117 
Scheme number 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 
68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 
100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 
110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 
Supply canal full capacity(m3/sec.) 
22.6 
Secondary canals full supply (m3/sec.) 
0.4 	0.8 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.4 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 1.0 
0.4 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.4 1.0 1.0 
0.5 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.4 
0.7 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8 
0.5 0.5 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.4 
0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.4 0.4 1.0 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 1.0 0.7 0.6 
0.9 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.5 
0.8 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.4 
3.0 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.6 
H-4 
Time Periods Required 











4 6 3 	7 
5 5 4 	3 
7 3 7 	8 
1 2 3 	3 
10 3 5 	3 
3 5 1 	6 
8 6 5 	7 
4 3 5 	5 
6 3 6 	6 
5 6 6 	6 
5 5 1 	5 
3 	3 3 6 11 
7 	1 6 9 10 
9 	4 3 5 1 
4 	3 5 5 6 
4 	5 4 6 2 
1 	4 6 4 4 
6 	6 8 7 6 
5 	4 6 6 5 
6 	4 5 6 5 
4 	4 4 5 6 
H-S 
APPENDIX I SOURCE CODE FOR HETAO IRRIGATION PROJECT 
This appendix contains the source code for water scheduling problem used to solve the 
Hetao Irrigation Project • with the free specified starting time period. The source code 
contains I file. This file contains function to define by users. At the header of file where the 
population size, interval of generation to recheck of the improved fitness, minimum 
improvement of the fitness within the interval generations, number of scheme, number of 
time step concerned, chromosome length , increment number to mutate gene are able to 
modified by user. Users are also able to modify probability of crossover, number of 
mutation per chromosome and maximum generations in the main program. 
Miscellaneous routines required by the main program are included in this file as follows: 
"read_inputfiles" is a subroutine for reading the input file. 
"initial" to initialise initial population. 
"objective" contains the objective function and constraints. 
"tournament" contains subroutine for tournament selection. 
"selectmate" is a subroutine for one choosing one point (subroutine "pxover") or two point 
crossover (subroutine "tpxover"). 
"uniselectmate" is a subroutine for uniform crossover. 
"mutatepop" is a subroutine used for uniform mutation. 
Table I-I 	Contents of the files used in the GA model 
File name Description 
GA48s9.c Name of project execute file 
Proj48.1st Name of input project file 
Ga48dat.dat Name of input data file 
ga48.out output file for overall detail 
I-I 
//GA48s9.c 	GA source code for water scheduling problem of Hetao System 








#clefine POPSIZE 	8 	I/input population size 
#define INTERVAL 300 // input interval of generation to recheck of improvement fitness 
#define DELTA 0.0001 I/input minimum improved of fitness after INTERVAL generations 
#define PrintMENU 	0 	II PrintMENU 1 is to print all data, 0 is no print 
#define NSCHEME 	117 I/input number of schemes 
#define CYCLE 	24 I/use 48 for 6hr-TP,use 24 for 12hr-TP, and use 12 for 24hr 
#define LENGTH 117 I/input chromosome length 
#define inc 	 1 I/increment number to mutate 
int 	Randlnt (int, int); 
float RandReal (float,float); 
void 	Read_inputfilesO; 
void SwapintValues(int *, int *); 
void 	SwapRealValues(float 	, float *); 









int 	gen, i ,index; 
float 	NofMu, PXOVER; 
float mated [POPSIZE], bestfit, Pmutate, ftnss[POPSIZE+ 1], DELTA_ftnss, OLD_minftnss; 
float 	initial—pop[POPSIZE] [LENGTH], mated—pop[POPSIZE] [LENGTH]; 
float 	Bcapa[NSCHEME], main_capa; 
FILE *fl,*f2,*f3 
I/MAIN PROGRAM 
void main (void) 
clock_t start, finish; 
float duration, TotalTime 
TotalTime = 0.0f; 
if(!(fl = fopen('ga48.out,"w))) 





MaxGEN 	= 	2500; I/input maximum generation 
PXOVER = 0.85f; I/input probability of crossover 
NotMu 	= 	0. 15f; I/input number of mutation per chromosome 
II NotMu 	 0.01 	I/this is for sensitivity analysis for mutation 
//do (  
//PXOVER 	= 	0.5f; 	//this is for sensitivity analysis for crossover 
I/do 
initial(); 
index = 0; 
OLD_minftnss = 100.0f; 
DELTA_ftnss 	 = 100.0f; 
hestfit 	 = 1000000.0f; 
Ftnss[POPSIZE] = 1000000000.0f; 
start = clockO; 
for(gen = 0; gen <= MaxGEN; gen++) 





if (!((gen+ 1)%INTERVAL)){ 
DELTA_ftnss = (float)fabs((double)((OLD_minftnss - ftnss[POPSIZE])iftnss[POPSIZE])); 
OLD_minftnss = ftnss[POPSIZE]; 
I/End of Generation Loop 
finish = clockO; 
duration = (float)(finish - start) / CLOCKS—PER—SEC; 
TotalTime = (float)(TotalTime + duration); 
printf(" Time = %5.2fseconds\n, duration); 
fprintf(fl,Time = %5.2f seconds \n\n, duration); 
II PXOVER = (float) (PXOVER + 0.05f); 
II 	} while (PXOVER <= 1.01); 
II 	NotMu = (float)(NofMu + 0.02f); 
II }while (NofMu <= 0.30); 
(void) fclose (f 1); 
printf(End of run ENJOY!!!! 
//MAIN PROGRAM END 
void Read_inputfiles() 
mt ii, jj, num_schemes,scheme_num[NSCHEME]; 
char title I [801 ,title2[80],title3[80], title4[80]; 
'-3 
char schedulefile[20]; 
ife(t2 = fopenProj48.Ist',"r'))) { //Proj48.1st for 12hr-TP 
nrerror(" Can not open project file) ;//Pij48_6.lst for 6hr-TP 
//Pij48_24.lst 	for 24hr-TP 
II start reading file here 
fgets(schedulefile, 20, f2) 
for(ii = 0; ii < 20; ii++) 
if(schedulefile[ii] =='\n') schedulefile[ii] = 
(void) fclose(f2) 
II now read water scheduling data 
if(!(f2 = fopen(schedulefile,"r))) { 
nrerror( Unable to open schedulefile) 
// Canal data file start here ************************ 
fgets(titlel, 80, t2); 	I/Canal data title 
II 	puts(titlel); 
fscanf(t2,'%d" ,&num_schemes); II scan number of schemes here 
II 	printf('%3d\n,num_schemes) ; /73 
for jj=0;jj<nurn_schemes;jj++) fscanf(t2,'%d , &scherne_num[jj]); 
II for(jj=0;jj<num_schemes;jj-H-) printf(%6d,scheme_num[jj]); 
II printf(\n); 
fgets(title2, 80, f2); 	II Main & lateral canals title 
II puts(title2); 
fscanf(t2,%f , &main_capa) ; //scan main canal supply 
II 	printf(%6.2f\n',main_capa) ; II 0.50 
fgets(title3, 80, f2); 
II puts(title3); 
II scan branch canal supply 
forjj = 0; jj < num_schemes; jj++) fscanf(f2,%f , &Bcapajj]); 
fscanf(t2,\n); 
II for(jj = 0; jj <num_schemes; jj++) printf("%6.2f,Bcapa[jj]); 
// printf('\n); 
//getcharQ; 
fgets(title4, 80, 12); 	II Main & lateral canals title 
II puts(title4); 
for(jj = 0; jj <num_schemes; jj++) fscanf(f2,%f , &TPreq[jj]); 
fscanf(f2,\n'); 





float RandReal (float lower,float upper) 
float vat; 
float nb = ( upper - lower); 
vat = (float)(randQ% 1000/1 000.0*nb  +lower); 
return ((float)vat); 
mt Randlnt (mt lower,int upper) 
mt val; 
mt nb = (upper - tower); 




float nd = RAND_MAX; 
I/for random starting time period for each lateral which is decision variable 
II of the problem 
for(i = 0; i<POPSIZE; i++) 
for(j =0; j< LENGTH; j++){ 
initial_pop[i][j] = (float)Randlnt(0,CYCLE-1); 	I/random loop 
1* * * * * * * * * * *1 






for(j =0; j< LENGTH ; j++){ 




It It * * * It * It * It It It It * It It It * It It ** ** *1 
void objective() 
mt 	 i, jj, ii,IFLAG [NSCHEME] [CYCLE] ,pFtag[NSCHEME]  [CYCLE]; 
float sumftnss, minftnss, avgftnss; 
float branchGO [CYCLE] [NSCHEME], 
sumBflow[CYCLE] ,sumCapaConstr[POPSIZE] ;I/ 
float capaConstr[CYCLE] ,psumBflow[CYCLE], sumobj flow [POPSIZE] ;// 
float psumoutfiow, outflow[CYCLE], sumoutflow[POPSIZE], poutflow[CYCLE]; 
float pcapaConstr[CYCLE] ,psumCapa, objflow[CYCLE], pinitial[NSCHEME]; 
'-5 
sumftnss = 0.0f; 
fcr(i=0;i<POPSIZE;i++) 
ftnss[i] = 0.0f; 
sumoutflow[i] = 0.0f; 
sumobjtlow[i] = 0.0f; 
sumCapaConstr[i] = 0.0f; 
Pmutate = (float)(NofMu/LENGTH); 	I/new 
iorjj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) { 	//CYCLE = 24 so CYCLE-I = 23 count 0-23 
if(initiai_pop[i][jj]+TPreq[jj] > CYCLE-1) initial_pop[i] [jj} = (float)(CYCLE- 
TPreq[jj]); 
I or(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++){ 
for(ii = 0; ii<CYCLE; ii++){ 
if(ii < initial_pop[i][jj]) IFLAG[jj][ii] = 0;!! ii < randomised TP so ii = 0 
I/if ii is in between randomised TP and TPreq so ii = 
if(ii >= initial_pop[i][jj] && ii < initial_pop[i][jj]+TPreq[jj])IFLAG[jjff iii = I; 
if(ii >= initiai_pop[i][jj]+TPreq[jj]) IFLAG[jj][ii] = 0; 
II 	 fprintf(fI ,% id, IFLAG[jj][ii]); 
}// end of jj cycle loop 
II fprintf(fl,\n); 
)//end of ii scheme 
II fprintf(fl ,"\n'); 
I/this is canal capacity constraint 
ior(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++)( 	I/new 
sumBflow[ii] = 0.0f; 
for(jj = 0; jj <NSCHEME; jj++) 
hranchGO[ii] Ui] = Bcapa[jj]*IFLAG[jj][ii]; 
sumBflow[ii] 	= sumBflow[ii] + hranchGO[ii][jjI; 
for(ii=0; ii<CYCLE; ii++) { 	//new 
if(sumBflow[ii] > main_capa) 
capaConstr[ii] = (float)(sumB flow [ii] - main_capa); 
outflow[iil = 0.0f; 
II 	 printf("%7.2f> %7.2f\n", sumBflow[ii], main_capa); 
II getcharO; 
else 
capaConstr[ii] = 0.0f; 
outflow[ii] = (float)(main_capa - sumBflow[ii]); 
objflow[ii] = (float)pow(outflow[ii],2); 
sumoutflow[i] = sumoutflowi] + (float)(outflow[ii]); 
sumobjflow[iI = sumobjflow[i] + (float)(obj flow[ ii]); 
sumCapaConstr[i] = sumCapaConstr[i] + (float)(capaConstr[ii]); 
}//end of ii in capacity constraint loop 
ftnss[i] = (sumohjflow[i] + sumCapaConstr[i]); 
1-6 
sumftnss = surnftnss + ftnss[i]; 
if(bestfit> ftnss[i]){ 
bestfit 	= ftnss[i]; 
psurnCapa = sumCapaConstr[i]; 
psumoutfiow = sumouttlow[i]; 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) 
pcapaConstr[ii] = capaConstr[ii]; 
poutflow[ii] = outflow[ii]; 
psumBflow[ii] = sumBflowlji]; 
for(jj = 0; jj<NSCHEME; jj++) 
pinitial[jj] = initial_pop[i][jjj; 
pFlag[jj][ii] = IFLAG[jj][ii]; 
}I/end of i 
II printf('end of  
if (gen = MaxGEN II DELTAJtnss <= DELTA) 
index = 999; 
fprintf(fI ,Canal#\n); 
for(jj = 0; jj<NSCHEME; jj++) 
fprintf(fl,%3d) ,jj-+.1); 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl , % 1 d',pFlag[jj] [ii]); 
fprintf(fl , %7.0t\n, pinitialjj]+ 1); 
}/I end of scheme 
fprintf(fl ,"\n); 
fprintf(fl,'T-Period '); 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%7d,ii+ U;  fprintf(fl ,'\n'); 
fprintf(fI,"sum_flow ); 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl ,%7.2f, psumBflow[ii]); fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(fl ,'outflow ); 
for(ii=O; ii<CYCLE; ii++) fprintf(fl,%7.2f, poutflow[ii]); fprintf(fl.,"\n"); 
fprintf(fl ,\n"); 
fprintf(fl,PX %4.2f Mu %4.3f gen %3d", MOVER, NofMu, gen); 
fprintf(fI, bestfit %7. If Sumouttlow %5.3f R  %2d Capa %5.3t\n', 
bestfit, psumoutfiow, R1,psumCapa); 
printf(" PX %4.2f Mu %4.3f gen %3d, PXOVER, NofMu, gen); 
printf(" bestfit %7. if R  %2d Capa %5.3t\n', 
bestfit, Ri, psumCapa); 
II use only to find out ftnss in each chromosome 
1* 	for(i=0; i<POPSIZE; i++){ 
fprintf(fl ,' %3d % 10.3fn ,gen,ftnss[i]); 
} *1 
}I/ end of if loop 
'-7 
avgftnss = sumftnss/POPSIZE; 
minftnss = ftnss[0]; 
Ior(i=0; i<POPSIZE; i++) 
if(ftnss[i] < minftnss) minftnss = ftnss[i]; 
if(ftnss[] < ftnss[POPSIZE]){ 
ftnssPOPSIZE] = ftnss[i]; 
printf( %3d %10.3 f  \n' ,gen+ 1 ,bestfit); 
fprintf(fl , %3d % 10.3 f \n ,gen+ I ,bestfit); 
void Tournament() 
mt ii,jj,j,mem; 
for(mem=0; mem <POPSIZE; mem++){ 
ii = Randlnt(0,POPSIZE-1); 
jj = Randlnt(0,POPSIZE- 1); 
if(ftnss[ii] <= ftnss[jj])( 
for(j=0; j<LENGTH; j++){ 
mated_pop[mem] U] = initial-pop[ii]U]; 
if(ftnss[ii] > ftnss[jj])(
for(j=0; j<LENGTH; j++) 
mated_pop[mem] U] = initial_pop[jj][j]; 
1* * * * * * ** * * *1 
if(PrintMENU== 1) 
tprintf(fl,After Tournament Selection \n); 
for(mem=0; mem<POPSIZE; mem++) 
fprintf(fl,%3d)", mem+l); 
for(j =0; j<LENGTH; j++){ 
fprintf(fl , %4.Of,mated_pop[mem] UI); 
fprintf(fl ,\n); 
fprintf(f 1 ,end\n'); 
fprintf(f I ,\n); 
}// end of tournament 
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *1 
II Routine to crossover population 
void XOVER(int il, mt 12) 
intj, kk; 
kk = Randlnt( I ,LENGTH- I); 
1-8 
for(j = kk; j<LENGTH; j++){ 
SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] Li] ,&mated_pop[i2]  U]); 
void UNIXOVER(Int ii, mt i2) 
intj, kk; 
I or(j= 0; j<NSCHEME; j++){ 
kk = randO&0 1; 
i f(kk== 1) SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] UI ,&rnatedpop[i2]  UI); 
1* ** * * * * * * * ** * ** * ** ** * * * ** * ** ** * * ** * * * * *1 
II Routine to crossover population, 2-site 
void TPXOVER(int ii, mt i2) 
intj,kkl,kk2; 
kkl = Randlnt(l,LENGTH-1); 
kk2 = Randlnt(I,LENGTH-l); // this is for 2-site XOVER 
if(kkl>kk2) SwapintValues(&kkl,&kk2); // this is to swap 2-site if the later is less 
for(j=kk 1 ;j<kk2;j++) 
SwapRealValues(&mated_pop[i 1] U],&mated_pop[i2] U]); 
1* ** * ** * ** * * * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * ** * ** ** * * * *1 
void SelectMate() 
mt j, mem, nurn_select, one; 
float Prob_X; 
nurn_select = 0; 
for (mem = 0; mern< POPSIZE; mem++) 
Prob_X = randQ% 1000/1000.0f; 
if (Prob_X < PXOVER) 
++num_select; 
if(num_select%2 == 0) 
XOVER(one,mem); 
else one = mern; 
1* * * * * *1 
if(PrintMENU == 1) 
fprintf(f ],"AFTER CROSSOVER\n); 
for(mem = 0; mem<POPSIZE; mem+-1-) { 
fprintf(fl,"%3d), mern+l); 
for(j= 0; j< LENGTH; j++){ 





mt j, mem, num_select,one; 
float Prob_X; 
num_select = 0; 
for (mem = 0; mem< POPSIZE ; mern++) 
ProbX = randQ% 1000/1 000.0f; 
if (Pro b_X < PXOVER) 
++num_select; 
if(num_select%2 == 0){ 
UNIXOVER(one, mem); 
else one = mem; 
if(PrintMENU == I) 
fprintf(f 1, AFTER CROSSOVER\n"); 
for(rnem = 0; mem<POPSIZE; mem++) 
1printf(fI,'%3d)', mem+ 1); 
for(j = 0; j <LENGTH; j++) 
fprintf(fI , %4.Of' ,mated_pop[mem][j]); 
fprintf(fl 
fpriiitf(fl ,'end\n'); 
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * ** ** * * * ** * ** * ** ** ** *1 
// this is to radom probability of mutation 
void mutatepop() 
mt i,j, mutant; 
double r; 
for (i=0;kPOPSIZE;i++) 
for(j=0; j<LENGTH; j++){ 
r = randQ%1000/l000.0; 
if(r<Pmutate) { 
mutant = randQ&0 1; 
if(mutant == 1) mated—pop[i]U] = (float)(mated_pop[i][j] 
+ inc); 
else mated_popi][j] = (float)(mated_pop[i][j] - inc); 
if(mated_pop[i][j] <0.01) mated—pop[i]U] = 0.0f; 
else if(mated_pop[i][j] > CYCLE) rnated_pop[i][j} = 
(float)(CYCLE); 
II end j 
for(j = 0;j< LENGTH; j++)[ 
initial_pop[i][jJ = mated—pop[i]U]; 
1-10 
}Ilend of i POPSIZE 
if(Pr1ntMENU== 1){ 
fprintf(fl,"Mutated Population \n); 
for(i=O;i<POPSIZE;i++) 
iprintf(fl ,%3d), i+l); 
for(j = O;j<LENGTH;j++){ 




1* ** * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * * * ** * * * ** * ** * 
II Routine to print error message 
void nrerror(char *messg) 
puts(messg) 
exit(l) 
II Routine to swop value 
void SwapintValues(int *, mt *y) 
mt temp; 
temp = *X; 
* x= * y; 
*y=temp;  
1* * ** * * * * * * ** * ** * * * * ** ** ** * * * ** * ** * ** ** *1 
II Routine to swop real value 
void S wapRealValues(float *xx, float*yy) 
float temp; 
temp = *xx; 
= *yy;  
*yy = temp; 
1* * * *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * ** * * * * * *1 
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APPLICATION OF A GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR WATER 
ALLOCATION IN AN IRRIGATION SYSTEM' 
ROBIN WARDLAW*  AND KAMPANAD BHAKTIKUL 
School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Edinburgh, Scot/and, UK 
ABSTRACT 
Irrigation is the largest use of fresh water globally, and improved management of water within 
irrigation systems is essential if scarce resources are to be used to their maximum benefit and 
used in an equitable manner. The management of water allocation in large irrigation systems is 
important, as even a small improvement in operation may lead to significant benefits. 
An optimisation approach based on genetic algorithms (GAS) is described for real time 
allocation of irrigation water supplies. Appropriate objective functions for the water allocation 
problem have been derived previously and solved using quadratic programming (QP). This 
paper describes work on the development of a GA for the water allocation problem. The GA 
approach is very flexible, and is easily set up for a wide range of linear and non-linear objective 
functions. 
This paper presents the development of a GA for the irrigation water allocation problem and 
investigates the sensitivity of the approach to different formulations The GA approach can 
provide solutions that are similar to those produced by QP It is, however, sensitive to string 
length, and has difficulty in meeting closed nodal water balance constraints It is concluded that 
the GA approach offers no advantage over. the QP for the water allocation problem. Copyright 
© 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd 
RESUM 
L'irrigation est, dans le. monde, la manière la plus répandue d'exploiter l'eau douce et 
l'amélioration• de la gestion de l'eau, au sein des systèmes d'irrigation, est essentielle si l'on veut 
utiliser de facon equitable les ressources peu abondantes au maximum de leur bienfait. La 
gestion de la repartition de l'eau dans les -rands systèmes d'irrigation est donc importante: la 
mL. ..i place d'ure infime amelioration peut en effet engendrer des Liéfices cr_2' a'.' S. 
Une approche d'optimisation, basée sur les algorithmes génétiques (AGs) pour une repartition 
en temps reel des provisions d'eau pourl'irrigation, est exposée. D'adéquates fonctions objec-
tives pour le problème de la repartition de l'eau ont auparavant été identifiées et résolues en 
utilisant la programmation quadratique (PQ). Notre article décrit le travail réalisé lors du 
développement d'un AG concernant le problème de repartition de I'eau. L'approche proposée 
par FAG est très souple et peut facilement être mise en place pour une grande variété de 
fonctions objectives linéaires ou non. 
* Correspondence to: Division of Engineering, School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The University of Edinburgh, Crew 
Building, The King's Buildings, Edinburgh EH9 3JN, Scotland, UK. 
Application d'un algorithme génbtique pour la repartition de l'cau dans un système dirrigation. 
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2 	 R. WARDLAW AND K. BUAKTIKUL 
Notre article presente le développement d'un AG pour le problème de repartition de l'eau 
destinée a l'irrigation et examine la sensibilitC de cette approche a des formulations différentes. 
L'approche AG peut fournir en fait des solutions semblables a celles issues de la PQ. Mais elle 
est toutefois sensible a la longueur des series et éprouve des difficultés a répondre aux 
restrictions imposées par l'étroit équilibre nodal de l'eau. En conclusion, ii apparait que 
l'approche AG n'offre pas plus d'avantages que la PQ en ce qui concerne le probléme de la 
repartition de l'eau. Copyright © 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent studies by Wardlaw and Barnes (1996, 1997, 1998) have been concerned with the real 
time allocation of water supplies in irrigation systems with complex distribution networks. 
Wardlaw and Barnes developed a quadratic programming (QP) approach to optimise water 
allocation. Genetic algorithms (GAs) were identified as a possible alternative approach, and one 
that might be more robust than QP. GAs were first introduced by Holland (1971), and in 1975 
he published the book entitled Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems (Holland, 1975) 
which for many years was a standard reference. Since then, GAs have been applied to a wide 
range of problems. 
A review of GA work related to irrigation water distribution systems identified only one 
previous application (Chen, 1997). The objective of that investigation was to optimise the 
schedule of reservoir releases to maximise economic benefits. The study found that the 
conventional GA approach was not appropriate with the large number of variables used. 
Modifications to the conventional GA approach were required to improve the rate of 
convergence 
BASIS OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS 
A GA is a random search algorithm. It is a robust method for searching the optimum solution 
to complex problems, even though it may not always necessarily lead to the best possible 
solution (Goldberg, 1989). In a GA, the problem is represented by a population of strings (or 
chromosomes in the biological terminology). Each string comprises a number of blocks, which 
represent the individual variables of the problem (genes in biological terminology). The variables 
represented in the string can be processed in an evaluation function, or fitness function which 
is in effect the objective function. 
Decision variables can be represented in a GA in a number of ways. In conventional GAs 
binary coding is normally used. In binary coding, each block, or gene, is further broken down 
into a series of binary digits. Gray coding is a variant of binary coding that can offer improved 
solutions. Real-value representation in which genes represent a single variable as a real number 
has been shown to offer advantage over both binary and gray coding (Wardlaw and Sharif, 
1999). 
Strings are processed and combined according to their fitness in order to generate new 
strings combining the best features of two parent strings. Strings with the highest fitness 
have the greatest chance of contributing to future generations, as in the process of natural 
selection. Excellent introductions to GAs are given by Goldberg (1989) and by Michalewicz 
(1992). 
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Fundamental operators of genetic algorithms 
There are three basic operations involved in manipulating strings and moving to a new 
generation. These are selection, crossover and mutation. The approach taken to the operators of 
selection, crossover and mutation can influence the results obtained, and different problems may 
require different approaches. 
Selection. The selection Operator is that through which strings are selected for inclusion in 
the reproduction process and for participation in the next generation. The fittest strings have the 
highest probability of being used in reproduction. There are a number of approaches to 
selection, all of which determine the probability of selection as a function of fitness. A brief 
review of alternative selection schemes has been given by Wardlaw and Sharif (1999), from 
which it is clear that tournament selection (Goldberg and Deb, 1991; Yang and Soh, 1997) offers 
a means of maintaining diversity in the population. In tournament selection, rather than 
performing selection on the basis of fitness within the whole population, groups of individuals 
are selected at random, and the individuals within these groups having the highest fitness are 
selected for inclusion in the next generation. A number of rank selection schemes are in use 
(Michalewicz, 1992) and these tend to ensure that good chromosomes have better chances to be 
selected for the next generation. Modifications are available to ensure that the fittest chromo-
some will always be duplicated to the next generation. This is called the elitist strategy, and 
ensures that the best member of the population will always be used in reproduction (Davis, 
1991). 
Crossover operator. Crossover is an extremely important part of a GA. If crossover is 
neglected, the result is no longer a genetic algorithm and the performance will be degraded 
(Davis, 1991) The crossover operator penrnts the exchange of genes between pairs of chromo-
somes in a population. This operator offers the possibility of good . genetic material, from 
different individual, strings being combined to create an even fitter individual. The operator is 
intended to preserve the best material from two parent strings. The number of strings in which 
material is exchanged is controlled by the crossover probability, which is an input to a GA. The 
crossover probability is normally in the range of 0.5-1.0. Three approaches to crossover are 
described by Goldberg (1989) and Michalewicz (1992): one-point crossover, two-point crossover 
and uniform crossover. An excellent summary of these crossover operators has been given by 
Wardlaw and Sharif (1999). 
Mutation operator. Mutation is an important operator of GAs that permits new genetic 
material to be introduced to a population. A mutation probability can be specified that permits 
random mutation. In binary representation, n"ial c3leler or bits of a gene simply have their 
values changed from a 0 to 1 or vice versa. For real-value representation Michalewicz (1992) has 
outlined two basic approaches to mutation. These are uniform mutation and non-uniform 
mutation. In uniform mutation, the value of a gene can be mutated randomly within its feasible 
range of values, while modified uniform mutation permits modifications of a gene by a specified 
amount. In non-uniform mutation, the amount by which genes can be mutated is reduced as the 
run progresses, thereby reducing the risk of disturbing good solutions. 
THE WATER ALLOCATION PROBLEM 
The real time water allocation problem addressed is one of ensuring the equitable distribution 
of irrigation water supplies within an irrigation system. It is neither a planning problem, in that 
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crops are assumed to be in the ground. nor is it a scheduling problem. in that irrigation supplies 
are assumed to be run of river and in scheme scheduling is not considered. 
The objective Ji.inction 
Wardlaw and Barnes (1998) have demonstrated that the objective function that preserves 
equity may be written as 
11 (d 
Minimise z = 	,  
where n is the number of irrigation schemes, d1 the irrigation demand for scheme i and x the 
irrigation supply to scheme i. 
Three basic constraints must be satisfied in finalising a solution to the problem. These are the 
reach capacity constraint, the nodal water balance constraint and the scheme supply constraint. 
Referring to Figure 1, the constraints may be defined as follows: 
Capacity constraint: 
Q,1 :!~ qmax 	 (2) 
where Qq is 'the flow to node j from node i and qmaxij the maximum capacity of canal 
connecting nodes i and j (or reach capacity). 
Nodal balance constraint: 
Qznf + E Q - - Qsink, =0 	 (3) 
where i, j are the node references, QinJ; the external inflow to node I (i.e. not from the canal 
system) Q, the flow in canal connecting nodes, x, the water supply to irrigation scheme i, 
Qsink1 the outflow to system sink and m the number of reaches connected to, node i.. 
Supply constraint: 
(4) 
where d is the irrigation demand of scheme i. 
Penalty functions and penalty factors 
In a GA, it is necessary to introduce penalty functions to ensure that the system constraints 
e satisfied. In effect, the requirement is to demote or exclude chrrmosom.tht 'r) rt stis:. 
the system constraints. There are three components to the penalty function used for the water 
allocation problem as shown below: 
Qzfj 
Figure I. Nodal water balance components 
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where n is the number of nodes in the system. 
If nodal balance >0.001 
Qinf + 	— x1— Qsink1 	
(6) ./=1 
=' 	Qinf. + 
j = 1  
where Q,,) is the flow(s) into node i and r the number of reaches flow into node i. 







where n is the number of irrigation schemes. 
These penalty functions could be used in quadratic form in order to increase the sensitivity to 
violation (Goldberg, 1989). A penalty factor (R) is used to weight the penalty functions and the 
objective function may be rewritten as 
Minimise 	
(d, —x)2 
+ R1 P1 + R2 P2 + R3 P3 	 (8) 
DEVELOPMENT OF A GA FOR WATER ALLOCATION 
There are two fundamental approaches to setting up a GA for the water allocation problem. 
The first is to represent only canal flows in the chromosome, and from there to derive irrigation 
supply from the nodal water balance. The second approach is to include both canal flows and 
irrigation supplies in the chromosome, making irrigation supply a decision variable also. Both 
approaches have been tested in application to a simple irrigation network. Analysis has also 
been carried out to determine the most appropriate representation. scheme. 
TESTING ON A SIMPLE NETWORK 
Preliminary development of the GA approach was carried out on the simple network shown in 
Figure 2. The maximum capacity in each reach was set at 15 rn3 s —'. Initially the inflow (Qinf) 
was set to 15 m3 s 1 , and the demands dl, d2, d3, d4, d5 and d6 were set to 0, 4, 5, 5, 0 and 
3 m3 s — ' respectively. This resulted in water stress and the GA was required to distribute 
available resources equitably. 
Representation schemes 
To compare binary and real-value coding, the GA was set up with canal flows as the decision 
variables represented in the chromosome. 
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Figure 2. Preliminary test network 
Binary coding set-up. An example of a chromosome representing a set of canal flows is 
shown in Figure 3. Each string has six genes (for six canal flows) and each gene comprises a 
number of alleles or bits. These alleles are encoded/decoded by linear mapping to their decimal 
equivalent canal flow. The mutation operator can cause large changes to gene values in binary 
representation. Gray coding has been found (Dandy et al., 1996) to create fewer disturbances to 
good solutions, but it has been demonstrated by Wardlaw and Sharif (1999) that real-value 
coding offers many .advantages. 
Real-value coding set-up To initialise the population in real value coding, flows for each 
canal in each chromosome in the population are generated randomly within the range of the 
canal capacities The variable space is continuous 
Evaluation of results.. .. 	 ,. 	 . 	 . 	 . 
Both representation schemes achieved near equity in supply. Results are presented as 
supply/demand ratios in Figure 4. An important difference between the binary and real-value 
codings is in the length of chromosomes. In binary coding there are five alleles per gene giving 
a chromosome length of 30. In real-value coding, there is only one allele per gene and the 
chromosome length is thus 6. A further disadvantage of binary coding is that coding and 
decoding slow down execution time. The average execution time for 500 generations with binary 
coding was 5 s while that with real-value coding was 2 s. Figure 5 shows the progress of the GAs 
towards solution with binary and real-value coding. Real-value coding clearly approaches the 
solution more quickly. A constrant on hH.ar 	is he ccuracy with which flows can be, 
mapped to the binary bits, or alleles in a gene. The linear mapping of values results in an 
accuracy of 0.00-0.05 m3 s -' in each canal. To improve accuracy with binary coding, it would 
be necessary to include more alleles in each gene. This in turn increases string length and can 
result in slower execution and further problems in maintaining good solutions. The results 
achieved on this preliminary test demonstrate that GAs are capable of producing acceptable 
results, and that real-value coding is superior to binary coding. 
100100:01010:1011 01  1000:11100:111  ill 
qi 	ci2 	 11 	 C16 
Figure 3. A chromosome representing a set or canal flows (for Figure 2) 
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Real value coding 
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Generation number 
Figure 5. Solution progress with different representation schemes 
GA performance with strings comprising irrigation supplies and flows 
A GA set up with irrigation supplies and flows represented in a chromosome requires a longer 
string length, but has the same constraints as a GA set up with flows alone. For the simple 
network shown in Figure 2, the string comprises 12 genes as there are 6 irrigation supplies. A 
GA was set up using real-value coding, and results compared with those obtained earlier with 
a representation consisting of canal flows only. Results are presented in Figure 6. Clearly both 
approaches produce acceptable results. The GA set up with flows and supplies takes longer to 
reach an acceptable solution than the GA operating on flows alone, however, as can be seen 
from Figure 7. The nodal balance constraint for the GA with both the flows and the supplies 
in a chromosome required an increased penalty factor to ensure that constraints were satisfied. 
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1.6 	 Decisions on flows and supplies 
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0 	50 	100 	150 	200 	250 	300 	350 	400 	450 	500 
Generation number 
Figure 7. Solution progress with alternative formulations 
The reason for this is that random modification to two variables in the same constraint results 
in a greater chance of a good solution being disturbed. It is desirable to keep string length as 
short as possible. 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON THE TEST NETWORK 
The preceding sections have demonstrated that real-value coding is superior to binary coding, 
and that the problem is best formulated using canal flows only, keeping irrigation supplies as a 
dependent variable. On the basis of this preferred set-up, the sensitivity of the GA to crossover 
probability, mutation probability and population size was investigated. The real-value coding is 
apparently insensitive to mutation probability, although best results are obtained with about 
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0.75 mutations per chromosome. This number of mutations per chromosome was used to test 
the sensitivity of performance to the probability of crossover. The best results are achieved with 
a crossover probability of 0.95, although acceptable results are obtained over a fairly wide 
range. From the literature reviewed it has been suggested that the appropriate crossover 
probability is in the range of 0.5-1 (Goldberg, 1989). It was found that acceptable results could 
be achieved with all crossover schemes, but that non-uniform mutation performed better than 
modified uniform mutation. 
Acceptable results were obtained within a wide range of population sizes. The best results 
were achieved for the test network with a minimum population size of 100 with crossover 
probability of 0.95 and the number of mutations per chromosome of 0.75. With too small a 
Population there will be insufficient diversity, but with too large a population an increased 
number of generations will be required for the best individuals to emerge. 
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE GA 
The GA for the water allocation problem has been applied to the irrigation system of Tukad 	- 
Ayung in Bali, Indonesia. The system has been described by Wardlaw and Wells (1996), and was 
used by Wardlaw and Barnes (1996) in the development of their QP approach. The network 
diagram for the system is shown in Figure 8. It comprises 69 reaches and 56 nodes. 
Objective function used 
The objective function used was basically that of Equation (8) It was found that with this 
more complex network, the global water balance could accumulate errors from individual nodal 








where P4 is the penalty for the global water balance constraint. 
In the Ayung network with 56 nodes at which water balance constraints must be satisfied, it 
was found that penalty function representation was very important. Appropriate penalty factors 
were determined by experiment. From the series of model runs it was also found that a 
quadratic form of the nodal water balance constraint (Equation (6)) bet suited the problem. 
The problem has been set up with canal flows as the decision variables. Real-value represen-
tation, the elitist strategy, uniform crossover and non-uniform mutation were adopted. The GA 
was set up with a population of 100, probability of crossover of 0.95 and 0.75 mutations per 
chromosome. It was found that a low error tolerance was required in decision variables as a 
result of the complexity of the Tukad Ayung system, and the string length involved. In time 
steps with no water stress, the water balance constraints were satisfied to a precision of 0.008 m3  
s 	. In time steps with water stress, the water balance constraints were rarely satisfied to this 
precision. It was found that nodal balance error was typically in the range of 0.000-0.1. 
Average irrigation deficits are compared with those achieved by Wardlaw and Barnes (1997) 
using QP in Figure 9. The GAl results refer to this original set-up. QP clearly performs much 
better than GAl. The average annual irrigation demand per time step is 11.5 m3 s'. Using QP 
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Figure 8. Schematic of the Ayung irriontion system (altcr \Vardla...tnd Barnes, 1996) 
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Figure 9. Comparison of GA performance with that of QP 	 - 
the average supply per time step was 10.27 m3 s —' while with GAl the average supply was 9.68 
m3 s. The GAl set-up did not perform well. 
IMPROVED GA APPROACH 
In the original GA formulation (GA 1), flows were computed for every reach. However, at many 
junction nodes in the system where flows are divided or combined, there is no irrigation 
demand At such nodes flows in one reach can be computed from the nodal water balance, thus 
reducing the number of decision variables and gene length In this revised formulation (GA2), 
the gene length was reduced from 51 to 25 and the -potential for constraint violation also 
reduced considerably. The objective function used was still that of Equation (8), with minor 
adjustment to constraints and addition of constraint 4 (Equation (9)). With the revised 
approach, the average supply per time step was increased to 10.12 m3 s', which is much closer 
to the solution achieved by QP. The results are included in Figure 9. Clearly GA2 is a significant 
improvement on GAl, and near equity has been achieved. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It has been demonstrated that with the improved GA formulation, solutions to the water 
allocation problem can be achieved that are similar to those achieved by QP. The GA should be 
set up with canal flows as the decision variables. The number of decision variables can be 
reduced by making use of continuity at junctions with no irrigation demands to permit one 
canal flow to become a dependent variable. 
It is concluded that a real-value representation, tournament selection together with the elitist 
strategy, uniform crossover and non-uniform mutation will produce the best results. A crossover 
probability of 0.95 and 0.75 mutations per chromosome are suitable for the water allocation 
problem. The approach has been shown to be robust and not particularly sensitive to crossover 
or mutation probabilities. It is sensitive to population size, however, and too small a population 
restricts diversity. 
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The GA is clearly sensitive to string length, and this will limit its application to larger 
problems. As string length increases, maintaining good solutions becomes more difficult. The 
closed nature of the water balance at supply nodes makes solution by GA difficult. The main 
advantage of the GA approach is that it can be set up with any form of objective function. 
However, for the water allocation problem, although the improved GA produced acceptable 
results, it offers no real advantage over the QP approach. Execution times for the QP approach 
were significantly shorter than those of the improved GA. It is thought that the GA does hold 
promise for application to water scheduling problems. 
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The demand for water is increasing rapidly in the developing world. The gap between water 
demand and water supply is widening, making effective water resources management vital. 
Irrigation represents the largest use of fresh water globally, and improved management of 
water within irrigation, systems is essential if scarce resources are to be used in an equitable 
manner and to their maximum benefit The management of water allocation in large Irrigation 
systems is important, as even a small improvement in operation may lead to significant 
benefits. 
An optimisation approach based on Genetic Algorithms (GAs) is 'described for real time 
allocation of irrigation water supplies. Appropriate objective functions for the water 
allocation problem have been derived previously and solved using quadratic programming. 
There had been concern that the quadratic programming approach may become 
computationally bounded for large systems. It was also thought that the approach would be 
difficult to apply to water scheduling problems. This paper describes work on the 
development of a GA for the water allocation problem. Although GAs have been 'actively 
researched for 30 years, only one previous application to an irrigation problem has been 
found in the literature. The GA approach is very flexible, and is easily set up for a wide range 
of linear and noniinear objective functions. 
This paper presents the development of a GA for the irrigation water allocation problem and 
investigates the sensitivity of the approach to different formulations. The advantages and the 
shortcomings of the technique are discussed. 
